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Abstract 

 Art historians have identified a rightward turn in the artistic climate of France in the 

interwar period, one opposed to an avant-garde accused of being foreign to national culture, and 

reflective of a broader cultural and political shift towards the right.  However, a study detailing 

the strength and variety of forces opposed to modernism and the avant-gardes in this period has 

yet to be written. 

 Drawing on newspapers, art journals, art history books, and sources from private and 

national archives in France, my dissertation presents four detailed case studies of reactionary, 

anti-avantgardeist and anti-modernist critics, art educators and art historians during this period, 

expanding our understanding of the position and influence of these rightwing intellectuals. 

Analyzing their aims, the artists they supported, their audiences, their social networks, and finally 

their links to the French state, the dissertation will reconstitute the multiple and multifaceted 

platforms of conservative cultural activism, revealing the contours of a powerful, persistent, and 

often successful cultural and political agenda that sought to undermine or reverse the course of 

modernism. 

 Accounting for the strategies through which rightwing art world actors battling 

modernism and the avant-gardes sought to institutionalize their campaigns, this dissertation 

complicates and revises our understanding of the substantial challenges posed to modern art in the 

interwar period, demonstrating the power of these interventions while also pointing to the tacit 

complicity of the French state with these efforts. 
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INTRODUCTION: A Very Dangerous Turn 

 On December 3, 1930 members of the far-right paramilitary league Jeunesses Patriotes1 

interrupted a screening of Salvador Dalí's Surrealist L'Âge d'or at Studio 28 in Paris, in an attempt 

to stop a film whose anti-clericalism and iconoclasm they found offensive. Screaming "Death to 

the Jews"2 and "Let's see now if there are any Christians left in France," the protesters threw a pot 

of ink at the screen and tossed smoke bombs into the audience before exiting the room. With 

walking canes that doubled as weapons, they then began to destroy the entry hall outside the 

screening room, slashing paintings by Dalí, Man Ray, Max Ernst, Joan Miró and Yves Tanguy, 

and destroying materials on display, like issues of La Révolution surréaliste, as well as the 

furniture and windows (figs 1-2).   

 In the weeks that followed, the press on the far right applauded these actions of vandalism, 

reprinting a notice from the Ligue des Patriotes that claimed the "immorality of this bolshevist 

spectacle"3 justified the violence. Though the affected parties had gone to the police for the 

restitution of some 80,000 francs in damage, the scandal compelled the Préfecture de Police to 

order a new review of the film by the Examination Commission, which now mandated that 

offensive scenes featuring bishops be removed from future screenings of the film. On December 

7, articles in L'Ami du peuple and Le Figaro, both owned by the fascist and anti-Semite François 

                                                        

1 The Ligue des Jeunesses Patriotes, or simply Jeunesses Patriotes, was an anti-parliamentary, anti-Semitic paramilitary 
league of the extreme right founded by the Champagne producer and politician Pierre Taittinger in 1924 (taking up the 
lead of the Ligue des Patriotes that had been founded during the crisis of Boulangism by the nationalist poet Paul 
Déroulède). Jeunesses Patriotes would be one of the key groups active in a violent attempted coup-d'état against the 
Third Republic in February 1934. It was dissolved in 1936 by laws against extremist ligues passed under the 
governance of the Popular Front. On the Ligue des Jeunesses Patriotes see Robert Soucy, French Fascism: The First 
Wave, 1924-1933. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986).  See also Jean Vavasseur-Desperriers, "Jeunesse et 
mouvements de droite durant l'entre-deux-guerres" Histoire@politique 1 no.4 (2008). 
2 This was a reference to the film's patrons, the viscount and countess Charles and Marie-Laure de Noailles, but also 
evoked a discourse linking the patronage and artistic production of art by Jews to modernism, as I will explore in depth 
in my first chapter.    
3 Cited in Louis Aragon, André Breton, René Crevel, Salvador Dali, et al. Pamphlet. “L’affaire de ‘l’Âge d’or’" 
January 2, 1931, Fondation André Breton.   
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Coty, demanded more, asking for the banning of a film that dragged "family, religion, and nation" 

through the mud,4 adding that if censors did not act "spectators should take matters into their own 

hands."5 On December 8, a writer in Le Figaro continued the campaign, urging the prefect of 

police Jean Chiappe, a known far-right sympathizer, to "sweep up" the mess: "You can, and you 

must."6  That day, the Examination Commission suppressed elements of the film program 

blaspheming Christ, but the campaign continued. On December 10, Le Figaro printed an open 

letter by Gaston Le Provost de Launay, municipal councillor and a member of the Ligue des 

Patriotes7, again asking Chiappe to suppress the film and on December 11 the film was banned in 

Parisian film halls. The following day, police seized all existing copies of the film, including one 

at the home of Dalí.8 Le Figaro subsequently declared that the joint campaign had succeeded:  

The intervention of Figaro, seconding that of M. Le Provost de Launay, has borne its fruit. 
We know that we have not appealed in vain to the authority that M. Chiappe so often 
demonstrates, and with such fervour, when it comes to defending the renown, moral 
elegance and good standing of Paris. 9 

 

In this jarring episode of harassment, hate speech, and censorship, conservative forces intervened 

physically, in print, and most likely also through back-channels of communication, to destroy, 

censor, and finally suppress a work of avant-garde art.  

i.1 Background 

 The organized vandalism and the campaign against L'Âge d'or were not the first of their 

                                                        

4 Richard Pierre-Bodin "D'un Scandale: Lettre ouverte à M. Paul Ginisty, président de la Censure" Le Figaro, 
December 7, 1930. 
5 Ami du Peuple, December 7, 1930, cited in Aragon et al. “L’affaire de ‘l’Âge d’or.’"  
6 Gaetan Sanvoisin, Le Figaro, December 10 1930 cited in “L’affaire de ‘l’Âge d’or.’" 
7 Gaston Provost de Launay was also an important financial contributor to Georges Valois' short-lived fascist party le 
Faisceau and his Nouveau Siècle newspaper.  See Soucy, French Fascism: The First Wave, 98. 
8 Aragon et al, “L’affaire de ‘l’Âge d’or.’" 
9 "L'intervention de Le Figaro, secondant celle de le Provost de Launay, a porté ses fruits. Nous savions que nous ne 
nous adresserions pas en vain à ce sens de l'autorité dont M. Chiappe a si fréquemment témoigné et qu'il manifeste 
toujours avec une ferveur particulière quand il s'agit du renom, de l'élégance morale et de la bonne tenue de paris. " 
Gaetan Sanvoisin, "Un scandale qui prend fin: interdiction du film 'l'Âge d'Or'" Le Figaro, December 11, 1930, p.1. 
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kind, but rather manifested a set of ideologies that had been gestating in France's public sphere 

for decades. The Jeunesses Patriotes were just one of the many paramilitary and youth leagues 

that had come and gone in France since the end of the 19th Century,10 all formed as militant 

"shock troops" for a well-connected minority of intellectuals who expressed their views in the 

newspapers of the extreme nationalist right. Since the beginning of the Third Republic, the far 

right in France had been a constant contributor to the public sphere, from the Boulangists, who 

had rallied to General Boulanger after the Franco-Prussian war, to Neo-Royalist "Legitimists" 

like Charles Maurras (1868-1952), 11 whose comprehensive anti-democratic philosophy, 

published in Action française and a score of other satellite or sympathetic publications, would 

eventually cultivate indigenous forms of French fascism.   

 Although the positions of these anti-democratic groups varied, Maurras held that modern 

democracies had eroded the strengths of traditional French society and culture, including the fine 

arts, de facto a domain symbolic of the nation. Convinced that the permissiveness of democratic 

politics and culture had made France weak and wishing that the French Revolution had never 

occurred, for Maurrasians the only solution to these problems was a political and cultural return 

to the hierarchy and order imposed by the crown and the church. Such cultural discourse fostered 

the idea that "true" French culture, derived from a "Latinate" and Greco-Roman past, was 

inherently classical and rational, as opposed to the artistic individualism and irrationality of 

modernism, which they blamed on romanticism and the destructive philosophers of the French 

                                                        

10 See Soucy, French Fascism: The First Wave, 1924-1933, and Jean Vavasseur-Desperriers, "Jeunesse et mouvements 
de droite durant l'entre-deux-guerres," ibid.  
11 The right-wing intellectual and leader of the widely influential neo-Royalist Action Française, a group associated 
with the anti-Semitic and nationalist Ligues whose print organ of the same name had gained popularity for its 
intransigent opposition to Alfred Dreyfus, the Jewish army captain who underwent a decades-long trial when he was 
wrongfully accused of selling state secrets to France's German enemies.  See Eugen Weber, Action française; Royalism 
and Reaction in Twentieth Century France (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1962). 
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Revolution, all the result of pernicious German influence.12  

 Modern art of a certain sort was thus foreign to the true face of France, but Maurrasians 

were not the only ones to hold this position, especially in the period of intensifying nationalism 

leading up to and including the First World War. This conflation even surfaced in debates in the 

Chamber of Deputies in 1912, when, during a budgetary meeting, the Socialist minister Jules-

Louis Breton described modern art as a foreign conspiracy, drawing on a popular discourse that 

linked the geometric forms of Cubist painting to those that had been on view a few years earlier at 

an exhibition of Munich-based design.13  This reinforced a narrative that modernism in France 

was inextricably linked to the enemy, a symbolic premonition of the physical destruction of 

French culture that would soon befall French landmarks and churches in German bombings.14 

Some scholars argue that, in response to the tendentiousness of the modernist idiom during this 

time, certain modern artists altered their work, turning to more acceptable "classical" themes 

whose French pedigree could not be questioned either by nationalist critics or a general public 

roused into a state of nationalist agitation and paranoia.15  

 Though the debates about modernism and tradition had temporarily ceased during the war 

thanks to President Raymond Poincaré's request for a peaceful “Union Sacré,” the end of the 

                                                        

12 Neil McWilliam, "Action Française, Classicism and the Dilemmas of Traditionalism in France" in McWilliam and 
June Hargrove, eds. Nationalism and French Visual Culture,(Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 2005): 269-
291, 274. 
13 See “Débats Parlementaires,” Journal officiel de la Chambre des Députés (December 3 1912: 2924-26) cited in 
Patricia Leighten and Mark Antliff eds. A Cubism Reader: Documents and Criticism, 1906-1914. (Chicago: Chicago 
University Press, 2009),395,397. The association of Cubism with German "Boche" art in criticism and popular culture 
is treated at length in Kenneth E. Silver Esprit de Corps: The Art of the Parisian Avant-Garde and the First World 
War, 1914-1925 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1989), 3-27. 
14As Martha Hanna has detailed, this anti-German mentality manifested itself in all aspects of French intellectual 
production during mobilization and was part and parcel of an intellectual nativism and expulsion of anything slightly 
resembling German thought, including the works of Nietzsche, of Hegel, and even Emmanuel Kant. Martha Hanna, 
The Mobilization of Intellect: French Scholars and Writers During the Great War (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1996). For a detailed analysis of the politics of memory and memorialization around the First World 
War in France, see Daniel J. Sherman, The Construction of Memory in Interwar France. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press:1999). 
15 See Kenneth Silver, Esprit de Corps. Silver's scholarship is discussed in more depth in the literature review of this 
introduction.   
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conflict re-opened the polemics, which were taken up once more with a newfound urgency, 

reflecting a set of hopes and fears now tinged by the success of the Bolshevik Revolution in 

Russia. A pair of competing manifestos published in the summer of 1919 document the evolving 

post-war divisions between nationalist conservatives and proponents of an internationalist culture. 

On the Left, the Socialist novelist and editor of l'Humanité Romain Rolland penned a “Fière 

déclaration d’intellectuels," voicing his disappointment that during the war intellectuals had 

foregone their privileged duty to work “without borders, without limits, without prejudices of 

races or castes,”16 and instead instrumentalized their disinterested inquiry and art for nationalist 

causes. The manifesto's signatories included figures within the Parisian and international avant-

gardes: the poet and member of the Abbaye de Créteil René Arcos, the author Georges Duhamel, 

Benedetto Croce, Albert Einstein, the philosopher Bertrand Russell, the anarchist and founder of 

the Salon des Indépendants Paul Signac, the critic Léon Werth, the novelist Stefan Zweig, and the 

art critic Waldemar George. 17 A month later, in the Republican publication Le Figaro came its 

riposte, written by Henri Massis, a younger acolyte of Charles Maurras.18 Dismissing Rolland's 

internationalism as another instance of this "bolshevism," which attacked "intellect and culture, 

all the better to destroy society, the nation, the family and the individual,"19 Massis urged French 

intellectuals to reform a declining French culture and defend the interests of France by turning to 

Maurrassian intellectual empiricism in creative endeavors, meaning the refutation of abstraction 

                                                        

16 "Sans frontières, sans limites, sans préjugés de races ou de castes…” The intellectual does not recognize different 
peoples, he wrote, “Nous connaissons le Peuple—unique universel, le Peuple qui souffre, qui lutte…” Romain Rolland, 
“la Déclaration de l’indépendance de l’esprit,” l’Humanité, June 26, 1919. 
17 George's signature is not found in the manifesto of June 26 but was added later. See David Fisher, Romain Rolland 
and the Politics of Intellectual Engagement,  (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), 62 fn 43.  
18 Henri Massis, “Pour un parti de l’intelligence,” Le Figaro (Supplément littéraire du Dimanche), July 19, 1919 
19  “ce bolchevisme qui, des l’abord, s’attaque à l’esprit et à la culture, afin de mieux détruire la société, nation, famille, 
individu,"  Massis, "Pour un parti de l'intelligence," 
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and a renewed reliance on the classical past. 20 By returning to this set of classical principles, 

Massis wrote, thinkers of the right could "organize an intellectual defense" to guide and protect 

public opinion from "a mode of thinking that stops thought, an art that is the end of art, a politics 

that destroys politics."21 In other words, the right would need to unite to combat modernism but 

also modernity in all its dimensions. Signatories to the manifesto, some of them extremists and 

some simply conservative men of standing in Third Republic France, included Paul Bourget, of 

the Académie Française, Jacques Bainville, an editor of Action Française, the painters George 

Desvallières and Maurice Denis, the author Daniel Halévy, the Catholic poet Francis Jammes, 

Charles Maurras, Jacques Maritain, the art critic Camille Mauclair, and the economist and 

columnist at Action Française Georges Valois.  

 While the polarity between Rolland's manifesto and that of Massis masked existing and 

future divisions between each grouping of signatories, these two manifestos painted in broad 

strokes the political stakes for intellectuals in interwar France, which by no means excluded 

artists, art critics, curators, art historians and art dealers. The discourse linking the avant-gardes 

and the moderns with a treacherous "other" was compounded by the demographics of France in 

the years before and after the First World War.  On the right, the threat of being replaced by the 

non-French was a particularly acute concern. 

i.1.1. Immigration and Internationalization during the Third Republic 

Between 1881 and 1911, the number of foreigners living in France increased by 15%, 

whereas the total population of France grew only by 5%, a disparity that prompted the 

                                                        

20  This required "the aesthetic expression of an intelligence whose mastery of nature was rooted in experience refracted 
through a discriminating appreciation of tradition." Neil McWilliam, "Action Française, Classicism and the Dilemmas 
of Traditionalism in France," 270. 
21 “l’opinion publique… à besoin d’être guidée et protégée, et ils-estiment que c’est le rôle d’écrivains vraiment 
conscients du péril et qui entendent servir. Contre le bolchevisme de la pensée, contre le parti de l’ignorance, ils 
entendent organiser une défense intellectuelle." Massis, "Pour un parti de l'intelligence." 
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demographer Jacques Bertillon to write with alarm that France had been “colonized by 

foreigners.”22 Studies of numbers at the turn of the century also show a shift in the origins of 

these immigrants. While according to the 1881 census the majority came from industrialized 

countries like Belgium and Germany, the trend had changed by 1911: immigrants from less-

developed countries in Mediterranean Europe, including Italy, Greece and Spain, had become the 

top entrants, with Italians now forming the largest group. Escaping into France to avoid poor 

harvests and undeveloped industry, many foreigners were seeking employment in factories. 

Though they were not always welcomed when they arrived, such workers were needed due to 

France’s low birth rate, which experienced a 6% decline between 1831 and 1911.23  

Poor economic conditions were not the only factors that drew foreigners to France.  As a 

liberal republic its reputation as a place of economic and political freedom attracted intellectual 

workers, skilled laborers and artists from all around Europe.  A substantial number of these 

educated immigrants comprised Jews from the Pale of Settlement in the Russian Empire, who, 

following the death of Tsar Alexander II in 1881, fled new Anti-Semitic pogroms and numerus 

clausus laws banning them from all but the most menial jobs and barring them from secondary 

education. As French scholars Nancy Green and Mikhaïl Zahar have shown, many arrived in 

Paris, forming diasporic communities in Montparnasse on the Left Bank.  The immigration 

records of this period clearly reflect an increase of educated Jewish immigrants in Paris, many of 

them victims of the pogroms. The numbers are significant. By 1912, for example, police data 

shows that 80% of all Russian immigrants living in Paris were of Jewish ancestry.  Additional 

numbers from 1912 show that among the Russians living in Paris, intellectuals and skilled 

                                                        

22 From Bertillon's 1911 La Dépopulation de la France, cited in Fernand Braudel and Ernest Labrousse, Histoire 
économique et sociale de la France 4 (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1970), 105. 
23 Ibid., 109. 
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workers accounted for large proportions of the Russian immigrant population, 20.1% and 33.7% 

respectively (compared to manual laborers who represented 29.4%).24 The dramatic increase in 

the number of Russians enrolling at the Sorbonne in disciplines like law, medicine, and the 

sciences in the very early years of the 20th century confirms this story. Between 1903 and 1909 

alone, a period marked by intense political unrest and the revival of pogroms, the number of 

Russian students enrolled in professional schools at the Sorbonne increased by an astounding 

345%.25    

 From all this we can infer that the hardship under which Jews lived in the Russian empire 

after 1881 brought many of them, especially the educated ones, to Paris, in order to take up 

professions they were now barred from practicing in their homelands. These broader 

demographic patterns lend greater color to our understanding of intellectual and artistic life in 

Paris in the early 20th century. We hear the story of Pinchus Krémègne, who left Russia in 1912 

“because he had understood that there were no possibilities…short of a miracle—for a Jewish 

artist,” but had “heard that in Paris, artists were honored without distinction of religion or 

nationality.” 26 Seeking camaraderie and support structures, while also fleeing quota systems and 

the traditional academies of their home countries, these modernist émigrés, lumped under the 

broad category of the "School of Paris," thrived within the liberal Third Republic, a fact that 

                                                        

24 Nancy L. and Mikhaïl Zahar Green, "Eléments pour une étude du mouvement ouvrier juif à Paris au début du siècle " 
Le Mouvement Social, no. 110 (Jan-March, 1980): 50-53. 
25 In 1903, the Annuaire Statistique de la Ville de Paris lists 366 Russian students total Studying Theology, Law, 
Medicine, Sciences, Letters, and Pharmacology in Université de Paris. In 1909 this number has jumped to 1629. 
Annuaire Statistique de la Ville de Paris (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale) Volumes 1900-1914. 
26 Chagall’s story, though more charmed thanks to the eventual patronage of a wealthy count, is much the same. As a 
Jewish child, he entered college in his hometown of Vitebsk, in current-day Belarus, thanks only to a large bribe. 
Having left Vitebsk to pursue his career as an artist in Saint Petersburg, Chagall found that this city was entirely 
“forbidden to Jews,” and he was forced to dissemble his identity. His time there did not last long; in 1910 he was 
“taken in a roundup and recognized as a Jew” and was forced to spend eight days in Prison. Jean Paul Crespelle, 
Montparnasse Vivant  (Paris: Hachette, 1962). 44, 91, 92, 95. 
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instilled a fear amongst conservatives and reactionaries that "French culture" would soon be 

desiccated.  

As the decades progressed this pattern continued. Between 1921 and 1931, partially as a 

result of highly liberal French labor laws established to replenish a male workforce devastated by 

the First World War, the proportion of immigrants living in France almost doubled.27  The art 

world mirrored national immigration patterns, and the number of foreign artists in Paris also 

increased dramatically during the twenties. The statistics for entry to the Salon des Indépendants 

are instructive. In 1920, for example, there were 235 non-native artists exhibiting out of 1,141 

entrants, but by 1923, almost half the exhibitors were non-native artists: 755 out of 1660 

participants. In 1926, 1,118 out of 2,000 exhibitors had been born outside France, comprising 

more than half of those exhibiting.28  In addition to the ever-increasing number of foreign artists, 

the American appetite for modernism— with collectors and curators like Alfred Barr and Albert 

C. Barnes being key examples—would continue to contribute to Paris's  "internationalization" in 

the 1920s. 29  Though most of the avant-gardes embraced this development, a growing faction of 

the French art world responded with the nativism and defensiveness of Maurras and Massis.  As 

scholar Kate Kangaslahti puts it, paradoxically, “the attraction of the city of Paris, which 

continued to draw increasing numbers of foreign artists, had been tarnished, even prior to the war, 

                                                        

27 Eugen Weber, The Hollow Years : France in the 1930s  (New York: Norton, 1994). 87. 
28 Jean Monneret, Catalogue raisonné du Salon des Indépendants, 1884-2000 : les Indépendants dans l'histoire de l'art  
(Paris: Salon des Indépendants, Grand-Palais des Champs-Elysées, 2000); Claire Maingon, "Les Salons du Rappel à 
L'Ordre, Paris 1914-1925: des artistes français aux artistes indépendants" PhD Dissertation (Université Paris X-
Nanterre, 2006), 309 fn 943,312.  
29 Continuing a pattern that had begun between the years of 1855-1914, as observed by Beatrice Joyeux-Prunel. See 
Nul n'est prophète en son pays? L'internationalisation de la peinture des avant-gardes parisiennes, 1855-1914 (Paris: 
Musée d'Orsay/ Nicolas Chaudun: 2009), see for instance, 8, or 229.  
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by the parallel emergence of an aversion to their presence.”30 In an article of 1928 by Charles 

Vildrac in the conservative L’Amour de l’art, we hear the following complaint: 

The French school is virtually submerged by a wave of students coming from every 
corner of the earth. They hardly speak French, yet they speak it loudly and anyone gains 
French citizenship in Montparnasse. 31  
 

The flow of immigrants into the French art market was regularly discussed in the 

increasingly xenophobic critical discourse of the 1920s, where reactionaries and conservatives, 

using a term popularised by Charles Maurras, railed against a perceived invasion of the Parisian 

art world and market by homeless foreigners, or "Métèques." This backlash was sometimes 

articulated as a battle of “schools,” between a so-called “École de France” that included painters 

like André Derain and Dunoyer de Segonzac, and the Parisian artists of varied origins who, over 

time, took on the new critical mantle of the “École de Paris.” If, generally speaking, artists of the 

French School favored regional landscapes and other subjects that underscored French 

particularity, while the emigrés comprising the School of Paris leaned towards a more expressive, 

modernist style or "cosmopolitan” subjects, these two broad categories proved more amorphous 

than this distinction suggests, and their usage shifted both over time and depending on the author 

in question.32   

                                                        

30 Kate Kangaslahti, "Foreign Artists and the École de Paris: Critical and Institutional Ambivalence between the Wars," 
in Adamson and Norris, eds. Academics, Pompiers, Official Artists and the Arrière-Garde: Defining Modern and 
Traditional in France, 1900-1960. (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars, 2009): 85-112, 91.  
31 Cited by Romy Golan, "The École Française vs. The École de Paris," in The Circle of Montparnasse : Jewish artists 
in Paris, 1905-1945, ed. Kenneth  Silver and Romy Golan (New York: Universe Books, 1985), 83. 
32While recent accounts of the "École de Paris" have focused on the use of the term as a mechanism of exclusion, art 
historian Kate Kangaslahti has complicated this narrative, arguing for its ambivalence. The term could refer either to 
the "independent" or "living art" that could be found in the juryless Salon des Indépendants or the modernist-friendly 
Salon d'Automne, or it could refer to the growing ranks of foreign artists in Paris (and in this sense it was sometimes 
derisive) and finally, it would later take on a designation as a museological category. See Kangaslahti,  "Foreign Artists 
and the École de Paris: Critical and Institutional Ambivalence between the Wars."  
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i.1.2.The Great Depression 

These fears of national decline and replacement were magnified in the 1930s by new 

concerns about the rise of technology and materialism expressed on both the left and the right.33 

During a period punctuated by the financial depression, a set of presidential turnovers, a failed 

fascist coup, and a culture changing so rapidly as to become unrecognizable, the French in 

general experienced an extreme anxiety about the future, what Roxanne Panchasi has called an 

“anticipatory nostalgia” for “the disappearance of a national culture that many thought to be 

imperilled.”34 The titles alone of a selection of contemporary publications reveal that French 

intellectuals on the left and right during this period had profound doubts about the resilience of 

crucial myths like “the West” and “man,” which they channelled into a self-identified crise de 

l’esprit, or a "crisis of civilization.”35 The right itself was also undergoing a transformation, as the 

voices of Action Française were joined or supplanted by a younger generation of thinkers willing 

to syncretize integral nationalism with populism and the political aesthetics of fascism that they 

admired abroad. The late 1920s and 1930s saw an increase in nationalist and xenophobic 

sentiment in popular journals and weekly newspapers like L'Ami du peuple and Je suis partout, 

which espoused hatred of the liberal republic and barely hid an anti-Semitism that had been 

considered outré in the years prior.   

                                                        

33As evinced by the range of thinkers producing critiques of materialism, technological advancement and American 
Fordism, this fear knew no political bounds. See for instance George Duhamel, l'Humaniste et l'Automate, 1933; 
Jacques Maritain, Primauté du spirituel, 1927; and Henri Bergson, Les deux sources de la morale et de la religion, 
1932. For more on anti-materialism in the 1930s see Eliane Tonnet-Lacroix, La Littérature française de l’entre deux-
guerres:1919-1939. (Paris: Armand Colin, 2005), 75-7.  
34 Roxanne Panchasi, Future Tense: The Culture of Anticipation in France between the Wars (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell 
University Press, 2009), 5. 
35 Eliane Tonnet-Lacroix, 76. See also Debbie Lackerstein National regeneration in Vichy France, (Burlington, VT: 
Ashgate, 2011) esp. chapter 2. See also Shanny Peer, France on Display: Peasants, Provincials, and Folklore in the 
1937 Paris World’s Fair (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1998), 15. and Jean Laude, “La crise de 
l’humanisme et la fin des utopies,” in L’art face a la crise: 1929-1939. March 1979 (Saint-Etienne: Université de Saint-
Etienne, 1980): 295–391.  
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The financial impact of the Great Depression, which affected France only towards the 

end of 1931, further enervated nationalistic tendencies in the French artistic sphere.36 As galleries 

shuttered and sales dwindled, French painters and conservative critics became resentful of 

foreigners using Paris as their launching pad for commercial success at home and abroad. On the 

far right, critics like Camille Mauclair started a press war against the “métèques” and 

“international mattoïdes” of “Montparno,” who Mauclair called “importers of a vacant and 

hideous expressionism.” 37 Mauclair claimed that the artists in Montparnasse from the École de 

Paris were all charlatans and “daubers” whose works were pure commodities. They were sold like 

stocks at an auction, overvalued for their exoticism and fetching high prices thanks to the vested 

interests of the dealers, publicists and critics who worked on their behalf.  

i.1.3. A Very Dangerous Turn 

 According to conservative society painter Jacques-Emile Blanche, by this point, French 

art had reached a "very dangerous turn": 

In effect, this influx of foreigners could first be explained by the prestige of French art, 
but the unintended consequence was that we quickly realized that this flotsam that had 
come from the East would soon submerge our artistic territory. 38 

 

In the 1930s, the growing but diverse opponents of democracy believed that the modernist 

movement, a symbol of internationalist Leftist cultural destruction, had been a mistake of history 

and should be destroyed in order to preserve the vestiges of French tradition. Increasingly those 

opposed to the "bourgeois" democratic forms of spiritually bankrupt modernism began to call for 

                                                        

36 Malcolm Gee, Dealers, Critics, and Collectors of Modern Painting: Aspects of the Parisian Art Market between 
1910 and 1930 (New York: Garland Pub., 1981); 283-286. 
37 Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l'art vivant, II:  les Métèques contre l'art français. (Paris: Éditions de la Nouvelle 
Revue critique, 1930). 23, 42,10. 
38 "Nous nous trouvons ici à un 'tournant très dangereux' de l’histoire. En effet, si cet afflux d'étrangers s'expliquait 
d'abord par le prestige de l'art français, il y  eut choc en retour, et on ne tarda pas à s'apercevoir que ce flot venu de l'Est 
allait submerger notre territoire artistique." Jacques-Émile Blanche. Les Arts plastiques. (Paris: Les éditions de France, 
1931), 323. 
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France to constrict its artistic culture and limit it only to all that unquestioningly celebrated and 

honored national traditions and heritage. 

 Thus, the attack on L'Âge d'or on the 3rd of December in 1930 and the censorship in its 

aftermath were not the actions of a fringe group but rather the manifestations of a hair-triggered 

right primed with anger and ready at a moment's notice to intervene in the public sphere. 

Observing the incident as a sign that worse was to come, Raoul Caccia, a journalist sympathetic 

to the Surrealists, cited with concern the evident parallel between Chiappe's intervention and 

recent incidents of censorship in Germany,39 noting that: 

Despite the differences, in scope and nature, of these demonstrations, the fact remains that 
they are also due to organized minorities who have managed to obtain bans through public 
authorities, in the name of nationalist convictions or 'common sense.'40 
 

More than the bared teeth of empty rhetoric, the very real threat that the right posed to the artistic 

avant-gardes is evident in André Breton's tactical decision to host an "international Congress for 

the determination of the Governing Principles and Definition of the Modern Spirit" in 1922 that 

would (naively) try to group representatives of Cubism, Futurism, and Dadaism in a united front 

against the "guardians of order."41  Though in France, checks and balances built into the 

foundation of the Republic assured that these incidents of condoned violence and censorship were 

rare in the dissertation that follows I will explore a more insidious form of far-right activism that 

persisted freely within the democratic public sphere of the Third Republic throughout the 1930s. 

Its consequences, I will show, were nonetheless severe. 

 While previous scholars have initiated an examination of these guardians, with the names 

                                                        

39 Caccia referred to the censorship of the film "All Quiet on the Western Front," recently banned in Germany. Raoul 
Caccia, “Films interdits" Le Populaire no. 2922, February 6, 1931, 4. 
40 "Quelle que soit la différence de portée et de nature de ces démonstrations, il n’en reste pas moins qu’elles sont 
également dues à des minorités organisées, qui ont également réussi à obtenir l’abdication des pouvoirs publics, au nom 
de convictions nationalistes ou ' bien pensantes'." Raoul Caccia, “Films interdits," 4. 
41 Arnauld Pierre, "The Confrontation of Modern Values: A Moral History of Dada in Paris," in The Dada Seminars, 
ed. Leah Dickerman.(Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 2005): 241-268; 241.  
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Waldemar George and Camille Mauclair commonly cited, their precise role within the French 

artistic field – where they stood, who they knew, and how much influence they wielded is still 

unclear. In my dissertation, I seek to provide a better understanding of these "guardians of order" 

particularly during the volatile period of the 1930s. By attending to questions of genre and 

audience, in the pamphlets, art history books, art journals, and pedagogical initiatives they 

produced, I will examine their positions in depth, thereby complicating their "anti-modern" 

positions.  While scholarship has tended to group them together as a single ballast against which 

the avant-gardes struggled, homogenizing their nationalist anti-modernism, by looking at archival 

sources and letters, I will elucidate the varied strategies with which these conservatives engaged 

in often successful bids to alter the very fabric of the art world, to reverse what they held was a 

"very dangerous turn" in the road of French art. Uncovering inter-personal ties within the French 

state or abroad, childhood friendships, memberships in associations, and roles on editorial boards, 

I will demonstrate how right-wing art critics and art historians battling "modernism" leveraged 

their cultural capital, eventually institutionalizing their campaigns. Indeed, one of the most 

surprising findings of my dissertation will be the tacit and sometimes open complicity of the 

French state and authorities with these actors and their ideologies.  Expanding and substantially 

revising our understanding of intellectuals of the right in the Parisian art world of the 1930s, the 

project will reconstitute the platforms of conservative cultural activism, revealing the contours of 

a powerful, persistent and often successful cultural and political agenda that sought to undermine 

or reverse the course of modernism through a variety of means. 

i.2. Literature Review 

 The reverberations of far-right political thought on the intellectual landscape of the Third 

Republic and modern France have been well documented, the last four decades witnessing an 

explosion of scholarship on the subject in the fields of history, literature and art history. The 
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interest of scholars has rested in part on the paradox of reactionary ideas fomenting within what 

has often been considered a model republican nation. Building on empirical studies on the French 

anti-democratic and Catholic right by Eugen Weber and Roger Griffiths, in 1972 Robert Paxton 

transformed the study of the right in France by pointing to the intellectual and institutional 

continuity between the Third Republic and Vichy.42  Further studies looked in more depth at the 

proliferation of right-wing ideologies under the Third Republic, from Boulangism to nationalist 

authors like Maurice Barrès, from the neo-royalism of Charles Maurras to veteran "leagues" like 

Jeunesses Patriotes and the Catholic Croix-de-Feu, from the admixture of revolutionary 

syndicalism and anti-Semitism in the ideas of Georges Sorel to the rise of the national socialist 

workers' movements, like Jacques Doriot's Parti Populaire Français.43 This scholarship 

reconstructed an intellectual genealogy of the right that had long existed as a substantial counter-

weight to leftist politics, liberal Republicanism, and the enlightenment philosophers of equality.  

i.2,1 Studies of the Return to Order and the 1930s in France 

 Following a similar trajectory, since the nineteen-eighties, art historians have been 

conducting a substantial re-examination of rightwing ideologies and their relationship to 

                                                        

42Earlier histories of the Third Republic in the postwar period excluded all but German collaborators from the category 
of "fascism," but revisionary histories countered this point, examining the intellectual resonances between Italian 
Fascism and certain revolutionary syndicalist and nationalist groups of the interwar period, while also demonstrating 
that the ideological features of Vichy were pre-existent in France, and autochthonous to it. Zeev Sternhell’s scholarship 
modified the position to include more intellectuals and to account for leftist intellectual strains as integral to fascist 
thought, though his position has since been challenged by historians who believe Sternhell’s study gives too much 
value to the propaganda of certain groups and forges intellectual lineages without considering actual connections on the 
ground. Robert Soucy’s two books on French Fascism, which rely heavily on police records, are correctives to this 
view. Eugen Weber. The Nationalist Revival in France, 1905-1914. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1959), 
and Weber, Action française; Royalism and Reaction in Twentieth Century France (Stanford, California: Stanford 
University Press, 1962). Richard Griffiths, The Reactionary Revolution: The Catholic Revival n French Literature, 
1870-1914 (London Constable, 1966). Robert O. Paxton Vichy France: Old Guard and New Order, 1940-1944. (New 
York: Knopf, 1972);  Zeev Sternhell, Ni droite, ni gauche: l’idéologie fasciste en france (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 
1983). Robert Soucy, French Fascism: The First Wave, 1924-1933 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986); Robert 
Soucy, French Fascism: The Second Wave, 1933-1939 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995); 
43 See William D. Irvine. The Boulanger Affair Reconsidered : Royalism, Boulangism, and the Origins of the Radical 
Right in France.  (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989). (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995). Paul 
Mazgaj, Imagining Fascism: The Cultural Politics of the French Young Right, 1930-1945 (Newark: University of 
Delaware Press, 2007). 
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aesthetics in the Third Republic. Revisionary studies of the “Return to Order" were inaugurated in 

1974 at a conference at the Museum of Art and Industry in Saint-Etienne, which presented a set 

of studies on avant-garde artists who had turned to more classical styles and subjects during and 

after the First World War. 44 The first major reconfiguration of this field, however, occurred after 

the so-called social turn in art history, exemplified in studies by Patricia Leighten, Kenneth 

Silver, Romy Golan, Christopher Green, and Mark Antliff, scholars who fundamentally 

reconsidered the impact of political ideology on the artistic avant-garde in the early 20th 

Century.45  Amongst these studies was Silver's Esprit de Corps: The Art of the Parisian Avant-

Garde and the First World War, 1914-1925, which provided an explanatory paradigm for the 

Return to Order. Showing parallels between the political discourse of the right and the art and 

literature of the avant-gardes, Silver argued that the shift of the pre-war avant-garde to an 

increasing classicism after 1914 was a capitulation to the widespread nationalist rhetoric of 

wartime. Finding that the source for this classical turn was “indisputably the French right,”46 

Silver argued that even the most pacifist corners of the art world had been subject to an enforced 

consensus that pitted an indigenous concept of classicism against a cubist idiom that had been 

                                                        

44See Conference proceedings. Le Retour à l'ordre dans les arts plastiques et l'architecture : 1919-1925. (Saint-
Étienne: Centre interdisciplinaire d'études et de recherches sur l'expression contemporaine, 1975). The term retour à 
l'ordre and rappel à l'ordre are often used interchangeably. The "rappel à l'ordre" was popularized by Jean Cocteau in 
his book of collected cultural criticism. See Jean Cocteau, Le rappel à l’ordre (Paris: Editions Stock, 1926). 
45 This scholarship charted a plurality of political positions for artists in Third Republic France, from republican, to 
socialist and anarchist aesthetics. See Patricia Leighten, Re-Ordering the Universe: Picasso and Anarchism, 1897-1914 
(Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1989); Kenneth E. Silver, Esprit de Corps: The Art of the Parisian Avant-
Garde and the First World War, 1914-1925, Mark Antliff, Inventing Bergson: Cultural Politics and the Parisian 
Avant-Garde (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1993); Mark Antliff, Avant-Garde Fascism: The Mobilization 
of Myth, Art, and Culture in France, 1909-1939 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007); Romy Golan, Modernity and 
Nostalgia: Art and Politics in France between the Wars (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995); David Cottington,  
Cubism in the Shadow of War: The Avant-Garde and Politics in France, 1905- 1914  (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1998), Christopher Green, Art in France: 1900-1940, (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2000), Patricia 
Leighten, The Liberation of Painting: Modernism and Anarchism in Avant-Guerre Paris. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2013). On the social history of art, see Neil McWilliam, Constance Moréteau and Johanne Lamoureux, 
eds.  Histoires sociales de l'art : une anthologie critique, Vol. 1 (Dijon: Les Presses du Réel, 2016). 
46 Silver, Esprit de Corps, 104.  
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associated with the German enemy.47 Silver’s conclusions were more explicit than those offered 

by Elizabeth Cowling and Jennifer Mundy, who, in their major exhibition catalogue of 1990, 

treated the avant-garde’s interest in classicism as a matter of stylistic choice and not necessarily 

the sign of political orientation.48 Moreover, in the decades since the publication of Silver's work, 

the causality of his narrative has been questioned. Reflecting on these studies, the scholar Ihor 

Junyk struck a middle ground when he argued for the avant-garde’s artistic agency and their 

“parody, creolization, [and] métissage” of classical themes as a strategy to suggest “hybridity, 

transience and open forms of identity” associated with “critical cosmopolitanism.” 49 In the 

decades since the publication of Silver's seminal work, scholars have located earlier instances of 

these debates around classicism and national character, suggesting that the retour a l'ordre could 

also be read as the continuation of a "phenomenon whose broad cultural premises developed as a 

response to the ideological rifts of the fin-de-siècle rather than emerging as a more immediate 

reaction to the upheavals of the First World War."50 

 In 1995, Romy Golan chronologically extended Silver's line of inquiry into the following 

decade with the book Modernity and Nostalgia: Art and Politics in France Between the Wars. 

Pointing to preoccupations like a return to métier, neo-medievalism, a focus on the human figure, 

and the rhetoric of regionalism, Golan distinguished between the earlier rappel or retour à l’ordre 

that Silver studied and what she identified as an “infinitely more problematic” retour à l’homme a 

                                                        

47 Ibid., 389.  
48 Elizabeth Cowling and Jennifer Mundy, Exh. cat. On Classic Ground: Picasso, Léger, de Chirico, and the New 
Classicism, 1910-1930 (London: Tate Gallery, 1990). 
49 Ihor Junyk, Foreign Modernism: Cosmopolitanism, Identity and Style in Paris (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
2013), 7. 
50 Neil McWilliam, "Memory, Tradition and Cultural Conservatism in France before the First World War," Art History, 
40 no. 4 (September 2017): 724-743. 
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decade later,51 one reflective of what Philip Nord has called a gravitational political shift in the 

1930s: 

What the nationalist resurgence did was to push the nation’s political center of gravity 
rightward. It was more legitimate at the decade’s end than at its beginning to carp against 
foreign influences, to complain of the incompetence of parliament, to advocate a militant 
and illiberal anticommunism. In this way the general rightward lurch of the thirties 
opened the door to Vichy, but it would take a cataclysmic military defeat before that 
threshold was crossed.52  

 

Detecting a reactionary temper in interwar French culture, Golan saw premonitions of Vichy and 

Nazi-occupied France, echoing the point made by Laurence Bertrand Dorléac in her 1984 

dissertation (later published as L'art de la défaite) that the art worlds of the Third Republic and 

Vichy saw more continuity than discontinuity, both stylistically and in terms of administrative 

personnel.53 Thinking through this paradigm, Golan identified parallels between the discourses of 

nationalism and those of the artistic sphere, delineating how certain concepts endemic to the far 

right such as regionalism, Latinité, and the fear of “occidental” decline were now more than ever 

privileged in the art of the avant-garde, what she calls “middle-of-the-road” art, decorative art, 

and popular art. In her study of art criticism, she pointed to the wide ideological orbit of the 

extreme right in the publications of Camille Mauclair and Lucien Rebatet, two anti-Semites and 

eventual Nazi collaborators, and Waldemar George, a French-Polish admirer of Mussolini.  

Golan's important scholarship, like Silver's, presents a novel way of assessing the impact of 

political discourse on culture, demonstrating the interrelation between word and image, public 

                                                        

51 “Imminently more problematic than the retour à l’ordre of the preceding decade, the 1930s were marked by the 
surfacing of a whole array of ideological constructs, such as neo-corporatism, biotypes, and the neo-Darwinian concept 
of the new Man, whose feudalizing and racial implications ran dangerously close to those elaborated in France’s 
neighboring fascist states.” Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia, x. 
52 Philippe Nord "The Third Republic" in Edward G. Berenson, Christophe Prochasson, and Vincent Duclert, eds. The 
French Republic: History, Values Debates  (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2011): 44-55; 54.  
53 “traditional figures and major themes, (landscapes, human figures, still lives) [dominated] and [France] retained a 
good part of its fine arts administration [after its transition].”  Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, Art of the Defeat: France 
1940-1944 (Los Angeles, Calif.: Getty Research Institute, 2008), 2. 
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sphere and artistic output, even structure and superstructure. Yet the all-encompassing scope of 

Modernity and Nostalgia, compelling as it is, does not always account for the diversity of 

positions, the power structures at play, nor the position of actors within the artistic and literary 

fields that Golan examines.54 For example, artists on the left were just as consumed by notions of 

a “retour à l'homme”, and yet any mention of their enthusiasm is "troubling" for Golan because it 

was an interest they shared with parties on the right. To couple the discourse of one vocation 

(criticism) and the signs of another (avant-garde art), as Golan does, prohibits a more nuanced 

exploration of context, a problem that in another setting Adrian Rifkin has called a “ structural 

isomorphism in rhetorical function [that] does not implicate any systematic identity of 

meaning.”55   

 Moreover, despite the usefulness of the schema Golan provides in identifying anti-

modern forces in interwar France, it cannot account for all the differences among the conservative 

actors she studies, whom she groups together. Though Golan has linked writers Camille Mauclair 

and Waldemar George by virtue of their problematic approach to Jewish artists, these men 

themselves saw their positions as incommensurable and regularly criticized each other in print.56 

As I will demonstrate, they had different political leanings and sought different audiences. 

Mauclair was an individualist and a nationalist like his mentor Maurice Barrès, while George 

epitomized the figure of the interwar “non-conformist" who embraced progressive and 

                                                        

54 Golan's discussion of the paintings and drawings of Fernand Léger demonstrate this point, but it works against her 
broader thesis. The presence of this discourse on both the left and right is discussed in Eric Michaud, Fabriques de 
l'homme nouveau, de Léger à Mondrian.( Paris: Éditions Carré, 1997)  
55 On this unevenness, see Adrian Rifkin, “History, Time, and the Morphology of Critical Language, or Publicola’s 
Choice,” in Orwicz, Art Criticism and Its Institutions in Nineteenth-Century France (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1994): 39-42. 
56 There are many examples in print of their aversion to one another. Mauclair, for instance, mocked George for being 
an obtuse foreign intellectual in both his articles and in La farce de l'art vivant, writing obnoxiously that he had 
suffered to translate George's texts "into French." George, for his part called Mauclair a racist "matamor," that is, "killer 
of the Moors" in Waldemar George, “Le matamore Mauclair contre l’art français” Formes 1, no.7 (July 1930) 11-12. 
Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l'art vivant, (Paris: La Nouvelle Revue Critique, 1929), 79. 
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traditionalist, revolutionary and modernist, and elitist and populist currents. Mauclair altered the 

tone of his writing and the extremity of his rhetoric to accommodate both "high" and "low" print 

platforms, whereas George was a more consistent and genteel writer who published almost 

exclusively in magazines for art connoisseurs.57 I will also show that George's understanding of 

Judaism, far more complicated than Mauclair's, was of a radically different affective and political 

register than the simplistic and visceral anti-Semitism that Mauclair articulated in popular 

newspapers. 58   

 Building upon this important scholarship, my dissertation seeks to avoid these problems 

of method. Though Golan has already made great steps here, my own work does not attempt to 

determine the effects of far-right discourse on the avant-gardes, but looks directly at the 

producers of reactionary discourse and the art they themselves discuss, assessing their activities 

and the different media strategies they used to promote a variety of messages. By circumscribing 

the objects of study and limiting my focus to those most responsible for producing this discourse 

within the artistic realm, I hope to yield a clearer understanding of the forces at play in both the 

art critical and art institutional fields of the 1930s, and in so doing provide a more comprehensive 

vision of continuity and disruption between the interwar period and the period of the occupation.  

                                                        

57 Matthew Affron and Mark Antliff, “Introduction,” in Fascist Visions: Art and Ideology in France and Italy 
(Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1997), 17. 
58 Romy Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia. Golan would modify this position a year later. See Romy Golan, “From Fin 
de Siècle to Vichy : The Cultural Hygienics of Camille (Faust) Mauclair,” in The Jew in the Text: Modernity and the 
Construction of Identity, ed. Linda Nochlin and Tamar Garb (New York, N.Y: Thames and Hudson, 1996): 156-73. 
Both Christopher Green as well as George’s biographer Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles have argued against this conflation.  
Desbiolles, while sharing Green’s opinion that George was a typical assimilated French Jew in his aversion to religious 
Judaism, believes that it is “tout a fait injuste de tenir Waldemar-George pour un antisémite complet.” My own 
complicated position on George is detailed in Chapter 2 of the dissertation. See Christopher Green, Art in France: 
1900-1940, 224. Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, “Le critique d’art Waldemar-George. Les Paradoxes d’un non-
conformiste,” Archives Juives: Revue d’histoire des Juifs de France 41, no. 2 (2e Semestre 2008):101-117. See also his 
book Waldemar-George critique d'art. Cinq portraits pour un siècle paradoxale. Essai et anthologie. (Rennes: Presses 
Universitaires de Rennes, 2016). 
See also Eric Michaud, “Un certain antisémitisme mondain” in exh. cat. L'École de Paris, 1904-1929: la part de l’autre 
(Paris: Paris Musées, 2000):85-102. 
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i.2.2. Studying the Rear-Guard 

 A second, recent shift in the study of art history makes such a focus on the activities of 

the far right not only conceivable but desirable.  Formerly, the subject of "the reactionary" or the 

"rear-garde" was in practical terms taboo within a discipline that for so long functioned as the 

auxiliary to the collection and veneration of masterpieces. In the opening notes of the conference 

on the Retour à l'ordre in 1974, the art historian Jean Laude had felt obliged to preface his own 

talk on the return to order by stating his distaste for the objects in question, reiterating their 

historical lack of importance:  

From a personal point of view, we have very little taste for the works of art we will have 
to consider. From another point of view, closer to a certain historicism, we may decide 
that these works of art are of little importance in the History of Art, that they are not 
innovative, and they designate a collapse, or even a regression, on the triumphal path 
staked open by the great 20th century inventors of forms. 59  

 

More recently, and coinciding with the post-structuralist turn in the humanities, the criticism of 

canon-formation, and the influence of cultural studies (with its deconstruction of terms like high / 

low, or official / unofficial culture), art historians like Neil McWilliam, Daniel Sherman, Natalie 

Adamson and Toby Norris60 have legitimized the study of an art historical “rear-garde,”61 one 

whose role had previously been considered marginal or unworthy of consideration, except 

perhaps as a foil to the progressive avant-garde. Following the model of these later art historians 

                                                        

59 "Nous n'éprouvions que peu de goût pour les ouvrages que nous aurons à considérer. Ou que d'un point de vue tout 
de même proche d'un certain historicisme, nous décidions que ces ouvrages sont de peu de pertinence dans l'Histoire de 
l'art , qu’ils ne sont nullement novateurs- et qu'ils désignent un affaissement, voire même une régression, sur la voie 
triomphale ouverte et jalonnée par les grand inventeurs de formes du XXème siècle." Jean Laude, "Retour et/ où rappel 
à l'ordre?" in Conference Proceedings, Le Retour à l'ordre dans les arts plastiques et l'architecture : 1919-1925: 7-44, 
7 
60 Neil McWilliam, “Limited Revisions: Academic Art History Confronts Academic Art,” Oxford Art Journal 12, no. 2 
(January 1, 1989): 71–86; Daniel J. Sherman, The Construction of Memory in Interwar France (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1999); Natalie Adamson and Toby Norris, eds., Academics, Pompiers, Official Artists and the Arrière-
Garde. 
61 The term “rear-garde” is anachronistic, considering its origins in 1943. Natalie Adamson traces its etymology and its 
popularization in the post-WWII period in Natalie Adamson, “The Serpent Eats its Tail” in Adamson and Norris, 
Academics, Pompiers, Official Artists and the Arrière-Garde: 72–93. 
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who expanded their disciplinary field beyond its past preoccupations with the avant-garde, my 

work on the art critical "rear-gardes" negates the idea of artistic “progress”62 as the sole criteria 

determining the scholarly worth of a subject and eschews Greenbergian terminology that treats 

certain aesthetics as a "regression" within a teleological lineage of experimental abstraction.63  

And as part of my approach to the subject, I draw heavily on two separate strands of intellectual 

history: work on the legacy of the royalist Charles Maurras, and scholarship on French fascism.  

i.2.3. Maurrassisme & Fascism in French Culture 

Key to the birth and rise of integral nationalism in France, the ideological position of the 

anti-Semitic Neo-Royalist Charles Maurras64 and the different projects of his many acolytes have 

long attracted historical interest.65  Only more recently, however, have scholars begun to assess 

the particular impact of Maurras's political and aesthetic philosophies on the artistic and literary 

realm in France, where his philosophy was liberally adapted across different platforms. As 

historians Oliver Dard and Michel Leymarie explain: 

One of the major reasons for the broad appeal of Action française resides in the fact that 
it had multiple facets that manifested themselves in diverse forms; …far then from 
reducing it to the figure of its principal animator, what we name Maurassism seems 

                                                        

62 The term “progress” is too loaded to be used in a neutral inquiry, as it requires the movement towards a 
predetermined end point that is not known. See Max Weber, The Methodology of the Social Sciences, trans. Edward A. 
Shils and Henry A. Finch (Illinois: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1949), 27. 
63 A number of respected art histories assume this dichotomy. In a famous essay of 1981, published in response to a 
contemporary revival of large-scale figurative painting, Benjamin Buchloh plainly denounced figurative painting as 
bankrupt and politically regressive, refusing its “authenticity.” He seemed to be adopting the then-current views of Jean 
Baudrillard, who suspected that any “strategy of the real, of the neo real, and the hyperreal” were signs of cynical 
nostalgia propagated by a spectacle society where “the object and substance have disappeared.” Benjamin H.D. 
Buchloh, “Figures of Authority, Ciphers of Regression: Notes on the Return of Representation in European Painting,” 
October 16 (Spring 1981): 39-68. Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1994), 7. For an important critique of Greenbergian formalism, see Patricia Leighten, “Cubist Anachronisms: 
Ahistoricity, Cryptoformalism, and Business-as-Usual in New York,” Oxford Art Journal 17, no. 2 (1994): 91–102. 
64 Providing a broad definition of the Maurrassian framework, historian of the French right Paul Mazgaj posits an anti-
Republican aesthetic and ideology that insisted upon “the fundamental incompatibility of aesthetic values and 
republican political institutions,” and was based on the belief that “great artistic achievements were the product of … a 
stable social hierarchy and a productive political order.” Paul Mazgaj, Imagining Fascism, 68. 
65The earliest studies were by Eugen Weber.  The Nationalist Revival in France, 1905-1914 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1959), and Weber, Action française; Royalism and Reaction in Twentieth Century France (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1962).  
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largely to exceed the thinking of the man who was one of the most vociferous opponents 
of the Republic.66 

As Neil McWilliam has shown in his work on art critics and historians adhering to Maurrassian 

principles, these right-wing intellectuals leveraged a complex and yet surprisingly consistent 

aesthetic system to reform the arts in France, pushing for the reinstatement of classical aesthetic 

criteria that eschewed abstraction and assessed nature empirically, in combination with the use of 

reason and the lessons of tradition.67 It is from a similar perspective that I use the lens of 

Maurrassism to elucidate not only the broad ideological schemas of Mauclair, though he was not 

a strict Maurrassian (chapter 1), but also the classicist reforms sought by both the editors of the 

conservative pedagogical journal Le Dessin (chapter 2) and the critic and historian Pierre du 

Colombier (chapter 4). 

 Conversely, my assessment of the editor Waldemar George (chapter 3) and my analysis 

of the populist rhetoric Mauclair deploys (chapter 1, again) exploit studies of the historical rise of 

fascism and mass culture and the relationship between fascism and artistic production. In defining 

fascism, most scholars today turn to the heuristic “consensus” model proposed by Roger Griffin: 

“fascism is a genus of modern, revolutionary ‘mass’ politics… [that]… draws its internal 

cohesion and driving force from a core myth that a period of perceived national decline and 

                                                        

66 “Une des raisons majeures de l’audience de l’Action française réside dans le fait qu’elle a des multiples facettes et 
qu’elle se manifeste sous diverses formes; … loin donc de se réduire à la figure de son principale animateur, ce que 
l’on nomme maurrassisme paraît excéder largement la pensée de celui qui fut l’un des plus farouches opposants à la 
République…” Michel Leymarie and Oliver Dard, “Introduction,” in Michel Leymarie, Jacques Prévotat, and Olivier 
Dard, eds., L’Action Française: Culture, Société, Politique, Histoire (Villeneuve d’Ascq: Presses universitaires du 
Septentrion, 2008), 13. 
67 See Neil Mcwilliam, "Action Française, Classicism and the Dilemmas of Traditionalism in France" Neil McWilliam 
and June Hargrove, eds. Nationalism and French Visual Culture. Studies in the History of Art 68, Center for Advanced 
Study in the Visual Arts Symposium Papers XLV. (Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 2005): 269-291. Neil 
McWilliam, "Memory, Tradition and Cultural Conservatism in France before the First World War," Art History, 40 no. 
4 (September 2017): 724-743. Neil McWilliam, Une Esthétique de la réaction: tradition, identité et arts plastiques en 
France c. 1900-1914 (forthcoming, Dijon: Les Presses du réel, 2019).  
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decadence is giving way to one of rebirth and renewal in a post-liberal new world order.”68 Mark 

Antliff, in his important study on the intersections between fascism and cultural politics in 

France,69 Avant-garde Fascism: The Mobilization of Myth, Art and Culture in France: 1909-

1939, puts forward a conceptual model for the study of fascist cultural politics, one that combines 

the “anti-enlightenment” character outlined by Zeev Sternhell and Griffin’s definition of 

“revolutionary palingenesis.”70  Antliff’s model provides five defining aesthetic concerns of 

fascist ideology, including: “concepts of cultural, political and biological regeneration; the avant-

garde techniques such as montage; notions of ‘secular religion’; primitivism; and anti-capitalist 

theories of space and time.”71  Waldemar George’s professional development, his fascist 

credentials, and (more recently) the fluidity with which he moved within the French and Italian 

art worlds as an emissary of cultural rapprochement have been thoroughly documented. 72 

Catherine Fraixe has observed, for example, that the critic’s art writing demonstrated an 

“undissimulated propagandist” slant in support of a fascist empire he believed could “regenerate, 

read, Latinize, westernize [the] continent,” suggesting George may have been entrenched within 

the propagandistic arms of Mussolini’s regime.73 However scholars have yet to look carefully at 

                                                        

68 Roger Griffin, ed., International Fascism: Theories, Causes and the New Consensus (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1998), 14. 
69 Most scholars now agree that interwar fascism existed in interwar France existed, although the nature of this 
phenomenon, its ubiquity, its precise genealogy, and whether it emerged from the melding of a revolutionary and a 
reactionary impulse, or as an outgrowth of paramilitary and royalist ‘leagues,’ is still subject to debate. See note 31, 
above.  
70 Antliff, Avant-Garde Fascism, 11. 
71 ibid., 21. 
72 Matthew Affron and Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles have explored Waldemar George’s ambivalent position within the 
French art world, tracing his career as a socialist to a non-conformist sympathetic to Mussolini.  Matthew Affron, 
“Waldemar George: A Parisian Art Critic on Modernism and Fascism,” in Fascist Visions: Art and Ideology in France 
and Italy, ed. Mark Antliff and Matthew Affron (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1997):171–204. Chevrefils 
Desbiolles, “Le critique d’art Waldemar-George. Les Paradoxes d’un non-conformiste”; Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles; 
“Le ‘Retour à Rome’ de Waldemar-George",” Predella: Journal of Visual Arts 7, no. 31 (2012).  Yves Chevrefils 
Desbiolles. Waldemar-George critique d'art :cinq portraits pour un siècle paradoxal, essai et anthologie. (Rennes: 
Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2016). 
73 Catherine Fraixe, “Waldemar George et ‘L’art Européen’,” in Vers Une Europe Latine: Acteurs et Enjeux Des 
Échanges Culturels Entre La France l’Italie Fasciste (Paris-Brussels: INHA/ Peter Lang, 2014): 143–63. 
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the artworks he heralded as the visual emblems of the new world order he foresaw, highly 

affective figurative paintings by a group of artists he named the "Neo-humanists." By considering 

"Neo-Humanism" through the lens of fascism's aestheticized politics of mass persuasion, I 

explore how George believed that the circulation of these deeply emotive art works could compel 

viewers to act politically in the name of a new pan-European fascist alliance.  

Through the analysis of popular newspapers, art magazines, pedagogical journals, and art 

history books from the interwar period, as well as new findings culled from public and private 

archives, my dissertation seeks not to reconfirm the presence of reactionary, conservative, 

traditionalist, nationalistic and fascist actors and institutions active in the art world in France at 

this time (their presence is well-established) but looks rather to understand both how they 

operated and how they fit within a variety of diverse and occasionally overlapping institutional, 

cultural and political contexts: high and "low," national and international. 

i.3. Methodology 

i.3.1. Analyzing the Discourse of Art Literature 

Following the approaches of scholars like Richard Wrigley, Nicos Hadjinicolaou, and Michael 

Orwicz, 74 I consider criticism as a discourse that is, to paraphrase Orwicz's use of Michel 

Foucault:   

 an historically constituted representational and signifying practice, embedded in a 
complex of shifting social and material conditions—linguistic rules, literary codes, 
gendered cultural political and institutional formations75 

 

                                                        

74  Hadjinicolaou, “La ‘fortune critique’ et son sort"; Richard Wrigley, The Origins of French Art Criticism: From the 
Ancien Régime to the Restoration (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Orwicz, "Introduction" in Art Criticism 
and its Institutions in Nineteenth-Century France: 1-8. 
75 Orwicz, "Introduction" Art Criticism and Its Institutions in Nineteenth-Century France, 5. 
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Through the normalizing judgment of the work of art, criticism is just one of the many 

“techniques of an observing hierarchy,” to cite Foucault, that transform “the economy of visibility 

into the exercise of power.”76   If some of the issues and actors profiled in my dissertation have 

already been introduced in a rich body of scholarly literature, my methodology differs from that 

of previous scholars in that it focuses on “art literature” (to use the phrase of Dario Gamboni) 77 

as a distinct object of inquiry and more than merely the offset imprint of an art object. Negative 

art criticism of the avant-garde, as Michael Orwicz has observed, has often been deployed by art 

historians as proof of the "misinterpretation of art and artist," a wound of honor used rhetorically 

to construct the heroic image of an avant-garde under attack. 78 My own scholarship resists this 

issue, by seeking to contextualize the negation of the avant-garde within broader and longer-term 

cultural and political configurations.  

Models for this kind of scholarship exist in studies on anti-democratic and nationalist art 

criticism in late 19th- and early 20th-century France by Michael Marlais and Neil McWilliam, 

both of who take up issues I will be exploring further in this dissertation. Marlais’s Conservative 

Echoes in Fin-de-Siècle Parisian Art Criticism initiated a discussion of themes pertinent to my 

study, including the conservative distaste for the democratization of art, which Marlais observes 

was already widespread in the art criticism of Ultramontane Rosicrucian Josephin Péladan or that 

of Thedore Wyzewa in the 1880s and 1890s.79  Neil McWilliam’s scholarship likewise serves as 

an important frame of reference for both the turn-of-the-century art criticism of neo-Catholic and 

                                                        

76 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. Sheriden, Alan trans. (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1977),187,184. 
77 Dario Gamboni, “The Relative Autonomy of Art Criticism” in Orwicz, ed. Art Criticism and Its Institutions in 
Nineteenth-Century France: 182-194. Nicos Hadjinicolaou, “La ‘fortune critique’ et son sort: sur le problème de 
l’histoire de l’appréciation des oeuvres d’art.” Histoire et critique des arts ,no.3 (1977): 7-15. 
78 Michael Orwicz makes this point in his introduction to the edited volume cited above. Art Criticism and its 
Institutions, 4.  
79 Michael Andrew Marlais, Conservative Echoes in Fin-de-Siècle Parisian Art Criticism (University Park, Pa: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992), 55. 
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Maurassian reactionaries like Maurice Denis and the nationalism of Jean Thogorma or Gaston 

Sauvebois, members of the "Renaissance Française" group whose advocacy for national and 

spiritual rebirth had Nietzschean and vitalist undertones foreign to the Maurassian discourse they 

rejected. These diverse strands of anti-modernism constitute an important ideological backdrop to 

my argument, delineating the contours of debates around tradition and nationalism that 

engendered an evolving discourse in the decades thereafter, and throwing the actors I study into 

greater relief. Katia Papandreoupoulou’s dissertation on Camille Mauclair and Yves Chevrefils 

Desbiolles’ collection of essays on Waldemar George are two recent and invaluable monographic 

studies that I draw upon throughout my research, while also adding to their findings.80 

Conservative and reactionary art literature constituted more than a set of injurious arrows slung 

by embittered traditionalists. To summarize a point made by McWilliam, it had a crucial political 

value for its authors and its readers, functioning as a testing ground for certain ideological 

principles, the means by which conservative critics catalyzed and reinscribed their political 

ideologies.81   

i.3. 2. Sociology of Art, Art Market Studies, Studies of State Institutions in the Third 
Republic 

Sociological studies examining links between the critical institutions cited above and 

systemic changes to the way art was displayed, sold, and circulated in France inform my 

methodology. Cynthia and Harrison White’s seminal work on the rise of a "dealer-critic" system 

and Malcolm Gee's dissertation on the art markets and critical infrastructure in interwar Paris 

                                                        

80 Katia Papandreopoulou,  "Camille Mauclair (1872-1945), Critique et Historien de l'art: 'Une leçon de nationalisme 
pictural'" PhD Dissertation. (Paris: Université Paris Sorbonne I: 2013). Yves Chevrefils-Desbiolles, Waldemar-George 
critique d'art: cinq portraits pour un siècle paradoxal, essai et anthologie. Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 
2016 
81 Neil McWilliam, Une Esthétique de la réaction: tradition, identité et arts plastiques en France c. 1900-1914 
(forthcoming, Les Presses du réel, 2019). Introduction.  
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provide crucial historical context.82 Scholarship by Jeanne Laurent and Nicholas Green, which 

examines the French state's declining role as patron within the "Salon" system, likewise lays bare 

those shifting power dynamics that continued to transform the artistic sphere during the interwar 

period, which proved to be especially significant in the case of conservative actors with ties to the 

French fine arts administration. 83 The dissertation of Toby Norris, which focuses specifically on 

the relationship of the Third Republic to the fine arts, is an important reference for my final 

chapter exploring the French state's orientation to modernism.84 

All of these studies rely on the categorization of art literature as a means of producing 

value85 within the field of power that Pierre Bourdieu delineates. Straddling the fields of literature 

and the fine arts, the field of art criticism is:  

The site of struggles between holders of different powers (or kinds of capital) which, like 
the symbolic struggles between artists and the 'bourgeois' in the nineteenth century, have 
at stake the transformation or conservation of the relative value of different kinds of 
capital, which itself determines, at any moment, the forces liable to be engaged in these 
struggles. 86 

In contemplating art literature and its actors through this lens, my approach is conscious of the 

fact that the historically-situated writer on art must strive for field-based recognition, attempting 

to determine what does and does not constitute art, while also defending their own position within 

a hierarchy of authority and status, raising his or her voice with the additional imperative of 

                                                        

82 Malcolm Gee, Dealers, Critics, and Collectors of Modern Painting, Cynthia A. White and Harrison C. White, 
Canvases and Careers; Institutional Change in the French Painting World (New York, N.Y: Wiley, 1965); See also 
Martha Ward, “Impressionist Installations and Private Exhibitions,” The Art Bulletin 73, no. 4 (December 1, 1991): 
599–622.  
83 Jeanne Laurent: Arts & Pouvoirs en France: Histoire d'une démission artistique (Saint-Etienne: CIEREC, 1982) and 
Nicholas Green, “‘All the Flowers in the Field’ The State, Liberalism and Art in France under the Early Third 
Republic,” Oxford Art Journal, 10 no. 1 (1987) and Gérard Monnier, L'art et ses institutions en France: de la 
Révolution à nos jours. (Paris: Gallimard, 1995). 
84 Toby Norris, Modern Artists and the State in France between the Two World Wars, (PhD Dissertation, Evanston 
Illinois: Northwestern University, 2005). 
85 Bourdieu, The Rules of Art, 229. 
86 Bourdieu, The Rules of Art, 215. 
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conserving or advancing his or her place. 87 Following Orwicz’s call for studies “considering the 

ways in which art criticism, defined as a social and discursive practice, acquired and negotiated 

its relative authority,” my methodology accounts for the impact of the critic’s position and his 

authority or recognition within multiple field (s) of action. That is to say, who the writer is, is just 

as important as what they say. 

i.3.3 The Study of Genre 

 Approaching the question of authority and the recognition of the critic vis-à-vis different 

audiences is particularly important given the period under examination for two reasons. The first 

is that starting in the 1920s, thanks to the lowered cost of reproducing finely printed photographic 

images, journals and reviews about art could more than ever privilege highly-detailed 

reproductions of art works in their pages. Likewise, at the end of the 1920s, media journalism saw 

an increasing shift towards populist modes of address in weekly political and satirical journals 

like Candide, Je suis partout, and L'Ami du peuple. These shifts are important to the anti-

democratic anti-modernists I study, whose resources differed from those of their predecessors 

working in the fin-de-siècle and early 20th century. If critics like Péladan opposed democracy in 

art and politics in order to preserve these as rarified realms of privilege for the few, his interwar 

counterparts (befitting the dualism of fascism) despised universal suffrage and the 

democratization of the arts even as they plied populist media techniques (images) and sentiments 

(rhetoric) in an era marked by the rise of mass media. The second reason that audience and 

authority are especially crucial to this period is that it bore witness to the triumph of the dealer-

critic system, which reshaped the field of art to accommodate new modes of artistic production 

                                                        

87 "Every critical affirmation contains… an affirmation of its own legitimacy. All critics declare not only their 
judgment of the work but also their claim to the right to talk about it and judge it. In short, they take part in a struggle 
for the monopoly of legitimate discourse about the work of art, and consequently, in the production of the value of the 
work of art." Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production, 32,36.  
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and circulation.88 This change inevitably reshuffled preexisting hierarchies in the artistic field, 

embittering the "old guard,” critics like Mauclair, who had no association with the contemporary 

art galleries he disliked and refused to frequent and who by necessity began to seek out new 

alliances, audiences and projects.89  

Thus, while studies of art literature tend to assume a single reader– the art amateur, or a 

community of artists and critics– in my own work I made some surprising discoveries when I 

began to consider the different audiences implicated in alternative platforms where "art literature" 

might exist. The columns discussing art printed in a populist newspaper aimed at the working 

class, which I will consider in chapter 1, have a radically different intention, and one can assume, 

effect, than an article about drawing instruction printed in a journal addressed to teachers, which I 

will look at in chapter 3. These publishing vehicles are in turn very different from those seductive 

large-scale images in a lushly-illustrated review aimed at collectors and art world sophistiqués, 

dealt with in chapter 2, or finally, the genealogies that art history books ( surveys of modern art) 

intend to communicate (looked at in chapter 4). Each of these forms raise questions specific to 

their genre and their audiences, and must thus be approached differently to consider the broader 

narrative structures they produce. 

This consideration of genre is rewarding and permits one to see, for instance, that though 

the art history books under study in chapter 4 eschew the caustic language of populist anti-

modernism, their broader narrative structures nonetheless discretely side with their more 

                                                        

88 See Malcolm Gee, Dealers, 101, White and White, Canvases and Careers. 
89 This point has been made by Katia Papandreopoulou about Camille Mauclair, who I will look at in detail in chapter 
1.  "Camille Mauclair (1872-1945), Critique et Historien de l'art: 'Une leçon de nationalisme pictural'" PhD 
Dissertation. (Paris: Université Paris Sorbonne I: 2013), 366. 
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outspoken anti-modernist colleagues in their aim to write modernism out of history. 90 By 

attending to these questions of genre I will show how far anti-modernist sentiments extended 

across broad swathes of French society, from the working classes to the highest levels of state 

bureaucracy. 

1.3.4. Interventions 

 Historians of fascist movements have often struggled to reconcile the intentionality of 

each movement with the development of its ideologies and the study of numbers of ranking 

members and its political success. In the same vein, while I seek a contextualized understanding 

of the recognition, reach, and authority of critical actors on the far right, I recognize a central 

problem with any analysis of criticism, what Richard Wrigley has identified as a “disjunction 

between the claims to representation of criticism and its actual measure of diffusion and 

influence."91 Though fully measuring the effect of any text is an impossible task, by considering 

literary genres alongside archival and other sources extrinsic to the texts, I apply a method that 

sociologists of intellectuals have called the study of “interventions,” that is, a study of the 

“different ways in which knowledge and expertise can be inserted into the public sphere and with 

what sorts of effects.”92  Looking beyond their discourse, by parsing each critic’s career, 

associational and intellectual affiliations, I explore the interventions of conservatives within the 

sphere of public opinion, policy and administration, reconciling an analysis of intentions while 

also considering the functional history of these reactionary and conservative activists.93  

                                                        

90 For an analysis of the rhetoric of vitriol in the discourse of the extreme right in interwar France see Sandrine Sanos, 
The Aesthetics of Hate: Far-Right Intellectuals, Antisemitism, and Gender in 1930s France. (Stanford, California: 
Stanford University Press, 2012). 
91 Wrigley, The Origins of French Art Criticism,4. 
92 Gil Eyal and Larissa Buchholz, “From the Sociology of Intellectuals to the Sociology of Interventions,” The Annual 
Review of Sociology 36 (2010): 120. 
93 This reconciliation follows most recent trends in historiography. On the functionalist and intentionalist debates of the 
1980s in the context of studies of Nazi Germany see Richard Bessel, "Functionalists vs. Intentionalists: The Debate 
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As I explore the interrelated networks that linked reactionary writers to the conservatives 

in the French Beaux-Arts administration, I come to the conclusion that reactionary attitudes were 

far more accepted and institutionalized than we have previously imagined. Indeed, one of the 

most crucial findings of my dissertation is that anti-modernism was not a sub-narrative that 

simmered slowly throughout the interwar period and only came to a vicious boil during Vichy; 

rather, it was deeply ensconced as a majoritarian element of most French cultural institutions 

through the 1920s and 1930s.   

i.4. Terminology: Modern, Anti-modern, and Reactionary 

 In Aesthetic Theory, Theodore Adorno defines the modern negatively, premising it on the 

destruction of the past, part of a necessary historical process that could not be undone.   

Given that the category of the new was the result of a historical process that began by 
destroying a specific tradition and destroyed tradition as such, modern art cannot be an 
aberration susceptible to correction by returning to foundations that no longer do or 
should exist; this is, paradoxically, the foundation of the modern and normative for it. 94 

 

Other definitions likewise adopt a similar structure, defining the modern as “characterized by a 

deliberate break with classical and traditional forms or methods of expression; the work or ideas 

of the adherents of such a movement.” 95  Despite the irreversibility or deliberateness that seems to 

be one of the most defining qualities of the modern, my dissertation studies those who refused to 

accept this shift, who did believe it was an "aberration susceptible to correction.”  Their desires to 

                                                        

 

Twenty years on or Whatever Happened to Functionalism and Intentionalism?" German Studies Review 26, no.1 (Feb 
2003): 15-20.  
94 Theodore Adorno. Aesthetic Theory. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1970), 23. 
95 “modernism, n.". OED Online. June 2016. Oxford University Press. http://www.oed.com/ modernism 
(http://www.oed.com.proxy.lib.duke.edu/view/Entry/120622?redirectedFrom=modernism#eid) accessed August 26, 
2016). 
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restore the foundations and traditions that had been destroyed by the modern makes them "anti-

modern," a term that I will use throughout the dissertation to describe an attitude that politically 

and aesthetically opposed the ruptures of modernism and their destructive tradition. 96  

 Given their stated opposition to the historical avant-gardes of Paris, including the Cubists, 

Dadaists, and the Surrealists, I refer to Waldemar George, Camille Mauclair, and other critics 

expressing problems with these groups as "anti-avant-gardist." The term "avant-garde" itself, 

however, should also be defined. In my dissertation I adopt the definition offered by the theorist 

Peter Bürger, who reserved the term specifically for art-historical practices whose advent marked 

important paradigmatic breaks with the status of the "bourgeois" art object, and who named the 

Cubists, the Futurists, the Dadaists and the Surrealists the "historical avant-gardes".97 Yet while 

Bürger drew a natural association between these aesthetic breaks and the political vanguardism of 

the left, art historians like Mark Antliff and historians like Jeffrey Herf have since complicated 

his schema, reminding us that aesthetic radicalism does not necessarily have as its goal the idea of 

societal progress, secularism, or a classless society. In their scholarship on fascism in Italy and 

France, and in Germany respectively, they have explored how the languages and styles of avant-

                                                        

96 The multiplicity of meanings that have been tied to this term invites some disambiguation. Problematically, the 
"modern" represents both a set of cultural values to which conservatives were opposed, as well as a more generic desire 
to be aligned with the chronologies of the present, to be, as Baudelaire had insisted, of "one's time." This suggests, 
confusingly, that it is possible to be both anti-modern and modern at the same time.  For instance, even conservatives 
who opposed the modern and rejected its destruction of tradition may claim modernity for their own conservative 
values. In the 1920s, the Catholic intellectual Jacques Maritain, as part of his broader effort to make Catholicism more 
appealing to young intellectuals, cautiously embraced certain forms of artistic modernism in his Art et scholastique of 
1920 and Antimoderne of 1922. Alternatively, some art historians use the term "antimodern" to describe 
modernists who cast a jaundiced eye on modernity, their very cynicism constituting, paradoxically, a 
marker of their modernism.  The contradiction is precisely what the literary scholar Antoine Compagnon 
tackled in his 2005 study entitled les Antimodernes, which used this moniker to characterize figures like 
Baudelaire, Bergson, and Péguy. Maritain, Jacques. Antimoderne. (Paris: Editions de la Revue des jeunes, 1922); 
Art et Scolastique ( Paris: Librairie de l'Art Catholique, 1920). See also Jean-Luc Barré,. Jacques & Raïssa Maritain : 
Beggars for Heaven.  (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 2005) and Zoë Marie Jones, "Spiritual 
Crisis and the Call to Order': The Aesthetic Writings of Gino Severini and Jacques Maritain," Word & Image 26 no.1 
(October 2009): 59-67. Antoine Compagnon, Les antimodernes. (Paris: Gallimard, 2005).  See also Neil McWilliam, 
Une Esthétique de la réaction. 
97 Peter Bürger, Theory of the Avant-Garde. transl. Michael Shaw (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984). 
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gardism and modernism were also deployed with the goal of furthering far-right political 

ideologies.98  Jed Rasula has echoed these claims, writing that “pledges of faith in the collective 

potential of new initiatives in the arts” came from the fascist Futurists, the Constructivists of the 

Russian avant-garde, and the orchestrators of Nazi art alike.99  

 The fascist Waldemar George embodies this problem, a critic who opposed the avant-

gardes of his period, all the while insisting upon the vanguardist and modernist qualities of his 

aesthetic and political vision. As George's colleague René Huyghe would write in 1935, he and 

George truly saw their position as "modern": 

The reform that we are seeking doesn't align with the reactionaries, to the detriment of 
those who are advanced. It is not a return backwards... [it is] an expansion of modern 
art.100   

 
The designation of "vanguard" 101 is of course a subjective one and contemporary opponents of 

George and Huyghe did not hesitate to group them instead under the "reactionary" category they 

themselves denied.102  As opposed to "rear-guard,"103 which best refers to artistic and not critical 

production, the term "reactionary" and "conservative" are also used in my dissertation to qualify 

                                                        

98 For an overview see Antliff, “Fascism, Modernism, and Modernity,” The Art Bulletin 84, No. 1(Mar., 2002): 148-
169 and Antliff, Avant-Garde Fascism. See also Jeffrey Herf. Reactionary Modernism: Technology, Culture, and 
Politics in Weimar and the Third Reich. (Cambridge University Press, 1984).  
99 Jed Rasula, "Make it New," Modernism/Modernity. 17, no. 4, (November 2010): 713-733, 715. 
100 "la réforme que l'on réclame n'est pas solidaire des réactionnaires au détriment des avancés, elle n'est pas un retour 
en arrière. Cet élargissement de l'art moderne, enore trop spécialisé dans son travail d'assainissement est une nouvelle 
étape a franchir." Rene Huyghe, "Après l'art moderne " Amour de l'art 15 no. 4 1935. 
101 This conundrum of radical self-definition has contemporary corollaries in the rhetoric of the far-right today. In Kill 
All Normies, her overview of the nascent culture of the alt-right and other versions of the far right in online forums like 
4-Chan, Angela Nagle describes how today's far-right extremists have appropriated the gestures and strategies of the 
historic avant-gardes and the peace movements of the 1960s to justify and legitimize their reactionary platforms. This 
approach has garnered her severe criticism from critics on the left who refuse to consider the vanguardist self-definition 
of the extreme right. See Angela Nagle, Kill All Normies: Online Culture Wars from 4Chan to Tumblr to Trump and 
the Alt Right (London: Zero Books, 2017). 
102 This was certainly how George was viewed by some in the post-war period. Take for example, the words of the 
socialist painter Édouard Pignon who called Waldemar George a "prêtre réactionnaire". See Lettre d'Édouard Pignon à 
Bernard Dorival, n.d [1946] (fonds Bernard Dorival, École Normale Supérieure). See also the debate between George 
Huisman and Waldemar George in 1946, both cited in Yves Chevrefils-Desbiolles, Waldemar-George critique d'art, 
64, 66. 
103 On the "rear-guard" or "arrière-garde" see  Natalie Adamson and Toby Norris, "Introduction, “Academics, 
Pompiers, Official Artists and the Arrière-garde: 1-25. 
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the positions of the actors I describe. While a reactionary seeks the repudiation, sometimes 

violently stated, of the present in favor of the past, a conservative is not necessarily hostile to 

change so long as it respects the traditions of the past.104  While "reactionary" is a useful term for 

the vitriolic Camille Mauclair, it is less helpful for George, whose powerful prose was more 

measured and synthesized ideas in new ways, nor does it help to describe the conservatives Louis 

Hautecoeur and Louis Hourticq, whose anti-modern positions were expressed in a manner more 

appropriate to their respective offices.  

 Having defined some of the relevant terms, I will deploy them throughout this 

dissertation contextually to match specific cases, ultimately complicating any single label 

attached to the actors I study. Although my dissertation very much reinforces the thesis of 

continuity between the interwar period and Vichy,105 it also seeks to give color, complexity and 

nuance to the stories of each of these "anti-modern" actors, inevitably rewriting previously 

established narratives about those who opposed modernism in the interwar period.   

i.5. Chapter Summaries 

 In the first chapter, I assess the rejection of modern art as it was articulated beyond the 

narrow artistic sphere of connoisseurs. Analyzing the common rhetorical features found in a set 

of texts opposing modern art and aimed at a generalist reader, I outline the contours of a new 

genre of populist art writing that emerged in the 1920s and 1930s, namely the anti-modernist 

pamphlet, which exploited and politicized the terminally awkward interface between the world of 

art and an unreceptive, even angry "general public.” By delineating the formal characteristics as 

well as the content of this genre, I compare parallel texts published in the United States, the UK 

                                                        

104 Neil McWilliam explores these distinctions in Une Esthétique de la réaction. 
105 Paxton, Vichy France, Romy Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia.  
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and in Germany to expose the nature of anti-modernism as a global, generic phenomenon in the 

interwar period. In the second half of the chapter, I focus on one of the core "argumentative" 

forms featured in all these texts, an anti-Semitic conspiracy that maligned modern art as a Jewish 

invention fabricated cynically for profit. The work of French reactionary Camille Mauclair, the 

best-known and certainly the loudest reactionary in French letters at this time, functions here as a 

case study. I trace his intellectual history as an anti-capitalist advocate of the working classes, 

shine light on his personal connections and networks, and consider how he exploited inherent 

contradictions at the core of modernism to advance an anti-Semitic and xenophobic 

argumentation nearly identical to the propaganda mounted against modernism in Nazi Germany. I 

conclude by meditating on these populist forms of bigotry and their relationship to aesthetic 

critiques of modernism, ultimately arguing that the tolerant crucibles of modern republican 

democracies forged the conditions that facilitated the uncensored emergence of this genre of 

writing.  

 In the second chapter, I focus on Waldemar George, an art critic from the interwar period 

whose case has fascinated scholars because of his dual identity as a Jewish immigrant from 

Poland and a publicly-avowed fascist, a follower of Mussolini. Complicating narratives by other 

scholars who have seen him as a self-hating reactionary, I engage in the first scholarly study of 

the "neo-humanist" artists he promoted, and consider their affective role in his broader plan for a 

Universalist Christianity that would efface the problems of discrimination he himself had 

experienced as a young soldier and critic in Republican France. Tracing his intellectual trajectory 

and enacting a close re-reading of his texts as well as unpublished archival letters, I show 

counter-intuitively that this brilliant writer used the rhetoric of nationalism, fascism, and "Latin 

humanism" as a means of protecting and dissembling the identities of the Jewish émigré artists he 

regularly promoted.  
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 Camille Mauclair makes another appearance in the third chapter, this time presenting a 

more sophisticated persona as a member of the advisory team overseeing Le Dessin, a monthly 

review aimed at national instructors of primary, secondary and advanced drawing education in 

France. In the first scholarly study of this periodical, I ask how and why state pedagogues and 

administrators, senators and other key actors who sat on the editorial board and wrote for the 

journal considered Mauclair their ally and willingly named him a colleague. Analyzing the 

evolution of Le Dessin over a decade, I show where their respective positions both converged and 

diverged, while exploring politicized discourse around drawing education in a period when one of 

the markers of modernist authenticity was the eschewal of traditional draftsmanship. Against ever 

shifting political tides, I trace the nationalist and anti-modernist ideologies underwriting the 

content of a journal sanctioned by the Ministry of Education and the Fine Arts and intended to 

shape the next generation of instructors (and students). At a time when the preservation of 

"drawing skills" had become central to the conservation of French national identity, I chart the 

journal's evolving and inconsistent attempts to defend the utility of drawing as a core element of 

the national public curriculum for school children.  

 Ultimately, my dissertation findings have led me to re-consider the role that reactionaries 

like Waldemar George and Mauclair played in the interwar period, moving away from the idea 

that they were anomalies within the system. Given their multiple ties to establishment and 

political figures, they were rather representative of the majority of contemporary administrators, 

including those who were the custodians of French state policy. In my fourth chapter I will turn 

my focus to major histories of modern art written by curators at the Luxembourg, the Louvre, and 

other officials of the French state between 1931 and 1946.  Analyzing the narrative structures of 

these texts, I will argue that these art historical schemas replicated, in more subtle ways, the anti-

avant-gardist and xenophobic positions put forth by reactionary critics like Camille Mauclair. Re-
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affirming and legitimizing discourse present in anti-modernist strands of art criticism, these 

histories dismiss the contributions of foreign artists and the avant-gardes in France as extraneous 

to the development of art in France. The material impact of these narratives is considered in the 

second portion of the chapter, which shows how purchases by the French state during this period, 

determined by commissions that included the authors of these art histories as well as critics like 

Mauclair and George, closely reflected these narratives, pointing to the institutionalization of 

these reactionary tendencies. 

 The dissertation concludes with a short meditation on the legacy of artistic independence 

under the Third Republic. By the end of the 1930s, for critics of Republicanism who looked 

jealously at the cohesive aesthetics of authoritarian regimes, the liberalization of the arts and the 

institutionalization of artistic independence were, I argue, proof perfect of the Third Republic's 

failings. As critics adopted ever more militant roles, they soon extended their responsibilities 

beyond the aesthetic sphere into that of politics. It is their melding of both, and not the rise of 

modern art, that we now qualify as the “very dangerous turn" in the history of modern France.  

Though each of these chapters presents a separate issue or case study, the same actors re-appear 

in different contexts, demonstrating the interconnectedness of the Parisian art world. Likewise, 

throughout these case studies, certain themes recur, including: debates on the role of the state in 

aesthetic matters; the interface between the artist and the people; the critique of commercialism in 

the world of art and letters; and the fear of de-skilling. Given that many of these issues are still 

relevant today, I hope that the studies presented here can model how aesthetic and cultural 

debates are politicized and perverted in times of political crisis.  
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i. 6. Writing against  (....) 

 In an essay from 1967, Gilles Deleuze, responding to books critiquing a brand-new 

phenomenon called structuralism, formulated the following aphorism in its defense:  "No book 

against anything ever has any importance, all that counts are books for something and that know 

how to produce it.” 106 Manifestly rhetorical, there is nevertheless something comforting and even 

seductive about such a statement. It discounts reactionary criticism as the weak counter-point to 

progressive thought: passive and reactive, not active and productive, and counting for very little. 

On the other hand it full-heartedly embraces new ideas for the future as the only things that 

matter. In the earliest phases of my dissertation work, this aphorism was repeated to me by a 

colleague when told that I wanted to study conservatives and reactionaries writing and 

campaigning against modernism and the avant-garde in interwar France. “Why?,” the same 

colleague asked, shocked, maybe a little disgusted by my interest, advising me that it was a waste 

of my time. Our contemporary artistic and popular culture owes so much to the rich avant-gardes 

of the first few decades of the twentieth century in France, and values their contributions for 

having set the groundwork for the most challenging artistic productions of today. Why study 

those who opposed them? They aren't important, and their opposition, in the long run, has 

counted for very little.  

 In the dissertation that follows, I will challenge this assertion, demonstrating the 

importance and the impact of texts written against. While history would ultimately derail the 

intentions of these anti-modern activists, by demonstrating the scope of their aims, the breadth of 

their connections and the degrees of their success, I hope to show that the triumph of "the 

modern" that we take as given today was never an historical inevitability by the mere virtue of its 

                                                        

106 Gilles Deleuze, "How do We Recognize Structuralism?" Desert Islands and other Texts: 1953-1974 (Los Angeles: 
Semio-Text(e): 2004): 170-193, 192.  
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advanced status. It was contingent upon a delicate balance of power at play both within the art 

world and without.  
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CHAPTER 1: Mass Media, Populism and Global Anti-Modernism: The Case of Camille 
Mauclair 

1.1 Camille Mauclair, Professional Writer 

 Despite the renown he earned in Symbolist circles at the turn of the century, the art critic 

Camille Mauclair (1872-1945) might have faded into obscurity thereafter as a writer of travel 

books and monographs (Edgar Allen Poe, Jean-Antoine Watteau, Heinrich Heine, Jean-Honoré 

Fragonard), had he not, late in his career, reinvented himself as a populist reactionary, securing 

his position in the history of modernism as one of its most outspoken enemies. His beginnings 

had been promising. At nineteen he was publishing his poems – heavily Symbolist in style– in 

little poetry magazines like La Conque and La Revue indépendante. 107  His name regularly 

appeared alongside that of luminaries like Jean Moréas, André Gide, his close friend Paul Valéry, 

his mentor Maurice Barrès, and his "master" Stéphane Mallarmé. Mauclair had envisioned a 

similar career for himself in the world of belles-lettres. 

 And yet it was his criticism – outspoken and opinionated, with just a streak of reaction–

that drew him the most attention and earned him the position as the art critic for La Mercure de 

France, at the age of twenty.  And so while a path presented itself to him to earn a living from his 

pen as an art critic, he would continue to describe himself as a poet and novelist foremost,108 

publishing literary works until 1925, and repeating, even at the height of his career, that criticism 

had always been only a means to an end.109  But what means? We know from letters that Mauclair 

was living from hand to mouth, and consistently in want of money, his career punctuated by 
                                                        

107"Or ce fut en l'envoi nacré d'ailes de cygnes, la gloire de Cypris nue et baisant des roses." Camille Mauclair, "Décor 
romanesque," La Conque, July 1, 1891, 3.  
108He would admit in 1907," Je suis un poète et un romancier d’abord, et un critique d’art ensuite. Les circonstances 
m’ont amené à sembler renverser les rôles."Camille Mauclair to Jacques Rouché, c 1907. Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale 
de France. Jacques Rouché, letters received NAF 17589, f.363, cited by Katia Papandreopoulou, Camille Mauclair 
(1872-1945) Critique et Historien de l'art, 46.  
109"J’ai mené durant toute mon existence une vie en partie double: l’inévitable vie de l’artiste pauvre qui veut produire 
envers et contre tout, ne pas devenir un raté. Journaliste pendant le jour, écrivain pendant la nuit " Frédéric Lefèvre 
"Une heure avec Camille Mauclair," Les Nouvelles littéraires, November 18, 1922. 
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never-ending financial struggles.110  And though he could count some of the best known writers 

of the era as his close friends and confidants, and though, at the age of fifty-five he could look 

proudly upon his publication of over sixty books on a variety of subjects (including forty 

monographs and art-historical studies, twelve literary works and six travel books), hundreds of 

essays, prefaces and articles, and a nomination for the Prix Goncourt (in 1924; he did not win it), 

at the end of the 1920s it seems that Camille Mauclair, despite his prolific output and his high-

placed friends, was always courting great renown, or at least financial stability but never quite 

achieving either. 

 All this would change in 1927 when he signed on to write the art column for Le Figaro, a 

daily newspaper that had until then been respectfully conservative. It had by then undergone a 

hostile takeover by the millionaire parfumier and would-be politician François Coty, who since 

taking the reigns as its publisher in 1922 had slowly begun infusing its pages with populist anti-

Capitalist rhetoric and anti-Semitism, all with the aim of swaying his readers to support a populist 

political bid, modeled after the Fascist platform of Mussolini.111 At the time Mauclair began 

writing for Le Figaro, Coty was in the process of eviserating the newspaper's editorial board, 

replacing the old guard with 200 of his own hacks, who were staffed in lavish new offices at the 

Rond-Point des Champs-Élysées.112  The parfumier, who moved in fashionable circles, had a taste 

for art objects from the Far East, 17th and 18th century furniture, and an anti-modernist 

                                                        

110In addition to wheedling letters to Jacques Doucet, his financial struggles are a constant in his long career. In 1911 he 
writes to his friend René Boylesve about them, in 1922 he mentions them in a journal article, and in 1940 to Roger 
Martin du Gard. Camille Mauclair Letter to Jacques Doucet, Fondation Custodia–Fritz-Lugt, 1994-A.32, 1994-A442. 
Letter from Camille Mauclair to Roger Martin du Gard, February 14, 1940. Fonds Roger Martin du Gard, Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, NAF 28190, (66).  
111Le Figaro was only one of a series of politicized publishing ventures for Coty. For a moment he had also bankrolled 
Le Faisceau, the organ of the fascist party in France founded by former royalist George Valois. When Valois showed 
himself to be too Sorelian, Coty withdrew his support in 1926.  For more on this see Mark Antliff, Avant-Garde 
Fascism, 117. See also Allen Douglas, From Fascism to Communist Libertarianism. (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1992).  
112Claire Blandin, ed. Le Figaro, Histoire d’un journal (Paris: Nouveau Monde, 2010), 300. 
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vendetta.113 Around 1927 Coty had begun quietly financing disaffected soldiers within the world 

of art.  Is he the mysterious anonymous donor, named only as a politician and "a prince of the 

forum" who helped revive Marcel Hiver's acerbic anti-art world periodical, Les Cahiers du Cap, 

in 1927? After years of irregular appearances, the magazine's re-emergence that year with a 

capital fund of 100,000 francs twice as many pages, and more directly anti-Semitic content, 

suggests so.114 Though there is little known about the relationship between Coty and Mauclair, 

correspondence between the politician and Mauclair's longtime confidant Paul Valéry suggests 

that the poet may have been a point of contact.115  If we are to believe the story of the political 

journalist Urbain Gohier, who Coty literally "pulled out of retirement," when he hired him to 

ghost-write his political editorials, we can guess that Coty had also offered Mauclair a salary that 

was difficult to refuse.116 

 And so, with the full encouragement and financial support of one of the most powerful 

and wealthy publishers of the period, began Mauclair's anti-modernist rampage. It started with a 

trickle of columns published in Figaro in early 1928 and expanded with another column in 1929 

                                                        

113Collection Coty. Galerie Charpentier (Paris: Lahue, 1936).  
114 Hiver describes having found an intelligent "mécène” who has procured a means for him to "push his salutary 
mission to its limits." Later on in the issue, a politician funder, is alluded to without a name. Hiver writes “J’ai eu la 
surprise de rencontrer, chez le plus Athénien de nos hommes politiques, une faculté d'emballement, une fantaisie, une 
jeunesse et une spontanéité d’esprit, qui de nos jours, deviennent presque introuvable, même chez les jeunes gens, et 
qu’en tous cas on s’attendrait plutôt à rencontrer chez un camarade de faculté que chez un “officiel” nanti de pouvoirs 
et d’honneurs. C’est une grande partie à la puissance amitié de ce Prince du Forum qu’il m’a été possible de 
commencer à faire reparaître ces Cahiers” Marcel Hiver, Cahiers du C.A.P.  no. 7 April 1, 1927. 18, 54.  For more on 
Marcel Hiver see Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, Les revues d’art. Formes, stratégies et réseaux au XXème siècle, 
(Rennes, Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2001); and Alessandro Gallicchio "La critica d’arte al tempo dell’École de 
Paris (1925-1933) Oscillazioni nazionaliste e milieu ebraico," (PhD Dissertation, Rheinischen Friedrich-Wilhelms-
Universität Bonn, 2017), 55-62.   
115 A letter from Coty to Valéry from 1928 refers to another complimentary though possibly reproachful letter sent by 
Valéry in response to the politician's recent book on the subject of communism and the shared "horror" both men feel in 
the face of political disorder. Letter from François Coty to Paul Valéry, February 22, 1928, Fonds Paul Valéry, 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, NAF 19169 (F 325).  
116 Claire Blandin, ed. Le Figaro, Histoire d’un journal, 300. Pierre Vaisse has suggested the importance of financial 
remuneration in Mauclair's work for Coty. See Pierre Vaisse, "Le cas Mauclair" Lendemains, no. 133 (2009): 192-207.  
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in the newly founded L'Ami du peuple, also published by Coty.117 Mauclair's art writing for Coty 

follows a startlingly repetitive pattern of conspiratorial thinking and Manichean extremes, 

denouncing modern art as a foreign contamination brought to Paris by immigrants of German or 

Slavic origin, mostly Jews who had infected the "healthy" French tradition.  The temporary 

acceptance of this farce, Mauclair continues, was due to mass deception perpetuated by art critics 

bribed by immoral art dealers, again many of them Jews, who had desecrated the shrine of Art 

and tainted it with money. As a result, art works and artists themselves had been reduced to a 

fictive game that defrauded good and innocent French men, and deprived them of an authentic 

culture: 

Contemporary art is none other than thirty or so extremist painters, many of whom are 
métèques, imposed upon the public by a consortium of dealers. To these go the ratings, 
paid publicity, and fictive sales, the zeal of the sellers, the shop windows of the beautiful 
neighborhoods or the leprosies of Montparno and the rue de Seine, all the pretense and all 
the spoils.118 

Thereafter, the conservative former Symbolist who had retreated to the country for health reasons 

would find himself at the center of the artistic universe, subjected to near universal condemnation 

for his articles lambasting the world of modern art as a Germano-Jewish conspiracy. Mauclair 

had finally achieved a career from his pen, but it was not for his poetry that he was cited in 

Japanese art history books. 119  In the years following, Mauclair would maximize the impact of 

his sensationalist articles, recycling them into three pamphlets: La Folie picturale (1928) La 

Farce de l’art vivant: une campagne picturale (1929) and La Farce de l’art vivant II: Les 

                                                        

117 Mauclair's first article for Coty is "Bruges aux feuilles d’or," printed on November 21 1927, in Figaro.  
His first “Lettre sur l’art” in L'ami du Peuple was on January 7, 1929 with an article entitled  “Le moderne et le 
nouveau."  His writings are printed two times a month and given pride of place on the first page. 
118 "L'art vivant, cela consiste en une trentaine de peintres extrémistes, dont plusieurs métèques, imposés par un 
consortium de marchands. Pour ceux-là seuls la cote, la publicité payée, le mécanisme des ventes fictives, le zèle des 
démarcheurs, les vitrines des beaux quartiers ou les léproseries de Montparno et de la rue de Seine, le bluff et les 
boniments." Camille Mauclair La Farce de l'art vivant (Paris: Editions de la Nouvelle Revue Critique, 1929), 209. 
119 Hakutei Ishii Nihon Kaiga Sandaishi  (A History of Japanese Painting from the Meji Period Onwards) Tokyo: 
Sōgensha, 1942), 210. Many thanks to Magdalena Kolodziej for drawing my attention to this citation.  
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Métèques contre l'Art français (1930).  He delivered radio programs in Paris, and he sought out 

allies and publishing opportunities in London, Italy, and Croatia. Starting in 1929, he sought to 

institutionalize his campaign. He would take leading positions with two action "leagues" against 

modernism, the first being La Ligue de la défense de l'art, (as vice-president). This regularly 

brought him into contact with reactionary conservatives like the president of the Ligue Léon 

Bérard (1876-1960), a senator, and minister of Public Instruction and Fine Art (1919, 1921-1934) 

and Louis Hourticq (1875-1944) General Inspector of Drawing Instruction (from 1924-1937).  

The second was called l’Association des critiques d’art français, which consisted of Robert 

Guillou, Maurice Duplay, Maurice Feuillet, and Action Française critic René Brecy. 120As I will 

detail in my third and fourth chapters Mauclair was warmly received in bureaucratic circles, 

receiving tacit and sometimes open forms of support from traditionalists within the French elite, 

granting him a degree of informal and institutional support within the Ministry of Education and 

Fine Arts. 121 In 1936, he became a "membre libre" at the Académie des Beaux-Arts and until 

1939 he served on a number of honorary and advisory committees for official journals and 

adjudicating groups. 

 Though his campaign was more or less redundant after Germany's defeat of France and 

the aryanization of the French art world, in 1940 Mauclair would continue to reiterate his thesis, 

now a narrative of victory, in collaborationist and Vichy propaganda.  That there is very little 

difference (but for a more emboldened anti-Semitism) between his Interwar writing for Coty and 
                                                        

120 The brief appearance of a journal whose mast-head consists only of these men, called Le Gaulois artistique 
(December 1928-1929) which prints the entire "manifeste" of the association and whose content replicates more or less 
that of Mauclair's campaigns of the late 1920s and early 1930s, suggests that the entire publication itself was their 
undertaking.  
121 A contingent of artists associated with both the Société National and les Artistes Français voiced support for 
Mauclair. "Échos," Figaro, March 27, 1928, cited by Katia Papandreopoulou, "Camille Mauclair (1872-1945) Critique 
et Historien de l'art, 400.  By comparing Ministry of Education and Beaux-Arts purchasing records (Archives 
Nationales) to information about the eighteen exhibitions Mauclair curated at its offices between 1929 and 1932, 
printed in Figaro, I show that the French state purchased works of art directly from Mauclair's exhibitions.  See chapter 
4 of this dissertation.  
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this propaganda is telling.122 As a registered member of the propaganda-Abteilung Frankreich (the 

Nazi press agency)123 Mauclair wrote for Nazi publications La Gerbe and Le Matin, (the latter 

being one of the most widely circulated newspapers during the war in the occupied North), and 

the Vichy-supported journals L’Appel, au Pilori, and Le Grand magazine de la race: revivre.124  

His last work, La Crise de l'art moderne (1944) was a 30-page pamphlet juxtaposing works of 

modern and abstract art against those produced by the clinically insane, cementing his fate in 

history as Hitler's French ally in the battle against "degenerate art." 125 Though unrepentant after 

the liberation, Mauclair died in his home in April 1945 before he could be brought to a tribunal 

and condemned to death.126 

1.2 Mauclair in Recent Art History 

 Starting in the late 1970s, art historians began to revisit Mauclair's story in a manner 

consistent with the revisionary history of the late Third Republic. If earlier historians had seen the 

values of the Vichy regime as a German imposition and a break with Republicanism, historians 

like Robert Paxton and Zeev Sternhell demonstrated that the Third Republic had provided fertile 

grounds for the incubation of far-right cultural and political views that later came to fruition 

under Maréchal Pétain and in the occupied North.127 Camille Mauclair's campaign, art historians 

Romy Golan and Christopher Green have rightly asserted, was evidence of an art world 

increasingly inflected with a nationalism and xenophobia that would soon become 

                                                        

122 On the definition of propaganda, see Noam Chomsky Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy of Mass 
Media, (New York: Pantheon, 1988), 2.   
123 Katia Papandreopoulou, Annex I.  
124 Le Matin had a circulation of 263,000 examples in January 1943. Pascal Ory, Les Collaborateurs 1940-1945, (Paris: 
Seuil, 1976), 283.  On Mauclair's wartime collaboration, see Pierre Vaisse "Le cas Mauclair,"193.  
125 Camille Mauclair, “L’art vivant: entreprise juive et bolchévisante” in l’Appel. October 23, 1941,4.  
126 Pierre Vaisse "Le cas Mauclair," 207.  
127 Robert Paxton Vichy France; Zeev Sternhell, La droite révolutionnaire: 1885-1914: les origines françaises du 
fascisme. (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1978); Zeev Sternhell, Ni droite, ni gauche. 
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institutionalized.128 One of Golan's most important contributions to this area of study was her 

insistence upon reading Mauclair's text "not as discourse" but as history. Asking her readers to 

ignore the "malevolent tone" of Mauclair's writing, she sought to contextualize his comments 

within an arc of rising anti-Semitism in the Parisian world of arts and letters, with his case 

presenting the pointed conclusion to pre-existing debates about classicism, Latinity and 

"Frenchness" within a cultural atmosphere increasingly open to far-right concepts. As such, 

Mauclair's writing has been appraised as the visible tip of an iceberg of hatred that existed both 

without and within a supposedly refined and enlightened art world, with his texts laying bare a 

position the rest had veiled.129  While new findings continue to reinforce this thesis130 there is also 

much to be learned by paying attention precisely to the tone that Golan asks us to put aside. For 

the agitated virulence that might distract us from the historical context of Mauclair's campaign 

nonetheless reveals something else: its genre, which is to say "a set of constitutive conventions 

and codes... shared by a kind of implicit contract between writer and reader." 131 

1.3 Publishing and Mass Media in the Interwar Period 

 The issue is crucial in early 20th-century Paris, a period during which reading "genres" 

were morphing and multiplying to accommodate newly literate middle and lower classes of 

readers. While media historians have considered this a moment of stagnation for the elite opinion 

press, the quantity of pages printed during this period exploded, as commercial printers hurried to 

win over emergent sectors of new readers, all shouting to compete for the attention of passersby 

                                                        

128 Romy Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia; Romy Golan, "From Fin-de-Siècle to Vichy: The Cultural Hygienics of 
Camille (Faust) Mauclair,"; Christopher Green, Art in France, 1900-1940. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). 
129 Eric Michaud "Un certain antisémitisme mondain." Page ref. 
130 See the chapter on Waldemar George in this dissertation, which details his experiences of discrimination. 
131 "Genre" in M.H. Abrams, ed. Glossary of Literary Terms, (Fort Worth: Harcourt Brace, 1993), 77. 
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in the cacophonous urban environment described by Guillaume Apollinaire in "Zone."132  In the 

realm of newsprint, sensationalist journalism was overshadowing an “objective” reporting that 

was on the decline.133 The 1920s was a particularly potent environment for a right-wing press, 

often buoyed by rich patrons, which gained enormous popularity despite (or because of) 

parliamentary wins by Left majorities in 1926, 1932 and 1936. 134 Coty's publishing ventures are 

exemplary in this regard. Figaro had a circulation of 70,000 in 1929,135 and in 1930 L'ami du 

peuple, which "vulgarized" his anti-Marxist populist political platform, claimed to have 3 million 

readers, with a morning circulation of 885,000.136  The writing was “extremely simple … destined 

for a people who read very little or not at all, and for whom [the journal] constitutes practically 

their entire form of culture.”137  The newspaper presented itself as the populist elucidator of truth 

(in all capitals) in the face of a Germanic Marxism that is puzzlingly allied with foreign banks: 

To be the friend of the people is to tell him THE TRUTH... Pernicious voices, an 
empoisoned Germanic Marxist propaganda, are menacing the capital; we will stalk and 
chase these to their dens in foreign banks, to find that they employ their rhetoric 
AGAINST ALL OF YOU, WORKERS OF FRANCE, who are certainly the most 
exploited people on the face of the earth.  138 

 

                                                        

132 Eliane Tonnet-Lacroix, 8.  Guillaume Apollinaire, "Zone" Alcools, (Paris: Editions de la nouvelle revue française, 
1913). 
133 Christophe Charle, Le siècle de la presse (Paris: Seuil, 2004), 277. 
134 " Malgré la force militante des partis de gauche, plutôt en expansion, la presse de gauche et d’extrême fauche est 
désormais surclassée par la presse de droite. En dépit de ses difficultés économiques, celle-ci trouve toujours des 
capitaux ou des entrepreneurs pour se faire renflouer et survivre." Christophe Charle, Le siècle de la presse (Paris: 
Seuil, 2004), 252 
135 Fred Kupferman, "François Coty, journaliste et Homme politique." (PhD Dissertation, Nanterre: Université Paris-X: 
1965), 11.  
136 Anon, “L’assaut se prépare,” l'Ami du Peuple, January 4, 1930. 
137 "Tiré à un million d’exemplaires en 1930, le quotidien est lu par environ trois millions de personnes. Les analyses, 
extrêmement simplistes, sont destinées à un public lisant peu ou pas du tout, et dont L’Ami du Peuple constitue 
pratiquement la seule forme de culture," Laurent Joly, "L'Ami du Peuple contre les ‘financiers qui mènent le monde': La 
première campagne antisémite des années 1930," Archives Juives 39, no. 2 (2006): 96-109, 97. 
138 "Etre l’ami du peuple c’est de lui dire LA VERITÉ ... Des voix pernicieuses, un propagande empoisonné de 
marxisme germanique, menacent en toute occasion le capital; on le traque on le chasse vers les repaires des banques 
étrangères, afin qu’elle emploient contre l’intérêt français CONTRE VOUS TOUS OUVRIERS DE FRANCE, qui êtes 
certainement le peuple le  plus exploité de la terre." Anon., “ 'L’Ami du peuple’ aux travailleurs de France,” l’Ami du 
peuple, May 3, 1928. 
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Subsidized by Coty at the extremely competitive price of 10 centimes, the millionaire was 

determined to reach the "largest number of Frenchmen" possible in order to "see [his] doctrine 

penetrate the laboring classes.139  Ultimately, L’ami du peuple left “an indisputable mark on the 

prejudices and political ideas of a category of French men who read little and didn’t engage in 

politics.”140 It was not the rarified art world that Mauclair was addressing in his texts for Coty. 

 Likewise, it is no surprise that Mauclair turned to radio broadcasting at the moment when 

the popular medium was also enabling "a new type of collective space,"141 integrating his 

campaign into a programming schedule at Radio Paris (where Valéry was head of cultural 

programming) that also included "physical culture" segments, church sermons, agriculture 

reports, guignol performances, café concert recordings, elementary courses in English, and press 

summaries.  Though his interaction with this media form was brief because the multiple 

"causeries" he delivered were not well received, letters to Valéry show that Mauclair was pleased 

with the attention they drew to him as a commentator and begged to continue the broadcasts.142 

 In the realm of book publishing, print houses of the Interwar period sought to develop and 

cultivate specialized sectors of readers based on demographics,143 giving birth   to “popular” 

editions (predecessors to today’s “livres de poche") that were cheap, illustrated, and aimed at le 

                                                        

139 "Pour vulgariser notre entreprise d'intérêt national, pour faire pénétrer notre doctrine dans les classes laborieuses, 
pour permettre au plus grand nombre possible de Français de connaitre notre plan, de le comprendre et de s'y attacher 
nous avons décidé de rendre l'Ami du Peuple accessible aux plus modestes budgets….nous avons fixé le prix de notre 
journal a 10 Centimes pour Paris et 15 Centimes pour la province." François Coty, "Le Malthusianisme de la Pensée," 
Figaro March 28, 1928.  
140 Fred Kupferman, "François Coty, journaliste et Homme politique," iii.  
141 Rebecca Scales, Radio and the Politics of Interwar France, 1921-1939 (Cambridge University Press, 2016), 6. 
142 Letter from Camille Mauclair to Paul Valéry, n.d. From Saint-Leu la Fôret-Seine et Oise, Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, NAF 19188, (69) “J’ai terminé a la Radio une série de causeries qui m’ont valu de nombreuse approbation du 
public. Je serais très désireux d’en redonner d’autres à la saison prochaine, [illegible] ] c’est l’occasion d’une ressource 
et vous savez que je suis presque pauvre. Votre vielle amitié ne m’a jamais fait défaut. Vous faites partie de la 
Commission. Voulez-vous joindre votre avis favorable a ceux de vos collègues dont plusieurs plaideront pour moi? Je 
vous en remercie d’avance et je suis de tout coeur à vous.” 
143 Eliane Tonnet-Lacroix, La Littérature française de l'entre deux-guerres, 8.   
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grand public. 144 Publishers developed modern methods of distribution, including large 

publication runs, and new marketing techniques, including the cross-marketing of their own 

releases on frontispieces. The decision on behalf of Les Éditions de la Nouvelle Revue Critique to 

publish Mauclair's articles for Coty in the form of inexpensive paperback books epitomizes the 

resolve of interwar publishing houses to provide reader-friendly copy for the middlebrow reader. 

Ironically, concomitant to the increased demand for sensationalist and popular content, the 

Interwar period witnessed the pauperization of the professional journalist145 whose wages 

stagnated due to an increased syndicalization of content, 146 a surplus of writers, inflation, and the 

rising cost of paper. 147 In 1920 the average journalist was paid between 300-400 francs a month, 

less than the salary of a sweet sweeper. 148  Again, Mauclair's case is typical. At times he was 

"prepared to take on any kind of employment to permit him to eat," 149 and Mauclair 

conscientiously cultivated an aura of scandal for the pay. 150 

2.4 Art Criticism and The Illusio 

 What can we learn from acknowledging the fact that throughout his career Mauclair 

participated in multiple discourses, including those of the "high counter-enlightenment,” and the 

                                                        

144 Ibid, 9. 
145 In the immediate aftermath of the First World War newspapers and journals saw themselves struggling to 
reorganize, re-pricing their issues to meet the high costs of paper while also catering to a demand for more content as 
the average number of pages for a weekly newspaper jumped from 6 in 1921 to 10 in 1928. Inflation and interwar 
period saw hiring freezes and the “pauperization” of the professional journalist. Laurent Martin La Presse écrite en 
France au XXe siècle (Paris: Livres de Poche, 2005), 71, 92.  
146 Christophe Charle, Le Siècle de la presse (Paris: Seuil, 2004), 275. 
147 Christophe Charle, Le Siècle de la presse, 248. 
148 In 1920 the monthly salary of a reporter is between 300-400 francs which is less than a street sweeper, whose salary 
began at 401 francs. The situation was even more precarious for without a secure position at the paper- “des pigistes, 
chroniqueurs d’occasion, petits reporters, auteurs de contes qui placent bien difficilement leur prose dans les journaux,” 
or the simple “informateurs” who were paid 200 a month and often had to work for multiple publications to live.  
Christian Delporte, Les Journalistes en France 1880-1950. Naissance et construction d'une profession. (Paris: Seuil, 
1999) 202, 201-3.  
149  Pierre Vaisse, "Le Cas Mauclair," 201.  
150 See fn 34 Letter from Camille Mauclair to Paul Valéry, n.d. [1929?] From Saint-Leu la Forêt-Seine et Oise, 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, NAF 19188,  (69).  
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"low counter-enlightenment"? 151 Of course Mauclair had always conscientiously calibrated his 

voice, strategically slipping from one register to another to meet the demands of publishers.  

Around 1915, facing meager demand for art criticism during the wartime conflict, Mauclair was 

compelled to pursue "condensed and simplified" political reporting aimed at a "grand public" for 

regional newspapers Le Progrès de Lyon and La Dépêche (Toulouse) as well as simplified arts 

reporting for Le Soleil du Midi (Toulouse) whose readers included many miners and mill-workers 

from the area.152 As he explained in a letter to his mentor Maurice Barrès, 

Two times a month, in this paper [Le Soleil du Midi] I try to provide very simple and 
general ideas on modern art and artists to a working-class public, the miners of St Etienne 
and the textile-workers of Lyon. I try to help them get to know, to understand, and to 
appreciate." 153 

 

Although Mauclair would include a newspaper clipping alongside his letter to Barrès, he admitted 

there was nothing worth reading in what he attached: "there is nothing in this article that you and 

I don't already know."154 

 If two men of letters find nothing that they "don't already know," in a work of writing 

about art, can it count as art criticism?  Not for Walter Benjamin, for whom the "higher authority" 

and the boundaries of criticism are determined by and for critics themselves, "not the public. Still 

                                                        

151 Graeme Garrard, Counter-Enlightenments: From the Eighteenth Century to the Present. (New York: Routledge, 
2006), xii.  
152“J’ai tâché de condenser clairement, à l’usage du grand public, des raisons historiques et morales du crime des 
Boches.” Letter from Camille Mauclair to Maurice Barrès, Saint-Leu la Forêt S et O. no date or year. [during WWI]. 
Fonds Maurice Barrès, NAF28210, (39).  This would ultimately form the content of his pamphlet Le Vertige allemand, 
histoire du crime délirant d’une race, of 1916.  More on Mauclair's writing for regional newspapers in Katia 
Papandreopoulou, Camille Mauclair (1872-1945) critique et historien de l'art, 329.  
153 "Deux fois pas mois, en ce journal [Le Soleil du Midi] je tâche de donner des idées générales très-simples, sur l’art 
et les artistes modernes, à un public ouvrier, mineurs de St Etienne et tisserands Lyonnais. J’essaie de les leur faire 
connaître, comprendre et aimer. Letter from Camille Mauclair to Maurice Barrès, from “Maison Blanche” à Vence 
Alpes Maritimes, 16 April, n.d., [1913?] Fonds Maurice Barres, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, NAF28210, (34).  
154 "C’est pourquoi il n’y a rien en cet article que vous et moi ne sachions déjà-mais eux ne le savaient pas." Letter from 
Camille Mauclair to Maurice Barrès, from “Maison Blanche” à Vence Alpes Maritimes, 16 April, n.d., [1913?] Fonds 
Maurice Barres, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, NAF28210, (34). 
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less posterity."155 In The Field of Cultural Production, Pierre Bourdieu describes the artistic 

sphere as a collaborative illusio whose legitimacy persists by virtue of a kind of faith, a tacit 

agreement sustained by the investment of “the informed player," and his willingness to suspend 

disbelief and "buy in" to a set of established artistic values. 156 Forming the discursive reality of 

this illusio is critical judgment, and though the critic reviewing an exhibition can dislike the art 

for intrinsic reasons but cannot negate it as categorically false, he must accept the art world as his 

world.  As early as 1915, Mauclair had showed himself capable of stepping outside the illusio of 

criticism, but in 1928, with François Coty's full financial encouragement, he would renounce the 

entire field of cultural production and its illusio as an illegitimate hoax.  Of course, it is important 

to note that the artistic sphere was not above reproach at the time of Mauclair's writing. Along 

with the changing standards of artistic value, a structurally evolving artistic sphere was a major 

pre-occupation for French commentators, and critics on the left and right were already engaging 

in a healthy skepticism of the art world. 

1.5 A Discourse of Critical Suspicion in Left and Right Criticism of a Changing "Art World" 
in the Interwar Period 

 Jeffrey Weiss has shown that the majority of commentators received modern art, at least 

in its first two decades, with a "discourse of mystification and incoherence"157 that often saw the 

avant-gardes accused of being  "fumistes," or "farceurs," engaged in a bluff on the public and 

critics.158  By the Interwar period this discourse of incomprehension had solidified into what by 

                                                        

155 Walter Benjamin, Edmund Jephcott and Kingsley Shorter, trans. One Way Street (London: Verso, 1989), 67. 
156 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production, 72-3. 
157 Weiss writes: "The incomprehension of avant-garde art is often ignored or dismissed as a philistine response 
beneath historical study. This is unjust if only because expressions of incomprehension occupy a far greater share of the 
period literature on modern art than any other kind of interpretation; it might justifiably be called the dominant 
aesthetic condition of the period." Jeffrey Weiss The Popular Culture of Modern Art: Picasso, Duchamp and Avant-
Gardism (New Haven: Yale University Press 1994), i. 
158 Jeffrey Weiss The Popular Culture of Modern Art: Picasso, Duchamp and Avant-Gardism (New Haven: Yale 
University Press 1994), 90-103 
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all accounts was a more permanent rift – an often-cited, "divorce" existing between the public and 

artists159 that inspired a "paralyzing vertigo"160 in commentators and compelled sociologists to 

engage in quantitative studies to measure the problem.161 In 1926 it was a topic pressing enough 

that an entire issue of Les Cahiers de la république des lettres, des sciences et des arts was 

devoted to reconciling the two divergent aims of " l'art pour tous et l'art pour l'art" (fig. 3).  The 

journal's editor Pierre d’Espezel reminded his readers that the political stakes in these two 

clashing mandates extended beyond the world of art. The French Republic had been "founded on 

the philosophical ideas of its most important writers" but these erudite men had also sought "to 

give the broadest intellectual culture to the greatest number of citizens."162 A divide between its 

intellectual elite and the rest of the public, he wrote, was an important concern that the Republic 

had sought to reconcile at its founding, nor should it go ignored today. 

 But other factors perpetuated the distrust and incomprehension that fed this divide. At a 

moment when speculative trading in America was creating a bubble of debt that would ultimately 

lead to the 1929 stock market crash, the market for modern painting in Paris was seeing a parallel 

inflation.163 In 1920 Alphonse Bellier had become the first “contemporary art” specialist at the 

                                                        

159 “On a beaucoup écrit sur le divorce entre l’art et le public au XIX siècle," Waldemar George had written in 1935. 
Waldemar Georges, Profites et pertes de l’art contemporain (Paris: Éditions des Chronique du Jour, 1933), 19. 
160 " L’obsession de l’abîme creusé entre le peuple et soi finit par donner un vertige paralysant." Amédée Ozenfant, 
Enquête  "Où va la peinture?" Commune, n° 21, May 1935. This issue is addressed specifically in relation to realism in 
Nicole Racine "La Querelle du Réalisme  (1935-1936)," Sociétés & Représentations 1, no. 15 (2003): 113-131. 
161 In an early example of a "reception" study, a sociologist, Maurice Charny, had presented members of the 
“enlightened public” (readers of the journal Progrès civique,) with samples of contemporary literature, asking them 
“comprenez-vous ça? Aimez-vous ça?” The results of his experiment, he had concluded, "proves that there is still a 
considerable lag between high literature and the majority of the enlightened public."  64 % were hostile to new 
tendencies. 29% we understood certain of them and only liked some of these and 7% were totally open to the integral 
renewal of taste and literary procedures. All of this suggested that "il y a encore un décalage considérable entre la haute 
littérature et la moyenne du public éclairé."   Maurice Charny, “Sur la zone d’influence de quelques oeuvres littéraires 
modernes” in Les Cahiers de la Republique des lettres, des sciences et des arts, April 15, 1926, 62-66.  
162 “Discuter la portée pratique de la philosophie, de la littérature ou de l’art ne sera jamais oiseux en un pays qui a 
voulu fonder ses institutions sur les idées philosophiques de ses grands écrivains et qui tend a donner au plus grand 
nombre la culture intellectuelle la plus étendue.”  Pierre d'Espezel "Aux lecteurs de çe cahier," Les Cahiers de la 
Republique des lettres, des sciences et des arts, April 15, 1926, 6. 
163 Malcolm Gee, Dealers, Critics, and Collectors of Modern Painting, 174, 210, 240. 
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Hôtel Drouot, the Parisian auction house. Foreign collectors like Alfred Barnes fueled art market 

growth, new financial instruments funneled credit in, and multi-partner galleries and art trusts 

were formed. Arbitrage was practiced between left-bank dealers closer to the artist district of 

Montmartre who purchased cheap and sold dear to larger dealers on the right bank who would 

then flip their paintings at even higher values.164 Artifacts like André Fage’s investment manual 

of 1930, which patiently outlines how to pick the right artists, different strategies for high returns, 

authentication protocols, and a glossary of economic jargon in "the trade," evidence this shift 

from art purchasing as a leisure activity to a sport of investment.165   Accompanying this shift was 

the adoption by dealers of new measures that formalized artistic production, including the 

imposition of a point system to price canvases by their size, and new contracts that stipulated 

monthly production.166 

 Changes in criticism were also afoot in a new dealer-critic system that enabled more 

intimate and more frequent points of contact between the dealer, artist and critic, complicating the 

myth of the "disinterested" critic who could retain his anonymity while reviewing the large and 

crowded Salon. According to André Salmon, contemporary art criticism was "now in the hands of 

poets," while the old critics, "these improvised magistrates, who condemn and acquit" had died.167 

In a polarized environment of dissenters and defenders of modern art those writing art criticism 

were now often friends to artists, while gallerists, taking after Durand-Ruel's early initiatives, 

began also to produce their own publications, hiring writers to produce copy, as Léonce 

                                                        

164 Coinciding with the boom of artists, the period after the war saw a surge of new galleries on la rue de Seine on the 
Left bank and a host of new outposts in the tony right bank gallery district on la rue de la Boétie. Whereas in 1907 only 
a few galleries were specialized in modern art, by 1930, there were 113 listed in the artistic annuaire. See Malcolm 
Gee, Dealers, Critics, and Collectors of Modern Painting, 37. 
165 Magazines like l’Art Vivant encouraged this new speculative attitude towards painting by printing interviews with 
big collectors and write-ups of auction results, sometimes even alongside stock-market listings. 
166 Gee, Dealers, Critics, and Collectors of Modern Painting, appendix D, 9. 
167 André Salmon, cited by Jacques Guenne, l'Art vivant, no. 145, February 1931, 1. 
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Rosenberg had done in his Bulletin de l'effort moderne. The conflict of interest was evident. 

In general, as Alice Halicka would recall in her memoirs, modern art in the 1920s "had become a 

speculative affair."168  "We didn't speak of painting galleries," recalled the critic Léon Werth, "we 

spoke of 'painting portfolios.' We called our art dealer like we called our stock broker."169 These 

were major changes, and critics on the left and right could not help but voice fear that commerce 

would corrupt artistic values and critical standards. Moreover, given the initial distrust of 

modernism in the first place, when the work of art deemed valueless accumulated and asserted its 

value in both the actual marketplace and that of ideas, the result was a discourse of suspicion. 

Two critical enquêtes from 1927, one asking about whether commerce interfered with art, 170 and 

another gauging opinions on the purpose of criticism 171 demonstrate the anxiety incited by these 

evolving institutional structures. Indeed even those with the most to gain from the artistic illusio 

were occasionally dubious of the whole system. In the words of André Breton: 

[Art] is currently under the sway of dealers, and this is to the great shame of artists ... 
Financial speculation got into the game, and they’re now monitoring artistic changes as 
rigorously as they do the monetary exchange. Art is being liquidated the same as nations. 
Here again, criticism is no longer up to the task. ... Criticism now seems to be no more 
than the shifty agent of these transactions, which have nothing whatsoever to do with art 

                                                        

168 "La peinture était devenue une affaire de spéculation. "Quel était alors le peintre qui n’avait pas ou n’était pas sur le 
point d’acheter une voiture?...Les peintres se comporteraient en nouveaux riches, parlaient beaucoup achats de terrains, 
marques de voitures, bijoux qu’ils offraient à leurs femmes, etc. Montparnasse était le berceau des nouvelles optimistes 
amplifiées.” Alice Halicka, Hier: Souvenirs (Paris: Editions du Pavois, 1946), 82, 101-2. 
169 "On ne parlait plus de galeries de tableaux, comme dans les pièces ou les romans de 1880: on mettait ses tableaux en 
portefeuille. On téléphonait son marchand comme on téléphonerait à son agent de change." Léon Werth, La Peinture et 
la mode: quarante ans après Cézanne (Paris: Grasset, 1945), 77-8.  
170 Over the course of three months in 1927, the l’Art Vivant queried important art-world figures, asking them if the 
values of commerce interfered with the quality of art? While most of the artists and dealers interviewed answered in 
neutral terms, critics and other cultural commentators who were polled bemoaned money’s corruptive effect. For 
instance, the screenwriter Bernard Zimmer likened the art market to horse-breeding and a stock exchange at once, 
where merchants hold “stables” and “cavort on the trading floor” to sell “portfolio values.” “Cette bourse clandestine 
où trois ou quatre marchands de tableaux à gueule de négriers, deux ou trois critiques d’art à tout faire s’occupent 
autour de la corbeille!” Bernard Zimmer, "l'Enquête de 'l'Art vivant' (part IV)," L'Art vivant, October 15, 1927. 
171 Paris-Midi in 1927 sought to gauge opinion on "motivated" criticism. In Jean Cocteau's view, "Depuis la guerre 
deux choses sont mortes: la diplomatie et la critique. La diplomatie remplacée par la finance et la critique par la 
publicité. Je n'exprime pas une opinion; je constate un fait."  Jean-Gabriel Domergue agreed:  "Il n'y a plus de critique 
d'art. Ce sont des agents de publicité, payés." Jean Cocteau and Jean Gabriel Domergue, "Enquête sur la critique" Paris 
Midi July 26, 1927.  
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but which still threaten to devalue it. ... I see no way to keep silent about such a grave 
danger.  172 

 

This cynicism surrounding modern art and its institutions in the 1920s exposes the paradoxes at 

the heart of modernism itself: from its origins, it had operated upon a set of competing mandates, 

that of formally advanced, self-reflexive art, an authentic autonomous product of un-alienated 

creative labor, and that of a luxury commodity which is increasingly assessed for its speculative 

value. As Richard Hofstadter concedes in his great analysis of right-wing populist rhetoric, "The 

paranoid style begins with certain defensible judgments."173 While these antinomies indeed 

occupied the minds of all commentators, there was something palpably obscene with Mauclair's 

writing that could not go unnoticed by his colleagues. 

1.6 Mauclair's Campaign Condemned on the Left and the Right 

 Though the critic ostensibly functions as an interface between the illusio of art and the 

public, his legitimacy, as Benjamin observed, is derived horizontally, from other critics. On both 

the left and the right, Mauclair's colleagues unanimously reacted with shock at the writer's 

campaign and his willingness to move into a terrain they had assumed was beneath the 

conservative man of letters.  Ample evidence in the press shows that his critic colleagues viewed 

these writings for Coty as critically unserious, especially compared to his earlier 

accomplishments. The British modernist Clive Bell, admitting to having once admired Mauclair, 

now viewed him as "silly,"174 while in Comoedia Gabriel Boissy expressed shock at the "incensed 

tone” of Mauclair. "We were not expecting this," he stated, adding that everyone "more or less in 

                                                        

172 André Breton, "Distance," in Mark Polizzotti Ed. The Lost Steps (Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press 1996), 
104-105.   
173 Richard Hofstader, The Paranoid Style in American Politics and Other Essays (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1965), 
36 
174 Clive Bell, Since Cezanne (New York: Harcourt, Brace & co: 1928), 38-9. 
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the arts" all assumed that Mauclair had "gone blind."175 Criticizing a series of art exhibitions 

curated by Mauclair at the Figaro offices, L'art vivant's editor Georges Charensol observed that 

the whole venture was "too easy, that is, too simple" and "we expect better of a man who brags 

about the twenty volumes he has published on ancient and modern art alike."176 

 Revealing important political fault-lines that art historians have failed to account for, 

even the most conservative critics found Mauclair's campaign reprehensible, demonstrating the 

extent to which he was operating outside the appropriate spectrum of left and right discourse. 

None other than the Action française arts columnist Pierre du Colombier observed that, all things 

considered, there was more talent in the "little finger" of Vlaminck or Dufy than in any of the 

"pretentious machines" that Mauclair sought to promote like the Spanish portraitist Féderico 

Beltrán Masses (1885-1949) (Fig. 4) and Henri le Sidaner (1862-1939) the tame pointillist (Fig 

5.).  Francis Fosca, an editor of L’ amour de l'art, and hardly a paragon of liberalism,177 would 

mock Mauclair's ridiculous proposal to create a league of "French art critics," writing " rarely 

have I seen anything quite like it."178 Even Waldemar George, the Mussolini sympathizer, pointed 

out how little bearing Mauclair's writings had on reality: 

In fact, art dealers are not all agitators and speculators that Mauclair speaks of. They 
follow the law of supply and demand. They match the desires of their clients. They 
deliver 'merchandise' that corresponds to the needs of the era, even to the spiritual needs. 
Snobbery and speculation play only a minor role. 179 

                                                        

175 Gabriel Boissy, "M. Camille Mauclair contre l'art français" Comoedia, December 3, 1929, 1. 
176 "C'est un peu trop facile par trop simple, en vérité, et nous attendrions mieux d'un homme qui parle du haut des 
vingt volumes qu'il a publiées sur l'art ancien et moderne." Georges Charensol "Les Expositions," l'Art vivant, April 15 
1929, 343.  
177 See Chapter 2 of this dissertation, in which I cite a letter demonstrating Fosca's prejudice against Jewish artists and 
George their supporter. 
178 The Swiss editor noted sarcastically that were one to follow Mauclair's logic, one would also have to ban non-
French artists, because these were just as dangerous as foreign critics.  " J'ai rarement vu quelque chose d’aussi 
singulier." François Fosca,  "A propos d'une campagne contre l'art moderne," L'Amour de l'art,   10 no. 6, 1929, 239. 
179 "En fait, les marchands de tableaux ne sont pas tous les meneurs, les pionniers, dont parle M. Mauclair. Ils subissent 
la loi de l'offre et la demande. Ils comblent les voeux de leurs clients. Ils livrent la 'marchandise' qui correspond aux 
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Despite defending Mauclair's right to criticize the art world, George nonetheless argued that he 

should do so by looking to reason, psychology, and history, urging him to pause the polemics.  

The older critic had recently caused a scene in the Croatian press when he had protested an 

exhibition of French Modern art in Zagreb because it featured works by members of School of 

Paris. Balking at Mauclair's willingness to travel abroad to criticize French painting, George 

found his behavior unquestionably inappropriate for a critic:  "A divergence of views does not 

justify Mauclair's conduct ... Such actions are unbefitting of a critic."180 Though some elements of 

Mauclair's writing for Coty stole from the sphere of art criticism, his colleagues agreed that it 

could not qualify as such. 

1.7 Pamphletic Speech and the Global Anti-Modernist Pamphlet 

 Mauclair's colleagues intuited that his writing exceeded mere skepticism. But what, 

precisely, had irked those witnessing Mauclair's transformation? What criteria allow us to 

distinguish between art criticism and this kind of writing?  As Katia Papandreopoulou 

demonstrates in her important dissertation on the writer, Mauclair's work under the patronage of 

Coty falls into a specific category of populist writing defined by the historian and linguist Marc 

Angenot as "la parole pamphletaire" or pamphletic speech.181 Distinguishing pamphletic speech 

from traditional doxological or agonic discourse (which engages and includes its opponent in 

                                                        

 

besoin de l'époque, aux besoins spirituels s'entend. Le snobisme et la spéculation ne jouent ici qu'un rôle accessoire." 
Waldemar George, Le Matador Mauclair contre l'art Français, Formes, July 1930 11-12, 12. 
180 "Une divergence de vues ne justifie point la conduite de Mauclair..... De tels procédés sont indignes d'un critique." 
Waldemar George, "Le Matador Mauclair contre l'art Français" Formes, July 1930 11-12, 12 
181 Katia Papandreopoulou categorized Mauclair's interwar publications into four different genres. "The old masters," 
"The French 18th Century," "The Long 19th Century," and finally, "Pamphlets against Modern art".  I am indebted to 
her identification of the "pamphlet genre" and her citation of Marc Angenot's La Parole pamphletaire: typologie des 
discours modernes. (Paris: Payot 1982). See Katia Papandreopoulou Camille Mauclair (1872-1945) Critique et 
historien de l'art, 436, 455.  
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argument) as well as the false naivety of the Voltareian satire, (which pinpoints the foibles of a 

system by approaching from an external position) the subject position of the pamphleteer, writes 

Angenot, precludes civic discussion, because it is an "extopic" position (Fig. 6) of supposed 

authentic values withdrawn from the world it accuses of imposture and farce.182 Pamphletic 

speech is the speech of an outsider.  In the bind of a self-imposed "exile" the author can thereafter 

only assert legitimacy through an over-determined de-legitimization of the opponent, through the 

relentless deconstruction and "unmasking" of their ruse. 

 The predominant features of pamphletic speech figure prominently in Mauclair's writing 

about art while working for Coty. These include but are not limited to: a virulent tone, a sense of 

indignation, metaphors of cuckoldry, a conspiratorial logic, and an appeal to "the people" as the 

ultimate arbiter and judge. Interestingly, once these features have been identified, what becomes 

apparent are the rhetorical and topical parallels between Mauclair's text and other anti-modernist 

texts published contemporaneously in France and around the world, in America, Australia, Great 

Britain and Germany (see Appendix A, see also select images of book covers, Figs. 7-18).  These 

texts apply the generic features of "pamphletic speech" to the world of art, reproducing a 

typology of art writing that makes the same claim each time: that modern contemporary art is 

only temporarily pretending to assume the position of art.  This is the farce of modern art to 

which Mauclair refers, or, if you will, the "sinister chicanery" denounced by the wealthy Chicago 

socialite and arts patron Josephine Lincoln Hancock, in her own pamphlet of 1937, Sanity in Art, 

inspired, she would claim, by Mauclair.  Like Mauclair's shocked colleagues, Hancock's 

American compatriots also intuited her trespass and travesty of art criticism. Since pamphletic 

                                                        

182 Marc Angenot La Parole pamphletaire. typologie des discours modernes (Paris: Payot 1982), 38-9 . 
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speech infringes on the category of propaganda, it is no surprise that her colleagues remarked that 

she was a “most compatible bedfellow” to the Nazi anti-modern movement.183 

 By paying attention to the way these pamphlets are written: by looking at tone, rhetoric, 

subject-position, themes and figures of speech, what becomes apparent are the commonalities 

shared between different anti-modernist texts worldwide, allowing us to establish the outlines of a 

global genre: the anti-modernist pamphlet. That these texts exist either in parallel to, or, even 

more interestingly, in emulation of Mauclair's texts, marks the work Coty commissioned as a kind 

of origin point for a broader phenomenon.  Ultimately, the individual authors of these anti-

modernist texts, empowered by the existence and support of their international counter-parts, 

together constituted a loosely affiliated globalized "anti-modernist" movement.184 In other words, 

these publications are not isolated, but the individual writers of each indigenous "movement" 

considered themselves the local mercenaries of a more expansive global battle to defend Western 

tradition from the internationalism of modern art. Thus anti-modernism like Mauclair's is not 

exceptional to France or Germany but indicative of two global interwar phenomena: sentiments 

of anti-modernism worldwide and the emergence of a new mass readership and publishing 

industry. In what follows I outline the most common rhetorical features and themes of the anti-

modernist pamphlet, providing a framework to better identify a type of art writing that is neither 

art criticism nor necessarily propaganda but fits somewhere uncomfortably between the two. 

 That a single critic like Mauclair could pursue both art criticism and this kind of art 

writing has thus far kept some historians from considering the broader demagogic gambit at stake 

                                                        

183 Lester D. Longman "Contemporary Painting" The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism  3 no. 9/10 (1944): 8-18, 
15.  
184 Ikuho Amano has charted a parallel "global anti-modernism" in the field of literature though their terminology 
differs radically from my own. For Amano the term "anti-modern" describes a literary strategy adopted to subvert 
modern utilitarianism and not a political and activist positionality. See Ikuho Amano "Ascending Decadence: A 
comparative study of Dilemmas and Pleasures in Japanese and Italian Anti-Modern Literary Discourses," (PhD 
Dissertation, Pennsylvania State University, 2007).  
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when in 1928, he rejected the very "art world" into which historians have placed him.  But it is 

also important to ask, what was be gained in 1928 by wrenching the perceived "divide" between 

art and the people even further?  In the following pages, using the French context as a case study, 

I explore the demagogic power leveraged from denouncing modernism as a "farce," 

demonstrating how this accusation exploited and intersected with pre-existing anxieties, debates 

and prejudices. This discourse addressed such issues as the value of labor (artistic and otherwise) 

in the face of industrialization and advanced capitalism, evolving questions about citizenship and 

nationality while fomenting ongoing confusion and resentment around the accessibility of culture 

in democratic societies. As object and as myth, modern art was quite literally a blank canvas onto 

which demagogues could project a wide variety of abstract and complex fears otherwise 

impossible to articulate. Ultimately, I seek to consider the anti-modernist pamphlet both as a kind 

of generic (a-historical) speech but also as a specifically modern genre of writing that is enabled 

by and produced in response to a specific historical context, a modern phenomenon par 

excellence, born of the very same freedoms, and fed by the same delusions. 

1.8: The Rhetorical and Semantic Features of The Anti-Modernist Pamphlet 

1.8.1 Bad Manners and the Overton Window 

 As political communication scholars have observed, a common rhetorical marker of 

populist discourse is the refusal to heed the cues of “appropriate” discourse in form and content. 

The populist speaks like a “drunken guest” at a dinner party with “bad manners” alarming the 

others guests, while the substance of the speech surpasses the frames of the so-called "Overton" 

window185 by entertaining positions and a tone more radical than those typically considered 

                                                        

185 The "Overton" window, named after policy analyst Joseph P. Overton, marks the limits of acceptable discourse in a 
given political and cultural climate. Overton surmised that the electability of politicians depended upon a discourse that 
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politically viable.186 As his colleagues had noticed immediately, Mauclair's writing tone, that is, 

his "attitude to his listener,"187 is filled with threat and passion exceeding the proscribed limits of 

art-critical discourse. It is a point he himself concedes: "You may perhaps be stunned by the 

violence that this courtly form contains," he writes, in the final pages of La Farce de l’art 

vivant.188 But he insists that the urgency of the situation merits this shift in tone. He wants his 

readers to see the "hate" he feels for artists who abuse their talents to sell to the "profiteers" 

(mercantis) of the Parisian galleries.189 Straining to unveil a systemic charlatanism accepted as 

reality, a rude urgency animates the pamphlet, and the pamphleteer occasionally pushes the 

discourse into a crisis rhetoric, engaging in what linguist Parke G. Burgess identifies as the 

demagogic language of coercion- which rhetorically summons violent consequences.190 

1.8.2. "Art" vs. Art 

 At the grammatical level, one of the most distinctive rhetorical features of the pamphlet is 

the over-use of quotation marks, deployed consistently throughout. These serve to delineate the 

world of true ideals and the falsified world that has purportedly usurped the language of truth, to 

                                                        

 

remained within these limits, while avoiding proposals that were too radical and unthinkable. See Thomas Frank, 
"Confessions of Glenn Beck (The Overton Window)" Harper's Magazine, March 2011, no. 322, 9. 
186 Benjamin Moffitt and Simon Tormey, "Rethinking Populism/ Politics, Mediatisation and Political Style" Political 
Studies 6 (2014): 381-397, 392.   
187 I.A Richards, Practical Criticism: A Study of Literary Judgment (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co, 
1930) 331.  
188 "On sera peut-être étonné de la violence contenue ici sous une forme courtoise." Camille Mauclair La Farce de l’art 
vivant, 127. 
189 "On sera peut-être étonné de la violence contenue ici sous une forme courtoise. Je voudrais qu'on y trouvât plus : de 
la haine. Plus j'ai avancé dans la vie, dans l'étude des difficultés et des secrets de mon métier et de tous les arts, dans 
l'examen fervent des génies, plus j'ai compris ce que mon coeur de jeune homme s'était refusé à admettre. A savoir que 
l'amour clairvoyant de la sincérité, du don, de la beauté, nécessite le complément efficace de la haine envers quiconque 
galvaude ce bienfait de Dieu qu'est le talent. Et ceux d'aujourd'hui que je hais le plus ouvertement, ce ne sont pas les 
pauvres primaires, les peintres de dimanche: ce sont les gens nés artistes de classe qui ont commencé par montrer du 
talent, et sont devenus des jongleurs et des pitres pour se mieux vendre aux mercantis." Ibid. 
190 Parke G. Burgess, "Crisis Rhetoric: Coercion vs. Force," Quarterly Journal of Speech 59 (February 1973): 61-73. 
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denounce a false art system with pretenses to legitimacy that is projected, grammatically, into the 

realm of discredit and disbelief.  A single document like La Farce de l’art vivant vividly 

illustrates this formal property in use. For instance, the agreed-upon terms for modern art or 

modernism are always rejected with quotation marks that sanitize the irreproachable extopic 

position of the author: 

 

The apex of ugliness and absurdity attained by what they exhibit, under the name of 
'modern painting' in the windows of numerous Parisian galleries (139) 
 
The noble expression of 'art vivant' now proprietary and corrupted, constitutes a 
treacherous misunderstanding that needs to be ended for once and for all.  (213) 
 

 

Any word from the current lexicon of modern art is placed either into quotation marks or 

dubiously introduced with a preemptory "so-called": 

 
So-called 'new' painting  (63) 
 
The hideous "expressionists" which agents have already cleared the terrain for. (135) 

 

If other terms of authority like that of "master" are used to describe modern artists, the 

pamphleteer's quotation marks imply the term has been abused: 

There is no knowledge no talent of creative faculty, between the pygmies that we call 
"masters of today" and the great old masters of the past.(99) 

 

The professionalism of those selling this art is also doubted as "expertise" ( 152) while their 

places of business are questioningly called "galleries" (102).191  

                                                        

191 All excerpts from Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l’art vivant: une campagne picturale 1928-1929, (Paris: Editions 
de la Nouvelle Revue Critique, 1929). 
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 This rhetorical tic is recognizable in the embittered exposés of the art dealer Adolphe 

Basler, his La peinture: religion nouvelle of 1927, and Le cafard après la fête of 1929, two 

pamphlets that use similar tactics to denounce the contemporary reverence for modern painting. 

Likewise in 1937, the socialite Josephine Lincoln Hancock, in her own crusade against 

modernism in America, would refuse to use the term Modernism without doubting the 

appellation: "As we followed the trend of so-called Modernism, we began to suspect that Chicago 

had been tricked,” she writes.192 

 In his analysis of the linguistic norms and rhetorical mannerisms employed by the 

officials of the Third Reich, the linguist Victor Klemperer had noticed that the Nazi discourse, 

which he called the Lingua Tertii Imperii (LTI), is "crawling with these ironic inverted commas."  

Klemperer writes: 

 

In the case of the LTI the ironic use outweighs the neutral one many times over. Because 
the LTI particularly loathes neutrality, because it always has to have an adversary and 
always has to drag this adversary down. If the Spanish revolutionaries gain a victory, if 
they have officers or a general staff, then they are invariably red 'victories,' red 'officers,' 
a red 'general staff.' Later the same was true of the Russian 'strategy' and of Yugoslavia's 
'Marshal' Tito. Chamberlain and Churchill and Roosevelt are always only 'statesmen' in 
ironic inverted commas, Einstein is a 'research scientist,' Rathenau is a 'German' and 
Heine a 'German' writer. There is not a single newspaper article or imprint of speech 
which is not crawling with these ironic inverted commas, and they are also to be found in 
more temperate and expansive studies. They belong to both the printed LTI and the 
intonation of Hitler and Goebbels, they are intrinsic to them.193  

 

Angenot stresses the importance of a Manichean ethics operating throughout the pamphlet, one 

that forces a contrast between these stolen words 194  and an extopic truth that is connoted with 

                                                        

192 Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art (Chicago: A. Kroch, 1937), 3.  
193 Victor Klemperer. The Language of the Third Reich: LTI: Lingua Tertii Imperii. A Philologist's Notebook. 
Translated by Martin Brady. (London: The Athlone Press, 2000), 68.  
194 Marc Angenot La Parole pamphletaire, 93 
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adjectives like true, noble, or authentic, terms assumed to be self-evident and never defined. 

Mauclair reminds his readers that his battle against the avant-garde does not mean support for 

academicism, but rather the defense of the true independent masters whose careers are threatened 

by the regime of avant-gardism. His task is to identify a real French school whose obvious 

legitimacy will naturally overshadow the false pretenders of ‘art vivant’.195 But the problem, 

Mauclair maintains, is that true amateurs, who "deserve this name” are nowhere to be found.196 

1.8.3. Deferring to the People 

 Circumventing formal and civic debate, (and indeed rejecting the very field in which 

debate is possible) and purposefully at odds with an entire critical system, pamphleteers are 

"starving for legitimacy."  They desperately seek allies and justification not through the writings 

of peers, but primarily through the legitimacy granted by an imaginary people who are constantly 

rendered present through the text,197 and who maintain the last vestiges of common sense facing 

the scandal at hand. Pamphleteers proclaim themselves the delegates for this public who, "in the 

final judgment," will vindicate their inappropriate behavior. 

 Though the authors of this literature may have produced criticism or art-historical works, 

the anti-modernist pamphlet is written not only to accommodate but to flatter and honor the 

ignorance of their audiences, resorting to the imaginary judgment of the common man as the real 

arbiter of aesthetics and not that of the art critic. Thus, in order to concretize this voice, sections 

featuring letters from supporters are a common feature of the anti-modernist pamphlet. These take 

up more than half of the column space in the anti-modernist periodical The Art Critic, published 

in the 1920s and 30s by the British anti-modernist activist and illustrator Frederic Colin (F.C.) 

                                                        

195 Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l’art vivant, 11. 
196 Ibid, 109. 
197 Benjamin Arditi. Politics on the Edges of Liberalism: Difference, Populism, Revolution, Agitation. (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University, 2007) 64.  
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Tilney.  The same is the case for Hancock Logan's Sanity in Art, which devotes half of the second 

half of the publication to transcriptions of some of the letters sent to her by supportive professors 

and museum directors but also  "hundreds of laymen." Hancock Logan describes her campaign as 

if it were merely the transparent expression of the people's judgment, upholding the aesthetic taste 

of the democratically educated and literate American citizen as inherently more authentic than 

that of the trained critic: 

Left to himself, the average American citizen is far from being the worst judge of art. 
Why should he be? Americans are the most literate people in the modern world, flooded 
as they are with a swelling tide of profusely illustrated printed matter from day to day, 
month to month and year to year.198 

 

 The same "deferral" of judgment is deployed by the Nazi propagandist Fritz Kaiser in the 

Degenerate Art exhibition catalogue of 1937. “[The exhibit ] means to appeal to the sound 

judgment of the people, and thus to put an end to the drivel and claptrap of all those literary 

cliques and hangers-on.”199 The modernist dictate that "the artist does not create for other artists 

but rather, just like everyone else, for the people," was perverted by these critics to justify their 

destruction of the avant-garde. "From here on out," Hitler had said at the opening of his Great 

German Art Exhibition, "the Volk will again be called to pass judgment on its own art."200 It was 

this dismissal of specialization in aesthetics, this anti-intellectualist attitude, this falsified populist 

humility that Benjamin had sought to ward off in his desire to patrol the boundaries of 

"criticism." 

                                                        

198Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art (Chicago: A. Kroch, 1937), 28.  
199Entartete Kunst Ausstellungsführer (Berlin: Verlag für Kultur- und Wirtschaftswerbung, 1937) 2, 4; translated by 
David Britt in Stephanie Barron 'Degenerate Art': The Fate of the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany. Exhibition catalogue, 
(Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1991),360, 362.   
200 Adolf Hitler, "Speech at the Opening of the Great German Art Exhibition" delivered on 18 July 1937. First 
published as “Hitlers Rede zur Eröffnung des Hauses der Deutschen Kunst, München, 18. 7. 1937,” translated and 
excerpted in Anson Rabinbach, and Sander Gilman, eds. The Third Reich Sourcebook. (Berkeley, University of 
California Press, 2013): 808-819, 817. 
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1.8.4. False Parrhesia 

 "I am called an iconoclast, and indeed I am one, in that I am trying to destroy false gods 

that have been forced upon us in the museums," Hancock Logan writes at the beginning of her 

controversial pamphlet.201 Pamphleteers, so conscious of their audience, are aware of their 

outsider's position, and in an act of self-reflection, take great pains to ennoble themselves as 

outspoken heroes defending the sincere art lover from the machinations of an elite class working 

against the common cause. The myth that the pamphleteer paints for him or herself is that of the 

lone Jeremiah who steadfastly holds their unpopular opinion as if it were, in Angenot's words, a 

"message in a bottle" that they launch into an enemy ocean, in the hopes that one day it will be 

received and finally accepted. In other words, the truth will out. Pamphleteers stress an 

exceptional honesty, and see themselves as embattled free speakers brave enough to tell the truth 

about a system that is rigged. The "renegade" or terroristic position of the author often leads them 

to compare their rhetoric of reaction to an avant-garde project. 202 Similar to an extreme right that 

frames their deconstruction of Enlightenment values as a kind of vanguardism, the right’s 

"deconstruction" of modernism, Adorno had observed, lent them a sense of critical sophistication 

for second-guessing the forces of progress.203 

 Pamphleteers misappropriate the mantle of what Michael Foucault has called the act of 

“Parrhesia,” or the speaking of truth to power.204  Indeed, Mauclair had seen himself as one of the 

only brave ones willing to respond to the "scandal" of modernism. Like David against Goliath, he 

regarded himself the only one brave enough to face down "an army of profiteers, courtiers and 

                                                        

201 Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art, 11. 
202 Angela Nagle proposes that the extreme right of the twenty-first century has appropriated a similar attitude in Kill 
All Normies. 
203 For a theoretical overview of avant-gardism on the right, see Mark Antliff, "Fascism, Modernism and Modernity" 
and the first chapter of Mark Antliff Avant-Garde Fascism,17-62.  
204 Michel Foucault, The Government of Self and Others. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010).  
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speculators who have mobilized all the resources of publicity and agiotage."205  But the language 

of Manichean violence that rejects critical engagement and debate excludes these tracts from 

counting as true Parrhesia, which they travesty: 

 
The fact that the pamphlet presents itself like a speech opposed to authority and power all 
the while reproducing, in a terroristic manner, these traits suggest the failure or distortion 
of its claim to critical capacity.206 

 

1.8.5. Anti-Modernist Pamphleteer Seeks Allies Beyond the Local "Illusio" 

 Despite their bravado, pamphleteers know that the imaginary approval of "the people" 

and a certainty that "time" will vindicate their mission gives them very little true authority to 

speak. In contrast to the anti-modernist propagandist, whose authority is reinforced by the power 

of the state, the anti-modernist pamphleteer, insecure and paranoid, must thus seek other allies to 

justify his or her arguments.207 Ironically, despite condemning the entire art world, anti-modernist 

pamphleteers nevertheless seek to shore up a number of supporters within that very sphere as 

proof of their shared "good sense." Witness, for instance, Mauclair's repeated claims that his 

"good friend" Valéry supported his campaign (a claim Valéry never openly confirmed).208 

Though reactionary Marcel Hiver called Mauclair a “clairvoyant witness" of "this disaster209 and 

Henri Béraud, writing in the populist weekly Gringoire, applauded Mauclair's stand against the 

"snobs,"210 as I have shown above, the professional critics and artists in Paris, who openly 

                                                        

205  "Ne peut-on tolérer qu'un homme seul en face d'une armée de marchands, de courtiers, de spéculateurs mobilisant 
toutes leur ressources de la publicité et de l'agio en pontant et boursicotant sur une certaine peintre, dise librement son 
avis et le trouve-t-on si gênant?" Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l’art vivant, 63. 
206 "Le fait que le pamphlet se présente comme un discours opposé à celui de l'Autorité et du Pouvoir tout en 
reproduisant de façon terroriste leurs traits –tous ces caractères ont un effet de blocage ou de distorsion de la capacité 
critique." Marc Angenot, La Parole pamphletaire, 337. 
207 Ibid, 342. 
208Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l’art vivant, 79. 
209 Marcel Hiver, Les Cahiers du C.A.P. (Critique, art, philosophie) No. 7, April 1, 1927, 12. 
210 Henri Béraud, “Mauclair et les snobs, ou la farce de l’art vivant.” Gringoire, June 21, 1929 
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defended Mauclair were few and far between. 

1.8.6. Mauclair Solicits Ugo Ojetti and Mussolini 

 Mauclair knew he would need to find supporters outside Paris and outside France, which 

led him to increase his international correspondence and his travels abroad starting in 1928. In 

1929, Mauclair delivered a speech in Brussels complaining about the preponderance of the 

"School of Paris" in French exhibitions abroad, while the French minister of foreign affairs was in 

attendance.211 Following the fortuitous lead of a dedication  (fig. 19) from Mauclair to Ugo Ojetti  

("To my dear Ojetti, chase out the barbarians!") in a copy of La Farce de l’art vivant, vol 2: les 

méteques contre l'art français, a trail of letters shows that Mauclair sought to recruit the eminent 

Italian critic in his plan to expand the scale of his campaign. 

 If the two had exchanged irregular correspondence since Ojetti's earliest days at Avanti! 

(around 1903-5), 212 after 1928, the French writer’s letters begin to arrive more frequently and are 

larded now with sycophantic affirmations of loyalty.  Around this time, Ojetti was the editor of 

Pegaso (1929-33), an art review highly favorable to the Fascist regime. Mauclair visited Italy 

three times between 1928-1930, in the spring of 1928, to report on the Venice Biennale, in April 

of 1930 (missing the May Biennale) and again in the fall of 1930. These visits coincided with the 

height of his anti-modernist campaign activity, including the publication of his first Farce de 

L’art vivant  (1928) and the second volume (1930) and though they resulted in two travel books 

(one on Venice and another on Rome), Mauclair also used these travel opportunities as a pretext 

to network for his campaign.  Letters to Ojetti during this period continually seek his approval 

and seek to confirm his loyalty. In April of 1929 he would extend to him the position of an 

                                                        

211 Reported in Art vivant “nous demandons a le ministre des affaires étrangères si le rôle de nos représentants à 
l’étranger est de s'associer a des campagnes nettement anti-françaises.”  L’Art vivant, May 1, 1929. 
212 Letter from Camille Mauclair to Ugo Ojetti, July 18, 1929, Archivio Ugo Ojetti Cass. 47, GNAM, Museo d'arte 
Moderna, Rome, Italy.  
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honorary foreign critic (!) in his French-only Association des critiques d’art français,213 and in 

July 1929 he would re-affirm their joint cause in the fight to protect French-Italian "Latinity" 

against the "Jewish-German" consortium of art: 

 

Thank you, from the bottom of my heart, for the support that a man of your rank, an 
intellectual, brings me in this very difficult battle that I endure against the Jewish-German 
consortium. You know yourself that its influence menaces Italy and Latinity than it does 
France. We share the need to defend against the Tedesco and the bolshevism of art and 
culture. I am touched and I affectionately shake your hand.214 

 

Though Ojetti does not appear to have responded to Mauclair’s attempts to meet him in person in 

Florence on the writer's visit to Italy in September 1930, an open letter to Figaro penned at that 

time suggests that Mauclair was seeking to take on the role of unofficial diplomat for France 

abroad, bemoaning the weakness of France's “Service d’expansion et d’échanges artistiques” 

which he describes as ceding too much control to dealers, again complaining that perceptions of 

French art abroad are limited to the “School of Paris.”215 We can only surmise that Mauclair was 

assuming the same role when on October 12 1932 he met with Mussolini at the Palazzo Venezia 

in Rome, a meeting about which we know little else.216 

1.8.7 Mauclair's Impact in England, the USA, Australia and Argentina 

 An English edition of Mauclair's La folie picturale in 1931 (translated as Art Gone Mad) 

                                                        

213 April 19 1929  Archivio Ugo Ojetti, Cass. 47, GNAM, Museo d'arte Moderna, Rome, Italy.  
214 Je vous remercie de tout coeur de l’appui que m’apporte l’autorité d’un homme de votre rang, intellectuel, dans la 
lutte très-dure que je soutiens contre le consortium Juif-allemand.  Vous savez, vous, que son influence menace autant 
l’Italie et la Latinité que la France. La nécessité de défense contre le Tedesco et la bolchevisation de l’art et de la 
culture nous est commune. Je suis bien touché et vous serre affectueusement les mains. Camille Mauclair to Ugo Ojetti, 
July 18, 1929, Archivio Ugo Ojetti, Cass. 47, GNAM, Museo D'arte Moderna, Rome, Italy.  
215 Camille Mauclair "A quoi droit," Figaro Sept 22, 1930, 5. This article demonstrates the extent to which Mauclair 
sought to solicit state intervention to combat modernism, described in more depth in another chapter of this 
dissertation. 
216 Christophe Poupault, À L'ombre des faisceaux. Les voyages français dans l'Italie des chemises noires (1922-1943), 
(Rome: École française de Rome, 2014), 779. 
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was most likely the source of exposure for like-minded reactionaries in the United States, 

Australia and Britain in the mid-1930s, who begin to cite Mauclair around this time.  In the US, 

Josephine Hancock Logan would name Mauclair as one of the primary inspirations for her own 

campaign, writing that he had "given her the courage to go ahead" and citing the "eminient 

French writer" at length in her pamphlet calling for "sanity in art."217 Hancock Logan also 

mentions the writings of the New Jersey naturalist Henry Rankin Poore, who likewise 

campaigned against modern art in his Thinking Straight on Modern Art (1934) and F.C. Tilney, 

whose journal had published transcripts of the radio programs she delivered at the British WENR 

station on May 29, 1936.218 

 Mauclair had a direct impact on the writings of the Australian anti-Semitic anti-modernist 

Lionel Lindsay whose Addled Art of 1942 relies heavily on French anti-modernist narratives, 

citing the incendiary anti-Semitic "debate" on the Jew in art started by Fritz Vanderpyl (in La 

Mercure de France in 1925) and praising the work of Mauclair: 

From 1928 until 1929 the veteran art critic Camille Mauclair attacked modernist art in the 
pages of Figaro. With a courage unequalled in these commercial times he exposed the 
whole racket, and in the end opened the eyes of Paris to the shameful fact that French art 
had been undermined and destroyed by Rosenschwin, Levy-Tripp, and Trouderat, and 
that Montparno was a stain on French civilization. 219 
 

In 1959 an Argentinian publishing house published a Spanish version of Addled Art as Arte 

Morboso, furthering the chain of emboldened racism and recycled content. 220 

1.8.8. Pathology and Comparative Diagnosis 

 In the anti-modernist pamphlet, modernism is drawn into a metaphor of illness, cancer or 

                                                        

217 Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art, 18. 
218 Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art, 18. 
219 Lionel Lindsay, Addled Art (Sydney: Angus and Robertson Ltd: 1942), 12. 
220 Lionel Lindsay, Arte Morboso (Buenos Aires : Editorial Guillermo Kraft, 1959)  
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pathology, an inherently violent metaphor.221 However, each indigenous variant of the pamphlet 

prioritizes certain versions of this story over others. In the German case the biological nature of 

this pathology is much more pronounced, befitting the simplified racial discourse of the Nazi 

party.  If this biological metaphor linking art and the health of a nation had precedents in the 

cultural treatises of Max Nordau and Oswald Spengler in Germany, the focus on the arts as the 

visible symptom and manifestation of this racial degeneration first emerges in the 1920s, with 

whole books devoted to the “investigation” of this problem, like Paul Schaultze-Naumberg's Art 

and Race, first published in 1928.222 Here the Nazi explained that modern art betrays a  

“preference for … the symptoms of degeneration, as they are known to us from the multitude of 

the downfallen, the sick, and the physically deformed.”223  Likewise as evinced by the title of her 

movement, Hancock Logan shared this discourse of pathology and sanity. She would admit her 

own affinity for Nazi cultural policy in 1937: 

Recently I received a copy of the Munich Illustrated Press containing an article entitled, 
"Art is Sick," in which the writer says: 'Pathological artists, art dealers and art critics have 
propagated phantasmagorias of diseased phantasies and praised them with the greatest 
eloquence. The result of these peoples' activity has been the estrangement from art of the 
masses of the people. Only when art returns to a proclamation of beauty and becomes 
once more a vehicle of sanity and naturalness will it become possible to speak again of a 
German Art. 

 

In most cases the writers of the pamphlet, following the Manichean format of their texts, resort to 

a visual demonstration of modernism's bankruptcy through a binary display of plates comparing 

degenerate and acceptable art. This comparative format would become a defining characteristic of 

the anti-modernist pamphlet, where, like medical treatises, signs of sickness are contrasted 
                                                        

221 In Illness as Metaphor Susan Sontag proposes that metaphors for cancer used in political speech have implicitly 
genocidal overtones. Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1978), 84.  
222 Paul Schultze-Naumburg, Art and Race 1928, excerpted in Anton Kaes, Martin Jay, and Edward Dimendberg eds., 
The Weimar Republic Sourcebook (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994) 496-99. 
223 Ibid.  
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against those of health to accentuate the visible symptoms of degeneration and pathology. One of 

the earliest uses of this comparative format before 1937 is in the French treatise Notre art dément 

(fig.20) written by the Hungarian-born psychologist François Lehel. Though some elements of 

Lehel's text disqualify it as a pamphlet, Lehel "diagnoses" a repressed dementia in the genealogy 

of European art that starts with a left cheek that is “a little too high,” in a 19th century portrait by 

Ingres 224 and concludes in the full-blown pathology of George Grosz and Marc Chagall.225 Later 

on, Mauclair, Hancock Logan, Schultze-Naumberg and most obviously, the "degenerate" art 

exhibition deploy this comparative format to lend positivist legitimacy to their diagnosis (figs. 21-

25). 

 However, in comparison to the "racial science" that inflects German anti-modernism, in 

the Anglophone and French cases, the pathology of modernism, though inflected with a racist 

discourse, is ultimately the result of an ethical failure and lack of scruple, and pathology is less an 

inherited trait than a contagious infection against which only the most resilient and ethically 

sound are immune.  For Hancock Logan, the pathology was the "new French influence. "  For 

Mauclair, the infection had its origins in Central Europe: 

The character of monstrous regression, of furious iconoclasm found in the painting of 
central Europe evidently poses a problem of psychopathy that can explain in part the 
immense problem of the post-war period... It can only inspire horror, and it is certainly a 
concerted plan, a virus whose infection is spreading. 226 

 

Hancock Logan for one, pities those painters who have felt the pressure to bow to the forces of a 

                                                        

224 Lehel notes that this insanity is suppressed during neo-classical art, manifests itself in Romantics and Impressionists 
and finally surfaces in 20th century art.  François Lehel, Notre art dément: Quatre études sur l’art pathologique (Paris: 
Éditions H. Jonquières, 1926) 116. 
225 François Lehel, Notre art dément: Quatre études sur l’art pathologique (Paris: Éditions H. Jonquières, 1926), 121. 
226 "Le caractère de monstrueuse régression, d'iconoclastie furieuse de la peinture central-européenne pose évidemment 
un problème de psychopathie dont l'immense trouble de l'après-guerre contient l'explication tout au moins partielle...il 
ne peut inspirer que de 1'horreur, ne s'agit bien d 'un plan concerté, d'un virus dont l'infection s'étend." Camille 
Mauclair, La Farce de l’art vivant, 59. 
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pathology that has turned into a style, writing, "we know that many good painters are being 

debauched by propaganda for novelty to such an extent that they are forced to study the trends of 

authoritative fancy and paint accordingly."227 

 Mauclair on the contrary, reserves the most overt hatred towards those painters who have 

voluntarily chosen to forego their formal training and talents to produce a style that is in demand: 

Those today who I hate the most openly, they are not the poor simpletons, the Sunday 
painters: they are those who were born artists of rank, who began their careers by 
demonstrating talent, but who have since become jugglers and clowns to better sell to the 
merchants.228 
 

1.8.9. Cuckoldry, Augeas, Crusades, Merchants of the Temple 

 The generic qualities of pamphletic speech require a metaphorical language that is at 

once simple – easily summoned by the reader– but also powerful and archetypal, fable-like, 

biblical even.  The first of these is the powerful libidinal metaphor of cuckoldry, deployed to 

shame and emasculate those who have naively allowed the "scandal" at hand to continue. Apart 

from the writers of the pamphlet, whose noble disinterest leaves them unaffected by the publicity 

campaigns and thus aware of the conspiratorial system, those who have fallen for the farce of 

modern art are invariably either snobs seeking prestige or naive fools who are being taken 

advantage of. After the usurpation of modernism, Hancock Logan writes: 

It took several seasons for [the public] to realize that the 'Cuckoo of Publicity' had laid an 
egg of a modern 'dodo bird' in the hard old nest of art; a bird which, growing, would soon 
crowd out of exhibitions all those who had learned to see accurately...229 
 

In 1944, condemned to death for his collaboration, Mauclair persisted with this kind of metaphor, 

an unapologetic letter that mocked the mentality of the resistance fighters as the cuckolds of 

                                                        

227 Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art,14. 
228 "Et ceux d'aujourd’hui que je hais le plus ouvertement, ce ne sont pas les pauvres primaires, les peintres de 
dimanche: ce sont les gens nés artistes de class qui ont commencé par montrer du talent, et sont devenus des jongleurs 
et des pitres pour se mieux vendre aux mercantis." Camille Mauclair, La Farce, 127. 
229 Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art, 4 
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liberalism, "cucked, defeated, and happy about it."230 Preceding the language of today's far right 

trolls who deride the liberal “cucks" we must wonder at the metaphorical consistency of such 

rhetoric. Other common tropes in pamphletic speech and again in anti-modernist pamphlet 

writing are references to the great mythical and biblical archetypes of battle and labor: Hercules 

(Alcides), the Crusades, and Jesus's clearing the merchants from the temple. 

 In the anti-modernist pamphlet, the speaker's willingness to take on the task is quite often 

likened, metaphorically to either a battle or a thankless chore. He or she repeatedly reminds the 

reader that his work is lowly and arduous, but necessary. A popular reference is Hercules' curse to 

clean the stables of Augeas. In his typical acid tone, the embittered Hiver writes: 

To destroy, to clear, to make a tabula rasa, this is the immediate task, with the cleaning 
the stables of Augias of criticism alone seem to me will already require the conjoined 
efforts of many Hercules.231 

 

Likewise in the first and only issue of a journal intended to criticize interested criticism, called 

Interventions, the anarchist pacifist and self-progressed egoist Gérard de Lacaze-Duthiers232 

envisions not gradual but sweeping reform of the literary field using the same trope: "To clean 

criticism's stables of Augeas is the task that all sincere critics must take on."233 

 This metaphor of a kind of humble janitorial labor can be exchanged for a more masculine 

language of battle, to evoke the violent demolition of a corrupt status quo.234 We must monitor, 

Mauclair writes, and  "energetically combat" those around us who, whether they are self-

                                                        

230 “Cocu, battu et content.” He would rather, Mauclair added, die than see the return of the parliamentarian, the 
métèque, the Jew or the Freemason. Camille Mauclair, "Paisibles réflexions d’un condamné à mort," L’Appel, April 27, 
1944.  
231 "Détruire, déblayer, faire place nette, voici la tache immédiate et le seul nettoyage des écuries d’Augias de la 
critique me paraît déjà réclamer les efforts conjugués de plusieurs Alcides." Marcel Hiver, Les Cahiers du C.A.P. 
(Critique, art, philosophie.) No. 7, April 1, 1927, 17.  
232 In 1913, Lacaze-Duthier had founded the Bergsonist anarcho-individualist journal Action d'art with André Colomer. 
See Mark Antliff, Inventing Bergson, 136-40. 
233 "Nettoyer les écuries d’Augias de la critique est la tâche à laquelle tout critique sincère doit s’atteler" Gérard de 
Lacaze-Duthiers, “Critique d’Interventions” Interventions, year 1, December 1923, 2. 
234 Angenot describes this as "secouer l'ataraxie d'un system établi."  See Marc Angenot, La Parole pamphletaire, 42. 
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interested or simply duped, dare to refer to the new aesthetics as a renaissance when they are 

faced with what is merely an irritated boil."235  Hiver likewise describes his mission as a battle, 

and his book as a weapon, which he wields gallantly against the “heavy artillery” of larger 

publications and vested interests: 

I would like to make this meager review an elegant and light piece of artillery, one that is 
capable by its aim and precision, of efficiently countering the heavy and vulgar artillery 
of the press, which is in the palm of the mercantile interests.236 

 

In the battle against entrenched interests, the verbal agility of the propagandist is his primary 

weapon, Hiver suggests.  This is re-asserted once more in a notice in a 1927 issue of Cahiers du 

C.A.P. (Fig. 6) that reads, “The Cahiers du C.A.P. wage war on traffickers of criticism and art." 

Above it, an illustration of a critic-soldier on horseback readying himself with his quill to strike 

the figure of a phenotypically Jewish art dealer demonstrates the extent to which this war was 

racially charged, a modernist re-telling of Jesus's campaign against the Merchants surrounding 

Herod's Temple. While violently destroying and overturning the tables of moneychangers 

surrounding the holy site he had announced, "Do not make my father's house into a house of 

trade."  Incidentally this prototypical form of anti-Semitic anti-Capitalism was the title of one of 

Mauclair's articles in 1928, and a very common theme in Nazi art writing, as evinced by 

Wolfgang Willrich's Säuberung des Kunsttempels (Purging of the Art Temples) of 1937.237 

                                                        

235 "Il faut veiller et combattre énergiquement en nous-mêmes les gens qui, dupés, ou intéressés, osent parler de 
renaissance, d'esthétique nouvelle, en présence d'une furonculose généralisée."  Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l’art 
vivant, 59 
236 " Je voudrais arriver à faire de cette mince revue une petite pièce d’artillerie élégante et légère, mais capable, par sa 
portée, et sa précision, de contrebattre efficacement l’artillerie lourde des grosses revue et de la presse, entièrement 
soumises aux intérêts mercantiles…" Marcel Hiver, Les Cahiers du C.A.P. (Critique, art, philosophie). No. 7, April 1, 
1927, 19. 
237 Camille Mauclair "Les mercantis du temple," Figaro, June 28, 1928. Wolfgang Willrich, Säuberung des 
Kunsttempels; eine kunstpolitische Kampfschrift zur Gesundung deutscher Kunst im Geiste nordischer Art.  (Munich 
J.F. Lehmann, 1937)  
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If this mythical division between the Jews and the followers of Christ is only alluded to in some 

texts, in a work like Lindsay's the modernist artwork is none other than a plot by mammon-

worshipping Jews to destroy Christian civilization: 

How proverbially shrewd was the confraternity of Jewish dealers, who added the pleasure 
of taking down the Goysher for the immensely overpriced false values to forcing the 
painters of their race on the credulous Christian. 238 

 

 This brings us finally to the topic of Anti-Semitism, which in many ways, despite the 

features I have exhaustively defined above, is the distinguishing topos of the anti-modernist 

pamphlet, the surest way of identifying it.  This applies even to the writings of Josephine 

Hancock Logan or F.C. Tilney, for though the references to Jews are absent, the anti-modernist 

pamphlet retains the same narrative, which flattens form and content into one argument: that the 

"hoax" of modernism resides in the cynical over-valuation of the modernist art work, a 

metaphorical golden calf foisted onto an innocent public by the worshippers of mammon. 

 I have thus far established the historical context, as well as the rhetorical and thematic 

features of the global anti-modernist pamphlet, a kind of writing premised on the total rejection of 

the artistic illusio as it stands. In what follows, I will expand on the ur-argument from which the 

anger and resentment that drives the pamphlet radiates, namely that the modernist artwork is 

over-valued in the marketplace and the marketplace of ideas. Looking particularly at the French 

case, I explore how this critique exploited a set of contradictions around value and labor already 

present in modernist discourse and in the ontology of the modernist artwork itself. Fusing this 

discourse with anti-Semitic myths about labor and value, the anti-modernist pamphleteer 

attributes the contradictions within the modernist art work to the mythical Jew, and the modern 

                                                        

238 Lionel Lindsay, Addled Art, 7. 
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art work turns into an offensively over-valued, "Judaified" object. I would like to devote the last 

section of this chapter to the interrelation of anti-modernism and anti-Semitism, which is at once 

a rhetorical feature and a historically-specific entity in the anti-modernist pamphlet. I explore why 

anti-Semitism is so often a feature of the anti-modernist pamphlet, and how anti-Semitic 

prejudices and misconceptions about modern art were fused in a powerful and populist myth 

engineered to stir up resentment in middle and working-class audiences. 

1.9. Populist Anti-Semitism and Modernist Values 

 

When art criticism rails against 'superficiality' and 'loss of substance' …it follows the 
pattern of reactionary social critics who pit 'productive' against 'predatory capital.'  
        -Theodore Adorno 239 
 
Use values may keep us alive and nourished but it is the surplus value of images that 
makes history, creates revolutions, migrations and wars.  
        - W.J.T. Mitchell.240 
 

1.9.1. The Aesthetics of Labor: The Emulative Object 

 The commodity form neutralizes and hides the way value is produced, thus it is the task 

of financial regulation and the draftsmen of the political economy to regulate the production of 

value. In France, the framework for financial regulation of the political economy was drafted by 

the Jansenist economists working for the crown, who drew on scripture to justify the restriction of 

certain kinds of value production, thereby ensuring that subjects could never match the crown's 

own institutionalized hegemony.  The “legitimate gain” of a so-called honest merchant, who 

produces value from a laboring vita activa, from the sweat of the brow, and charges for goods at a 

"fair price," is contrasted with the dishonest profiteer who creates artificial price inequalities for 

                                                        

239 Theodore Adorno, “Cultural Criticism in Society” Prisms, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1967), 26. 
240 W.J.T. Mitchell, What do Pictures Want? (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 94. 
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“criminal or sordid gain.” 241 This logic persists in the writings of Victorian critics and is a topic 

of renewed interest during industrialization, born out of a wariness about the growing 

sophistication of finance capitalism and industry's decimation of traditional forms of handicraft. 

Certain kinds of value production would become particularly dear to Christian Socialist 

commentators who romanticized guild-labor and the honor of craftsmanship, and who built their 

proposals for the reform of Victorian society around the ethical prerogatives of labor. John 

Ruskin, for one, insisted that man's constitutive being was defined by the values imparted by the 

burdens and joys of the vita activa. This was not any kind of work that was prized, but a special 

kind of craftsmanship, and know-how deployed by an ostensibly liberal, un-alienated subject in 

possession of his skills, his personhood, and his labor. For Ruskin this had an important aesthetic 

dimension, so that the visibility of toil was an indicator of aesthetic value. Critiquing industrial 

production in 1851 he had announced: "All which man can create without toil is worthless: 

machine ornaments are no ornaments at all."242 His privileging of visible labor and his critique of 

rote work extended into formal and social analyses of art works, famously contrasting the 

idiosyncratic sculptural stone-carvings of guild-members on gothic cathedrals to the repetitive 

banality and oppressive straight lines of the Egyptian pyramids, built by slaves. Drawing an 

equivalence between machine-work and slave labor, for Ruskin, the indexical facture of 

handicraft in a finished work revealed the ethical social conditions of the society in which it was 

produced. 

                                                        

241 French law, which is based on the writings of Christian moralists and political economists working in the scholastic 
tradition, draws a clear distinction between the “legitimate gain” of a so-called honest merchant, whose goods are 
charged at a fair price, and the dishonest merchant or speculator, who hordes foodstuffs and creates price inequalities 
for “criminal or sordid gain.” The moral and juridical origins of financial regulation of la “spéculation illicite” in 
France have been meticulously reconstructed in Jean-Yves Grenier, “Valeur fondamentale et spéculation dans 
l’économie politique et le droit (fin XVIIe-XIXe siècle,” in Nadine Levratto and Alessandro Stansiani, eds. Le 
Capitalisme au Futur Antérieur: Crédit et Spéculation en France, Fin XVIIIe-Début XX Siècles. (Brussels: Bruylant, 
2011), Chapter 1.  
242  John Ruskin, The Stones of Venice  I (Boston: Estes and Lauriat, 1911), 403.  
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 At its most extreme, the valuation of an art work based on its metonymic relationship to 

labor, what in another context Alfred Gell calls the "halo effect" of technical difficulty, is an 

extreme simplification of the art work's value. 243 In an 1899 text contemporaneous to these 

debates Thorstein Velblen spoke of the "honorific" mark in a hand-wrought good which justifies 

its over-valuation in the purchase habits of the leisure class he studies.244  This conviction, that 

the object should visibly bespeak an ethos of work, and that its value was determined by the 

"honorific" marks of labor would persist in the emergent aesthetic discourse of modernism. On 

the continent, Ruskin loomed large in the writings of French Socialists advocating for so-called 

"Art Social." In the late 19th century this radical position was promulgated in the pages of 

Gabriel de la Salle's eponymous journal Art Social (1891-1894) and further developed in the early 

20th century writings of Roger Marx, Elie Faure, Frantz Jourdain, Gustave Geffroy and other 

Socialist art critics. In addition to advocating increased institutional access to art by the public 

(through extended museum hours, remedial courses in popular universities) the Art Social 

movement sought to reconcile the categories of artisanal labor and the fine arts, advocating for 

the eventual inclusion, in 1894, of the decorative arts in the annual Salons.245  Rejecting the 

category of art as a "bourgeois" good, critics like Jourdain and Geffroy advocated a new ontology 

for the artwork. Against Kantian concepts of art as a site for the exercise of disinterested, 

disembodied judgment, these thinkers proposed that art's physical manifestation was crucial to its 

status as an emulative, ethical model for any labor done by hand. Another influential thinker in 

these circles was Georges Sorel, who though not an official member of Art Social, had developed 

                                                        

243 Alfred Gell, "The Technology of Enchantment and the Enchantment of Technology" in Jeremy Coote and Anthony 
Shelton eds., Anthropology, art and aesthetics.  (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992): 40-63, 46-7. 
244 Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class  (New York: Modern Library, 1934) 159-60, cited in Robert 
Herbert, From Millet to Léger: Essays in Social Art History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 96.  
245 Neil McWilliam, Catherine Méneux and Julie Ramos, eds., L'art social en France de la Révolution à la Grande 
Guerre (Paris: PUR and INHA 2014),  28.   
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this position further, with the artwork providing the symbolic centerpiece of a more expansive 

ideology on the values of productive labor and class-consciousness. 246 In "La Valeur sociale de 

l'art" of 1901, Sorel had argued that the visibility of work in art, that is, an artwork produced with  

"patient labor"247 could model virtues inherent in other forms of manual labor, thus serving as a 

powerful visible symbol of class-consciousness: 

Art should be the model that serves to demonstrate the importance of a careful, 
conscientious and knowledgeable execution: art will be, in some ways, the means by 
which the intelligence of manual labor manifests itself in the eyes of workers.248 
 

The "aesthetics of labor" would clearly impact the younger Mauclair. His "L'Oeuvre sociale de 

l'art moderne," printed also in 1901 in La Revue socialiste, 249 privileges the visibility of labor in 

the content and form of art as the ultimate indicator of artistic and social value.  This is evident in 

the way Mauclair assesses the work of two sculptors, Constantin Meunier (fig. 26) and Alexandre 

Charpentier, (fig. 27) both of whom he cites as paragons of Art Social. Mauclair describes the 

Belgian Meunier's statues of miners as a "poem of continuous effort," and asserts that Meunier is 

"an artist who has understood the social direction of art." 250  Likewise the ceramicist Charpentier 

                                                        

246 See Mark Antliff Avant-Garde Fascism: The Mobilization of Myth, Art, and Culture in France, 1909-1939.  
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 63-110 and "The Jew as Anti-Artist: Georges Sorel, Anti-Semitism and the 
Aesthetics of Class Consciousness," and Willy Gianinazzi "Georges Sorel ou l'art comme préfiguration du 'travail de 
l'avenir' " in Neil McWilliam, Catherine Méneux and Julie Ramos, eds., L'art social en France de la Révolution à la 
Grande Guerre (Paris: PUR and INHA 2014), 313. See also Neil McWilliam, "Introduction" to Georges Sorel "La 
Valeur sociale de l'art," in L'art Social de la Révolution à la Grande Guerre. 
247 "Patient labor" is cited in Georges Sorel Illusions of Progress, trans. Charlotte and John Stanley (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1969), 7-8 cited in Mark Antliff Avant-Garde Fascism, 79. 
248 " L'art devra être la parure qui servira à montrer l'importance d'une exécution soignée, consciencieuse et 
savante : l'art sera, en quelque sorte, le moyen par lequel l'infusion de l'intelligence dans le travail manuel se 
manifestera aux yeux des travailleurs." Georges Sorel "La valeur sociale de l’art," Conference delivered at the École 
des Hautes études sociales, (Paris: Librairie G. Jacques et Cie, 1901), 268-278, in Neil McWilliam, Catherine Méneux 
and Julie Ramos, eds., L'art social en France de la Révolution à la Grande Guerre, See also Neil McWilliam, 
"Introduction" to Georges Sorel "La Valeur Sociale de l'art," L'art social en France de la Révolution à la Grande 
Guerre.  
249 Discussed also in Pierre Vaisse, "Mauclair et le Peuple" in Neil McWilliam, Catherine Méneux and Julie Ramos, 
eds., L'art social en France de la Révolution à la Grande Guerre (Paris: PUR and INHA, 2014), 297-312.  
250 "Avec une fierté et une tendresse sincères qu’il élève à la beauté pure le poème de l’effort est contenu dans l’humble 
forme des ses puddleurs de bronze. Constantin Meunier est un grand artiste, un artiste qui a compris admirablement la 
direction sociale de l’art." Camille Mauclair, "L’Oeuvre sociale de l’art moderne: Les beaux-arts," La Revue socialiste, 
(October 1901) 421-435, 427. 
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is the "son of the people," he announces. His polychrome bas-relief of a group of bakers shirtless 

at work demonstrates that he is the "kind of artisan" who (much like the bakers themselves) is 

"liberated from the prejudices of art pour l'art."251  "On display in museums and in gardens," this 

art, wrote Mauclair, serves not to make the bourgeoisie rejoice. It "glorifies effort" while 

signifying "moral socialism and altruism."252 In his analysis of these sculptures, Mauclair 

privileges above all other forms of judgment the facture of material as an index of labor time. The 

two works rehearse the productive labor of both the working class and artist-artisan in a cohesive 

analogy that ennobles both. 

1.9.2 Modernism, Nominalism, Criticism and Value 

 However, while critics were developing a discourse around the aesthetics of labor, 

a rather contradictory set of criteria related to labor was also emerging. Albert Boime has located 

one of these criteria in the intuitive "aesthetics of the sketch," while Richard Shiff has focused on 

the "technique" of originality, distinguishing between the craftsman’s paradigm of "making" and 

the modernist's capacity to "find" and present originality.253 Modernist value is much less 

dependent upon whether the artwork obeys the representative regime or whether it exudes an aura 

of techné, but relies instead on a set of other forms of extrinsic and intrinsic valuation.  One of 

these criteria for both critical and market valuation is in itself that of newness or originality, as 

                                                        

251 "Il en est d’autres encore, parmi lesquels Alexandre Charpentier, fils du peuple, qui a érigé en plein Paris, au square 
Saint-Germain-des-Près, son bas-relief polychrome des Boulangers, et qui et le type même de l’artiste artisan, délivré 
du préjugé de l’art pour l’art” Camille Mauclair, "L’Oeuvre sociale de l’art moderne: Les beaux-arts," 427-8 
252 “La représentation du travail, la glorification de l’effort sont sur nos places, dans nos jardins et musées, la 
constatation même de l’avènement du socialisme et de son acceptation par l’élément intellectuel de la nation. Cet art-la 
ne sert pas à réjouir les yeux de la bourgeoisie. Sa signification altruiste est évidente, et l’altruisme est le socialisme 
moral.” Camille Mauclair,  "L’Oeuvre sociale de l’art moderne: Les beaux-arts," 428. 
253 Albert Boime, The Academy and French Painting in the Nineteenth Century (London: Phaidon, 1971), 172. Richard 
Shiff, Cézanne and the End of Impressionism: A Study of the Theory, Technique and Critical Evaluation of Modern 
Art. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984). 
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Robert Herbert has argued.254 

 Thus at a pivotal moment in the development of modernism, and laying the ground-work 

for the famous "divorce" bemoaned by so many in the Interwar period, was a paralyzing 

antinomy between the competing mandates of Art Social, justified through its pantomime of 

productive and craft-based labor, and that of "l'art pour l'art."  The co-existence of both mandates 

is evident in the transitional case of Albert Gleizes and his comrades at the Abbaye de Créteil. 

Adherents of Art Social, they had advocated remedial courses for workers, and modeled their 

communal studios on the ethos of the guild and workshop production.255 And yet Gleizes and 

Metzinger, in particular, had also developed a Cubist aesthetic received by the public 

interchangeably as either a farce or a snobbish and insular exercise. 

 In the early 20th century, the co-existence of these two separate modes of assessing value 

provoked an ambivalence amongst critics who had subscribed to the concept of Art Social. For a 

generation of critics who had privileged the visibility of labor, the value of a truly modern work 

of art appeared extractive and farcical, and art critics who defended modern art works were 

accused of erecting a false scaffolding of value.  Like the transition from a gold standard to fiat 

currency at the outbreak of World War I,  (an economic policy distrusted by many in the popular 

classes) the apparent value of the modernist artwork was now reliant on a nominal valuation, 

causing great discomfort to many critics. 256   As Pierre Bourdieu observed, “Never ... has the 

irreducibility of the work of cultural production to the artist’s own labor appeared so clearly."257 

 This problem with the valuation of the modern art work is implicit in the accusations 

                                                        

254 Robert Herbert, "Impressionism, Originality and Laissez-faire," in From Millet to Léger, 96. 
255 For more on the Abbaye de Créteil see the note associated with Document 19 in Patricia Leighten and Mark Antliff 
eds. A Cubism Reader, (Chicago University of Chicago Press, 2008), 19-21. 
256 Jean-Joseph Goux, “Banking on Painting,” translated by Adam Bresnick Qui Parle, 5 No. 1 Fall/Winter (1991):1-8, 
4. See also Rosalind Krauss, “The Circulation of the Sign,” The Picasso Papers, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999). 
257 Pierre Bourdieu. The Field of Cultural Production, 109. 
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made by many on the Left who denounced those critics defending modernism, whom they accuse 

of lending surplus value to valueless art works and promoting loosened standards for artistic 

labor. For instance, in 1908, the Socialist advocate and commentator Etienne Buisson would 

emphasize that the great artists had made art that was belabored (travaillé), but that a permissive 

and interested "special press and marketers" had contaminated the opinion of the public, which is 

"increasingly content with the sketch and the draft."258  Indeed, over and over again, those aligned 

with the laboring classes fail to accept the sincerity of modernism and its defenders. They often 

insist that approval of modern art was voiced out of fear, as Mauclair, writing in 1906, suspected 

had been the case for positive reviews of the first exhibition of Fauves: 

Here in the fall of 1905, the will to ugliness was demonstrated to the public with a special 

insistence, all with the noisy consent of a press that is paralyzed by the fear of seeming, once 

again, retardaire.259 

 In part, the rift between artists and the people was not born simply out of an 

incomprehension or philistinism, but rather over the suspicion that modern art's defenders had 

overvalued it vis-a-vis the socially necessary labor time needed for its production, which was in 

turn an insult to "productive" laborers and artisans. This suspicion only deepened when, 

paradoxically, the distrust with which modern art was first received and the initial perception of 

its valuelessness would soon make it a very profitable affair, inviting speculation and inflation in 

a secondary market. In the 1920s not only had modern art thrived despite the incomprehension of 
                                                        

258 “Il est très vieux jeu aujourd’hui demander à un peintre de prouver par du travail qu’il aime son art: le public, guidé 
par certains critiques, se contente de plus en plus de l’esquisse et de l’ébauche...Tous les grands artistes… n’ont livré au 
public que des oeuvres travaillées et qu’ils considéraient, en leur conscience d’artistes, comme définitives. Ils aimaient 
leurs oeuvres et respectaient leur art en elles. Les jeunes peintres d’aujourd’hui sous l’influence d’une presse spéciale et 
des marchands se préoccupent beaucoup de ce qu’on dira de leur oeuvre. Ceux d’entre eux qui sont de sincères artistes 
ne se trompent pourtant pas sur la mauvaise qualité de ce qu’ils font, quelles que soient les louanges intéressées qu’on 
leur adresses." Etienne Buisson “A Propos de l’art moderne” La Revue Socialiste, 47 no. 282 (June 1908) 543-544. 
259 "Là, en cet automne 1905, la volonté de laideur a été montrée au public avec une spéciale insistance et avec le 
bruyant assentiment d’une presse affolée de la peur de sembler, une fois de plus, retardataire." Camille Mauclair, Trois 
crises de l’art actuel (Paris: Bibliothèque Charpentrier, 1906), 287. 
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the public but also because of it. As Jean-Joseph Goux has pointed out, only works of art initially 

deemed valueless, whose initial reception is ambivalent, can reap handsome profits: 

[It is ] displeasure that will become the measure of speculative value... In a world ruled 
by Kantian aesthetics, where the beautiful is that which pleases universally, speculation 
on paintings would have no place, for the beautiful in its unanimity would not be subject 
to any risk."260 

 

Thus, both the financial modernism of speculation and aesthetic modernism rely on the risk 

involved in redeeming real value from an asset whose valuation is not immediately apparent. And 

yet from this analogy emerges a dangerous logical fallacy, that is to assign the evolution of, and 

raison d'être of modern and abstract art to its high-risk, speculative value.  There was often 

confusion over cause and effect, as evinced by the position taken by conservative French 

landscapist and salon painter Louis Charlot who perceived speculation as the cause driving 

formalist experimentation in and of itself: 

Contemporary painters have reduced art to their means, which are weak. Before, a 
painting was something difficult to make. Its success was controllable; the supreme 
cunning of these new men is to have abolished all criteria.  It is the illegibility of the 
painting that allows speculation, to which it is now subject. It has no objective basis. It is 
a creation without a standard for its value, of the same nature as certificates on the stock 
market. It is made of faith.261 

 

1.9.3 Speculative Canvas, Speculative People 

 What Mark Antliff helpfully names a discourse of "anti-Semitic class consciousness" is 

the sinister counterpoint to the socialist valuation of visible labor. And though not all socialists 

were anti-Semitic, because Jews in Europe had provided much-needed financial services to a 

                                                        

260 Jean-Joseph Goux, "Banking on Painting," 2. 
261 " Les peintres contemporains on réduit l’art a leurs moyens, qui sont faibles. Autrefois, un tableau était chose 
difficile a faire. La réussite était contrôlable: la suprême habilité des hommes nouveaux est d’avoir aboli tout critère. 
C’est l’illisibilité du tableau qui  rend possible la spéculation dont il est l’objet. Il n’offre aucun terme de relation avec 
rien d’objectif. Il est une création sans analogue d’où sa valeur, de même nature que celle de certains papiers en 
Bourse. Elle est faite de foi." Louis Charlot, “Enquête sur l’enseignement de l’art" Le Temps, June 8, 1929. 
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Christian population prohibited from working in this sector, anti-capitalist discourse often 

condensed the persona of the rapacious greedy financier as the Jew, who provided a foil to the 

myth of the ethical laboring classes.262 In his history of financial regulation Jean-Yves Grenier 

explains that demands made by Christian and Socialist groups to regulate finance and accusations 

of  “illicit speculation” were often mixed with anti-Semitic politics. 263 At the end of the 19th 

century Edmond Drumont had condensed this anti-Semitic anti-capitalism into a mythic figure of 

the Jewish financier who doesn't work but transacts.264  This attitude was revived in the 1920s in 

Coty's newspapers, where one regularly sees unhealthy cosmopolitan "Jewish" speculative 

finance contrasted to the hard work of farmers and the petit-bourgeoisie to whom the populist 

made his political overtures. 265 Mauclair's articles had only to apply the same discourse to an 

artistic sphere, which coincidentally since the 1900s had seen increasing Jewish involvement. 

Though it requires little re-telling, in what historians have marked as an important moment in 

modern Jewish history, a new wave of émigré Jews like the dealers Wilhelm Uhde, D.H 

Kahnweiler, and Léopold Zborowski and the artists Modigliani, Moise Kisling, Jacques 

Lipschitz, Chaim Soutine Marc Chagall and Emmanuel Mane-Katz, amongst many others had 

become important members of the artistic community in Paris.266 But for anti-Semitic critics like 

Fritz Vanderpyl, writing for La Mercure de France, Jewish involvement in the arts did not match 

his stereotypical understanding of the Jewish person: 

                                                        

 262 Ralph Schor, L’Antisémitisme en France dans l’entre-deux-guerres. Prélude à Vichy (Paris, Editions Complexe, 
1995), 47. Joseph Shatzmiller provides us with a history of the legal status of the Jews under the ancien régime. Joseph 
Shatzmiller, Shylock reconsidered : Jews, moneylending, and medieval society (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1990). 
263 Take one legal case for example, in which paranoid accusations of wine-dilution, supply- restriction, and a “Jewish 
Plot” were brought against winegrower Conrad Kauffmann, later found to be innocent. Jean-Yves Grenier, “Valeur 
fondamentale et spéculation dans l’économie politique et le droit (fin XVIIe-XIXe Siècle." 
264 Mark Antliff Avant-Garde Fascism, 105; and Antliff "The Jew as Anti-Artist," 60. 
265 Laurent Joly, "L'Ami du Peuple contre les ‘financiers qui mènent le monde.'" 
266 Kenneth Silver and Romy Golan, The Circle of Montparnasse: Jewish Artists in Paris 1905-1945. (New York: 
Universe Books, 1995).  
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Where does this sudden desire to paint come from in the descendants of the twelve tribes, 
this passion for brushes and palettes, which, despite the law, they now seem to tolerate 
even in the most orthodox milieus? 267 

 

As Kalman Bland has shown in his scholarship on perceptions of Jewish aniconism, Vanderpyl’s 

passage exemplifies a commonly-held stereotype that the Jew, due to religious proscriptions on 

image-making, was spiritually incapable of good craftsmanship but compensated through mental 

abstractions, lending him great skill in the art of making money. 268 For certain Socialist thinkers 

the perception of the Jew as speculative "anti-artist," incapable of productive labor, provided a 

categorical binary against which to articulate their values of labor.269  "These men live on the 

margins of production," Sorel had announced, noting that they were experts in literature and 

financial speculation but denying their capacity to engage in craftsmanship.270 

 The abstract qualities of this labor were metonymic for a set of other abstract features 

imposed upon the mythic Jewish subject, the cipher of cosmopolitanism, whose citizenship in the 

Republic was derived from the Republican principle of the jus solis (right of soil). For ethno-

nationalists who believed that the rights to national citizenship depended not on location but on 

jus sanguinis (right of the blood), the Jew could not qualify as authentically French and only held 

his citizenship in a nominal, abstract sense.271  Morally detached from the ethos of productive 

                                                        

267" D’où est venue tout à coup cette envie de peindre chez les descendants des douze tribus, cette passion pour les 
pinceaux et la palette que, malgré la loi, l’on semble tolérer, même dans les milieux les plus orthodoxes? Fritz 
Vanderpyl, “Existe-il une peinture juive?” Mercure de France, July 15,1925, 387.   
268 Kalman Bland The Artless Jew: Medieval and Modern Affirmations and Denials of the Visual. (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2000). A more essayistic exploration of aniconism and the category of a "Jewish" art can be found in 
Dominique Jarrassé Existe-il un art juif? (Paris: Editions Biro 2006). This topic will be discussed again in the 
dissertation in chapters 2 and 4.  
269 Mark Antliff Avant-Garde Fascism, 63-110, and Antliff "The Jew as Anti-Artist," 50-67. 
270 Georges Sorel Illusions of Progress, trans. Charlotte and John Stanley (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1969), 115 cited in Mark Antliff Avant-Garde Fascism: The Mobilization of Myth, Art, and Culture in France, 1909-
1939.  (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 100 
271 On the Jew as "abstract" French citizen see Mark Antliff Avant-Garde Fascism, 73-74 and Antliff "The Jew as Anti-
Artist," 51-52.  On changing conceptions of French citizenship and the concept of Jus Solis and Jus Sanguinis Rogers 
Brubaker, Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany. (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1992), 
Chapter 5. 
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labor, claiming only a nominal and not ethnic status as citizen, the mythic Jew was an abstract 

citizen failing to engage in productive labor. 

 Again this principle of abstraction parallels that of the commodity, which eliminates 

familial and local ties, barter and obligation, masking and homogenizing the origins of value 

through abstraction and currency. With the “money relation" Marx writes, "the ties of personal 

dependence, of distinctions of blood, education, etc. are in fact exploded, ripped up.” 272 For Anti-

capitalist anti-Semites who ostensibly seek to return value-production to an impossible mythic 

origins in the land and personal obligation, it is precisely this universality of capital, its 

nominalism, its masking of value that is most feared. Thus the articles critiquing modern art that 

Mauclair wrote for Coty's journals instantiated this anti-Semitic principle, with the modernist 

artwork's speculative value supplying a material metaphor for Semitic abstraction. 

1.9.4 The Mental Process of the anti-Semitic Conspiracy: Paranoia 

 In the field of cognitive psychology, Albert Michotte has observed that the impression of 

causality is dependent upon "specific and narrowly limited spatio-temporal features of the event 

observed."273 In the same way that the human brain bridges information gaps to attribute causality 

to a set of coincident events, the literate masses had often found a simple explanation for all that 

was difficult to grasp by relying on a paranoid anti-Semitic framework. Writing for Cahiers Juifs 

in 1934, journalist Wyngilt Glasser observed that anti-Semitism functions by personifying as a 

Jew all that is incomprehensible, abstract and difficult for the masses to comprehend: 

The technique of anti-Semitic propaganda can be summed up as an adaptation to the 
psychic needs of the declassés and the elaboration of a psychological art made of 

                                                        

272 Karl Marx, Grundrisse. Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy translated by Martin Nicolaus (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1973), 163.  
273 Albert Michotte, The Perception of Causality translated by Miles and E. Miles ( New York: Basic Books, 1963) vii. 
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arguments that conform to mass mentality. 274 
 

This consolidation and assignation of causal logic to a set of coincident but unrelated occurrences 

is today understood by political scientists through a framework of paranoid and conspiratorial 

thinking which they assert most often emerges in societies undergoing rapid and complex 

changes. 275 Political scientists have found that politically-charged "conspiracist ideation” is 

facilitated by innate human psychological predispositions, first, an" unconscious cognitive bias" 

towards causal connections between seemingly related phenomena" and second, a tendency for 

human cognition towards Manichean narrative structuring.276 This same cognitive failure to 

understand the nominalism of citizenship occurs for the anti-modernist who fails to grasp the 

value of modern art. 

 This cognitive bias against abstraction was exploited handily by the anti-Semitic press, 

and later, propaganda. The malleable myth of the Jew was seen as the "cause" of modern art's 

overvaluation.277  It bears repeating as mentioned earlier, that speculation was the sport of all art 

dealers in the early days of modernism. But for the anti-Semite, the presence of Jews in the art 

world provided a tempting logical fallacy that becomes the ur-text of the anti-modernist 

pamphlet: that Jewish people, having favored the speculative value of high-risk modernist art, 

shepherded and cultivated modernism's formal evolution towards abstraction. In other words, for 

                                                        

274 "La technique de la propagande antisémite se réduit donc à l'adaptation ... aux besoins psychiques des déclassés et à 
l'élaboration avec un art psychologique consommé d'arguments conformes à la mentalité des masses."Wyngilt Glasser, 
"Prémisses et techniques de la propagande antisémite" Cahiers Juifs, January 1934, no. 7, 35.  
275 Robert S. Robins and Jerrold M. Post, Political Paranoia: The Psychopolitics of Hatred  
 (New Haven: Yale University Press 1997) 6. 
276 J. Eric Oliver and Thomas J. Wood,  "Conspiracy Theories and the Paranoid Style(s) of Mass Opinion, " American 
Journal of Political Science, 5 no. 4 (October 2014) 952-966.  Oliver and Wood cite the work of Albert Michotte; 
Algirdas Julien Greimas, Structural Semantics: An Attempt at a Method. Trans Daniele McDowell, Ronald Schleifer, 
and Alan Velie. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983);Mark Fenster, Conspiracy Theories in American 
Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999).  
277 Yuri Slezkine's idiosyncratic book explores the negative but also the positive conflation of modernism Judaism, 
modernity, and modern democratic societies writ-large in The Jewish Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2004) 
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the anti-Semite the economic involvement of Jews in art has changed the ethos and look of 

painting itself. As Marcel Hiver would put it, a "Judified" modern art lacked the laboring ethos 

that needed to be reflected in the production of art, it was an insult to the people who work, who 

"have a sense of technicality, this artisanal conscience that appreciates a job well done."278 

Mauclair thought in the same way. Conspiratorially he announces that " the methodical and 

cynical application of commercial and financial mores" have changed the character of art.279 

Art merchants, Mauclair rants, have encouraged a facile painting style, for the simple reason that 

painting “must be made quickly and quickly sold.”280   Painting, he writes, is a vocation that has 

become too easy."281 Here we return to the theme of "merchants of the temple."  Condemning the 

artistic “usury” of Montparnassian “métèques” and their “wall of money,”282 these “Merchants of 

the Temple,” Mauclair writes, have “degraded painting to the value of lots,”283 to commodities 

like “cotton or petrol.”284  Dismissing modern art as art’s falsification, abstraction and 

commodification in the hands of Jews, Mauclair sees the worship of a Mammonic god, that of 

"Saint Combine" or the Saint Stock-Market.285 

                                                        

278 “Le peuple qui travaille a le sens de la technicité, il a cette conscience artisane qui lui fait apprécier le travail bien 
fait.” Marcel Hiver, Les Cahiers du C.A.P. (Critique, art, philosophie.) No. 7, April 1, 1927, 36. 
279 "L'application méthodique et cynique des moeurs commerciales et financières aux beaux-arts..." Camille Mauclair 
La Farce de l’art vivant II: Les métèques contre l’art français (Paris: Éditions de la Nouvelle Revue Critique, 1930), 
33.  
280 "Mais dans le temps d’exhibitionnisme et de lucre où tout tableau doit être vite fait et vite vendu sans que nul se 
préoccupe de la bouillie encrassée et craquelée qu’il deviendra, peu importe.” Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l’art 
vivant: une campagne picturale, 143. 
281 "un métier devenu trop facile.” Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l’art vivant, 77. 
282 "des bons amis m’ont dit [regarding his campaign]: ‘vous avez toutes les raisons du monde pour ne pas faire cette 
campagne...Vous vous heurteriez à un mur d’argent. Les marchands sont puissamment syndiqués et ont des créatures 
partout.” Ibid.  
283 “l’application systématique des usages de la publicité commerciale aux oeuvres d’art, qui est une des pires hontes de 
notre temps, a fait du tableau une simple valeur à lots. On ne s’enquiert même plus de ce que le tableau signifie, on 
l’examine aussi bien à l’envers: on s’en tient à la signature, en appréciant selon le côté ce que l’objet peut représenter 
de “gros billets.” La stupide picturomanie a inscrit la toile maculée parmi les valeurs de Bourse, entre un pétrole et un 
coton.” ibid, 112. 
284 "[ils] placent de grosses intérêts dans la sorte de “standard oil” que la peinture est devenue, traite l’art comme une 
valeur en portefeuille..." ibid, 113. 
285  "et, au fond de son mensonge quotidien, ne vénère, comme muse, que sainte Combine." ibid, 115. 
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 Anti-capitalist critiques of the avant-garde were common from French conservatives, 

who held that the requirements and pressures of modernity had turned novelty into a value in and 

of itself that eclipsed all others. For someone like the Neo-Thomist Catholic philosopher Jacques 

Maritain, novelty was only defensible if it was pursued using Aristotelian concepts of prudence, 

while for Maurice Denis, constant progress was simply not an intrinsic property of art.286  These 

critics of novelty positioned rapid change as a sin of appetite and over-consumption, thus aligning 

themselves with the people. Indeed, as Michael North points out, the concept of novelty is 

intrinsically tied up with profit and capitalism, “since as Marx himself pointed out, the production 

of novelty is a revolutionary act for the bourgeoisie.... since the 'bourgeoisie cannot exist without 

constantly revolutionizing the instruments of production.' "287 

 It is here, at the intersection of a discourse on the values of productive labor and a 

discourse on the ambiguous ontology of the art object (increasingly abstract in its content and an 

object of financial abstraction) that the conspiracy of modernism and the conspiracy against Jews 

coheres, undergirding the logic of the anti-modernist pamphlet.288  Conflating structural and 

formal evolution, the  “mercantile” ambitions of the Jewish dealer and Jewish artist become the 

                                                        

286  “L’esthétique et la technique de la peinture ne sont pas indéfiniment renouvelables, il ne s’agit pas d’inventer sans 
cesse de nouvelles façons de peindre, ni pour chaque artiste de se créer un langage différent…Si le changement est 
perpétuel et radical, il n’y a plus de critère commun donc plus de jugement donc plus de perfection possible.”(Maurice 
Denis,  “L’influence de Cézanne,” L’amour de l’art. December 1920, reprinted in Maurice Denis, Nouvelles théories 
sur l’art moderne et l’art sacré. (Paris: Rouart et Watelin, 1922),132. Paul Valery likewise had announced: “Le gout 
exclusif de la nouveauté marque une dégénérescence de l’esprit critique, car rien n’est plus facile de juger de la 
nouveauté d’un ouvrage.” Cited in Jacques-Émile Blanche, Les Arts plastiques. (Paris: Les éditions de France, 1931), 
221. For more on the problems with novelty for conservative cultural commentators, see Neil McWilliam, Une 
Esthétique de la réaction: tradition, identité et arts plastiques en France c. 1900-1914 (forthcoming, Dijon: Les 
Presses du réel, 2019), introduction. For more on anti-Semitic critiques of novelty see Mark Antliff, Avant-Garde 
Fascism, 79. 
287 Michael North, Novelty:  A History of the New. (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2013) and Jeffrey S. Weiss, 
The Popular Culture of Modern Art: Picasso, Duchamp, and Avant-Gardism. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1994), 45. 
288 Katia Papandreopoulou, citing Schor, affiliates the earliest anti-Semitism in Mauclair not with that of Drumont but 
of those thinkers touted in socialist circles at the beginning of the century. Proudhon, Guesde et Renan had condemned 
'l’accaparement des richesses par les juifs” from a socialist perspective. Katia Papandreopoulou Camille Mauclair 
(1872-1945) Critique et Historien de l'art, 192.  Ralph Schor, L’Antisémitisme en France, 9-10, 47.  
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cause of modernism tout-court. 

 In his exploration of the social function of the image, W.J.T. Mitchell asserts that 

derogatory terms referring to the over-estimation or under-estimation of art (totemism, idolatry, 

and fetishism) are "secondary beliefs," in that they are " beliefs about the beliefs of other people, 

and thus inseparable from (in fact constitutive of) systems of racial or collective prejudice."289 

Thus, the issue at hand here is not only that the art world was infiltrated with anti-Semitic values, 

(though that was certainly true). What interests me more is how the modern art object in 

particular provided both a symbolic and physical site onto which pre-existing anxieties about 

changing values of labor and changing understandings of the French citizen could be projected. 

1.10: Conclusion: The Modernity of the Anti-Modernist Pamphlet 

 Political scientists, as mentioned above, assert that conspiratorial thinking emerges at 

moments of rapid and complex change. 290  The modernist artwork sine-qua-non was an object for 

thinking (badly and conspiratorially) about these changes, and these logical fallacies thrived in a 

mass media environment that favored sensationalism and writers who produced sensationalist 

content. In this sense, anti-modernism was minted with the same coin as modernity. This is an 

observation frequently made by the writers of the Frankfurt school whose elitism appears in 

hindsight, as a means of safeguarding against forces of reaction that present themselves as 

deconstructive criticism, with the "people" and "posterity" as an audience. Their scattered 

observations limn the paradoxical modernity of anti-modernist reactionary commentary. As 

Adorno would put it in Aesthetic Theory: 

Conservative cultural philosophy, stubbornly insensible to the immanent tendency that 
motivates artistic radicalism, has the habit of … explaining that the concept of progress is 

                                                        

289 W.J.T. Mitchell, What do Pictures Want?,162 
290 Robert S. Robins and Jerrold M. Post Political Paranoia, 6. 
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itself outmoded and endures only as a bad relic of the nineteenth century. This provides a 
semblance of intellectual superiority over the supposed technological dependency of 
avant-garde artists, as well as a certain demagogical effect; an intellectual benediction is 
bestowed on a widespread anti-intellectualism that has degenerated into the cultivated 
terrain of the culture industry.291 
 

As Angenot observes, the reactionary pamphlet owes its existence to the free speech and radical 

spirit of modernity that it travesties: 

The pamphlet is that symptom of the contradictions of the intellectual in modern society 
and at the same time falsely exceeds these, appearing like the simulation of a radical 
attitude, a confused and resentful travesty of analytic work. 292 

1. 10.1 A Final Word on Populism and Modernity 

 From the plethora of narratives available to describe the trajectory of modernism, few are 

as serviceable, as all-encompassing, and as relevant for us today as the claim that modernism was 

born at precisely the time that "the people made an entrance onto the stage of power," or to 

continue with T.J. Clark's specific reference to the French Revolution, the days that  "art was 

dragged out of the palace of Fontainebleau."293 Entangled as they were in the political revolutions 

of modernity, artists under democracy now found themselves responsible to "the people" just as 

the politicians were, despite a mandate that was far less clear. How would this democratic 

principle manifest itself in the rarified sphere of the arts, what did it really mean to be responsible 

to the people, who would hold artists to this task, and how strictly should this injunction be 

enforced? Such questions, which had already incited discord in artistic debates in the 19th 

                                                        

291 Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, 209. 
292 "Le pamphlet, symptôme des contradictions de l'intellectuel dans la société moderne et faux dépassement de celle-
ci, apparaît comme une simulation d'une attitude d'esprit radicale, un travestissement du travail d'analyse en confusion 
et en ressentiment." Marc Angenot, La Parole pamphletaire, 353. 
293  Tj Clark, Farewell to an Idea: Episodes from a History of Modernism. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 
34. See also the developmental narrative proposed by Jacques Rancière in The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution 
of the Sensible, translated by Gabriel Rockhill (New York: Continuum, 2004). 
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century, 294 became more and more difficult to solve in the face of the changing artistic ontology 

of modernism.  For despite the fact that modernism's origins were indebted to a purported alliance 

with "the people," those opposed to it found a great deal of ammunition by resorting to this same 

slogan with populist tracts opposed to modernism accusing the movement of having soured into 

an elitist project.   This is an irony that Laurence Bertrand Dorléac has also observed: 

In one of those curious twists of fate, this famous reconciliation of art and the public (like 
in the old days) that had been so hoped for in the 1920s and 1930s, on the right and the 
left, by modernists and traditionalists, that was supposed to bring art back to its social 
function and to expel it from the bourgeois salons, took on, all of a sudden, an unsightly 
visage, a dangerous one, even.295 
 

 This chapter has explored how these unresolved conflicts at the heart of the modernist 

artwork fused with a stereotyped kind of political thought and writing. This development speaks 

to one of the most paradoxical elements of both aesthetic and political modernity, namely that the 

freedom it demands requires the co-existence with forces that seek to undermine this freedom. 

This glitch in democracy, at the heart of Fascism's rise, was all too tragically apparent for Victor 

Klemperer: 

I have lived through three epochs of German history, the Wilhelmine era, the Weimar 
Republic and the Hitler period. The Republic, most suicidally, lifted all controls on 
freedom of expression; the National Socialist used to claim scornfully that they were only 
taking advantage of the rights granted them by the constitution when in their books and 
newspapers they mercilessly attacked the state and its institutions and guiding principles 
using every available weapon of satire and belligerent sermonizing. There were no 
restraints whatsoever in the realm of the arts and sciences, aesthetics and 
philosophy…This motley intellectual freedom was celebrated as a tremendous and 

                                                        

294 This is one of the themes explored by T.J. Clark in Farewell to an Idea, but also specifically in relationship to the 
French context in Neil McWilliam, “Art, Labour and Mass Democracy: Debates on the Status of the Artist in France 
Aroudn 1848," Art History 11, no.1 (March 1988): 64-88, and Neil McWilliam, Catherine Méneux and Julie Ramos, 
eds., L'art social en France de la Révolution à la Grande Guerre. 
295 "Par l'un de ces curieux retours de sort, cette fameuse réconciliation de l'art et du public (comme au vieux temps) 
que l'on avait tellement espérée dans les années 1920 et 1930, de la droite à la gauche, des modernistes aux 
traditionalistes, et qui devait rendre à l'art sa fonction sociale en le sortant du salon bourgeois aurait prit, tout à coup un 
visage déplaisant, voire dangereux." Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, "L'histoire de l'art et les cannibales." Vingtième Siècle. 
Revue d'histoire. no. 45 ( Jan-March 1995): 99-108. 
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decisive leap forward compared with the imperial age. But was the Wilhelmine period 
really so much less free? 296 
 

In the same way that Klemperer's own expert knowledge of the 18th century gave him hindsight 

with which to question the aporias of democratic freedom, Jean-Paul Sartre, meditating in 1947 

on the period leading up to the Second World War, would likewise observe with regret the 

democratic tolerance that had permitted the rise of intolerance: 

Because democracy tolerated all opinions, even those that aimed expressly to destroy it, 
republican humanism, which was taught in the schools, made tolerance the first of its 
virtues: we tolerated all, even intolerance; the most asinine, in the most vile sentiments, 
one had to recognize the hidden truths.297 

 

Sartre's recollection that one had to "recognize" and respect the most sordid ideas is precisely 

adapted to the rhetoric of populism, which exploits the built-in liberalism of democracy and 

insists upon the multiplicity of worlds regardless of the merit of each. By showing the core 

characteristics of the process by which, in different countries, artistic discourse was degraded and 

twisted into tendential writing, I have sought not only to broaden our understanding of 

modernism's reception in the interwar period, but to pose essential questions about the paradoxes 

of political and artistic modernity. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

296 Victor Klemperer. The Language of the Third Reich: LTI: Lingua Tertii Imperii, 20. 
297 "Comme la démocratie tolérait toutes les opinions, même  celle qui visait expressément à la détruire, l’humanisme 
républicain, qu’on enseignait dans les écoles, faisait de la tolérance la première de ses vertus: on tolérait tout, même 
l’intolérance; dans les idées les plus sottes, dans les sentiments les pus vils, il fallait reconnaître des vérités cachées." 
Jean Paul Sartre, Situations II (Paris: Gallimard, 2013), 245. 
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CHAPTER 2: The Look of Neo-Humanism and The Melancholic Pax Romana of 
Waldemar George 

2.1. An Object of Thaumaturgic Power 

 Turning the pages of the imposing fine art revue Formes, published in Paris from 1929 to 

1934, the reader will encounter an arresting black-and-white photograph of a man's face, cropped 

violently at the forehead and right before his ears (fig. 28). A slight smile suggests a word 

forming on his lips, and an almost worried gaze betrays a mind distracted by concerns 

inaccessible to us. The image in question is of a remarkable sculpted bust of the physician 

Réamur, executed in marble by his contemporary, the French 18th-century sculptor Jean-Baptiste 

Lemoyne. The extreme raking light and the low angle of the frame, which significantly distort the 

object, however, are care of the modern photographer Jacques Lemare.   

This haunting visage accompanied an article by the editor and art director of the journal, 

Waldemar George, in which he would salute the talent of Lemoyne and his 18th-century 

contemporaries for their capacity to manipulate a "repertoire" of physiognomic knowledge "like 

alchemists."298 Though the pretext for the article was a discussion of the fine sculpted portrait-

busts in the collection of the Parisian collector André Seligmann, for illustrations the article 

resorted to photographs of busts in public collections taken by Lemare (figs 29-30). Like the first 

bust mentioned, all of these shared the same extreme cropping, uncomfortable angle, and high-

contrast lighting, qualities that, as is obvious when we look at contemporary clichés of these 

objects, work to significantly accentuate, and even distort the facial features captured (figs 31-2). 

Noting that Lemare's distinctive photography was a "precious auxiliary" to this process, George 

                                                        

298 “Les traits du visages forment les mots courants de son idiome plastique." Waldemar George, “Primauté de 
l’individuel: bustes français du xviiie siècle.”Formes no.30, 1932.  
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described the  "thaumaturgic power" of these faces, which he believed produced a "union 

between the spectator who is a simple medium and the artist, who acts like a hypnotist."299 

Strangely, throughout the short life of Formes, these intense, magnified encounters with 

the human face were routine. Roman portrait busts, Bavarian baroque sculpture and works by 

contemporary artists like Charles Despiau (again photographed by Lemare) are consistently 

reproduced in the same decontextualized, uncomfortably intimate register (figs 33-34)300.  In 

many respects these uncanny countenances, which verge on the grotesque, bring to mind a 

photograph published contemporaneously, André Boiffard's Big Toe (fig. 35), which had featured 

three years prior in the avant-garde journal Documents, edited by Georges Bataille. Undoubtedly, 

a similar set of strategies are at play. Both were printed in artistic journals with pretentions to 

integrate ancient and contemporary art, mining a freshly produced cache of archeological and art-

historical photography. Both images share the same formal tactics of fragmentation, of purposeful 

disassociation and re-contextualization to redeem the cultic power of their subjects. This interest 

in the emotive affects of the visual was a pervasive concern in the 1930s, as Europeans watched, 

in fear or admiration, as militant regimes across the continent instrumentalized the image.301 And 

it was on the political aims of such imagery that the two editors differed most dramatically. 

For his part, Waldemar George was engaged in a game of suggestibility, writing, "Our 

intention is not to inform the public in an impartial manner, but to suggest ideas to him, to 

                                                        

299 “le trompe l’oeil devient un trait d’union entre le spectateur qui est un simple medium et l’artiste qui agit comme un 
hypnotiseur.” Ibid. 
300 It is Laura Moure Cecchini's analysis of baroque sculptures by Bernini (for instance) and busts by Adolfo Wildt 
captured in 20th century photographs that sharpened my attention to the photographic distortion deployed in Formes. 
See Laura Moure Cecchini, "Reimagining the Baroque in Italian Modernism, From the Fin-de-Siècle to Lucio Fontana 
(Dissertation) (Durham, NC: Duke University, 2016), Chapters 2 and 5. 
301 See for instance, Devin Fore, Realism After Modernism: The Rehumanization of Art and Literature.  (Cambridge: 
MIT Press) 2012. 
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propose models to him, to serve him as a guide, and to orient him."302 In contrast, by publishing 

Boiffard's image, Bataille was pushing the limits of art in the opposite direction, seeking not 

attraction but repulsion. If the highly legible features of the human visage in Formes penetrate the 

reader to invoke a deep sympathy, Boiffard's "portrait" of a toe upends these conventions, 

cynically inviting a physiognomic reading of a body part of symbolic insignificance, leaving the 

viewer in a hopeless pursuit for meaning where none exists. Fittingly, though both editors seemed 

to be taking advantage of the same technological innovations and formal techniques available to 

them at the end of the 1920s, it was precisely to combat this détournement of the hierarchized 

human body, and the "cult of irresponsibility," of the Surrealists, that that had led Waldemar 

George to initiate Formes.303 

 Indeed, some months after founding his journal, George had singled out Documents and 

Surrealism in a screed printed in Paul Guillaume's journal Les Arts à Paris. In the article, entitled 

"La Crepuscule des Idoles," he criticized a study in Documents (fig. 36) that had drawn a direct 

parallel between the statuary produced by artists in Kafiristân region of Afghanistan and that of 

the European avant-gardes, dismissing author René Grousset's claim that both groups had 

witnessed the decline of anthropomorphic representations and an increase in totemic forms that 

mixed human and animal features.304 Rejecting this comparison, George wrote that the European 

avant-garde's interest in "archaic" and "barbaric" forms was a self-destructive and inauthentic 

strategy. It was merely a temporary symptom, he argued, of a civilization had fallen victim to the 

triple threat of positivism, Taylorism and materialism, all tendencies that the writer called "anti-

                                                        

302 Waldemar George, "Aux lecteurs de Formes" Formes / L'Amour de l'art 15, no.1 (January 1934).  
303 Florent Fels, "L'ange du bizarre," Formes, no.1, (December 1929). 
304 René Grousset,"Un cas de régression vers les arts "Barbares" La statuaire du Kafiristân" Documents 2, (February 
1930).  
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humanist" for having destroyed the sanctity of the human form, dissolving it into  "an element 

amongst elements, an atom of the universe."305  

 As such, he explained, because they "cannot resign themselves to putting man at the level 

of the animal "a new cadre of artists who he considered the true avant-garde was reversing this 

trend, looking to the world of antiquity instead for inspiration.306 These artists, George insisted, 

provided Surrealism with its volte-face: their hallucinatory images were "metaphysical" while 

their images were not based on dreams or nightmares but evoked "mystery in broad daylight."307 

Against the "false idols" that Picasso and the Surrealists admired, they claimed a more 

appropriate object of veneration, the Greek statue of Venus de Milo, for her place in the Pantheon 

of Western classical culture was "more abstract and universal." 308 Concluding his polemic, 

George wrote that the only  "active revolutionary position" that a contemporary European artist 

could take in 1930, was a classical "return to Rome." 309 

Curiously, though George did not enumerate the new generation of artists he upheld as 

the future of European art in Paul Guillaume's magazine, he was nonetheless promoting them 

heavily elsewhere in a frenzied output of exhibitions in Paris, Milan, and for the Venice Biennale, 

and in a series of breathless articles in Formes, a journal whose aim was nothing less than a 

"campaign" to "restitute to man, the king of the world, his ancient prestige" by promoting an 

artistic language that was "Latin" at its core.310  Though the critic had promoted the Jewish 

                                                        

305 Waldemar George "Crepuscule des idoles," Les Arts à Paris, May 1930 
306 Ibid, 11. 
307 Ibid. 
308 "L'anthropomorphisme, cette base de notre culture, est étranger au Noir." Waldemar George, Profites et pertes de 
l'art contemporain, (Paris: Éditions Chroniques du Jour, 1932), 85.  
309 "J’affirme que le Retour à Rome est, dans l’état présent des arts plastiques, la seule posture active et révolutionnaire 
que l’on puisse adopter." Waldemar George, "Vae Victis," in L’art de l'empire romain du Ier au Vème siècle, 
Exhibition catalogue. (Paris, Galerie Ernest  Brummer:1930) 
310 "L'objet de cette campagne est de restituteur à l'homme, roi du monde, tout son ancien prestige. Notre époque a 
perdu le sentiment exact de la mission humain."Waldemar George, "Homo sum humani nihil a me alienum puto" 
Formes no.11, (January 1931).   
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émigré artists of the so-called "School of Paris" while working as an editor at L'Amour de l'art 

(from 1925-1927), not long after his departure from the publication, he had noticeably shifted his 

priorities. He had first set his eyes on a group of expatriate Italian artists working in Paris who 

had been associated with Valori plastici, the Italian journal of the return to order: Gino Severini, 

Mario Tozzi, Renato Paresce, Massimo Campigli, Alberto Savinio, Giorgio De Chirico and Carlo 

Carrà, (figs 37-41). These he would include in an exhibition in Milan and in his own curatorial 

selection for the Venice Biennale in 1930, a year in which he spent a great deal of time in Italy, 

forging connections to Italian cultural figures and artists linked to Mussolini's Fascist regime.311 

 Simultaneously, in the pages of his newly-founded Formes, he had begun to regularly 

promote a separate group of artists living in France, including Christian Bérard, Eugène Berman, 

Pavel Tchelitchew, Léon Zack, Jean Peyrissac and Philippe Hosiasson (figs 42-56) composing 

features whose headlines anticipate a new pantheon of geniuses and a radical shift in aesthetics, 

such as: "Call of the West, Christian Bérard," "Call of Italy: Eugène Berman," "Paul Tchelitchew: 

Towards a Humanist art," and "Jean Peyrissac or the Return to Man." 312  It was following this 

output of articles and exhibitions that George would profess his allegiance to Mussolini in 1933, 

with an article detailing his visit to see the dictator in Rome and his commitment to creating a 

new art movement based on "Latinity." One year later he would officially name this movement 

Neo-Humanism, with a three-page article in L'Amour de l'art. The article listed many of the same 

artists George had promoted in Formes as the movement's representatives, but also announced 

additions to the group with Jacques Stettiner, the Austrian artist Victor Tischler, and the Germans 

                                                        

311 Waldemar George, Prima mostra di pittori Italiani residenti a Parigi. (Exh. cat) (Milan: Galeria Milano, 1930). 
Waldemar George, XVII Esposizione Biennale Internazionale d'Arte: Catalogo. Exhibition Catalogue. Venice: Officine 
Grafiche C. Ferrari, 1930. 
312  Formes, no. 1, Decembre, 1929; Formes no.3 March 1930;  Formes no.9, Nov 1930, Formes no.31, 1933.  
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Joseph Floch, Helmuth Kolle, and Paul Strecker. Roger de La Fresnaye and Giorgio de Chirico 

were cited as Neo-Humanism's precursors (figs. 57-60).313 

 Given that this same George had in 1919 added his name to the Leftist denunciation of 

nationalism, the "Déclaration de l'indépendence de l'Esprit," all appearances would point to his 

move away from the School of Paris and towards this new group of artists as evidence of his 

embrace of Mussolini's aesthetic of Neo-Classicism and a radical about-face in the critic's 

oeuvre.314  This is, for instance, how the art historian Christopher Green explains it: 

As editor of L'Amour de l'art in the mid 1920's he had added real modernist spice to 
Louis Vauxcelles' franco-centric traditionalism. By the early 1930s, now an enthusiastic 
supporter of Mussolini and the Italian Fascist Party, he identified modernism as a 
symptom of the 'crisis' brought on by liberal democracy and capitalism, and advocated 
instead a fresh appreciation of the past as the foundation of a European cultural 
renewal315 

 

Historians have thus far followed this standard narrative, pointing to George’s dropped defense of 

the School of Paris, and the critic's "sudden" interest in a figurative idiom and classicizing 

aesthetics as a case study for how nationalist concepts of racially pure or "Latin" neo-classicism 

advocated by Charles Maurras and his followers had been absorbed into mainstream art-historical 

narratives during the tumultuous interwar period.316  The supposed embrace of such myths by 

George, an assimilated Jew, only strengthens this narrative, demonstrating, as Green writes, "just 

                                                        

313George traced the origins of the movement back to a 1924 exhibition at Galerie Druet organized by the painter Pierre 
Charbonnier and decorative artist Jean-Francis Laglenne, but we should recall that many "neo-Humanists" would reject 
the appellation, see for instance Pavel Tchelitchew, in a letter dated July 11, 1956, from the Tchelitchew Scrapbook” at 
the Museum of Modern Art Library, cited in Karen Kundig, “Giorgio de Chirico, Surrealism, and Neoromanticism," in 
Emily Braun and Ellen E. Adams, eds Giorgio de Chirico and America, Exhibition catalogue, (New York: Bertha and 
Karl Leubsdorf Art Gallery, Hunter College at the City University of New York, 1996),107. 
314 Romain Rolland et al.,  "Fière déclaration d'intellectuels," L'Humanité́, (June 26, 1919),1. George's signature is not 
found on the declaration of June 26 but was added later. See David Fisher, Romain Rolland and the Politics of 
Intellectual Engagement,  (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), 62 fn 43.  
315 Christopher Green, Art in France (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), 223. 
316 Green writes that George's turn signals the "absorption of majority French opinion of what had been the Right's 
myth of the French tradition." Christopher Green, Art in France 1900-1940, Pelican History of Art (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2003), 212. 
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how vulnerable to the racist Right the orthodox expansive view of French nationality and culture 

was."317 Meanwhile, George's betrayal of the School of Paris is for Romy Golan the anti-Semitic 

"volte face" of a self-hating Jew, a move that demonstrates "the shocking degree to which Jewish 

critics were prone to internalize ambient anti-Semitism into their own writing."318 

If Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles disagrees with the accusations of anti-Semitism, (preferring 

to call George anti-Judaic) and adopts a more complex narrative concerning George’ evolution, 

he too, attributes the critic’s increased preference for "contemporary Roman neo-classicism" and 

recasting of the School of Paris as a "house of cards,"319 as the mark of his loyalty to Italian 

Fascism.320 Ultimately these perspectives cohere with the literature about a politicized Return to 

Order that conflates an aesthetic preference for "classical" forms with Neo-Royalist or Fascist 

ethno-nationalism. Scholars have also flagged George's quasi-obsessive interest in an artistic 

"Latinity" – the keyword long associated with concepts of ethno-national purity. 321 Though this 

was certainly the case for so many other critics of the period, upon closer inspection of George's 

idiosyncratic definition of "Latinity" and, just as importantly, the Neo-Humanist aesthetic itself, a 

rather surprising view emerges that seems quite at odds with this presumption, and disrupts these 

neat aesthetic and political dichotomies.  If we are to further investigate the case of this critic and 

the artists he supported, we are forced to recognize that a more idiosyncratic variety of Fascism 

was at work, one that not only necessitates a reconsideration of George’s aims, but broadens our 

                                                        

317 Christopher Green, Art in France, 224. 
318 Romy Golan calls this George's "volte face." She writes that it "demonstrated the shocking degree to which Jewish 
critics were prone to internalize ambient anti-Semitism into their own writing." See Romy Golan, Modernity and 
Nostalgia, 153, 141.   
319 Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, Waldemar-George critique d'art, 101 
320 Ibid, 53. 
321 Kenneth Silver describes how cultural debates around the concept of a cultural "latinity" were accentuated during 
the First World War as nationalists sought to oppose themselves to a "Germanic" culture, adding that the concept 
gained more potency as the "Latin" nation Italy joined the allied cause in April 1915. See Silver Esprit du Corps, 91-2.  
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understanding of the protean Fascist idea, upon which a variety of radical thinkers, blinded to the 

real violence they courted, mistakenly believed they could project their own Utopian fantasies. 

 To begin, the supposed volte-face in George's aesthetic position is highly over-stated. If 

George had supported various strands of avant-gardism and the School of Paris, he had never 

been an unquestioning defender of all kinds of avant-garde production. Scholars who see in the 

early George a supporter of Cubism322 have misread his cautious but direct criticism of the 

movement in 1919, which he was already dismissing as a rite-of-passage that brought its former 

adherents to "blush for having been its partisans."323 As he would state in an article of 1921, the 

only Cubists he cared for were those who had vowed to respect the "law of numbers," a reference 

to Cubists like Gino Severini, Juan Gris and Albert Gleizes, all of who, each in their own way, 

had sought to integrate their formal experimentation with  "eternal laws" such as the Golden 

Section.324 Likewise, George never supported the "School of Paris," as it was construed in 

discourse at the time, and yet, neither did he abandon the Jewish artists considered part of this 

school. Those who have made this claim have mistaken his dislike of the term "The School of 

Paris," for his dislike of the artists comprising this school and have not considered George's 

continued support for them nor his support for other Jewish artists thereafter. Equating George's 

"Latinate" Neo-Humanism as a kind of anti-Judaism or Anti-Semitism neglects the deeply 

spiritual syncretic desires motivating his creation of the Neo-Humanist movement, and most 

problematically, ignores the fact that Berman, Zack, Floch, Tischler, Kolle, Hosiasson, Stettiner, 
                                                        

322 See for instance, Éric Michaud "vers la fin des années 1920, cet ancien défenseur de Picasso, du mouvement cubiste, 
et plus généralement des diverses formes du mouvement moderne se retourne contres ses anciens amis: pour lui comme 
pour Basler, "l'internationalisme de l'École de Paris" met en danger la République et l'unité de la culture française." 
Éric Michaud, "Un certain antisémitisme mondain," in L'École de Paris 1903-1929, la part de l'autre, (exh. cat.) (Paris: 
Musée d'art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, 2000) 98.  Catherine Fraixe writes "au moment où il s'éloigna de L'amour de 
l'art, il commençait déjà à se détourner de "l'art pur." Catherine Fraixe, "Waldemar-George et 'l'art européen'" in 
Catherine Fraixe and Christophe Poupault,eds. Vers une Europe latine: acteurs et enjeux des échanges culturels entre 
la France et l'Italie fasciste. (Paris-Bruxelles : INHA/P.I.E. Peter Lang, 2014) 144. 
323"[Ils] rougissent d'avoir été les partisans" Waldemar George, "Albert Gleizes," La Forge, November 1919, 225.  
324 Waldemar George, "Albert Gleizes" La vie des lettres 7 no.11, Jan, 1921, 355. 
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and Strecker-- that is, the great majority of the artists that George associated with Neo-

Humanism---were, like the critic himself, émigrés from Eastern Europe living in Paris, of Jewish 

origin, or homosexuals who had faced persecution elsewhere in the world. This for instance, is 

the case of Strecker, whose immigration to the city in 1933 had been forced by the initiation of 

Hitler's campaign against homosexuals and degenerate art. 

That the demographic make-up of the Neo-Humanists has never been fully examined325 

attests to a corpus of research that has focused exclusively on George's negation of the avant-

garde, at the expense of any thorough examination of the project he sought to construct, and the 

uncannily modern and unusual works of what George called "Neo-Humanism." What scant 

scholarship exists on this school of painters has for the most part considered each of the artists 

individually, in a discursive economy that elides the unmarketable association with George while 

seeking to highlight the "Surrealist" qualities of these artists. Though this latter categorization has 

helped their legacy and market value, it is at odds with the historical context in which they were 

received in Paris, and the fact that George had constructed the movement as a direct counterpoint 

to Surrealism. It is important to also note that at the most basic level, André Breton, for one, 

would have already rejected many of these artists for their reputed homosexuality or bisexuality, 

as he had done with de Chirico, who George named, we must remember, as the precursor to Neo-

Humanism.326   

                                                        

325 Catherine Fraixe, who briefly mentions that many of the neo-Humanists were Jewish, is an exception, See Catherine 
Fraixe, "Waldemar-George et 'l'art européen'" in Vers une Europe latine,155. 
326 Emily Braun notes that de Chirico, for instance, was despised by Breton for his homosexual themes, also citing the 
neo-romantic group, a term used by American scholars for many of the "neo-Humanist" artists: “That de Chirico’s 
work repeatedly blurs gender demarcations undoubtedly contributed to its outright rejection by Breton… Breton’s well-
known homophobia led to his estrangement from Jean Cocteau and the neoromantic group who were influenced by and 
allied with de Chirico. Although de Chirico’s sexual identity remains notably ambiguous, he was obviously 
comfortable in the Parisian homosocial milieu.” Emily Braun, "Introduction: A New View of de Chirico," in Giorgio 
de Chirico and America,  21. 
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Far from the hearth of Breton, in reality, the artists George upheld as the future of 

Franco-Italian Fascism inhabited an altogether different milieu –the homosocial arena of the 

Ballets and the circle of Jean Cocteau. Some, like Bérard, were open about their homosexuality. 

Others, like Berman, were rumored to be in homosexual relationships, or to have a back-

catalogue of homoerotic drawings. George himself inspired a particularly phobic reaction in the 

Surrealists, who found him physically repugnant, calling him a "huge rotting carcass" infecting 

the streets of Paris," who "sends people running for their well-being" for fear of being "grazed" 

by his touch or "walking on his shadow."327  

 Thinking through the Neo-Humanist movement, including its actors, its formal and 

stylistic precepts, and what George sought to do with the movement complicates our previous 

understanding of his cultural and political evolution. Though we cannot forgive this critic for his 

interwar support of Fascism (nor could his contemporaries), a closer look at the premises of Neo-

Humanism shows George assuming an eschatological logic whereby his support for the war-

mongering imperialism of Mussolini was ironically propelled by a long-held and deep-seated 

desire, instilled very early in his career, for a kind of Utopian universalism. Ultimately this would 

take shape in George's mind as a romanticized version of the Pax Romana which he believed 

could reconcile the ethnic and nationalist conflicts that he himself had witnessed first-hand in the 

early twentieth century, as a Jew in Poland, as a participant fighting for the French in the First 

World War, and as an émigré art critic seeking his bearings in the artistic circles of Paris. As 

George would claim 1936, his desire for a spiritual renaissance ordered by the "universal" 

                                                        

327 "A quoi bon décrire cette grande carogne qui, depuis quelques années infect l'atmosphère de Paris. Il suffira d'avoir 
signalé à l'attention publique le grave danger que m. Waldemar George fait courir à la santé pour que les gens évitaient 
de le rencontrer, de le toucher, d'être frôlés par lui, de marcher sur son ombre ou d'avoir les oreillers souillées par ses 
paroles." Robert Desnos, "L'étrange cas de M. Waldemar." La Révolution Surréaliste, no. 7, June 15, 1926.   
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humanist values of Roman Catholicism had come before his "discovery" of the Fascist political 

platform: 

Even before I discovered the ideal political platform to meet my vision of the world: my 
need for order and a life sanctified by the rites of the spirit of a religion-one both Catholic 
and Roman- I dreamed of an art that could speak to these spiritual and humanist 
values.328 

 

 In art-historical accounts, George's allegiance to Fascism has invariably been explained 

as a sudden turn, but few have asked how it was that the specific aesthetic and spiritual views to 

which he laid claim drew him to this political program. Or in other words: how is it that this critic 

would develop a vision of the world so extreme that by 1933, he was fully convinced that only 

the Fascism of Mussolini could bring about its realization?  A simple answer is George's 

"idealism," but a more deliberate unpacking of how this loaded term applies to George is 

warranted. 

2.2. Early Idealism: Taine, Vitalism, Gleizes 

 If the article on Neo-Humanism would provide an official statement for the aesthetic of 

George's creation, a glance at his early corpus of writing suggests he had been adumbrating its 

contours for decades in a dogmatic anti-materialism that he would maintain throughout his career. 

A streak of idealism and interest in esoteric thought marks George's earliest writings. Fleeing the 

Russian police for having written patriotic poems in Polish, he would find himself in France in 

1911, where he enrolled for a license in literature at the Sorbonne, whose art-historical offerings 

                                                        

328 "Avant même de trouver un idéal politique adéquat à ma vision du monde: à mon besoin d’ordre et de vie sanctifiée 
par les rites de la religion catholique et  romaine, j’ai rêvé d’un art qui fût le porte-parole des valeurs de l’esprit et des 
valeurs humaines." Waldemar George “Vers un humanisme chrétien” in L'Art et la vie: critiques de la vie artistique 3 
no. 4, April 1936, 119. 
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were still entrenched in the methods proposed by Hippolyte Taine in his Philosophie de l'art.329  

While Taine's deterministic method of assessing art works through the prism of the artists' race, 

milieu and moment was crucial to George's methodology (and those of his contemporaries, as I 

will detail in chapter 4) so too was his favoritism towards idealism, which standardized the 

asceticism of early Renaissance art as morally superior to and purer than the 'naturalism' of the 

Baroque. 

 Having volunteered for the Foreign Legion in September 1914 only to leave one year 

later and take up civilian work as an interpreter, George's wartime experience made him a 

pacifist, a position he would express in the book reviews, artistic reviews and essays he published 

in the short-lived anarcho-individualist, pacifist and socialist journals that emerged during the 

First World War, including La Forge (1917-1919), Les Cahiers idéalistes français (1917-1920/ 

1921-1928) edited by Édouard Dujardin, La Caravane (1914-1918) and the feminist La Voix des 

femmes (1917-1919). These early publications show the critic engaged in a heady discourse that 

Michael Lowry and Robert Sayre have called "romantic anti-capitalism," and an "anti-materialist" 

critique of scientific Marxism and socialism that Zeev Sternhell has identified as one of the 

pivotal factors turning European intellectuals towards Fascism during the interwar period.330 

Printed alongside articles on "the social role of art" by the anarchist-syndicalist Georges Sorel, 

George's early writing bears the clear marks of a vitalist language that draws on elements of 

Bergson, Sorel, and Nietzsche. Quite early on he was already advocating a wholesale political 

and cultural revolution to overturn the materialist and positivist values of the 19th century, 

                                                        

329 On Taine's crucial position in the creation of the discipline see Histoire de l'art: une discipline à ses frontières, 
Paris: Hazan, 2005, and also Eric Michaud, Les invasions barbares: Une généalogie de l’ histoire de l'art. (Paris: NRF, 
2015) 25.  George may have attended the course of Emile Mâle, who taught medieval art there until 1924. 
330 Robert Sayre and Michael Löwry, "Figures of Romantic Anti-Capitalism," New German Critique   32 (Spring-
Summer 1984) 42-92 ; Zeev Sternhell, "The Anti-materialist revision of Marxism as an Aspect of the Rise of Fascist 
Ideology" Journal of Contemporary History 22 no. 3 (July 1987): 379-400. 
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although in George's case, he also displayed a parallel attraction to aesthetic idealism and esoteric 

principles.331 In 1918, for instance, he chose to review Walter Pater's romanticized rendition of 

the Renaissance,332 an historical account of the period that glorified it as a vibrant homosocial 

environment rich in neo-platonic esotery, where the intertwining of Christian and scientific 

inquiry led to fruitful humanist exchange.333 It is around this time that George would develop 

what would turn into a life-long friendship with Albert Gleizes, the theoretician of so-called 

"Salon Cubism."334 If George's support of Cubism was limited to its use value as a necessary 

"transitional" phase, he shared with the Bergsonian Gleizes an interest in Utopian socialism, a 

distrust of 19th-century scientific modes of representation and a conviction that a kind of spiritual 

mathesis governed the laws of image composition.335 In the article of 1919 George had praised 

Gleizes's cubism as an attempt to surpass the positivism of Realism and the retinal visuality of the 

Impressionists, two mechanistic modes of representation that for George represented a de-

humanized and industrialized century.  It was a thesis he would thereafter repeat for the rest of his 

days: 

Monet and his successors attach themselves exclusively to the quasi-chemical study of 
tone... Man ceases to be, like in the classical works, the unique center of attraction in the 
painting.  Like a mere blade of grass, he is part of everything- parcel, cell, and a fragment 
of the ensemble. He doesn't live his own life, but as a particle of the universe. The king of 

                                                        

331 Affron writes that George endorsed a "vitalist and antirationalist political, ethical and cultural doctrine that was the 
intellectual legacy, within socialist thought, of thinkers such as Friedrich Nietzsche, Henri Bergson, and Georges 
Sorel," in Matthew Affron "Waldemar George A Parisian Art Critic on Modernism and Fascism" in Fascist Visions, 
176. 
332 Waldemar George "Livres" La Forge 10, November 1918, 317.  
333 Walter Pater The Renaissance, (New York: The Modern Library, nd) xxviii. 
https://archive.org/stream/renaissance034976mbp#page/n31/mode/2up 
334 Albert Gleizes and Waldemar George maintained a relationship for over 30 years. A letter from Gleizes in 1952 
speaks of him as an old accomplice. Letter from Albert Gleizes to Waldemar George, 1952, Fonds Waldemar-George, 
Institut Mémoires Editions Contemporaines (IMEC) Saint-Germain-la-Blanche-Herbe, France.  
335 Gleizes' Bergsonian aesthetics have been detailed in Mark Antliff, Inventing Bergson: Cultural Politics and the 
Parisian Avant-Garde. (Princeton: New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1992); Mark Antliff, "Bergson and Cubism: 
A Reassessment, Art Journal (Winter 1988) 341-50 and Patricia Leighten and Mark Antliff, Cubism: A Reader: 
Documents and Criticism, 1906- 1914. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008). 
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creation is absolutely dead.336 
 

 Remarkable for its anticipation of so many themes that would later become central to 

George's work, this article also stresses the affect of art works as one of their most important 

features. George would praise Gleizes's interest in the idealized image as a vehicle for social 

change, while also critiquing the socialist press for their overemphasis on the anecdotal content of 

artworks, at the expense of the humanist and "affective value" of art and literature.337 The year of 

George's article on Glezies, the theoretician of Cubism had published a pamphlet entitled La 

Mission créatrice de l'homme dans le domaine plastique, in which he would reject Zola's famous 

dictum that art was “ a corner of nature seen through a temperament.” Such an approach was too 

unstable, Gleizes wrote, averring that he preferred to see art as " a temperament that makes itself 

seen through the law of nature," thus joining his Bergsonian aesthetics to a rigid visual 

vocabulary based on pre-existing geometrical laws like the golden section.338  Pushing this motto 

even further, by 1929 Gleizes would begin to paint and produce works of liturgical art following 

the strict theological geometry established by the monastic Christian painter Pater Desiderius 

Lenz at the German school of Beuron.339 In 1931 he would mourn the spiritual death of the 

"Christian west" and in the name of a spiritual rebirth would forge a new mystical 

anthropomorphic theology with man at the center that he would call "Homocentrisme." By then 

both Gleizes and George shared the view that nineteenth-century industrialization and positivism 

                                                        

336 "Monet et ses successeurs s'attachant exclusivement à l'étude quasi-chimique du ton, .L'homme cesse d'être, comme 
dans les oeuvres classiques, l'unique centre d'attraction d'un tableau. Au même degré qu'une feuille d'herbe, il est parti 
du tout, parcelle, cellule, menu fragment dans un ensemble. Il ne vit plus de sa vie propre, mais participe de l'existence 
universelle. Le roi de la création est bien mort." Waldemar George, "Albert Gleizes," La Forge, November 1919, 226. 
337 The socialist press George complained, "subordonne la valeur effective des oeuvres d'art et de littérature a leur sens 
social, ou les vante non point pour et par quoi une oeuvre doit briller avant tout mais pour les idées auxquelles elles 
servent de véhicule." Ibid, 226. 
338 "L’oeuvre d’art c’est le tempérament qui se fait voir à travers la loi de la nature” in Albert Gleizes, La Mission 
créatrice de l'homme dans le domaine plastique, ( Paris: J. Povolkozky & Cie, 1921),  2.  
339 For more on the Beuron school see Nancy Davenport, "Pater Desiderius Lenz at Beuron: History, Egyptology and 
Modernism in Nineteenth Century German Monastic Art" Religion and the Arts 13, no. 1 (November 2008) 14-80.  
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had "destroyed the necessary conditions for "Christianity in the West, and that a large political 

sacrifice was necessary for rebirth to occur." 340 As scholar Bruce Adams has shown, for Gleizes 

this would eventually lead to the Cubist's full endorsement of National Socialism.341  Despite its 

differences from Neo-Humanism, George followed a parallel path from Utopian socialism to 

rightward radicalization, and Gleizes's extreme views and his Christian anti-positivism may have 

been an important model for George.342 

2.3. Italian Artists Propose a Path out of Cubism 

 In his engagement and exchanges with the theoreticians of the neo-classical return to 

order and the Purist milieu, George found other paths away from Cubism, resorting to a language 

that espoused the "eternal laws and rules in painting." In 1919, he met Gino Severini and the two 

began a fruitful if slightly charged correspondence.343 In 1921, Severini would pen a letter to 

George criticizing him for an article the latter had written on Georges Braque in Esprit 

Nouveau.344 According to Severini, the critic had failed to notice the inconsistency at the heart of 

Braque's painterly idealism, for in Severini’s view Braque’s application of local color, a hallmark 

of naturalism, was thoroughly contradicted by his analytic dissection of forms. In a letter sent to 

George of 6 September 1921, Severini chastised George for his inattention to these issues, while 

demanding that critics rely on a more rigorous set of rules to judge a work of art. 345 Given that 

                                                        

340 See Bruce Adams, Rustic Cubism: Anne Dangar and the Art Colony at Moly-Sabata. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2004), 111. 
341 Adams, Rustic Cubism,111-114. 
342 Albert Gleizes saw Renaissance humanism as a decadent aesthetic tendency that had tainted Christianity, thus he 
would later on develop the alternative term "Homocentrisme" to stress a return to medieval and Celtic models to which 
George was less receptive. However the Christological anthropocentrism of Homocentrism makes it an important early 
model for Neo-Humanism. For Gleizes' Celtic aesthetic see Antliff, Inventing Bergson, chapter 4, and Mark Antliff, 
"Cubism, Celtism and the Body Politic."  
343 See Piero Pacini, Gino Severini dal Cubismo al Classicismo. Estetica del compasso e del numero (Florence: Marchi 
e Bertoli, 1972),149. 
344 Waldemar George, “Georges Braque” in Esprit Nouveau no.6, March 1921, 639-656. 
345 "Et en ce cas on pourrait avec raison vous demander quelle est l’unité de mesure d’après laquelle vous jugez une 
oeuvre? Et je crois que bien difficilement vous pourriez donner une réponse satisfaisante, car si les peintres peignent 
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George himself had called, just that May, for new set of obligatory aesthetic laws that would 

"create a code that critics and simple spectators could learn from," this indirect criticism must 

have fortified George's own resolve to develop a more consistent form of aesthetic judgment. 346 

In the letter, Severini stated his candid opposition to L'Esprit nouveau. Noting that he himself had 

worked his way out of cubism by finding the “true bases of Italian aesthetic,” Severini derided the 

inconsistency of the Purist movement for its tendency to advocate a "sensory" or intuitive 

classicism without recourse to geometrical laws and rules. 347 He explained that a painter should 

not use local color or forms, but rather seek balance by referring to the laws of painting. If, for 

instance, a painter uses the color green, it should be used in harmony with the other colors in the 

canvas. Or if a human is in the painting, the proportions of the body should be built upon set 

ratios that dictate the most beautiful results; for instance, the height of a body should always to be 

12 times bigger than the head. 

 George would have encountered similar arguments for invariable laws in Valori Plastici, 

a journal that George had ties to, given that he was a contributor to their book imprint and close 

friends one of its founders, the painter and author Alberto Savinio. If Severini's idealism was 

based on a stringent application of geometric laws without recourse to a metaphysical mathesis, 

the writers of Valori Plastici, like Carlo Carrà, proposed a return to a new kind of humanism that 

                                                        

 

sans lois, les critiques jugent aussi, en général, sans lois, ainsi les peintre peuvent commettre impunément toutes les 
fautes de construction ou de composition, surtout si on sait habilement le déguiser, et les maquiller...sans que vous vous 
en aperceviez.” Piero Pacini, Gino Severini dal Cubismo al Classicismo, 148. 
346 “Les règles anatomiques et les lois de la perspective étant abolies, ce n’est qu’en instituant de nouvelles lois 
d’harmonie, obligatoires pour tous, qu'on créera un code où critiques et simples spectateurs puiseront un 
enseignement.” Waldemar George, "Salon des Beaux-Arts," l’Esprit nouveau no. 8, 1921, 907. In 1922, George would 
provide the correction Severini sought, pointing out that Braque had “geometricized” “a posteriori les charpentes 
naturalistes de ses compositions.”  Waldemar George, "Jean Metzinger," l'Esprit nouveau, no 15 March 1922, 1781. 
347 Gino Severini, “Notes pour la lettre à Waldemar George, September 6, 1921, Gino Severini, dal cubismo al 
classicissmo, ed. Piero Pacini (Florence: Marchi e Bertoli, 1972)147. 
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was more simple and austere than that of the Renaissance, expressing an anti-sensualist 

worldview infused with mysticism and elements of neo-Platonism, occasionally taking passages 

almost verbatim from Pater's The Renaissance.348 Here George could also read Alberto Savinio's 

declaration that Italians were the new carriers of painting in France, since in France positivism 

had occupied too many minds. As evinced by his focus on "Italians living in Paris," it was a 

position that George would later adopt, but not without first considering another group of artists 

who could carry to fruition the anti-materialist and universalizing aesthetic that the believed the 

Cubists had initiated but failed to fulfill.349 

2.4. "Semitic" Idealism: Strength as Weakness? 

 In 1922 George had begun writing for L'Amour de l'art, eventually ascending to the 

position of director from 1925 until 1927. His contributions here would demonstrate his interest 

in artists whose works portended a move away from the geometricality of Cubism and the 

positivism of Impressionism all while maintaining the human figure at the center of the work. 

Alongside features on Charles Dufresne, Henri Manguin, and Henry de Waroquier, during that 

time, he would also devote a significant number of articles to the Jewish émigré artists active in 

Paris, including Jacques Lipschitz, Alice Halicka, Simon Lévy, Jules Pascin, Moise Kisling, 

Amedeo Modigliani, Léopold Lévy, and Chaim Soutine. Invariably, all of these articles describe 

these painters as bringing an anti-positivist and spiritualized element to French art without 

                                                        

348 For instance, in his essay “Mysticité et ironie dans la peinture contemporaine,” Carrà traces the etymology of the 
word "mysticism" which he describes as coming from the Greek word "closed," and describes its visual symbolization 
in the action of closing one’s lips: “l’on entend communément qu’il s’agit là de l’action de clore les lèvres pour tenir 
cachées ses propres pensées.” Compare this to Pater’s Renaissance: “The word mystic has been usually derived from a 
Greek word which signifies to shut, as if one shut one's lips, brooding on what cannot be uttered; but the Platonists 
themselves derive it rather from the act of shutting the eyes, that one may see the more, inwardly.” Carlo Carrà, 
“Mysticité et ironie dans la peinture contemporaine,” Valori Plastici, [Edition étrangère] no.1, 1920, 2; Walter Pater, 
The Renaissance. (New York: The Modern Library, n.d.) 30. 
349 Alberto Savinio, “Anadioménon (Principes d’évaluation de l’art contemporains)" Valori Plastici, [Édition 
étrangère], no.1, 1920, 9.  
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abandoning figuration. In the work of de Waroquier, for instance, George applauds his evolution 

away from the obsession with the "optic reality" imparted through impressionism and his turn 

towards representational idealism,350 while the critic praised Kisling’s work as evidence of a 

"redressment" in contemporary art, because the deformations of his portraits were not arbitrarily 

applied, but rather regulated by "the rules that determine matter." 351 

 Though the emigré artists George covered in his journal were then and are now classed as 

part of the School of Paris, while at L'Amour de l'art, he conscientiously avoided the term and 

rarely drew attention to the ethnicity of the artists in question, with two-page features on artists 

like Modigliani or Chagall, for instance, only mentioning their Italian and Russian nationalities. 

The exception to this rule was at the end of his tenure there in 1926, when George explained 

Soutine's romanticism by calling attention to his "undisciplined Russian Jewish spirit," while 

qualifying his statement as denuded of any "pejorative sense." 352 He would leave the helm of the 

journal soon after, and if, years later, he would vaguely explain that he had been asked to leave 

for his "defense of contemporary art,"353 an unpublished letter by his replacement Francis Fosca, 

addressed to the Neo-Royalist Maurice Denis, reveals another hidden dynamic working against 

George, who might have focused too much on Jewish artists for the tastes of the publishers: 

They have asked me to replace him. I have accepted, and am very enthusiastic. I do not 
want to overturn everything, but in the future we will speak a little less in this revue of 
Lipchitz, of Chagall, in favor of a more western art. 354 

                                                        

350 Waldemar George,  "Henri de Waroquier" L'Amour de l'art 3 no.10, 1922.  
351 Waldemar George, "Kisling," l’Amour de l’art 3, no.1, 1922 
352 “Le romantisme de Soutine a des sources plus profondes, des racines plus solides, des attaches plus humaines. Son 
esprit déréglé de juif russe (le terme dérèglé n’a pas pour moi un sens péjoratif) inflige aux motifs qu’il traite certaines 
déformations qui paraissent arbitraires et que motivent pourtant le rythme de sa composition, un rythme non point 
constructif ou bien décoratif, conditionné par les lois du tableau mais intérieur, émotif, et parfois symbolique.” 
Waldemar George, "Soutine" L'Amour de l'art, 7 no. 11, 1926, 369. 
353 Waldemar George, " L'affaire Picasso," Opera, April 17, 1946. 
354 "On m’a demandé de le remplacer. J’ai accepté et cela me passionne. Je ne veux pas tout bousculer, mais 
dorénavant, on parlera un peu moins souvent dans cette revue, de Lipchitz, et de Chagall, ou profit d’un art plus 
occidental. » Francis Fosca, letter to Maurice Denis, Jan 24, 1, 1927, MS4227 Archives Maurice Denis, Saint-Germain-
en-Laye, France. 
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Motivated possibly by a revolt against what he must have recognized as the thinly-veiled anti-

Semitism held by the publishers of L'Amour de l'art, this is the precise moment when George 

began increasingly to focus on the ethnicity of Jewish artists as a factor in their painting styles, 

producing books on Henri Epstein and Pinchus Krémègne for the special imprint devoted to 

Jewish artists published by Les Editions du Triangle.355 Though George was now free to discuss 

the ethnicity of these artists, the essentialist language he engaged to evaluate them would lead 

him into another trap. In his monograph on Krémègne he would write: 

Jewish art, this modern phenomenon, essentially modern, is a compensation. A people 
that has for ten centuries mired in abstractions, in general ideas, that saw itself banned 
from the practice of certain trades, of manual labor, and which has for better or for worse, 
confined itself to the narrow dominance of finance, of theology, and petty haggling, has 
certainly seen its faculties in the plastic arts atrophied. 356 
 

 The discourse, which draws on a history of oppression and the religious prohibition 

against images, nevertheless concedes to anti-Semitic arguments about Jewish aniconism and a 

kind of compensatory predilection for abstraction. The language has origins in the writings of 

Werner Sombart, and the 19th-century anti-Semitism of Richard Wagner or Édouard Drumont, but 

it was also perpetuated by radical leftists such as Sorel, who contributed to La Forge and who 

George evidently admired.357 This essentialism, which resorts to what the scholar Dominique 

                                                        

355 Founded by the Polish mathematician Michel Kiveliovitch. See Dominique Jarassé. "L'eveil d'une critique d'art 
juive et le recours au 'principe ethnique' dans une définition de l''art juif'," Archives juives, 39, no.1 (2006): 63-75. 
356 "L’art juif, ce phénomène moderne, essentiellement moderne, est une compensation. Un peuple qui a brassé, 
pendant quelque dix siècles, des abstractions, des idées générales, qui s’est vu interdire l’exercice des métiers, des 
travaux manuels et qui bon gré mal gré se confina dans l’étroit dominance de la finance, de la théologie et du petit 
négoce devait voir s’atrophier les facultés plastiques." Waldemar George, Krémègne, (Paris: Editions Le Triangle, 
1928), 8-9. 
357 For studies on aniconism see Kalman Bland, The Artless Jew. Medieval and Modern Affirmations and Denials of the 
Visual. (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2001); Kalman Bland, "Anti-Semitism and Aniconism: The 
Germanophone Requiem for Jewish Visual Art" in Catherine M. Soussloff, ed. Jewish Identity in Modern Art History. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999); Dominique Jarassé, Existe-t'il un art juif? (Paris: Biro, 2006).  On 
Sorel's aniconism see Mark Antliff, "The Jew as Anti-Artist:  Georges Sorel, Anti-Semitism and the Aesthetics of Class 
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Jarassé has called an "ethnic principle" to evaluate the artistic contributions of Jews, must be 

considered within the context of George's intellectual milieu of assimilated Jews, but also the 

early 20th-century Jewish ethno-nationalist movements in which George, whose father was a 

Zionist, had been raised. Like the negritude movement that emerged simultaneously, Jewish 

intellectuals at the turn of the century were increasingly abandoning strategies of assimilation and 

were experimenting with new subaltern identitarian strategies that stressed their ethnic 

particularity.  It was, as historians have shown, a means of asserting their unique place within the 

democratic nation state without resorting to either a language of complete assimilation or 

ghettoization.358 Writers as diverse as the Utopian Zionist Martin Buber or those closer to George 

like the recent convert to Catholicism René Schwob, or Kadmi Cohen, also from Lodz, who 

shared with George important acquaintances like the government minister Anatole de Monzie, 

regularly engaged in a biological essentialism and self-orientalization if only as a kind of 

détournement of negative ethnic stereotypes.359 In Cohen's book Nomades: essai sur l'âme Juive, 

also published with Editions du Triangle, the author explains that if the de-territorialized Jewish 

diaspora had failed to gain mastery over the terrestrial world of matter and the arts, the 

compensatory effect has been their mastery of the spiritual realm.360 This is again, the precise 

argumentation deployed by George in a letter to his close friend Schwob, in which he suggests 
                                                        

 

Consciousness," in The Oxford Art Journal, 20, no. 1 (1997): 50-67, and Mark Antliff, Avant-Garde Fascism: The 
Mobilization of Myth, Art and Culture in France 1909-1939 ( Durham, NC: Duke University Press: 1997).   
358 Nadia Malinovich, "Between Universalism and Particularism: Discourses of Jewish Identity in France, 1920-1932, 
Historical Reflections 31, No. 1 (Spring 2006) 143-163, for an exploration of the "Subaltern" identity politics of Jewish 
intellectuals at the turn of the century see Stephen Vogt "The Postcolonial Buber: Orientalism, Subalternity, and 
Identity Politics in Martin Buber's Political Thought," Jewish Social Studies 22, no.1 (Fall 2016) 161-186. 
359 On Buber's aniconism, see for instance Martin Buber Juedischer Kuenstler, 1903. cited by Kalman Bland, "Anti-
Semitism and Aniconism: The Germanophone Requiem for Jewish Visual Art" in Catherine M. Soussloff, ed. Jewish 
Identity in Modern Art History. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999) 41-66. On self-orientalization see 
Stefen Vogt, Subalterne Positionierungen: Der deutsche Zionismus im Feld des Nationalismus in Deutschland 1890-
1933. (Göttingen, Wallstein Verlag, 2016).  
360 Kadmi Cohen, Nomades: essai sur l'âme juive, (Paris: Felix Alcan, 1929), 151. 
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that his fervent idealism is the result of his race, while simultaneously reclaiming this "defect" as 

a virtue: 

Jewish, I am totally deprived of this sense of tangible reality of which you speak in one of 
your works. Tragically, I carry this specific defect of my race (a defect that is maybe a 
massive virtue) with pride. 361 

 

George had applied this same logic to explain the "anti-positivism" of the Jewish artists active in 

Paris in the interwar period, stating that their renewed contact with the arts after centuries of 

neglect lent their work a primitivist idealism that charged it with a powerful emotive quality 

capable of affecting the viewer. As he would explain in his book on Krémègne: 

When the Jews accessed the art of painting, when these disinherited, these direct 
successors to the Talmudists, the merchants, the money-lenders who all looked "inside" 
finally discovered the external world, they looked with the eyes of the soul, and they saw 
only what they could see.362  (My italics) 

 

For George, this hypersensitivity, born of an inherited anti-materialism, enabled the transmission 

of emotion without recourse to optics, and made a Jewish artist like Marc Chagall intuitively 

"capable of registering the entire spectrum of human emotion."363 Again, as George had written in 

his text on Soutine, these inherited "Stigmata" of the Jewish race, were carried "proudly," like 

"titles of nobility." 364 

 Despite the essentialist language George shared with anti-Semites, in contrast to someone 

like Camille Mauclair (to whom he was often compared) George did not see the Jewish artists of 

                                                        

361 "Juif, je suis totalement dépourvu de ce sens de la réalité tangible dont vous avez parlé dans un de vos ouvrages. Le 
malheur est que je porte fièrement cette tare spécifique (tare qui est peut-être une grande vertu) de ma race." Waldemar 
George, letter to René Schwob, August 24, 1927. Fonds René Schwob. Bibliothèque Lettres, Arts et Sciences humaines 
Henri Bosco, Université Nice.  
362 "Quand les Juifs accédèrent à l’art de la peinture, quand ces déshérités, ces successeurs directs des talmudistes, des 
marchands, des changeurs qui regardaient “en dedans,” découvrirent la vision extérieure, ils regardèrent avec les yeux 
de l’âme, et ils ne virent que ce qu’ils pouvaient voir." Waldemar George, Kremegne, Serie Artistes Juifs. ( Paris: 
Editions Le Triangle, 1928),  8-9. 
363 Waldemar George, Chagall, Les Peintres Français Nouveau, no. 31, (Paris: Librairie Gallimard, 1928) 5. 
364 Waldemar George. Soutine. Serie Artistes Juifs. (Paris: Le Triangle, 1928). 
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Paris as exemplars and agents of the degeneration of 20th-century art; instead he praised them for 

possessing a unique quality that could save avant-garde art from the trappings of materialism and 

positivism. In essence, he seemed to be suggesting that the specifically affective art of Jewish 

artists in Paris would play none other than a messianic role in bringing about the new idealism he 

so sought in art. 

2.5. The École de Paris or the "Creuset de France" 

 This idealist thesis radically revises our understanding of George. For instance, when 

George writes that Soutine's expressive content, to which he ascribes specifically Jewish 

attributes, is a "symptom of the decline of intellectual art" he is not, as Jarrassé interprets it, 

signaling the decline of thought in art, but rather praising what he sees as the artist's deeply 

emotive intuitive approach to the human figure, rather than his reduction of the human figure to a 

formal exercise.  He appreciates Soutine's ability to capture the physiognomy of his sitters, and 

for rejecting a positivist approach to optics that George casts as [overly] "intellectual."365 

Historians have similarly misread George's 1931 polemic "École Française ou École de Paris" in 

which the critic would invalidate the "École de Paris" and denounce it as a "neologism."366 They 

have mistaken this article as evidence of a sudden capitulation to the same anti-Semitic discourse 

of Mauclair, a move that Golan describes as a "spectacular shift of alliances."367 But, a re-

examination of the article in question shows that George was not rejecting the artists who 

                                                        

365 Waldemar George, "Soutine" in L'Amour de l'art November 1926, cited in Dominique Jarassé, Existe-t'il un art juif? 
(Paris: Biro, 2006)140. 
366 Waldemar George "École Française ou École de Paris" Formes, no. 16, June 1931.  
367 "More extreme was the volte-face of George, who became, less than two years after writing a monograph on 
Lipschitz to be published in Yiddish by Le Triangle, one of the staunchest champions of nationalism in art," Romy 
Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia: Art and Politics in France Between the Wars. New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1995)152-3. Eric Michaud writes that this article signals George's shift to a "discours nationaliste, discours fasciste" 
which he compares to the Nazi art historian Hans Sedylmayr, and eventually to a Barrèsian discourse of "race and 
blood." Eric Michaud, "Un certain antisemitisme mondain" in L'École de Paris 1903-1929, la part de l'autre, 
Exhibition catalogue. (Paris: Musée d'art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, 2000) 99.  
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comprised the École de Paris (which would in any case be quite odd, considering that he would 

continue to support them). Rather, in a slight but important distinction, what the article 

vehemently rejects is the term itself, because, as George (like every other observant critic) could 

not help but notice, the term, used by those like Mauclair or Adolphe Basler, had evolved into an 

exclusionary mechanism to ghettoize these foreign artists and exclude them from the purported 

"French School." If the term "École de Paris" was neutral when first proposed by André Warnod 

in 1925, used to reference to a kind of anti-academic and cosmopolitan art phenomenon, 

historians like Bertrand Dorleac have shown that over time it was “slavicized” by 

commentators.368 As Kate Kangaslahti has argued, George's polemic against the "Ecole de Paris" 

was semantic, and he had never "advocated a strictly ethnocentric definition of French art."369 

This is in fact consistent with the position George had taken in 1924, when he had denounced the 

decision to group painters by their nationality at the Salon des Indépendants. Citing Italian artists 

at Fontainebleau, the case of Gros and Géricault looking to Flemish painters to shake up neo-

classicism, and finally the vivifying influence of the Jewish painter Pissarro on Impressionism, 

George had passionately argued that "French Art" was not an ethnic construct but a creuset, or 

melting pot, in constant evolution, accepting of all nationalities. The vibrancy of French art was 

reportedly due to its perpetual capacity to accept and "reabsorb" external influences, which were 

continually tempered through its "sense of order and its laws of harmony."370 

                                                        

368 Laurence Bertrand Dorleac, “Paris-Est: L’échange artistique” in Regards croisés et coopération en Europe au XXe 
siècle.  Ed. Elisabeth du Réau. (Paris: Presses de la Sorbonne Nouvelle, 1996):57-77, 55. 
369 As she writes, "to focus solely on the marginalizing function in fact negates the complex fortunes faced by migrant 
artists in regard to the French reception of their work, and in relation to wider attempts to define modern art." See Kate 
Kangaslahti, "Foreign Artists and the École de Paris: Critical and Institutional Ambivalence between the Wars" in 
Natalie Adamson and Toby Norris, eds. Academics, Pompiers, Official Artists and the Arrière-garde: Defining Modern 
and Traditional in France, 1900-1960, Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2009), 85-113. 
370 "La France a de tous temps résorbé les influences venues du dehors, elle a imposé sa discipline, son sens de l’ordre, 
ses lois d’harmonie aux artistes étrangers qui ont exercé leur art dans ses frontières. …La France est un creuset ou 
s’élaborent depuis un siècle tous les grands mouvements artistiques. Les étrangers ont pris une part active à leur 
éclosion…” Waldemar George, "Le Salon des Indépendants," L’Amour de l’art 5, no. 2, 1924, 39. 
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 Like some of his contemporary co-religionists and anti-Semites, George believed that the 

Jewish people's historical position as a diaspora had left it incapable of articulating an 

autochthonous artistic idiom until then. 371 But unlike the cynical position of someone like Basler, 

who supposed that Jewish artists purposely adopted a purely reflective and assimilative mode 

with reference to their host culture "to satisfy ... the taste of the day"372 George saw this 

essentialism operating in a mutually beneficial relationship. The "oriental" Jew's new and 

"primitive" expressiveness could act as a catalyst373 within the autochthonous culture of the 

Mediterranean. As it had in the past, a stagnating Latin culture would be revitalized,374 while 

Jewish artists would simultaneously benefit from a platform from which to re-kindle their 

creative impulses, "too long kept away from [their] sources," as George had put it. 375    Thus the 

process of "absorption" seemed to operate in two directions, with the French crucible providing a 

stage upon which Jewish artists worked "to incorporate and Judify foreign elements that [they] 

absorb," while in turn enlivening a perpetually renewable native idiom, contributing not to the 

                                                        

371 Dominique Jarassé demonstrates the extent to which this was commonly believed by Jewish artists themselves. Take 
for instance the Russian Jewish sculptor who asserted that the "the Jew has no tradition of his own, because he is new 
to the visual arts" (Joseph Tchaikov, "Sculpture" Kulturlige, 1921, Excerpted in Khaliastra, Paris, 1924, trans French in 
Khaliastra, Paris, Lachenal and Ritter, 83-84) or the artist Arnold Lakhovsky, who would advocate that Jews though 
they did not provide their own artistic styles, could simply make their temperaments known within the artistic forms 
available to them, to remind the world that they are Jews, in the language of a "universal art." Jacques Biélinky, "Un 
artiste juif de culture russe: Arnold Lakhovsky" Menorah, December 31, 1928, 320-21, cited in Dominique Jarassé, 
Existe-t'il un art juif? (Paris: Biro, 2006) 81-2. 
372 Adolphe Basler, responding to the questionnaire posed by Félix Vanderpyl, "Existe-t-il une peinture juive?" in 
Mercure de France, November, 1925.  
373 From this premise George would eventually constitute a theory about the unique cataclysmic role of the Jew in 
contemporary European culture. As he would put it, "each Jew has in him the fabric of a revolutionary or a prophet or 
an adventurer. The Jew, amongst all men, takes the place as the bouillon of culture. As such, he plays a preponderant 
role in revolutions."/ "Chaque juif a en lui l'étoffe d'un révolutionnaire, d'un prophète ou d'un aventurier," or: "Le juif 
parmi les hommes, tient lieu de bouillon de culture. Comme tel il joue un rôle prépondérant dans les révolutions." 
Waldemar George, L'humanisme et l'idée de la patrie. (Paris: Fasquelle, 1936) 210, 215.  
374 Waldemar George, "Jean Lurçat et l'Appel de l'Orient" L'Amour de l'art   7 no. 11, DATE? for George's analysis of 
this synthesis. 
375 George describes the genius of the Jewish nation as a “trop long détourné de ses sources." Waldemar George, 
Kremegne, 8-9. 
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"School of Paris" but to the "School of France" as a whole.376 In the article on the École de Paris, 

George thus resisted the classification of Jewish émigrés as an "other" and instead placed them 

within a French tradition that was inherently hybrid in character, insisting: "French art 

accommodates and assimilates all those who adapt to its mode of feeling. Like the Catholic 

church, it maintains unity in diversity."377  This thesis concerning the contribution of a culture 

from the Eastern periphery to the creation of universal form in the West, what Eric Michaud has 

traced as the common thesis of "Barbarian invasions" in art history, is central to George's 

understanding of art-historical evolution. 378 "If one looks to the history of universal art," the critic 

would explain, one “cannot help but notice that the majority of expressions are constituted in an 

analagous manner." 379 

 Thus, George would resist the term "School of Paris" despite its use in common parlance. 

In 1932, when he was invited to contribute to a catalogue essay for an exhibition of the School of 

Paris in London, he avoided the term entirely, stubbornly once more referring instead to the 

hybrid character of the "Contemporary French School.": 

The Contemporary French school evokes in its elements the art of the early Roman 
Empire. It goes beyond the boundaries of national idiom, it freely accepts any valuable 
contribution that it may be offered. It adopts foreign artists, giving them the full freedom 
of the city...Because France has followed the principles of free trade in all that concerns 
art.380 
 

                                                        

376 "Le peuple juif ne peut, dans l'actuel état de sa culture, créer un style qui lui soit spécifique...Mais il lui est donné de 
s'incorporer et de judaïser les éléments étrangers qu'il absorbe." Waldemar George, Soutine, 17. 
377 "L'art français accueille et assimile tous ceux qui s'adaptent à son mode de sentir. Semblable en cela à l'église 
catholique, il maintient l'unité dans la diversité." Waldemar George "École française ou École de Paris" Formes, no. 16, 
June 1931. 
378 Eric Michaud. Les Invasions barbares: une généalogie de l’ histoire de l'art. (Paris: NRF, 2015). In the chapter on 
historiography I plumb this theme further showing how this mode of thinking guided the writing art histories in the 
interwar period, specifically those by George's collaborator René Huyghe.  
379 "Si l'on jette un coup d'oeil circulaire sur l’ histoire de l'art universel, l'on ne tarde point de s'apercevoir que la 
plupart des formes d'expression artistique furent constituées de manière analogue." Waldemar George, Soutine, 17. 
380 Waldemar George, 'L’école de Paris' Masterpieces by 20th Century French Painters: (London: Alex Reid & 
Lefevre: 1932). 
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 At this time in George's career, Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles writes of a "spectacular 

evolution" when, "at the end of the 1920s, he would abandon the Jewish Orient and replace it 

with a contemporary Roman neo-classicism."381 In the 1920s, he writes, George had criticized 

Maurrasian critics who insisted on "the purity of the Latin tradition in literature, art and 

philosophy against a supposed contagion of Asia" and had identified in the Jewish artists of the 

school of Paris a God-given "mission" to transform the forms of occidental expression.382 

Chevrefils Desbiolles argues that this thesis of a "redemptive Orient" disappears from George's 

work in the 1930s, claiming that the critic now believed that "Latin" culture was capable of auto-

regeneration from its own sources "without the aide of a Byzantine or Jewish orient."383 The 

reason for this, Chevrefils Desbiolles suggests, is George's sudden and increasing attraction to 

Christianity, marked by his rapprochement with René Schwob, an "Israelite" born in Paris who 

had converted to Catholicism and to whom George would dedicate his 1934 article on Neo-

Humanism.384 The implication is that this forces George to reject a part of himself, as well as the 

School of Paris, turning anti-Judaic, adapting Neo-Humanism from Schwob, and finally adopting 

a Fascist neo-classical Roman aesthetic that he would only recant after seeing the spectacular 

failure of Mussolini's program and experiencing the Shoah. However one need not resort to such 

a dramatic narrative of about-face to describe George's sudden fascination with Roman art. It is 

obvious from his articles in Formes that the art of the early Roman empire was a nostalgic and 

Utopian site onto which George could soothe his anxieties about Jewish difference. Relying on 

                                                        

381"Cette spectaculaire évolution qui le voit dès la fin des années 1920 abandonner l’Orient juif ou byzantin au profit 
d’un néo-classicisme romain contemporain." Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, "Le Retour à Rome de Waldemar George" 
Predella, no. 31, n.d http://www.predella.it/archivio/indexa4fb.html?option= 
com_content&view=article&id=281&catid=86&Itemid=113 (accessed October 11, 2016).   
See also Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles. Waldemar-George critique d'art, 49.  
382 "La pureté de la tradition latine en littérature, en art et en philosophie contre la prétendu contagion de l'Asie," Yves 
Chevrefils Desbiolles. Waldemar-George critique d'art, 53 
383 Ibid, 53. 
384 Ibid, 99. 
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new archeological sources and images to stress the "Semitic" and "Roman" admixture vitalizing 

art in the Roman Empire and early Christianity, George (in an impressive narrative contortion 

that would subvert the lineage of "Latin" purity insisted upon by defenders of Action Française) 

would cast "Semitic idealism" and expressionism as a cataylst, and indeed, the very source for the 

advent of a "Latin" and Christian art form. 

 Given his inability to control the discourse around the School of Paris George would 

form his own movement whose sources of inspiration (Roman antiquity), and name ( Neo-

Humanism) were unimpeachably "Latin," even as the group of artists he identified with it were 

themselves mostly  émigrés, many of them Jewish. And, though it was not Schwob who would 

provide the critic with the basis upon which to form the aesthetic, Schwob does provide a 

directional arrow of sorts, as an unpublished letter between the two close friends, dated August 

23, 1927, provides a third name, a clue to a more immediate source for George's Neo-Humanism, 

and suggests a more complicated transformation was afoot. "Have you read The New Middle 

Ages? George asks his friend. "Otherwise, I can send it to you."385 

2.6. Berdyaev's Eschatology and Universalism: A Modern Pax Romana 

 The name in question is that of Nicolas Berdyaev, the Russian Christian spiritualist, and 

political thinker, and the book George is desperate for his friend to read, The New Middle Ages, 

had recently been translated into French though Roseau d'Or, an imprint founded by Jacques 

Maritain and Henri Massis to counteract the "materialist" publications of Jacques Rivière's 

Nouvelle Revue Française. Nicolas Berdyaev was an influential member of the community of 

                                                        

385 "Avez-vous lu “Le Nouveau Moyen Age? Sinon, je peux vous l’envoyer." Waldemar George, Letter to René 
Schwob, August 24, 1927. Fonds Rene Schwob. Bibliothèque Lettres, Arts et Sciences humaines Henri Bosco, 
Université Nice.  
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Parisian non-conformists exiled by Lenin in 1922 and editor of Put' (The Way) (1925-1940), a 

journal devoted to the rapprochement of Western Christianity and Eastern Orthodox variants.386 

If Berdyaev would later on play an important role in the Christian Personalist movement, the New 

Middle Ages, written between 1919 and 1923, remains within the confines of Russian Orthodox 

mysticism established by Berdyaev's immediate predecessor Vladimir Solvyev, who interpreted 

the events of European history up until the Russian Revolution through the lens of an apocalyptic 

Christian eschatology.387 The core premise of The New Middle Ages was that the initial humanist 

inquiry of the early Renaissance, embodied in the works of Pico della Mirandola or Leonardo da 

Vinci,388 had opened the door to a dangerous kind of positivism, concretized in the enlightenment, 

which had breached the symbolic boundaries between man and nature, and ultimately entrapped 

man in a mechanistic society devoid of spirituality, of which Protestantism and Marxism were 

just a few indicators.389 

 Other more obvious symptoms of this spiritual degradation were identified in artistic 

output, to which Berdyaev would devote significant portions of his text. The self-critical stance of 

the enlightenment, he insisted, had led to the slow devaluation of man in philosophy and art,390 

"tearing man from divinity and against himself, setting him to destroy his own image because of 

its resemblance to God." 391 Berdyaev saw this problem arising in naturalism, which had painted 

man to "resemble nature," and not God, and believed that it had reached its opposite extreme in 

the modernist iconoclasm of Picasso and the Futurists, who had displaced the figure of Christ 

                                                        

386 Antoine Arjakovsky. La génération des penseurs religieux de l'émigration Russe: La revue La Voie (Put’) 1925-
1940. (Kiev-Paris: L'Esprit et la Lettre, 2002) ; Mark Raeff Russia Abroad. A Cultural History of Russian Emigration 
(1919-1939) (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990).  
387 See Evgenïï Lampert,  Nicolas Berdyaev and the New Middle Ages. (London: James Clarke & Co, 1945), 18.   
388 Nicolas Berdiaev, Le Nouveau Moyen Age. (Paris: Librarie Plon: “Collection Le Roseau d’or” 1927) ,56. 
389 Nicolas Berdiaev, Le Nouveau Moyen Age, 25. 
390 Ibid, 29. 
391 "eut arraché l’homme à la divinité, il s’est retourné en même temps contre l’homme et s’est mis à détruire l’image 
de celui-ci parce que l’homme est l’image et la ressemblance de Dieu.” Ibid, 78. 
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from the economy of symbolic imagery, "shredding the body of man and his eternal forms." 392 

However, not just any figuration was appropriate, and he would admit that he nonetheless 

despised the perfect anatomical mastery of academic art, preferring the primitive expressive 

naivety of early Christian art, whose imperfection demonstrated a humility, as opposed to the 

perfected classicism whose technical mastery sought to exceed Gods' own perfection.393 

Despite the pessimistic prognosis, the New Middle Ages did have a note of hope to offer readers. 

 If the extraordinary rupture of the First World War had spelled the death knell of a 

decaying civilization, the unusual alliances forged across European civilizations during the 

bloodshed indicated a new interest in "universal unification that would vanquish the nationalist 

and exclusionary particularism that had led the nations to their fall and decomposition.”394 

Berdyaev sensed that resurgence in "religious research and philosophical mysticism" meant that 

Europe was preparing itself to replicate "the universalism and the syncretism of the Hellenistic 

period."395 "At the end of modern history," he wrote, "we see once more the world of pagan 

particularism breaking its chains."396 The way forward, Berdyaev had prophesied, was not the 

artificial and positivistic internationalism of historical materialism, but a more radical spiritual 

bond, through the re-imposition of the Christian religion whose universal qualities had, already in 

the first Pax Romana, proven capable of erasing national and religious boundaries: 

The Christian religion has come into the world and conquered it in an atmosphere of 
universalism when it established a humanity through Hellenistic culture and the Roman 

                                                        

392 "le déchiquètement de le corps de l’homme et ses formes éternelles. En lui l’image de l’homme doit finalement 
disparaître.” Ibid, 51. 
393 "Rien de véritablement classique, de parfaitement accompli sur la terre, n’est possible dans le monde chrétien. Ce 
n’est pas fortuitement que l’art du seizième siècle a rapidement été conduit à un académisme sans vie et qu’il a 
dégénéré." Ibid,19.  
394 "Le monde ruiné de l’ histoire moderne, déchiré par les luttes sanglantes des nations, des classes et des individus, 
enclin par ailleurs à la suspicion et à la haine, se trouve tendre par toutes ses voies à l'unification universaliste, à la 
victoire sur ce particularisme national exclusif qui a conduit les nation à la chute et à la décomposition." Ibid, 135. 
395 Ibid, 74. 
396 "A la fin de l’ histoire moderne, nous voyons de nouveau le monde du particularisme païen quitter ses chaînes; au 
sein de ce monde est engagée un lutte à mort qui voudra tout détruire." Ibid,133. 
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empire. The very appearance of Christianity brought about the liberation from 
nationalism and pagan particularity. 397 

 

By "reuniting the torn pieces of a Christian world"398 and reinstalling the spiritual dominance of 

the church at the center of cultural life,399 this new regime, Berdyaev predicted, would correct the 

wayward path of the first Renaissance, re-initiating the path towards universalism in Christian 

eschatology.  In practice, this would require not only the wholesale rejection of materialist values 

but also a radically revised image culture based on Christology which would return man to his 

proper place within the cosmos, below God but nonetheless elevating man above the "empire of 

the elemental forces of nature to which he falls victim, which enslave him."400 

 The transition would not be smooth, and in the meantime, before the onset of the New 

Christian Renaissance, Berdyaev predicted that man would have to endure a New Middle Ages, 

"a new epoch of religious asceticism," and possibly a "great spiritual war,"401 and "a battle to the 

death that wishes to destroy everything. "402 To justify this end, Berdyaev had applied an 

Augustinian argument whereby nationalism and imperialism ironically, were the most expedient 

means of consummating a world history of universalist peace, justifying imperial expansion as a 

necessary evil: "through struggle and discord, imperialism all the same promotes the unification 

of humanity."403 

                                                        

397 "La religion Chrétienne est venue dans le monde et a vaincu le monde dans une atmosphère d'universalisme, lorsque 
s'est constitué une humanité à travers la culture hellénistique et l'empire romain. L'appariation même du christianisme 
équivalait à l'affranchissement du nationalisme et du particularisme païen." Ibid,133. 
398 Ibid,136 
399 Ibid, 130,149.  
400 "C'est la Rédemption chrétienne seule qui a donné ¡a l'homme le pouvoir de se lever, et spirituellement, de se tenir 
droit; elle a arraché l'homme à l'empire des forces élémentales de la nature dans lesquelles l'homme était tombé, dont il 
s'était rendu esclave." Ibid, 77. 
401 Ibid, 35,137. 
402 Ibid, 133 
403 Berdyaev "Ob imperialisme" (1916) Sud'ba Rossii (Moscow: Sovetskii Ppisatel', 1990, 108, cited in Brian 
Horowitz, "A Jewish-Christian Rift in Twentieth-Century Russian Philosophy: N.A. Berdiaev and M.O. Gershenzon" 
The Russian Review.   53, No. 4 (October 1994) 497-514, 507. 
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2.7. George discovers Pax Romana in Berdyaev 

 Having established the premises of the text we can now better understand the rest of 

George's letter to his confidant Schwob, which reveals George's spiritual commitments within the 

context of the Catholic right in interwar France: 

I would tell you that the Christian Berdiaeff (sic) seems much closer to God than the 
Catholic Massis. The Defense of the West, just like The New Middle Ages, is predicated 
on our salvation through faith. But while Berdiaeff sees in religion a means of 
purification, Massis admires the political genius of the church and assigns it more of a 
temporal than a spiritual role.404 
 

In the letter to Schwob George clearly aligns himself with Berdyaev for whom religion is a 

"means of purification" rather than the realpolitik of Henri Massis (whose Défense de l'occident 

had been printed just that year by the same Roseau d'Or imprint) and to whom George's had never 

deferred in the critic's continual rejection of the Action Française movement from the end of the 

First World War onwards.405 In contrast to the doctrines of Maurrassisme, which were based on 

Comtian positivism and which advocated parliamentary reforms and tactical alliances leading up 

to an eventual strategy of a "coup de force,"406 George identified himself instead with the total 

spiritualist revolution and the eschatological framework proposed by Berdyaev who was "closer 

to God." He follows this thought by adding that France itself has been closer to God when it has 

                                                        

404 "Je vous dirais que le Chrétien Berdiaeff me semble plus près de Dieu que le Catholique Massis. “La Défense de 
l’occident,” tout comme “Le Nouveau Moyen Age”, préconisent le salut par la foi. Mais tandis que Berdiaeff voit dans 
la religion un moyen de purification, Massis admire le génie politique de l’Eglise et lui assigne le rôle peut-être plus 
temporel que spirituel." Waldemar George, Letter to René Schwob, August 24, 1927. Fonds René Schwob. 
Bibliothèque Lettres, Arts et Sciences humaines Henri Bosco, Université Nice.   
405 Scholars have often mistakenly associated George with neo-Royalism and with Massis.   This is even the case in 
Vers une Europe latine. Berdyaev himself had criticized the Défense de l'occident in the August 1927 issue of 
Put’.Berdyaev, Nicolai, "Henri Massis: Défense de l'Occident" Put’, no 8, August 27, 1927, 145-148, cited in Antoine 
Arjakovsky. La génération des penseurs religieux de l'émigration Russe, 185.  
406 Charles Maurras and Henri Dutrait-Crozon, Si le coup de force est possible, Paris: Nouvelle Librarie Nationale, 
1910 
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been "pietist" and that he detests French "realism" specifying that he uses the term in the "the 

broadest sense." 407 

 George's offer to send a copy of The New Middle Ages to Schwob testifies to a profound 

identification with Berdyaev's text, whose ambitious proposal for a new era of Universalism 

based on the symbolic anthropomorphism of the Christ figure provided George with a model for 

his neo-Humanist aesthetic. Superficially, one is struck by the parallels in their terminology, 

visible in George's articles for Formes and his Profits et pertes de l'art contemporain, which 

George would complete in Genets, Normandy, in the summer of 1931, while he vacationed with 

his friend Alberto Savinio, brother of de Chirico and founder of Valori Plastici. For instance, it is 

through Berdyaev that George would develop a Christological argumentation to return to 

figuration, using the same metaphor of "shredding" the body to decry contemporary art as a 

"manifestation of iconoclastic rage"408 that treats man as  "mere matter, an inert material, that the 

painter mutilates with impunity, that he profanes with pleasure."409 Moreover, George's interest in 

"naive" figuration, in the awkward, atavistic classicism of his favored artist Roger de La 

Frensaye's figures and the cartoonish gladiators of de Chirico, follows the aesthetic preferences of 

Berdyaev. We can also credit Berdyaev for the systemic thinking and apocalyptic tone that 

George betrays in Formes and his Profits et pertes de l’art contemporain. The simplified 

Taineian binaries of north and south that the critic had employed in some of his earlier articles 

would be replaced by a more complex position on modernism that adopts the same historical 

                                                        

407"Si j’étais plus savant je dirais que la France n’a atteint dieu que lorsqu’elle fut piétiste. Vous me n’avez pas vexé en 
me disant que je n’aimais pas la France. Je déteste en effet le réalisme français (le terme réalisme est employé ici dans 
son acception la plus large)."  Waldemar George, letter to René Schwob August 24, 1927. Fonds Rene Schwob.  
408 Waldemar George, Profits et pertes de l'art contemporain. (Paris: Editions du Chroniques du Jour, 1932) 47. 
409 Waldemar George, Profits et pertes de l'art contemporain, 50. 
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narrative as the Russian spiritualist to recount the death of humanism and the "crusade against 

humanist art."410 

 But most importantly, Berdyaev seems to have provided the critic with nothing less than 

the model for a vast new Christian Utopia through which he could channel the political idealism 

he had been developing in his earliest vitalist and anarchist writings. If as a young anarchist and 

disenchanted soldier in 1917 George had denounced nationalism and pronounced "that only 

international socialism would bring about world peace," by 1931, an alternative to socialism 

could now be implemented to re-configure the path of history, in the form of a pan-national 

European unity based on eschatological Christian universalism. 411 Though two adjacent chapters 

in Profits et Pertes--one denouncing positivism and materialism, and the next entitled "Europe ou 

l'internationale" are presented as two separate and discrete subjects, their succession suggests a 

logic of argumentation that blames divisive nationalism and irredentist wars on the "decadence of 

the idea of a common Europe" through a purely political (and thus artificial) "Esperanto."412 

Criticizing democracy and communism as two sides of the same war-producing coin, George 

argues for this Christian doctrine as an organic alternative to European unity. Simplifying Rome's 

conquering of Europe and eliding the actual resistances both to Roman and Christian culture,413 

George argued that universal qualities had united the Christian church during its rise from 27 BC 

to 180 AD, from Augustus to Marcus Aurelius, and praised the model of the Pax Romana as a 

retrievable political concept.414 Only by returning to "its center of gravity" George writes, which 

                                                        

410 Ibid, 13-14. 
411 "On ne peut pas servir au même temps la Patrie et la Verité" Waldemar George "Les leçons de la Guerre mondiale," 
La Caravane,  4, no.10, October 1917, 5; "Seul le Socialisme est capable d'assurer la Paix." Waldemar George, 
"Nouvelles Anticipations" La Caravane 1, no.1, March 1, 1919, 
412 "décadence d'une idée européenne commune..." Waldemar George, Profites et pertes de l'art contemporain,94.  
413 See for instance, Jas Elsner, "Cultural Resistance and the Visual Image: The Case of Dura-Europos, " Classical 
Philology 96 no 3 (Jul 2001) 269-204. 
414 Waldemar George, Profits et pertes de l'art contemporain,156. 
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is an iconographical “commonwealth” of Greco-Roman and Christian antiquity, could Europe re-

cement a bond of common understanding between nations, and relocate its motor of moral and 

intellectual solidarity. 415 Thus George would land upon a profoundly contradictory and yet 

absolutely commonplace notion, that being, as historian Thierry Ménissier writes, "a peace that 

has been extorted through the threat of arms."416 

2.8. Casting about for allies 

 Formes, which would print its first issue in December of 1929, presented an ideal venue 

where George could rehearse some of the ideas he was developing.417 A journal of his own 

endowed George with the pretext to engage with certain thinkers he admired, while also 

presenting a site from which to formulate his historical and geo-political narrative and a platform 

to proselytize his aesthetic preferences. However George did not yet have a definite political 

vessel in order to enact his plan, and as late as March 1930 he would solicit various charismatic 

actors as potential allies in his political and aesthetic revolution. The first of these was Jacques 

Maritain, who was also working towards a Christian renaissance and whose Art et scolastique, 

just updated in 1927, provided a novel and systemic approach to thinking through modernism 

while maintaining Catholic values. In a letter held at the Fonds Jacques and Raissa Maritain, it 

appears that George had attempted to solicit Maritain as a contributor for some of the first issues 

                                                        

415 Ibid. 
416 " Ici convergent donc deux modèles profondément antagonistes: le modèle de la pax romana, c’est-à-dire celui 
d’une paix extorquée sous la menace des armes, est, dans les faits, l’auxiliaire du projet de paix universelle chrétienne 
aspirant à la concorde de tous les hommes." Thierry Ménissier, "Concilier communauté des hommes et souveraineté 
mondiale: l'empire selon Dante," Cités   4, no. 20 2004 113-127, 124-5.  
417 The journal was founded with the funding of the conservative Japanese collector Shigetaro Fukushima, who would 
take the role of managing director until 1931, though George was the de facto lead as "artistic director." Fukushima had 
settled in 1923 in Paris, and was friendly with neo-classicists like Jean Cocteau. He would begin to form an important 
collection of modern art consisting of the works of Matisse, Vlamnick, and Picasso, and many works by Derain, who 
George would regularly praise. The collection was strongly centered on figurative or more traditional works by these 
artists. Alessandro Gallicchio explores the influence of the collector on the critic and vice-versa. See Alessandro 
Gallicchio, "Parigi - Giappone: Shigetaro Fukushima (1895-1960) collezionista e direttore della rivista Formes", The 
Izura Bulletin 22, ( 2015): 2-28.  
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of Formes. Referring to a possible article on Joan Miró, George barely hides his excitement at the 

prospect of the well-respected Neo-Thomist's contribution, confessing that he "cherishes 

[Maritain's] collaboration too much to impose a delay," and adding that he would be "flattered" to 

"publish any other articles related to general ideas on art or problems of aesthetic creation."418 

 That the article in question never came to fruition suggests that Maritain had second 

thoughts about collaborating with George, with whom no future correspondence, to my 

knowledge, exists. And yet only a few months later, George would move on, seeking to flatter 

another influential figure by writing the text for an exhibition of watercolors painted by Paul 

Vaillant-Couturier, one of the founders of the French Communist party, as well as the editor of 

Communist journals Clarté and L'Humanite.419 But George believed Vaillant-Couturier was 

"overcoming" his leftist position and in the exhibition catalogue of March 1930, he would 

describe him as a man of Nietzschean action and will to power who has surpassed historical 

materialism, and "avoids consulting Marx." George wonders if the painter, who he claims to be 

an anti-materialist, will engage in "metaphyscial" painting.420 A few years later Vaillant-Coutrier, 

would, with Louis Aragon, become one of the architects of socialist realism in the western 

European context, creating the AEAR (Association des écrivains et artistes révolutionnaires). 

George's own path diverged entirely. 

                                                        

418 “Je tiens bien trop à votre collaboration pour vous imposer un délai. Je serai d'autre part, très flatté de publier sous 
votre signature, des articles d'idées générales esthétiques sur l’art ou sur les problèmes de création artistique” 
Waldemar George, Letter to Jacques Maritain. November 6, 1929. Fonds Jacques et Raissa Maritain. Bibliotheque 
Nationale et Universitaire de Strausbourg, France. 
419 Matthew Affron "Waldemar George A Parisian Art Critic on Modernism and Fascism" in Fascist Visions, 183. 
420 Bibliotheque Kandinsky, Fonds Larionov, "Vous êtes invité à assister au vernissage de l'exposition de Paul Vaillant-
Coutrier, à la Galerie de la Renaissance, 11, rue Royale, le 24 Mars 1930" Fonds Larionov L51, Bibliotheque 
Kandinsky, Centre Pompidou, Paris, France.  
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2.9. Formes October 1930: Special Issue on Roman Art 

 It is partially through Berdyaev that we can explain the "sudden interest" George 

expresses in Rome at the end of the 1920s, but it is not an interest in any Rome, nor was it a 

"classical" Rome, but a very specific period in Roman history which Berdyaev had repeatedly 

compared to the early 20th century: the reign of Diocletian (284-305 BC) just prior to the 

establishment of Christianity, with the "turning point" of Christianity acting as a pivotal model for 

the 20th-century Christian Renaissance Berdyaev sought.  This historical parallel was crucial to 

George, who would use it to ground Jewish contributions to early 20th-century European art as the 

consummation of a cyclical pattern whereby once more autochthonous “Latin" sources could be 

infused with vital new forms of expressionism that transfigure artistic production.  In the late 

1920s and 30s, "support" for such a thesis could readily be found in the writings of the Viennese 

school of art historians, who had, a few decades earlier, substantially expanded the study of late 

antiquity and early Christian art. If Winckelmann had dismissed the decadence of post-Hellenistic 

art as a kind of corrupted Greek classicism, Franz Wickoff and Alois Riegl, two authors George 

regularly cited, had legitimized the study of art produced between the reign of Constantine the 

Great and Charlemagne.421 The Last chapter of The Late Roman Art Industry evokes the neo-

platonists and George adopts the same schema to discuss a transition between a world in which 

ancient man "saw only individual self-contained shapes" and the final phase of late antiquity, 

during which an intermixture of neo-platonic and early Christian philosophies brought an infusion 

                                                        

421 Wickoff's The Vienna Genesis, 1895 and Riegl's Late Roman Art Industry, 1901. Without adopting Riegl's 
formalistic language, George also resorted to the concept of a "necessary precondition" in Roman art providing a bridge 
between Hellenistic "classical" antiquity and late antiquity. The last chapter of the Late Roman Art Industry evokes the 
neo-platonists and George adopts the same schema to discuss a transition between a world in which ancient man "saw 
only individual self-contained shapes" and the final phase of late antiquity, which signals the infusion of neo-platonic 
and early Christian philosophies, where faith infuses an understanding of the external world with "magic"--a "detour" 
until the Renaissance and the return to classical texts returned a mechanistic understanding to the world. Alois Riegl, 
Late Roman Art Industry; trans. Rolf Winkes (Rome: Giorgio Bretschneider, 1985) 232-33. 
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of "magic" to the understanding of the external world.422 Attesting to George's fascination with 

this theme are a stream of articles on the art of the early Roman Empire and, in October 1930, a 

special issue of Formes devoted entirely to the subject. The issue would feature articles by 

archeologists stressing the magical transformative effect of the heretic sect of Christians from the 

East, whose expressive new doctrine vitalized an inherently receptive autochthonous Italic or 

"Latin" art, leading to the creation of a new visual repertoire whose "universal" appeal Rome had 

leveraged in its wager for global domination. An article in Formes on the "Magical Realism" of 

Roman art (figs 6-7) by Guido Kaschinitz-Weinberg affirmed George’s thesis by claiming that: 

The universality of Roman political thought... the eminently practical spirit that permitted 
Rome to fold an entire world under its domination conceived of art not just as a 
phenomenon of pure creation, locating its goal in the expression of thought through 
forms, but as a means of political and civilizing propaganda that would naturally meet 
Roman goals. 423 

 

 Likewise, in Formes one could also read the work of Eugenie Sellers Strong (an English 

translator of Wickoff) who had called the adaptation of Roman forms to the expression of 

Christian ideas "one of the most astonishing phenomena in the whole history of art," 424 observing 

that the "Family of Captive Barbarians" on the Arch of Constantine, heralded "a new emotion, 

unknown to ancient art," in which pagan pathos had been replaced by Christian pity. 425 In other 

issues of the journal, a plethora of articles by archeologists and experts all contribute to the thesis 

that the admired universality of "Latin" art had been crucial in the conquering of political 

                                                        

422 Alois Riegl, Late Roman Art Industry, 232-33. 
423 " L’universalité de la pensée politique romaine... L'esprit éminemment pratique, qui permit à Rome de plier sous sa 
domination tout un monde, concevait l'art non pas comme un phénomène de création pure, cherchant et trouvant son 
but dans l'expression d'une pensée par des formes, mais comme un moyen de propagande politique et civilisatrice, dans 
le sens, naturellement, des visées romaines. Guido Kaschinitz-Weinberg, "Du Realisme magique de la république 
Romaine à l'art de Constantin le Grand." Formes, no.8, October 1930, 7. 
424 Eugenie Sellers Strong, Roman Sculpture from Augustus to Constantine, II, 1907 (New York, Hacker Art Books, 
1971) 207. 
425 Eugenie Sellers Strong, Roman Sculpture from Augustus to Constantine, II, 181.  
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territory. This for instance was argued by Jean Charbonneaux, the adjunct curator of the 

Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities at the Louvre, who in Formes would write that "the 

true glory of Roman art is the conquering of souls beyond appearances and forms. 'All is in the 

physiognomy' Cicero had written in the 3rd book of the Oration: and physiognomy itself is 

dominated by the gaze,"426 Or the art historian Henri Focillon, who in a 1930 article for George's 

review traced the original physiognomic genius of French art to the Romans.427 George himself 

would focus almost obsessively on this "affective turn" in his own inexpert analyses of Early 

Christian art for the journal, repeating that the so-called Latin art of the Romans was already 

"primed" for the new emotive qualities of Christianity, praising the unprecedented capacity of 

these portraits to " exploit a vast register of human sensation."428 Exaggerating the conclusions of 

the specialists of antiquity, these articles adopt a metaphor of vaccination to describe the 

Christianization of "Latin" art forms, explaining that the rougher Roman portraits of early 

Christianity are less perfect, but more spiritualized, "ravaged by the Christian virus."429 This 

inoculation, he would hold, strengthened "Latin" art, making it more universal, both accessible to 

foreigners and the greater populace,430 while its capacity to constantly evolve, adapt, and 

                                                        

426"La vraie gloire de l'art romain c'est cette conquête des âmes, par delà les apparences et les formes. "Tout est dans la 
physionomie, dit Cicéron dans son IIIe livre du de Oratoire: et la physionomie elle-même est dominée par le regard"" 
Jean Charbonneaux, "Le plan de réorganisation du Louvre: Les Salles de Sculpture Romaine" Formes no. 19, 
November 1931, 147. 
427 The article was "Sur le portrait français" Formes, December, 1931. Focillon had consistently opposed the 
universalism of a "Greco-latin" model against a Germanic one.  George had Focillon to contribute to a special issue of 
Formes devoted to French art in a letter of September 1930. See Waldemar George to Henri Focillon, September 14, 
1931, Box 25 of Henri Focillon Archives, cited in Claire Tissot, Archives Henri Focillon (inventaire)134, Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, Site Richelieu. For an overview of Focillon's conception of French art see Green, Christopher. Art 
in France, 208, and for more on Henri Focillon's narrative of Roman art see Michela Passini, La fabrique de l'art 
national: le nationalisme et les origines de l'histoire de l'art en France et en Allemagne, 1870-1933. (Paris: Editions de 
la Maison des sciences de l'homme, 2013). 
428"Jamais les visages n'ont parle aussi haut et n'ont exploite un aussi vaste registre de sensations humaines!" Waldemar 
George, Profits et pertes de l'art contemporain, 125. 
429"rongées par le virus Chrétien" Waldemar George, "Ex Roma Lux" Formes no. 8, (October 1930) 23. 
430Waldemar George, Profits et pertes de l'art contemporain,134. 
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assimilate while always staying the same endowed it with a unique timeless quality.431 This 

depended on more than just figuration as a "plastic variation" but rather on a specific symbolism 

whose universality was capable of "binding men across different eras and different continents."432 

 This, it should be noted, was precisely what the author Kadmi Cohen had written in his 

Nomades: Essai sur l'âme juive in 1929, when he wrote that by adopting a Roman form,  

Christianity had been able to preserve and maintain a kind of idealism until the present. 433 

In an infected "Latin" artistic corpus that accommodates and eventually assimilates the 

revitalizing Eastern "virus" of Christianity, the pacifist George had found a source that awoke 

fantasies of universal harmony inspired by the adoption of a common aesthetic idiom. The 

universalism of Latin art held the promise of eradicating the discord he had witnessed not only 

during the First World War but also as a Jew in Poland and in France. By re-creating the narrative 

of early Christian art, George was channeling his anxieties about the Jewish difference of the 

"School of Paris" into an historical precedent which seamlessly integrated "Semitic" contributions 

to "Latin" art into a narrative of transformative rupture producing a universal subjectivity. The 

messianic cyclicism in George's own thought is laid bare in his commentary concluding the 

special issue of Formes devoted to Roman art. In his article "Ex Roma Lux," (The Light from 

Rome) 434 George reiterates that "Latin art" had never been overpowered by the East but had 

                                                        

431"Cet élément d'universalité est le seul qui soit transmissible, passible d'adaptation ou d'assimilation, le seul qui puisse 
évoluer tout en restant identique à lui-même."Waldemar George, Profits et pertes de l'art contemporain, 94. 
432"atteindre l'universalité et rejoindre par delà la durée et par delà l'espace les hommes d'une autre époque et d'un autre 
continent." Waldemar George, Profits et pertes de l'art contemporain,104. 
433Kadmi Cohen, Nomades: Essai sur l'âme juive. Paris: Alcan 1929. 
434This title explicitly "corrects" the thesis offered by the Polish scholar Josef Strzygowski, who, contrary to Riegl, saw 
eastern influences "overpowering" of the Hellenistic art of late antiquity to form early Christian art.  Famously 
Strzygowski had used the metaphor of Hellas the beautiful maiden "selling herself" to an "old semite" in his 1901 
publication Orient Oder rom. (The Orient or Rome: contributions to the history of late antique and early Christian art). 
In his book, Chevrefils Desbiolles cites George's reading of Strzygowski, along with Taine and Spengler, as crucial to 
his ideological formation. But if at a grand scale, George's writings demonstrate the ample use of the historical schemas 
of Spengler and Taine, one cannot say the same of his use of Strzygowski, whose best-known thesis George would, on 
the contrary openly and repeatedly refute. Like Eugenie Sellers Strong and the other romanists of her circle, who were 
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always integrated Eastern influences, while urging contemporary artists reading Formes to 

refresh themselves "with the sources of Roman art, a western art that was universal, that 

reabsorbed all that the East had brought to it."435 George's interest in "Latinity" thus stems from 

the conviction that an art based on Roman forms exuded a universality that was at once flexible, 

expansive and accommodative but resilient to total transformation, regardless of the influences it 

would absorb. If this impulse is in itself a problematic one that seemingly minimizes cultural 

difference through claims of "absorption," for George it was not a concept of Latin purity 

motivating him to advocate for a Roman aesthetic, but rather the fantasy of a universal cultural 

salve. 

2.10. Man in General 

 Between 1929 and 1933, using the journal Formes as his primary venue, George would 

promote the artists, later named the Neo-Humanists, who he believed embodied these universal 

qualities. Stylistically, their works are marked by either one of two qualities. The first is a stilted 

quality, like the set of a theatrical production, or a tableau vivant, with rigid bodies standing in 

atmospheric landscapes that appear sealed off from the specificities of the temporal world, 

recalling the stage sets and dramatic productions in which many of the artists of Neo-Humanism 

                                                        

 

skeptical of Strzygowski 's thesis, George was strongly opposed to the Polish scholar, calling him "cet ennemi juré de 
l'humanisme." Moreover, it was precisely this opposition, that led George to believe that "eastern influences" had not 
overpowered Hellenistic art but only vitalized and made it more expressive. This would provide a historical precedent 
for his interpretation of contemporary "eastern" influences and in 1930, for instance, George would uphold the neo-
humanist Pavel Tchelitchew as a palliative to the historiography of Strzygowski. While the Polish historian had 
"flouted with impunity the most precious European values" the young artist Tchelitchew "reminds us of the perenity of 
Latin humanism and of anthropomorphism." For Strzygowski 's influence see Jas Elsner, "The Birth of Late Antiquity. 
Riegl and Strzygowski in 1901" in Art History (June 2002) 372, on Eugénie Sellers Strong's refutation of Strzygowski, 
see Stephen Dyson. Eugénie Sellers Strong. Portrait of an Archaeologist. (London: Duckworth, 2004) 99. For 
Waldemar George on Tchelitchew see Waldemar George, "Vers un art humaniste: Paul Tchelitchew," Formes, no 9, 
November 1930, 4,7.  
435"Retrempons-nous aux sources de l'art romain, d'un art occidental qui fut universel, qui a résorbé les apports 
orientaux, " Waldmear George "Ex Roma Lux" Formes, October 1930, 24.  
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worked. Alternatively the faces created by Neo-Humanist artists have a deeply exaggerated 

physiognomy, a quality that I will bracket for the moment, in order to deal with the first, which 

bears a close relationship to the Neo-Platonic aesthetic promoted in Valori plastici. George would 

praise this quality in works by artists who had been associated with the journal, and other Italian 

artists that he had included in his Prima mostra di pittori italiani residenti a Parigi exhibition in 

1930, often comparing them favorably to theatre scenography, as he would in his description of 

Carlo Carrà's paintings: 

The landscapes ... are not just representations, memories or evocations. These imaginary 
or at least reconstructed sites, these dream-like perspectives that radiate an interior light 
are come from the domain of scenography. 436 
 

We can see George favoring this "theatrical" quality in the landscapes of Eugene Berman (figs 

46-49), which are reconstructions of post-cards the artist had collected during his travel in Italy.   

The critic praised the fictitious quality of these landscapes, the "perfectly quarried stones, where 

neither air nor light circulates," comparing them to those of Nicholas Poussin.437 In his analysis of 

these works, he also voiced admiration for the way these artists rejected local color and detail 

which George had always associated negatively with 19th century realism. For instance assessing 

the works of Christian Bérard (figs 50-53) he would write "Bérard has rediscovered the lost 

faculty of expressing a subject in a craftsman-like way, without localizing it, giving it 

situation."438 

This rejection of verisimilitude is likewise applied to human anatomy. Individualized portraits are 

rarely found in the painting created by George’s cohort of Neo-Humanists; instead their figurative 

work is frequently made up of immobile, mannequin-like entities, whereby the body forms a kind 
                                                        

436 "Les paysages... ne sont pas des représentations, des souvenirs ou des évocations. Ces sites imaginaires ou du moins 
reconstruits, ces perspectives de rêve qu'irradie une lumière intérieure ressortissent au domaine de la scénographie." 
Waldemar George, "Au Réalisme Classique: Carlo Carra. Formes, no. 30, 1932, 330. 
437 Waldemar George, "Appels de L'Italie. Eugène Bermann (sic)" Formes, March 1930, 7. 
438 Waldemar George "Appels de l'occident: Christian Bérard." Formes no. 1, December 1929, 6. 
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of archetypal iconography of expression. In the works of Berman, for instance, George 

appreciated that "not a single symphonic link" seems to connect the figures 439 while the works of 

Bérard he says, are populated with "animated dolls." 440 George would remark on the same in the 

early works of Philippe Hosiasson (figs 44-45). Pairing an article on Hosiasson with a small piece 

about the mannequins of the Italian Renaissance illustrator Giovanni Battista Bracelli, (1584-

1609) the critic observed that Hosiasson is a "platonic painter" whose inductive approach to the 

human form, taken from a mannequin, "serves as the ideal means of providing a union between 

being and non-being, between man as a plastic fact and man as a supreme model." 441 In his 1933 

article entitled "Jean Peyrissac or the Return to Man" George admired a similar method in an 

artist who explicitly avoided drawing from a live model, using medical plates instead. Heralding 

the work of the reclusive Peyrissac (figs. 61-62) as a spiritual revelation, George would praise the 

artist's focus on  "man in general." 

I do not know that he uses the portrait as a manifestation of individual life. He rarely, that 
is never, deals with particular cases. He is interested only in man in general. He doesn't 
create new types of human but he invents thinking and acting beings. One needs only 
study, even superficially, Peyrissac's works to attest that  the living model doesn't 
intervene at any point in his work.442 

 

 Thus George's Neo-Humanism cannot be defined as merely encompassing an interest in 

any kind of classical or realist figuration. George did not seek the representation of "men" in 

particular but rather painters who sought to produce "man" in general. In his 1931 announcement 

                                                        

439 (Waldemar George, "Appels de L'Italie. Eugène Bermann. (sic)", 7. 
440 Waldemar George "Appels de l'occident: Christian Bérard," 6. 
441 "Il a servi d'idéal trait d'union entre le non-être et l'être, entre l'homme donnée plastique et l'homme modèle 
suprême," Waldemar George, "De l'Homme: Philippe Hoisasson," Formes,no.18. October 1931. 
442 Je ne sache pas qu’il recoure au portrait cette manifestation d’une vie individuelle. Il ne traite, pour ainsi dire jamais, 
les cas particuliers. Il s’intéresse à l’homme en général. Il ne crée pas des types humains nouveaux, mais il invente des 
êtres pensants et agissants. Il suffit d’étudier, même superficiellement, les oeuvres de Peyrissac, pour constater que le 
modèle vivant n’intervient point dans son travail." Waldemar George, "Jean Peyrissac ou le Retour a l'homme" Formes, 
no. 31,1933.  
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of an upcoming series of articles devoted to ancient treatises on the human figure as well as 

anatomical plates, he wrote, "These studies are intended to demonstrate that in the humanist 

period, the human body was the basic unit for all measure, and the measure of all."443  His point 

was demonstrated in a later article of Formes which cited a study by Rubens on physiognomy 

(fig. 63). Rubens had believed that the cube was the shape of vigorous and strong bodies, like 

those of heroes or athletes, "because the cube has a base that can sustain without any other 

support and it conserves a universal monopoly on the human body, specifically the masculine 

body."444 This simple phrase cited not only to counter uses of the shape by formalists and the 

avant-garde, can also give us better insight into the portrait of George painted by his friend 

Savinio in 1929 (fig 64) in which the bust of George emerges from a series of cubes. Though 

these might first appear to be merely a decorative acknowledgement of the legacy of Cubism, 

they are more likely a reference to the two men's shared interest and extensive knowledge of the 

tradition of bodily symbolism established by Renaissance anatomists.445 In the complicit self-

fashioning between the sitter and the artist, George's stern appearance against a stormy backdrop 

casts the critic as the strong and ruthless leader of a brave new artistic order. 

 The case of de Chirico's evolving style provides a stress point to test George's aesthetic 

qualifications for Neo-Humanism. Again, George had first seen in de Chirico a precursor to the 

movement, lauding the "inanimate amorphous beings" of his pittura metafisica series and later his 

                                                        

443 "Ces études ont pour objet de démontrer qu'à l'époque de l'humanisme le corps humain était l'étalon de mesure, la 
mesure de toutes choses." Editor's note accompanying Pierre Mornand, "L'homme principe d'esthétique. La théorie de 
la figure humaine de Rubens," in Formes no. 12, February 1931, 30. 
444 "Le cube...est l'élément primitif de tous les corps forts et vigoureux, tels que les héros, les athlètes et tout ce qui doit 
exprimer de la simplicité, de la pesanteur, de la fermeté et de la force, car le cube a une base sur laquelle peut soutenir 
sans aucun secours étranger et il conserve un empire universel sur le corps humain, surtout en le genre masculin," 
Rubens summarized by Pierre Mornand, "L'homme principe d'esthétique. La théorie de la figure humaine de Rubens," 
in Formes, February 1931, 30.   
445 For a discussion of the Renaissance and academic ‘cubic’ simplification of human anatomy, see Patricia Leighten, 
The Liberation of Painting: Modernism and Anarchism in Avant-Guerre Paris, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2013) particularly pages 100-103. 
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petrified gladiators, described positively as devoid of "natural movement " and as comparable to 

the works of the Early Roman Empire.446 However, in 1929, de Chirico had sought to shift his 

approach, and began working on a series of works in a more naturalist idiom, painting still-lives, 

and sensual paintings of corpulent, feminine nudes using his wife Isa as a model (fig. 65). 

Immediately, George's reaction was severe. The artist's move to a more embodied idiom repulsed 

the critic, who was so revolted that he penned an article predicting the ruin and "death" of the 

artist, likening the painter's "flirtation" with "saucy realism,” to a kind of moral turpitude. As if 

trying to force a confession from his former hero, George's would bitterly accuse him of having 

betrayed his past aesthetic by embracing the wrong idol. Though he stayed silent, "a single name 

is on his lips: Renoir.”447 

2.11. The "Look" of Neo-Humanism 

 George would allot a surprising, almost excessive amount of importance to the art and 

life of the former Cubist Roger de La Fresnaye, who, along with a disowned de Chirico, had 

again been the other precursor for Neo-Humanism. Though George had devoted no writing de La 

Fresnaye while the artist was alive, after his early death of tuberculosis at age 25, the critic would 

began to assign him a significant and prophetic role as a kind of chosen precursor to a new 

movement, honoring him posthumously with a number of articles, exhibition catalogues and a 

                                                        

446 Waldemar George, "Appels du Bas Empire: Georges de Chirico" Formes no.1, 1930. 
447 “Les nus de Chirico sont des désirs contenus, regoulés. Mais l’amour dont il rêve et auquel il croit accéder est une 
sinistre duperie, une solitude à deux une danse macabre devant le miroir.” ... Il a voulu transmettre des sensations 
proprement pittoresques, faire percevoir le grain d’une épiderme, la pulpe d’un sein de femme. Il n’a réussi qu’à être 
libidneux. La vie charnelle qui est une communion, un état organique, revêt, dans ses tableaux, l’aspect d’une parodie 
d’un réalisme grivois...Un nom est sur sès lèvres: celui de Renoir.” Waldemar George “La vie et mort de Georges de 
Chirico” in l’Amour de l’art,  8, no.4 April 1932, 129. 
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catalogue raisonné, spanning from 1926 until 1968, each of which reprise and embroider upon 

one another, to eventually produce a kind of hagiography of the artist.448 

Most notable in these texts are the lengthy ekphrastic accounts of one series in particular- of the 

artist's anguished self-portraits drawn in the final throes of his illness (figs 66-7): 

 
An atmosphere of anguish bathes the pale face of the Young Sick Man (1924) [fig 42] 
with melancholic eyes, a half-open mouth, and fine hands digging into the collar of his 
shirt. A crepuscular shadow inundates this contemplative head which is no longer of this 
world. The last work to date accomplished by the artist is his own portrait, drawn on a 
mirror. Roger de la Fresnaye appears in it, terrifyingly thin, his eyes caved, his cheeks 
sunken, the cartilage visible on his nose, his temples lightly bald, his chin pointed, his 
forehead high and round, his head crowned with silver-grey hair, thrown back. His 
piercing stare is a glimmer in the tragic face of this young man waiting to die. 449 

 

With intense interest, George describes the subject as if he were in an almost ecstatic state of 

anguish, making a Christian martyr of this handsome young painter by stressing that Roger de La 

Fresnaye had suffered in a noble, and Christ-like manner – "never once did a complaint slip from 

the sick room" – while specifying that his death-bed reading was Thomas Aquinas’s Summa 

Theologiae.450 In this narrative of apotheosis,451 George would in 1930 go so far as to liken de La 

                                                        

448 Waldemar George "Roger de La Fresnaye 1885- 1925" L’Amour de l’art 7, no 10 1926,  Waldemar George, 
Exhibition Cataalogue, Roger de La Fresnaye: Dessins et Gouaches. (Paris, n.p 1927) Waldemar George, Roger de La 
Fresnaye, Oct 22- Nov 13 Exhibition Catalogue (Paris: Galerie de Berri, 1947) Waldemar George, Roger de La 
Fresnaye, 1885-1925. Exhibition Catalogue. (Paris: Maison de la Pensée Francaise, 1949); Raymond Cogniat and 
Waldemar George, Oeuvre Complète de Roger de La Fresnaye, (Paris: Rivarol, 1950); Waldemar George, Roger de La 
Fresnaye Exhibition catalogue, (Paris: Galerie de l'Institut, 1962); Waldemar George, Roger de La Fresnaye, 
Exhibition Catalogue, (Paris: Impr. Mourlot, 1968).  
449Une atmosphère d'angoisse baigne le visage blafard du Jeune Malade (1924) (sic, fig 42) aux yeux mélancoliques, à 
la bouche entr'ouverte, aux mains fines échancrant le col de la chemise. Une ombre crépusculaire inonde cette tête 
contemplative qui n'est plus de ce monde. La dernière oeuvre en date accomplie par l'artiste est son propre portrait, 
dessiné dans une glace. Roger de La Fresnaye y apparaît, effrayant de maigreur: orbites caves, joues creuses, nez au 
cartilage régulier, temples légèrement dégarnies, menton en pointe, front haut et bombé, la tête couronnée d'une 
chevelure gris-argent, rejeté en arrière. Le regard perçant est une lueur dans ce tragique visage d'homme jeune, vivant 
dans l'attente de la mort. " Waldemar George, "Roger de La Fresnaye 1885- 1925" L’Amour de l’art 7 no. 10, 1926.  
450 "Et pourtant, jamais une plainte ne s'est élevé de la chambre de malade de Roger de La Fresnaye... Au cours des 
mois qui précédèrent sa fin, il a longuement médité sur la Somme, qui fut son livre de chevet. Il est mort en 
chrétien."Waldemar George, "Roger de La Fresnaye 1885- 1925" L’Amour de l’art  Ibid. 
451 Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles has commented on the religious overtones of George's descriptions of de la Fresnaye's 
self-portraits. Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles. Waldemar-George critique d'art, 95-101.  
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Fresnaye's career to a microcosmic recapitulation of the Christianization of Roman art between 

the 2nd and 5th centuries. Attributing the artist's move away from the stale idioms of Cubism to his 

painful illness and his discovery of Christianity, George would make a temporal metaphor of the 

artist's dying body, describing him as enlivened by a compensatory spiritualization as the sickness 

weakened his physical body almost like a vaccination.452 

 Locating a touchstone and basis for humanist art in the affected suffering faces of de la 

Fresnaye, George would increasingly make physiognomy and affective expressions the focus of 

his attention. According to George, artists included in his pantheon not only attributed great 

symbolic value to the human body and face but their images of human physiognomy had a strong 

psychological impact on the viewer.  Thus George had arguably developed a theory of "emotional 

contagion," avant-la-lettre. Today the process is now understood as a bioneurological process of 

affective convergence resulting from the ‘‘synchrony of facial expressions, vocalizations, 

postures and movements with those of another person."453 As scholar Anna Gibbs writes, these 

affective convergences have a crucial role in the production of the polis and form the "affective 

basis of political orders," a point which George readily assumed. 454 Occasioned by an article on 

the grimaces and dramatic faces painted by the artist George Rouault (fig 68). George identified 

the gaze as a powerful force which creates affective bonds and provokes the beholder to act. 

Citing precedents in the sculpted and painted portraits found in the early Christian catacombs 

                                                        

452 "A mesure que les forces l'abandonnent, il retrouve le sentiment de l'homme, du corps articulé et du visage parlant. 
Waldemar George, "Le Neo-Humanisme" L’Amour de l’art-Formes, April 1934, citation from René Huyghes, ed. 
Histoire de l'art contemporain. (Paris: Alcan, 1935)  359-361.  
453 Elaine Hatfield, John T Cacioppo, and Richard Rapson. Emotional Contagion. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1994), 5. 
454 Anna Gibbs, "After Affect" The Affect Theory Reader, eds Melissa Gregg and Gregory Seligworth,( Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2010) 191. Mark Antliff has written on a similar operation of affective "contagion," advocated 
in the anarcho-individualist journal Action d'art founded by André Colomer in 1913.  See Mark Antliff, "Contagious 
Joy: Anarchism, Censorship and the Reception of Jacob Epstein’s Tomb of Oscar Wilde, c. 1913," The Journal of 
Modern Periodical Studies,   4, No. 2, 2013, 195-225. 
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George explains that the gaze of a figurative art work possesses a kind of powerful telepathy that 

stretches across time and space: 

A message, a mode of transmission, of communication, a vehicle of living thought and a 
sympathetic fluid. Through the gaze, which is a mimmogram (sic) and a mute subject, 
man leaves his isolation, exteriorizes himself and links himself to other men. Vessel of 
mysteries, of invisible energies, the gaze, which is a wave and a factor of teledynamism, 
creates virtual or affective links between beings and engenders the unity of dramatic 
action.455 

 

 George explains that the mimetic process of sympathy with the gaze of an art object can 

pull beings out of isolation and produce a virtual community, inspiring dramatic and noble action. 

In other words, it could initiate a transition from the realm of the imagined and the individual into 

the realm of the polis and the possible.  He would extend the consequences of this 

"teledynamism" as he called it, to consider the aspects of affect in a political-religious context, for 

instance describing how the first Christian preachers, despite their illiteracy,456 had managed to 

conquer men by resorting to the image of Christ, which had appealed to the most primary desires 

of men "by becoming their likeness and expiating their faults."457 Developing the Christological 

argument of Berdyaev, the critic emphasized how Christianity provided the people with a 

concrete visual analogy of an impermeable God in the form of Jesus, whose relatable, suffering 

form provided an object lesson on the unification of immaterial and material worlds: 

Only Christianity can create harmonious rapports between our interior world and our 
exterior world, only Christian humanism, which without being an anthropomorphism, 
still confers a human form to the Jewish idea of God and allows Our Savior Jesus Christ 
to participate in the sufferings of man, can finally put an end to this opposition between 

                                                        

455 "Un message, un mode de transmission, de communication, un véhicule de la pensée vivante et un fluide 
sympathique. Par le regard qui est un mimogramme et un lange muet, l'homme sort de l'isolement, s'extériorise, se lie 
avec les autres hommes. Porteur de mystériques, d'invisibles énergies, le regard, qui est une onde est un facteur de 
télédynamie, crée entre les êtres des liens virtuels ou effectifs et engendre l'unité de l'action dramatique." Waldemar 
George, "Georges Rouault et la naissance de la tragedie" in Formes no. 13, March, 1931, 41. 
456 Waldemar George L’humanisme et l’idée de la patrie. (Paris: Fasquelle, 1936) 43. 
457 Waldemar George L’humanisme et l’idée de la patrie, 196. 
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the spiritual and the temporal, between life and art.458 
 

As Matthew Affron has pointed out, George had already begun to see the virtues of contemporary 

Italy in 1928, where he witnessed the "exasperation of the national idea" and the start of an 

aesthetic and political transformation. 459 It was likely his meeting with Margherita Sarfatti, the 

Fascist critic and Mussolini's former lover, in 1928, and his organization of an exhibition in Milan 

in 1930 with Mario Tozzi that sparked his idea of making Fascist Italy a contemporary staging 

ground for his revolution. Moreover, as Catherine Fraixe explains, beginning in 1930, Mussolini 

had begun to accentuate his claims to the "universal" qualities of the Fascist revolution, 

promising the coming of a Fascist Europe.460 But it was George's interest in the origins of Roman 

Christian art and its apparent universal qualities that would finally convince him to officially 

declare his Fascist sympathies. As Emilio Gentile has shown, archeology and the excavation of 

Rome in the interwar period was a crucial tool for nationalist propaganda in Fascist Italy.461 

Contributors to Formes like Eugenie Sellers Strong, for her part, had many connections to 

Mussolini's archeologists, including the powerful Giulio Quirino Giglioli.462 George would 

announce his official conversion to Fascism in an article detailing his meeting with il duce, in 

which he announced the coming of a new European art, led by Rome, which "represents for me 
                                                        

458 "Seul le Christianisme peut créer des rapports harmonieux entre notre monde intérieur et le monde extérieur, seul 
l'humanisme chrétien qui sans être un anthropomorphisme confère un forme humaine à l'idée juive de Dieu et fait 
participer Notre Seigneur Jésus-Christ à la vie et aux souffrances des hommes peut mettre fin à cette opposition entre le 
temporel et le spirituel, entre la vie et l'art." Waldemar George, "Vers un Humanisme Chrétien," Art et la Vie, no. 4 
April 1936, 119. This echoes, in tone and in syntax the comment made by Kadmi Cohen in Nomades: Essai sur l'ame 
juive, when he wrote that the chruch "a rendu palpable visuel, auditif, l'immatériel, la vision et la Verbe."   Cohen had 
also spoken of the "Psychological utilitarianism" of Catholic rites arguing that only a joint effort between "Semitic" 
forces and Catholic ones could combat the rationalism of American culture.  (Paris: Alcan, 1929)  
459 Affron, 185, n 35 
460 Catherine Fraixe, "Waldemar-George et 'l'art Européen',"152.  
461 Emilio Gentile, The Sacralization of Politics in Fascist Italy, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1996).  
462 Sharing with Mussolini a personal admiration for the emperor Augustus, she was drawn to the regime's "close 
identification" with ancient Rome. At Giglioli's request, involved herself heavily with Mussolini's project of the Mostra 
Augustea, opening in 1937, and in 1938 would deliver an address of greeting to Mussolini at the opening of the re-
constructed Ara Pacis (13-9 BC) in the Campus Martius. Mario Praz, "La Signora Strong" La Casa della Fama (Milan) 
381-4, cited by Stephen Dyson, Eugénie Sellers Strong, 180, 181, 183.  
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the principle of universality."463 This art, he wrote, would not be an academic art "deprived of 

national and ethnic personality" nor would it reject the diversity of cultures it claimed to 

represent. Instead, the cultural forms of this new European art would be "a form of expression 

that was adequate to the needs of each people, but founded on the understanding of a common 

filiation."464 Closing his article summarizing the meeting with Mussolini, he adds a personal 

revelation that: "I wanted to tell le duce that the Roman art of antiquity was in my very humble 

opinion, the sign of the first annunciation of the European soul."465 

2.12. Symbols of Unity and the Symbolism of the Dictatorial Body 

 Once George had latched onto Italian Fascism he quickly began to incorporate it into his 

aesthetic program. Fascism, for George, was more than a convenient political platform, but like 

the cruciform floor plan of a cathedral, a cohesive symbolic structure. George would illustrate this 

point in a short article called "Aphorisms on Dictatorship" printed in dealer Paul Guillaume's Les 

arts à Paris in 1933. The article engages in an art-historical analogy to contrast political life 

under dictatorships and democracy. In it, he likens the social reality under a dictatorship to the 

School of Athens by Raphael (fig. 69), while identifying "democracy" at work in the paintings of 

the Swiss realist and symbolist painter Ferdinand Hodler.  George almost certainly had in mind 

Holder’s 15-meter depiction of the Protestant uprising for the City Hall in Hanover called 

Einmütigkeit, or Unity (Fig. 70) painted in 1911. In the compositions by Raphael, George wrote, 

each figure retains his individuality, his distinctive traits, while nonetheless contributing to the 

harmony of the whole. In contrast, Hodler de-individuates the human form in a homogenous 

                                                        

463 Waldemar George "Entrevue avec M. Mussolini" La revue mondiale, no.5, May 1, 1933, 23-24. 
464 "Une forme d'expression adéquate aux besoins de chaque peuple mais fondée sur la reconnaissance d'une filiation 
commune." Waldemar George "Entrevue avec M. Mussolini" Ibid. 
465 Je voulais dire au Duce que l'art  romain antique avait été à mon très humble avis, le signe et le premier vocable 
de l'âme européenne." Ibid. 
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crowd that George would later characterize as "Fordist," expressing an order, a style and a type of 

culture that is antipodal to Italian Fascism.466 In his analysis, the compositional uniformity of 

Hodler's men was contrasted to the harmonious heterogeneity of poses in the School of Athens, 

which are subordinated to a compositional whole. Moreover, the representation of diverse 

philosophical and theological strands, contemporary and ancient, constructs a rich intellectual and 

compositional concordance that George deemed analogous to the Fascist capacity to bind a set of 

particularities into a universal whole.467 In this awkward comparison of a modern sympathizer of 

socialism depicting the Protestant uprising and a Renaissance painter who glorified the papacy 

and its classical inheritance, George engaged in a leap of logic, so typical of his syncretism, 

sifting through European history to present two possible futures. The first is that built on 

"Protestant," and "socialist" ideals whose inheritance can only model a "machine-state," a future 

of bland democracy and homogenous conformity, or that of a "Latin" future, built on the 

conservation of both a rich classical and Christian past, and lively theological and philosophical 

debate. Praising the "fascist liberty...whereby the individual takes part in power, in the sphere of 

cooperation and within his syndicate," George was convinced that the "Latin" admixture and 

cohesion expressed in the Italian syndicalist system was capable of the dual task of unifying 

while also safeguarding individual difference. 468 

                                                        

466 "Dans la Disputa et dans L'École d'Athènes de Raphaël, le regard du spectateur est conduit d'un point à un autre 
dans la composition. Chaque figure y prend part à l'ensemble ... Mais les parties de la composition conservent, chez 
Raphaël, leurs caractères distinctifs, originaux, personnels. L'être différencié n'est pas dilué dans la masse anonyme. 
Une semblable conception des rapports entre le collectif et l'individuel est étrangère à Hodler. La cadence, telle que la 
conçoit le peintre genevois, exclut la présence de la personne humaine au corps articulé. Cette rythmique des 
mannequins infirme tout libre arbitre, toute faculté d'auto-disposition, toute discipline librement consentie. Hodler 
exprime un ordre, un style, et un type de culture qui sont aux antipodes du fascisme italien." Waldemar George, 
“Aphorismes sur la dictature," Les arts à Paris, no. 20, November, 1933. 
467 "Une dictature conforme à la conscience civique des peuples et des individus de formation latine est celle de 
Raphaël, le peintre chef d'orchestre, et non celle de Ferdinand Hodler." Ibid. 
468" "L'Italie Fasciste, Etat syndical, Etat corporatif, où l'individu prend part au pouvoir dans la sphère de la coopération 
et de son syndicat." Ibid. 
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 Recycling for new purposes the populist language he had first rehearsed in his writings 

for La Forge, George continued by explaining that the "man in the street" craved the symbolic 

simplicity of the dictator, whose fascination transubstantiates or incarnates politics to make it 

accessible, engaging, touchable. 

The man of the streets is waiting for the dictator, or otherwise dictatorship. The dictator 
destroys the idea of the machine-state in the minds of men. He represents the government 
of men, that is to say, something concrete, living, palpable. This is enough to render him 
fascinating... The whole world is thirsty to touch perceptible realities. In the eyes of the 
crowd, the dictator incarnates the return to the human measure. 469 
 

George's sociopolitical and theological analysis of authoritarian structures is typical of the period. 

The psychosocial analysis of the dictator was a common subject at the time, explored by Freud 

and also by Bataille in his writings on Fascism for La Critique sociale. It also evokes the later 

writing of Gustave Le Bon, whose L'évolution actuelle du monde: illusions et réalités, of 1927 

developed his crowd psychology to account for a contemporary political world marked by the rise 

of authoritarianism and populist movements.470 If the people had been exhausted by a democratic 

process that was protracted and complex, the simplified figurehead of the dictatorship, in contrast, 

Le Bon wrote, was more easily intuited, "plus intelligible." 471 

 Of special interest to us is the privileged role the image would play to those considering 

this problem, and we must remember that for Le Bon the image and its chain of associations were 

prima facie the mode through which the crowd thinks: "It thinks through images, and the image 

                                                        

469  "L'homme de la rue attend le dictateur, sinon la dictature...Le Dictateur détruit dans la conscience des hommes 
l'idée de la Machine-Etat. It représente le gouvernement des hommes, c'est-à-dire quelque chose de concret, de vivant, 
de palpable. Cela suffit pour le rendre fascinant... Le monde entier a soif des réalités perceptibles au toucher. Aux yeux 
des foules, le dictateur incarne le retour à la mesure humaine." Ibid. 
470 Gustave Le Bon, L'évolution actuelle du monde: illusions et réalités (Paris: Flammiron, 1927), 143-4. 
471 "Nous sommes justement à un âge où les peuples ayant perdu leur foi dans des institutions qui ne leur ont pas évité 
les ruines d’une guerre désastreuse, cherchent à les remplacer. Ils s’adressent naturellement aux formes politiques les 
plus intelligibles- c’est-à-dire les plus simples, et c’est pourquoi l’antique régime autocratique qualifié de dictature 
partout." Gustave Le Bon, L'évolution actuelle du monde,141. 
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evokes in itself a series of other images without any logical association to the first."472 Indeed 

much art-critical commentary related to the Fascist spectacle at the time was focused on the 

psychological effects of the fascist image. For instance, in his review of the 1933 Fascist 

exhibition in Rome, the painter Maurice Denis, though a far more traditional thinker than George, 

had marveled at the "systematic employment" of certain colors, deformations and light-schemes 

to "move and impassion the public." 473 

 In his 1936 paean to Fascism, L'humanisme et l'idée de la patrie, George would locate 

the body of the dictator as a means of enlivening the pre-logical affects, demonstrating that his 

popularity and embrace by the people signaled the return of a humanist symbolism at the level of 

governance, the reversal of the "machine-state" he had criticized in democracy. The dictator's 

proud figure, whose dramatic gestures were like those of a theatrical production, whose affective 

locus was located in the gestalt of the figure and the contortions of his face, was capable of quasi-

telepathically stirring the masses into action: 

The figurehead must be an artist. His physical image must be the visible symbol of his 
thought. He needs to know how to exploit effects, to attenuate them, to vary them 
according to circumstances and following the climate of his audience. ...Il Duce, who 
adopts with his visitors, and particularly with intellectuals, an attitude of familiarity, 
appears high and solemn in public, vested in the brilliant general's uniform of the Fascist 
militia. He mutes himself like a great comic actor. His gestures are slow and grave. Each 
of his movements, each inflection of his body, each expression of his physiognomy is 
fixed in the spirit of those who watch him.474 

                                                        

472  "Elle pense par images, et l'image évoquée en évoque elle-même une série d'autres sans aucun lien logique avec la 
première."Gustave Le Bon, La Psychologie des foules, (Paris: Alcan, 1895), 24. 
473 "On y voyait l’emploi systématique de moyens nouveaux pour émouvoir et passionner un public… l’action directe 
sur les nerfs, sur la sensibilité au public à certains accords de couleurs, de lumière, à certaines déformations, avait donc 
été jugée efficacee," Maurice Denis, “Les besoins collectifs de la peinture–Les problèmes d’aujourd’hui” 
L’encyclopédie française, XVI, 70-1 cited in Jacques Beauffet, Madeleine Bonnard, and Bernard Ceysson, L'art dans 
les années 30 en France, Exhibition catalogue, (Saint-Étienne: Musée d'Art et d'Industrie, 1979) 91. 
474 " Un tribun doit être un artiste. Son image physique doit être le symbole visible de sa pensée. Il faut qu'il sache 
exploiter les effets, les graduer, les varier suivant les circonstances et suivant le climat de son auditoire....Le Duce, qui 
adopte avec ses visiteurs, tout particulièrement avec les intellectuels, une attitude empreinte de familiarité, parait en 
public solennel et altier, revêtu du brillant uniforme de général de la milice fasciste. Il se meut comme un grand 
tragédien. Ses gestes sont lents et graves. Chacun de ses mouvements, chaque flexion de son corps, chaque expression 
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The role of the dictator was thus analogous to that of the artist in that they were both experts in 

exploiting visual symbolism of bodily anatomy to connect and animate the emotions of the 

people, hypnotizing them to bring them into the pre-rational, suggestible state that Le Bon had 

described in the "crowd": 

We know today that an individual can be brought to such a state that, having lost his 
conscious personality, he obeys all the suggestions of the operator that has helped him 
lose it, and commits acts totally contrary to his character and his habits. Moreover, 
attentive observation will prove that the individual plunged for some time in the midst of 
an agitated crowd can quickly fall... into a particular state, one that closely resembles the 
state of fascination of the hypnotized at the hands of the hypnotist.475 

 

In a complex layering of analogous properties, George saw the interrelation of political and 

artistic affects as a cohesive strategy that would bring about the unification of Europe and a new 

political, spiritual, and artistic Renaissance. 

2.13. Fascism and Judaism 

 All of this leaves us finally, to ponder where the Jews of Europe would fit into this 

complicated Christian eschatology.  For René Schwob, who dismissed Zionism as a displaced 

desire for Christ,476 the Jews played a radical role in such a narrative. In Moi juif, Schwob had 

assigned the Jew a specific role as a savior of the Christian west, and held that their conversion to 

                                                        

 

de sa physionomie se fixent dans l'esprit de ceux qui le regardent." Waldemar George L'humanisme et l'idée de la 
patrie, 44. 
475 "Nous savons aujourd'hui qu'un individu peut être placé dans un état tel, qu'ayant perdu sa personnalité consciente, il 
obéisse à toutes les suggestions de l'opérateur qui la lui a fait perdre, et commette les actes les plus contraires à son 
caractère et à ses habitudes. Or, des observations attentives paraissent prouver que l'individu plongé depuis quelque 
temps au sein d'une foule agissante, tombe bientôt ... dans un état particulier, se rapprochant beaucoup de l'état de 
fascination de l'hypnotisé entre les mains de son hypnotiseur. " Gustave Le Bon, Psychologie des Foules, 19.  
476 René Schwob, Moi Juif (Paris: Librarie Plon: “Collection Le Roseau d’or” 1928) 105 
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Christianity ultimately could help restore the universal goal of Christian eschatology.477 George 

may have been attracted to this idea and it is possible that his decision to choose so many Jewish 

artists as part of his Neo-Humanist movement might have been linked to a messianic desire to 

catalyze this process. However, unlike Schwob, George, despite laying claim to so many of the 

same principles, did not convert to Christianity during his romance with Fascism and during his 

active life as a critic. After the war he renewed his public support for Jewish painters, joining the 

Société des amis du musée Bezalel de Jérusalem as vice-president, and penning the text for the 

exhibition Gouaches de Chaïa Schwartz. Peinture d'Israel at the Galerie Hermann in October 

1949.478  Though he did convert to Christianity on his deathbed, George, while living also clearly 

held strong to his heritage and his past. 

 Considering the often positive impact of democracy on the historical position of the Jews 

in Europe, George's case has been difficult for historians, whose only explanation for his embrace 

of Fascism and his rejection of democracy has been self-hatred.  But George's ambivalence about 

conversion suggests that he saw in the Fascism of Mussolini the possibility of syncretic multi-

cultural co-existence that would supersede the atheistic and democratic pluralism of the Third 

Republic. This was precisely what George would attempt to defend in his L'humanisme et l'idée 

de la patrie, which furthered his argument for a new Humanist cultural revolution that would 

counter the effects of the Protestant Reformation, this time characterized as a "Judeo-Germanic 

fatalism and a Northern pessimism."479 Given such comments, it is natural that scholars have 

connected George's interest in Fascism with a kind of anti-Judaism or anti-Semitism, or at the 

                                                        

477 "Et si les plans de la Providence étaient que non seulement le salut du monde vînt des Juifs, mais le salut même du 
christianisme dont ils sont les seuls occidentaux ¡a n’avoir pas épuisé la vertu? Ainsi s’achèverait par leur conversion 
cette admirable propagation de la foi catholique, son dernier couronnement." René Schwob, Moi Juif, 86-7. 
478 Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles. Waldemar-George critique d'art, 38. 
479 Waldemar George L’humanisme et l’idée de la patrie, 26.  For George's ideas towards Nazism see the conclusion of 
this dissertation. 
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least the desire for an erasure of the Jew through assimilation, or acculturation to Latin culture.480 

However, his position on the matter may not have been so definitive, for looking at his 

commentary on assimilation, it appears as if George saw Fascism as the solution to the tension 

between the particularity of European Jews and an atheistic republic which did not recognize their 

spiritual and ethnic difference.  George defended Fascism as a system that would replace the 

nation-state with an empire that permits the peaceful coexistence of both a Jewish and a 

spiritualized national identity based on "Latin" and Catholic values.  

  In a fascinating annex to the text, George would cite an interview with the Rabbi of 

Rome and points optimistically to the Jewish community under Fascism as exemplary of the 

peaceable co-existence of the particular and the universal: "The Jews [of Italy] collectively build 

the Fascist work, and consider themselves Italian without ceasing to consider themselves 

Jews."481 At this moment George was convinced, like so many other Jews in Italy at the time, that 

Jews under Fascism could thrive. They could remain more than ever committed to the mission of 

their faith, that they "do not dream of rejecting a single one of their duties, but see themselves 

invested with a mission, as the chosen people."482 In this instance of magical thinking George 

continued to consider the Jews as integral catalysts in the creation of a new Pax Romana that 

would surpass the antinomies of the particular and the universal, with the universal culture of  

"Latinity" accommodating and incorporating rather than flattening difference.483 In an argument 

somehow linking Protestantism to racism, George would write that in contrast, Catholicism 
                                                        

480 "L’Italie donne le ton et Waldemar-George se prend à rêver d'une assimilation par le haut à travers une sorte de 
parousie [second-coming] d'un génie juif totalement acculturé qui réunirait sous la houlette d'un chef incontestable 
Athènes, Rome, et Jérusalem dans une fusion sublime et catholique." Yves Chevrefils  Desbiolles Waldemar-George 
critique d'art, 58. Or Christopher Green, "Georges' arguments were in fact, the typically assimilationist arguments of a 
naturalized immigrant who wanted to embed himself deeper in French society." Green, Art in France, 224. 
481 "Les Juifs [d'Italie] collaborent à l'oeuvre de l'Italie fasciste, et se sentent Italiens sans cesser de se sentir Juifs" 
Waldemar George, L’humanisme et l’idée de la patrie, 208.  
482"ne songent à renier aucun de leurs devoirs, mais ils se disent investis d'une mission en tant que peuple élu." ibid, 
208. 
483 ibid, 205. 
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respects difference, and "upholds that each individual, who represents a particular case, a unique 

example, one that cannot be made plural." Appropriating the language of Personalism484  (without 

citing any particular work by its founder Emmanuel Mounier), George avowed that it was “by 

misrecognizing the human person's intrinsic value that racism, founded on Protestantism, opposes 

itself to Catholic Humanism. "485 Only a Catholic world, he wrote, "can escape anti-Semitism 

without running the risk of becoming an internationale."486 For George it was the spiritual and 

Catholic revolution made possible by Fascism, and not the universal values of the French 

Enlightenment that presented the possibility of overcoming the antinomies of universal and 

particular haunting Republican state-led universalism. Thus in contrast to the view that George's 

hyper nationalism was, de facto a rejection of Judaism, George's writings in fact betray a desire 

for the co-existence of religious particularity and the anti-democratic rule of Fascism. 

 This struggle with the paradoxes of democratic pluralism was characteristic of many 

French Jewish intellectuals at the beginning of the twentieth century, who had sought to redefine 

themselves not simply as a religious minority within a democratic republic but rather, as historian 

                                                        

484 A position that stresses the uniqueness of each person without resorting to the selfish concept of individualism is 
quite similar to the position of "Personalism" espoused by the founder of Esprit and proponent of "Personalism" 
Emmanuel Mounier. As Esprit writer Edouard Humeau would admit in 1934, George’s simultaneous rejection of the 
homogenization and the individualism enabled by liberal democracy and contemporary industrial society, as well as his 
conviction that Catholic principles will respect the integrity and unique qualities of the person resounds with the 
percepts of Personalism. Il “nous semble proche" Humeau had written. But despite Berdyaev's known influence on 
Mounier, George was not a Personalist. After acknowledging their similarities, Humeau, citing the way in which 
George instrumentalises culture, would call George’s thinking dangerous and see in it the same realpolitik and 
imperialism espoused by Henri Massis, citing “ L’asservissement de la culture à un mythe politique” and “l’art au 
service d’un conquérant…” Edouard Humeau, “Chronique des Arts” Esprit   2 no.18 , 1934. Author Michael Kelly has 
distinguished Emmanuel Mounier and Jacques Maritain’s Humanism from George’s.  “The humanist approach was 
well adapted to building a national movement on a broad platform of anti-fascism even if there were attempts ton the 
right to formulate a fascist humanism.” He cites George as an example of the “fascist humanist” movement. Michael 
Kelly, The Cultural and Intellectual Rebuilding of France after the Second World War. New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 200, 137. For the influence of Berdayev on Mounier, see Catherine Baird, "Religious Communism?" 
Nicolai Berdyaev's contribution to Esprit's interpretation of communism," Canadian Journal of History, 30 no. 1 (April 
1995) 29- 47. 
485 "Soutient que chaque individu représente un cas particulier, un exemplaire unique, qui ne peut être mis au pluriel. ... 
c'est un méconnaissant la valeur intrinsèque de la personne humaine que le racisme, fondé sur le protestantisme, 
s'oppose à l'humanisme catholique." Waldemar George L’humanisme et l’idée de la patrie, 194.  
486 " Seul un monde catholique peut échapper à l’antisémitisme, sans courir le risque de devenir une internationale." 
Ibid, 209. 
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Nadia Malinovich writes, to defend a "legitimate Jewish particularism by demonstrating 

Judaism's universal value, "487 a strategy that we recognize in George's attempt to define the 

eternal "idealism" of the Semitic race and its cyclical interaction with "Latinity." Perhaps another 

way to think about George and his complicated approach to Judaism and universality can be 

offered by Jean-Paul Sartre. The first major French writer to reject universalism from the left, 

Sartre considered the French Jews’ aspiration to assimilate to "French Universal" values an 

"inauthentic" fantasy of the erasure of difference that was indicative of an attempt to escape 

particularity by becoming an unmarked subject. "If the Jew is fascinated by Christians, it is not 

because of their virtues... but because they represent anonymity, humanity without race."488 

Sartre’s thesis is deeply relevant for our understanding of the theory of Neo-Humanist aesthetics 

that George privileged the placeless, ethnically ambiguous, "men in general" represented in the 

art of de Chirico, Hosiasson, Berman and others.  Thus Waldemar George was arguably not a 

self-hating Jew, but simply an "inauthentic Jew," because according to Sartre's principles, like the 

republican Jews of Sartre's text, he had tenaciously held on to "the myth of the universal man," 

albeit from the Fascist right.489 

2.14. Conclusion, and the Closet 

 Here I have explained the peculiar vision of Waldemar George, which was not only a 

utopian plan for mankind, but also an attempt on behalf of an individual to reconcile his own 

contradictions, his position as a foreigner and a Jew with his desire for acceptance within a body 

politic governed by universal harmony. But another, less obvious particularity might have also 

motivated George in his love of France, and especially Paris; namely, that the City of Light was 

                                                        

487 Nadia Malinovich, "Between Universalism and Particularism," 145. 
488 Jean-Paul Sartre, The Anti-Semite and The Jew: An Exploration of the Etiology of Hate. trans. George Becker. (New 
York: Schoken Books 1948) 110, 98, 119. 
489 Jean-Paul Sartre, The Anti-Semite and The Jew, 136, 166. 
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not only a place hospitable to foreigners but also a place where homosexuality was illegal but 

tacitly condoned. 

 The very real possibility of George's homosexuality would hardly be of interest to this 

author were the constant allusions made to an idealized homosocial world not a salient part of his 

vision of neo-Humanism, spoken through the discourse of ellipses and silences.  Closetedness, as 

Eve Sedgwick writes, is a performance, initiated by the speech act of a silence "that accrues 

particularity by fits and starts, in relation to the discourse that surrounds and differentially 

constitutes it."490 In George's writing on the Neo-Humanists, homosexual culture is alluded to 

through silence or a series of displacements. What does George mean when he speaks of the 

"vibrant silence" of Jean Peyrissac, whose work possesses "a contained or suppressed passion... 

for someone who understands the drama of Leonardo"?491 Or what are we to make of the 

idealized homosocial realm in so many Neo-Humanist works? In his discussions of the early 

paintings of Eugene Berman, George would praise the exclusion of women. This earns Berman a 

comparison to the Renaissance artists Paolo Uccello and Piero della Francesca in their 

comparable exclusion of "the spiritual presence of woman" to the point of depicting masculine 

"virile" hermaphroditic Madonnas in their paintings. Berman's interest in the Renaissance, 

George writes, explains his taste in subjects that address themselves particularly to the masculine 

"mind," soldiers, adolescents studying for exams at night, or, "Stable boys or cavalry soldiers 

who dream at night of their restless horses, their companions of play and work, which they bring 

to the stable which they care for jealously and with a thousand precautions."492 

                                                        

490 Eve Kosofsky Sedwick, Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990) 3.  
491 Son silence est vivant" ...."une passion contenue ou refoulé...pour qui connait le drame de Leonard." Waldemar 
George, "Jean Peyrissac ou le retour à l'homme," Formes no.31, 1933. 
492 "excluaient eux aussi, de leurs oeuvres la présence spirituelle de la femme. Leurs madones sont viriles. …D'où le 
goût des sujets qui s'adressent plus particulièrement aux cerveaux masculins: combats et conseils d'hommes... Athlètes 
qui se recueillent avant le grand combat, lycéens a la veille d'une épreuve, adolescents condamnés à périr avant d'avoir 
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 The theme of the young class of men caring for horses (palefreniers) which George 

would energetically expound upon when it emerged (frequently) in the works of the Neo-

Humanists, takes on a particularly loaded symbolism, in which the close bond of the young men 

and their animals becomes a kind of metaphor at once for close masculine relations and the task 

of bridling virility, all the while referring to a timeless homosocial realm of the Renaissance or 

Plato's republic. Take for instance his enthusiastic musings on Roger De La Fresnaye's Les 

palefreniers, which carry the critic to a Florentine Renaissance whose atmosphere was made of 

"intellectuality and virility": 

Holding the bridle of untamed horses, stable boys with bodies of young athletes and faces 
of ephebes stand out from the grounds of stables that carry the signature of Bramante, 
Vignole, San Gallo or Andrea Palladio. In these distant schools of equitation, there reigns 
an ambiance that we might find in the paintings of Paolo Uccello, but also above all in 
the compositions, impregnated with a magic realism of the Florentine mannerists 
Bronzino or Pontormo. This atmosphere is made of intellectuality and virility.493 

 

This fantasy frequently evoked in other neo-Humanist works, is perhaps more obvious if we 

compare the sketch Les palefreniers, to which George may have had access, given his extensive 

engagement with the artist's oeuvre, to the more modest final version (figs 71-73). In the final 

version, which seems to obscure a sexual energy between the two nude men, the horse's presence 

is a phallic displacement for virile masculinity and innocent homosexuality, part of a fantasy only 

made possible by the veil of an historic and yet oddly placeless and timeless idyll (figs 73-4). 

                                                        

 

connu la plénitude de l'existence physique, palefreniers ou soldats de cavalerie qui rêvent la nuit ¡a leurs chevaux rétifs, 
compagnons de travaux et de jeux, qu'ils mènent à l'abreuvoir, qu'ils soignent avec des soins jaloux et qu'ils montent 
avec mille précautions… " Waldemar George, "Eugen Bermann (sic) Appels d'Italie," 6. 
493 "Tenant par la bride des chevaux indomptés, de valets d’écurie aux corps de jeunes athlètes et au visages d’éphèbes 
se détachent sur des fonds de manèges qui portent la signature de Bramante, de Vignole, des San Gallo ou d’Andrea 
Palladio. Il régnée dans ces lointaines écoles d’équitation une ambiance que l’on croit retrouver dans les peintures de 
Paolo Uccello, mais aussi et surtout dans le compositions, comme imprégnées d’un réalisme magique des peintres 
maniéristes florentins: Bronzino et Pontormo. Cette atmosphère est faite de l’intellectualité et de virilité." Waldemar 
George,  Exhibition Catalogue, Roger de La Fresnaye, 1885-1925 Paris: Maison de la Pensée Francaise, 1949) 7. 
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 Rejecting the materiality of the corpulent feminine body of Renoir and Courbet the 

dreaded realist, George in contrast supported the idealized, spiritualized, Neo-Platonic 

homosociality of Hellenistic Greece or its revival in the Renaissance, a timeless fantasy realm and 

the Utopia of a kind of social freedom unavailable to him in interwar France. As Eve Sedgwick 

has written this "rediscovery" of the historical homosocial culture of the past had historically 

presented an important touchstone for young closeted men in the literary domain, for it: 

provided an opening for an insouciant pondering of male bodies in relation to one 
another... an imaginative space in which relations to and among human bodies might be 
newly a subject of utopian speculation. Synechdocally represented as it tended to be by 
statues of nude young men, the Victorian cult of Greece gently, unpointedly and 
unexclusively positioned male flesh and muscle as the indicative instances of "the" body, 
of a body whose surfaces, features, and abilities might be the subject or object of 
unphobic enjoyment. 494 

 

If the aesthetic narrative of "universal" man folded into it idealized homosociality, a counterpoint 

to this Utopia could be found in the Christological affect of the suffering and expressive face. De 

La Fresnaye's paintings of a tortured young man whose perfect body is at once the object of 

desire and the sign of human frailty projects the pain of bridling one's expression, the agony of 

the closet. Thus the Christological aesthetic of suffering is not only the universal symbol of a 

human embodiment, but also the secret iconography for the difficult conquering of homosexual 

desire, which as George would explain himself in L'humanisme et l'idée de la patrie, could 

always be explained as "merely a sin of appetite."495  Around the summer of 1931, while visiting 

George at his seaside home in Genets, Alberto Savinio would write a short story entitled "Walde 

mar," which would later be printed in the book of short-stories La 'casa vita'.   

                                                        

494 Eve Kosofsky Sedwick, Epistemology of the Closet, 136. 
495Waldemar George L’humanisme et l’idée de la patrie, 34-35. 
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 Applying his characteristic magical realism, Savinio's story metamorphosizes the critic's 

massive features into an allegorical figure of the melancholic, fish-headed Neptune, God of the 

sea, whose image accompanies the story in some editions of the book under the name Nettune 

pescatore (fig. 75).496 If the significance of this symbolism is obscure, the portrait, (or perhaps 

caricature) of Waldemar-as-Neptune might nonetheless act as a pendant to Savinio's portrait of 

1929, one that, despite the allegorical veil, and despite the mystical costume, may give a more 

direct, uninhibited, and freer vision of George's masculinity and sexuality.  It is perhaps also this 

kind of personal freedom that George sought to obtain in his deeply misguided political and 

aesthetic project. 

 In 418, the early Christian historian Orosius would famously write that, "whenever Rome 

conquers and is happy, the rest of the world is unhappy and conquered," but not without adding, 

that in the face of constant warfare, his own historical privilege as a Roman and a Christian had 

granted him an unprecedented sense of ease and freedom, leaving him to feel "no apprehension 

over the outbreak of any disturbance, since I can take refuge anywhere.” “No matter where I 

flee,” Oriosius stated, “I find my native land, my law, and my religion."497 Ultimately, it was 

through this fantasy of universal acceptance anywhere, fed by the myths of his history books, and 

not the social political reality of interwar Europe, that George had sought solutions to the 

problems that were simultaneously his own and of his time. The reading of Pater, of Berdyaev, of 

contemporary archeology, of psychology, all supplied this ambitious critic with the makings of a 

supposed Utopia whose flaws only became painfully clear in hindsight.  

                                                        

496 Alberto Savinio, "Waldemare," Casa 'La vita' (1943) Milanese edition, 1971/ 1988.   
497Orosius, Seven Books of History Against the Pagans. 5, part ii, 418. 
https://sites.google.com/site/demontortoise2000/orosius_book5 
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 As Marc Shell writes, "The universalist ideology of love and kinship leads–has lead–

inexorably, to actions of hatred and unkindness."498 Historians have not been the only ones to 

judge George, and in 1938, upon witnessing the Anschluss and the promulgation of racial laws in 

Italy, the critic would write to his publisher asking him to destroy all copies of L'humanisme et 

l'idée de la patrie.499  One of the first critics to be targeted by anti-Judaic police during the 

occupation, George was forced into hiding as the Nazis liquidated his art collection alongside that 

of André Seligmann, the collector whose busts George had praised at the beginning of our chapter 

for their magical capacity to inspire sympathy amongst all men. He would soon find out for 

himself that there would be no second Pax Romana. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

498 Marc Shell, Children of the Earth (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993) 199, cited in Naomi Schor, 
"Anti-Semitism, Jews and the Universal" October 87,  (Winter 1999) 107-116, 110.  
499 Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, "Le Retour a Rome de Waldemar George" Predella, no. 31 (n.d). 
http://www.predella.it/archivio/indexa4fb.html?option=com_content&view=article&id=281&catid=86&Itemid=113 
(accessed October 11, 2016); Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles. Waldemar-George critique d'art: cinq portraits pour un 
siècle paradoxal, essai et anthologie. (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2016). 61. 
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CHAPTER 3: Drawing Swords: Le Dessin and Artistic Pedagogy in Interwar France 

3.1. Drawing the French Citizen 

 I begin this chapter by looking to a set of drawing exercises taken from a collection of 

children's classroom cahiers (class notebooks) contained in the archives of the Museé National de 

l'Éducation in Rouen, France. In the cahier of a girl of about 10 years old, dated 1935, is a 

semester’s worth of painstaking work attesting to a young student’s halting attempts to replicate 

the world around her. Her task that semester was to make realistic renderings of inanimate objects 

that would demonstrate her mastery of shading the representation of three-dimensional forms 

without their shadows. The items are isolated against a white background, and the effort of the 

girl shows in the way that the specific material qualities of the items she resorted to are readily 

identifiable: a cheap-looking tea service made of tin, a large magnifying glass refracting light, a 

simple candle stick with a white candle, a leather riding boot she has shined with white oil stick, 

and a small oil lamp. Over a bottle and a glass seen from below, the instructor’s hard red line 

corrects the bottom lip of the bottle to adjust the perspective and the word “Mediocre” is written 

beneath it (fig. 76). 500  In another cahier, this one owned by a student in her second year of 

primaire (1st grade) in 1931, we witness a child's attempt to draw from nature, using a daisy that 

she has represented from the front, the back, and finally plucked of its petals (fig. 77). “Manque 

de travail” (Lack of work) is the instructor's commentary, with a hard precise line underscoring 

the words. Her drawing receives an 8/20.501 

 These examples, if mundane, attest to the demanding nature of children's drawing 

instruction in France under the Third Republic, a core component of free and mandatory laïc 

                                                        

500 Cahier 2 1935-6, L’École Primaire Supérieur, année 1, les Deux-Sèvres, 3.6.01.00 1982-567, DERO 1935 TRA. 
Musée National de l'Éducation, Rouen.  
501 Cahier 1931 École Primaire Supérieur année 2, Pas de Callais, 6.01.00 2008-3823 , DEHU 1931 TRA.  
Musée National de l'Éducation, Rouen. 
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elementary education established with two laws  (in 1881 and 1882) under the auspices of the 

Republican reformer Jules Ferry. As part of these reforms, the French state established a national 

Inspector of Drawing Instruction and mobilized a new cadre of instructors to teach drawing to 

elementary school (école primaire) students of both genders, from ages 6-13 (classe préparatoire, 

8ème, 7ème) as well as in secondary schools for boys, where drawing classes were to continue 

from 6ème until seconde or première. For the five-year secondary education of girls, drawing was 

obligatory the first three years and made optional the last two years. 

 Drawing instruction had steadily gained a more and more prominent role in the French 

school system since the educational reforms of the Revolution. The justification for the 

privileging of drawing instruction had its origins in Enlightenment thought, though this took the 

form of two opposing currents, that of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who advocated for the imitation of 

nature directly, and that of painter and art school founder Jean-Jacques Bachelier, who in contrast 

held that a more technocratic and procedural mode of instruction could better ensure the 

education of all.502 But the thinkers of the Enlightenment who had made art such a central part of 

their visions for an improved world were unanimous on the necessity of art instruction within the 

context of republican egalitarianism. Its eventual instantiation as part of mandatory free public 

school was considered by Charles Blanc to be a corollary to "universal suffrage," marking a 

triumph for Republicans.503 It should be neither an art d'agrément limited to the leisure class, nor 

merely a kind of specialized training for those choosing an artist's or artisan's vocation.  As a 

                                                        

502Ferdinand Buisson,  "Historique sommaire de l'enseignement du dessin" in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. Dictionnaire de 
Pédagogie et d'instruction primaire (Paris: Hachette, 1911), 691.   For more on the development of drawing instruction 
and its philosophical origins, see Jocelyne Beguery, "Le Dessin: vers une problématique engagement artistique"  in 
Daniel Denis and Pierre Kahn, eds.  L’École républicaine et la question des savoirs : Enquête au cœur du Dictionnaire 
de pédagogie de Ferdinand Buisson  (Paris : CNRS Éditions, 2003) : 221-252 
https://books.openedition.org/editionscnrs/3043 (accessed June 14, 2018).  
503 Charles Blanc,  "L'enseignement du dessin dans les écoles primaires" Revue pédagogique 2nd semester, 1878, p 
642, cited in Renaud d’Enfert and Daniel Lagoutte. Un art pour tous: le dessin à l’école de 1800 à nos jours. 
Exhibition catalogue. (Rouen: Musée National de l’Éducation, 2004), 40. 
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category of aesthetic experience that invoked pleasure, art had seductive qualities that eased the 

impartation of moral lessons, thus the teaching of art and exposure to it were crucial as a tool in 

the moral formation of citizens. 

3.2.  Debates in Drawing Pedagogy from the Revolution until 1909 

 In practice, for instance -in the way that the commission submitted by the Assemblée 

Constituante during the Revolution folded drawing lessons into the teaching of geometry– it was 

the utility of drawing to certain scientific and industrial vocations, and not arguments for the 

intangible virtues of art, that guided the implementation of drawing courses in public schools.  In 

1833, the "Guizot" laws of June 28 would go further to refine drawing as a discipline all its own 

by establishing the instruction of dessin linéare (line drawing), a course that also included 

l’arpentage (geographical surveying courses) as part of the programs of the écoles primaires 

supérieurs (a kind of addendum to elementary education providing vocational training as an 

alternative to the collèges and lycées of secondary education attended by the bourgeoisie). In 

1850 the law of 15 March would add two other elements alongside dessin linéare: “dessin 

d’ornement" and “dessin d’imitation." From the time of the Restoration onwards, drawing already 

held a higher place in the hierarchy of arts instruction, over dance and music, and by 1866, 

special drawing instructors, called maîtres de dessin, were no longer paid for privately by the 

parents of students but were integrated into a pension system as paid employees of the state.504 

 The creation of the Third Republic coincided with an increasing insistence on engineering 

and design as crucial to the success of the industrializing nation and a response to heightened 

international competition on the subject thanks to universal exhibitions.505 When mandatory 

drawing courses for elementary and secondary schools were signed into being by Ferry's laws 
                                                        

504 Renaud d’Enfert and Daniel Lagoutte. Un art pour tous, 7. 
505 These will be discussed in more detail further on in this chapter. 
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(1881-2), the curriculum was guided by scientific and positivist principles, almost as if to assure 

that drawing was not art, but a technical language that could unquestionably serve the needs of an 

industrializing nation.  Designed by the sculptor Eugène Guillaume, former head of the École des 

Beaux-Arts and Director-General of Fine Arts, the universal drawing course implemented in 

elementary schools standardized drawing modes "compatible with the use of the machine, and 

aimed to unify the culture of the worker, the man of industry and the artist and to constitute a 

language that was legible to all."506 Focused on the mastery of this shared technical language, the 

program proposed by Guillaume standardized and regularized the dessin linéare that had been 

taught in a piecemeal fashion throughout the Restoration, using a highly technicist507 approach 

that the pedagogue Victor Duruy praised as the "universal language" of geometry.508 

 Guillaume's method, eventually called le dessin géometrique, was quite different from the 

cursus of the École des Beaux-Arts that Albert Boime has detailed in his history of professional 

drawing academies.509 Rather than introducing students to drawing through art, by imitating other 

works of art, plaster casts or live models, Guillaume's method provided an inductive and 

cumulative model based upon basic geometric principles, beginning with young children being 

asked to draw straight and curved lines and using scales. Students would graduate to two-

dimensional and then three-dimensional shapes, and eventually use these in combination to 

reproduce the essential geometric forms of decorative elements, flora and fauna, and finally the 

human figure. However, the repertoire of what could serve as acceptable models to observe from 

                                                        

506 "Guillaume's method was "basée sur une esthétique scientifique compatible avec l'utilisation de la machine, vise à 
unifier la culture de l'ouvrier, de l'industriel et de l'artiste et à constituer une écriture lisible par tous."  Neil McWilliam, 
Catherine Méneux and Julie Ramos, eds. L'Art Social en France, 26.  
507 The rigid influence of the Swiss pedagogue Heinrich Pestalozzi, who, according to his colleagues could "neither 
write nor draw," loomed large during this period. See Clive Ashwin, "Pestalozzi and the Origins of Pedagogical 
Drawing," British Journal of Educational Studies 29 (June 1981) 138-151.    
508 Victor Duruy, cited in Un art pour tous,17.  
509 Albert Boime, The Academy and French Painting in 19th Century (London: Phaidon, 1976). 
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was highly circumscribed by the classical tradition. Urns, the capitals of columns, decorative 

friezes, bas-reliefs, and plaster casts of classical figurative sculpture were permitted.  All of these 

were to be rendered in fusain (charcoal) only to best demonstrate the sole goal of these exercises 

which was not to push students to envision new compositions or to work creatively with these 

materials but rather to master the principles of shadow, light, cast light and modeling (fig. 78). 

 Though the course did not discourage a humanist vision of the arts, it did not encourage 

one either. Guillaume warned instructors to be realistic about the humble destiny of most of the 

children taught in Republican schools, warning against the creation of a nation of little artists: 

We exalt the ideal, we get lost in aesthetic theories before having broken with the practice 
[of drawing] and having mastered the laws that inform it. We dream of artist’ vocations 
which are the exception, here where we must address the masses, here where we must 
affect children whose capacities are only progressively opening, and who will, the most 
of them, end up as ouvriers.510 

 

Initially, for fear of encouraging a workforce of mécontents with tastes unsuited for their lot, it 

was believed that an initiation in fine art should take place at the level of secondary education or 

specialized art education. Those seeking to work in the arts or applied arts would go on to seek 

entrance to the professional art and decorative art schools like the École des Arts et Manufactures, 

the École Nationale des Beaux-Arts, the École des Arts Décoratifs, or any of the regional "copies" 

of these same programs, alongside apprenticeships in the ateliers of professional artists.511 The 

basic drawing course was equally useful to prepare those seeking entrance at technical academies, 

the grandes écoles of Paris, including the École Polytechnique, the École des Ponts et Chaussées 

                                                        

510 "On exalte l'idéal, on s'enivre de théories esthétiques avant de s'être rompu à la pratique et d'être rendu maître des 
lois qui la régissent. Enfin on songe a des vocations d'artistes qui sont l'exception, là ou l'on doit s'adresser à la masse, 
et la l'on agit sur des enfants dont l'intelligence s'ouvre progressivement et dont la plupart seront des ouvriers."  Eugène 
Guillaume, "L'enseignement du Dessin d'après M.E. Guillaume," in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. Dictionnaire de pédagogie 
et d'instruction primaire 1, part 1, (Paris: Hachette, 1887), 684-697.   
511 See Stéphane Laurent, L'Art utile: Les écoles d'art appliqués sous le Second Empire et la Troisième République.  
(Paris: L'Harmattan, 1998). 
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the École des Mines, which prepared a corps d’élite to serve the navy, military, scientific and 

engineering personnel to the French government.  But for every French student, the universal 

nature of the system was designed not only to provide the technical basis or a variety of 

vocations. Its disciplinary function was also openly acknowledged. Excerpts from manuals, and 

classroom photos demonstrate that bodily control, coordination and obedience were integral 

benefits to this instruction (figs 79-80). By imposing a difficult subject that required 

concentration and coordination of hand and eye, mind and body, it had a crucial secondary utility, 

habituating young French citizens to obedience, discipline, exactitude, perseverance.512 

 But the geometric method had its opponents, namely in the person of the philosopher 

Maurice Ravaisson, a Romantic figure who had already worked as a pedagogue from the middle 

of the 19th century onwards. Ravaisson's main critique was the mathematical basis of Guillaume's 

method and he advocated instead a method of drawing whereby the human figure was central and 

aesthetics played a larger role.  His written critique was printed alongside Guillaume's method in 

1887, in the pages of Ferdinand Buisson's Encyclopédie de pédagogie, the official "sourcebook" 

of theory and applied pedagogy for the instituteurs of the Third Republic.513  Drawing on a 

metaphysical argument and summoning Pascal and Descartes, Ravaisson argued that geometry, 

which deals with quantity alone, fails to describe the limitlessness of human imagination, whose 

qualities can only be intuited but not precisely measured. Ravaisson also defended the importance 

of aesthetics to the formation of a full citizen.  Pointing to the importance of art to the Greeks, he 

argued that the ancients taught their children with poetry and art and that the moderns who had 

limited the subjects of study to only what was most immediately utilitarian, should follow this 

                                                        

512The “redressement du corps” was crucial to French pedagogy from the 19th century onwards, as Emmanuel Pernoud 
observes in L'invention du dessin d'enfant en France, à l'aube des avant-gardes. (Paris: Hazan, 2003), 35. 
513 For more on the heterodox nature of the dictionnaire see  Daniel Denis and Pierre Kahn, "introduction" in Denis and  
Kahn, eds.  L’École républicaine et la question des savoirs 1-16. 
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lead. Hyper-specialization that forces one to focus solely on one’s own activity, to “preoccupy 

oneself with only one’s own goals” leads to a selfish myopia, Ravaisson said, while in contrast, a 

generalized culture, and a spirit of “disinterested” inquiry inspires us to action beyond oneself.514 

Ravaisson continued by complaining that these disinterested pursuits should not be the sole 

purview of the leisured classes, while the working class must do with "what immediately 

furnishes material gains."515 Citing Rousseau, Ravaisson argued that the exposure to beauty 

ennobled all subjects, and that the study of drawing "must first be considered independently of 

the technical uses we make of it, and must be considered as constituting an important means of 

general education."516 

 Ravaisson's influence was already felt in the secondary levels of education. In 1853, with 

input from a committee of artists that included Delacroix and Ingres, he had instituted reforms to 

standardize drawing instruction in lycées according to his principles. Ravaisson's methods echoed 

the system established at the École des Beaux-Arts and the ateliers of master painters: drawing 

from plaster casts (à la bosse) but focusing specifically on the study of the human form and 

anatomy. "Man is the measure of all," he wrote, and  "The human form explains all the other 

forms because it is the very incarnation and visible figure of the spirit."517 Against Ravaisson, 

                                                        

514 "La véritable éducation n'est point celle qui habitue chacun, par une activité en grande partie stérile, à se préoccuper 
et à s'éprendre toujours de ses propres oeuvres de soi-même; c'est plutôt celle qui habitue chacun à se préoccuper et à 
s'éprendre de quelque chose de meilleur que soi: la première, en effet, favorise la vanité et l'égoïsme; la seconde, l'esprit 
de désintéressement, et au besoin de dévouement. " Félix Ravaisson, “Art” in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. Dictionnaire de 
pédagogie et d'instruction primaire 1, part 1, (Paris: Hachette, 1887), 123. 
515  "L'éducation populaire, chez les modernes, est constitué presque tout entière d'un point de vue d'utilité matérielle, 
comme si pour les classes laborieuse, vouées à des travaux de nécessité, l'instruction devait consister uniquement ou 
presque uniquement à fournir les moyens de s'en acquitter d'une manière plus fructueuse, et que pour atteindre ce but 
même, on n'eût que faire d'art et de gout."  Félix Ravaisson, “Art” in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. Dictionnaire de pédagogie 
et d'instruction primaire 1, part 1, (Paris: Hachette, 1887), 122.   
516 "L’étude du dessin doit d’abord être considérée indépendamment de l’usage technique qu’on peut en faire, comme 
constituant un moyen important d'éducation générale Félix Ravaisson, "L'enseignement du dessin d'après Félix 
Ravaisson," in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. Dictionnaire de pédagogie et d'instruction primaire 1, part 1, (Paris: Hachette, 
1887): 671-684, 683. 
517  "L'homme et la mesure de tout... La forme humaine nous explique toutes les autres formes par ce que elle est la 
figure visible de l’esprit.” Ibid, 679. 
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Guillaume felt that this humanist method would depend too much on initiative and independence 

of sentiment. Reason, and not emotions, should be the foundation of the teaching of drawing to 

elementary school students, and anything else, especially when the goal was to impart vocational 

skills and a sense of discipline, was an uncertain enterprise: 

Is it not a danger to call upon initiative and independence of sentiment when what is 
appropriate is to order and discipline the spirit? To the little extent that the child follows 
the drawing course, it is necessary that he gains from it ideas of certainty and practices 
that will serve him his entire life. This relates to the question of morality, and this, 
thankfully, is served well by the cumulative teachings of a method [Guillaume's own] 
founded on reason.518 

 

 Quantifiability, certainty, reason, and outcome-based utility: these were the surest guides 

in the formation of a universal subject. Though it was only later with Keynes and other humanist 

economists that the utility of the arts as a humanist venture could be quantifiably asserted, 

opponents of Guillaume were already vocal in debates on arts education in France.  Those like 

Ravaisson who opposed Guillaume's technicity and his "realism" saw aesthetic education as a 

moral utility that would serve to make all citizens, especially the working class, happier.  By 

expanding the concept of utility, pedagogue defenders of the humanist utility of arts and culture 

pointed to their capacity to act as a salve that could alleviate the difficulty of laboring life. 

Ferdinand Buisson, who subscribed to the politics of solidarisme519 had defended the teaching of 

music in school this way, especially for those students who would later go on to do manual work, 

who arguably needed art more than any other class: "Will their careers not be hard enough, that 

                                                        

518 "N'est-ce pas un danger de faire appel à l'initiative et à l'indépendance du sentiment quand il ne conviendrait que 
d'ordonner et de discipliner les esprits?  Si peu que l'enfant suive un cours de dessin, il faut qu'il en emporte des notions 
certaines et quelques pratiques qui lui servent durant sa vie entière. Cela est conforme à la morale et cela, fort 
heureusement, est conforme aux enseignements gradués d'une méthode fondée sur la raison." Eugène Guillaume, 
"L'enseignement du Dessin d'après M.E. Guillaume," in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. Dictionnaire de pédagogie et 
d'instruction primaire.  1, part 1, (Paris: Hachette, 1887), 684-697. 
519 Coined by Léon Bourgeois in his book Solidarité in 1896, solidarisme, intended as an alternative to both liberalism 
and socialism, was a political philosophy based on the mutual aid between peoples. It was eventually adopted as a core 
component of the left-wing republican Parti Radical founded in 1901.  
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they too might need, all that consoles and calms, all that uplifts, and all that helps us to live?"520 

 It was only in 1908, due to the results of a commission to judge the efficacy of the 

"geometric method," that the capacity of drawing lessons to instill a kind of humanist knowledge 

was officially acknowledged and put into practice at the level of universal elementary education. 

Inaugurated by the radical and pedagogical reformer Gaston Quénioux, the commission and the 

resulting report suggested that Guillaume's curriculum was too rigid and inhibited the natural 

curiosity of children, leaving them bored and uninspired by drawing and ready to quit it as soon 

as they were introduced to it.  In response to the commission, Quénioux proposed a new method 

of drawing pedagogy, called "la méthode intuitive," and in 1909 it would replace Guillaume's. 

 A certain kind of liberty of interpretation, “within the limits of a gradually restricted 

correction," was the order of the day.521 If subjects the students could imitate had until then been 

circumscribed to plaster casts and occasional etchings from archeology or the classical world, 

from 1909 on, school children were now asked to pursue "explanatory" drawings using historical 

or literary material from other classes, stimulating their imaginations, as an illuminated cahier 

from a collegian in 1931 demonstrates (Fig. 81). Quénioux also instituted a section of drawing 

class called “Dessin libre” that encouraged children to go outside the classroom to draw their 

surroundings: their homes, their villages, and their everyday life. Drawing from memory was also 

integrated into instruction. Because it was now believed that pleasure would naturally encourage 

the imaginative tendencies and willingness of the child to learn, under the méthode intuitive 

teachers were to refrain from harsh correction, while also foregoing highly technical and tedious 

                                                        

520 “ Est-ce que leur carrière ne sera pas assez dure pour qu’ils aient besoin eux aussi de tout ce qui console et de tout ce 
qui charme, de tout ce qui relève et de tout ce qui aide à vivre.”  Ferdinand Buisson, Discours à l’Association 
polytechnique, June 24 1883, cited in Guy Vincent, "L'École primaire française: une étude sociologique," (PhD 
Dissertation, Lille: Université de Lille, 1982), 389. 
521 "Dans les limites d’une correction graduellement serrée” Gaston Quénioux, Bulletin administratif du ministère de 
l’instruction publique,  LXXXVI year 1909, no. 1892, (Paris, Imprimerie nationale, 1909), 487, cited in Pernoud, 
L'invention du dessin d'enfant en France, 46.  
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exercises in subjects like perspective and architectural drawings until the secondary level.  

Likewise as one can see from the 7 elements below, dessin linéare or geometrique was retained 

but only imposed later in the child's development: 

1. Drawing of very simple objects (beginner course), simple objects (intermediary and 
advanced levels) 
2. Decorative arrangements (intermediary and advanced levels) 
3. Drawings by memory (all levels) 
4. Explanatory drawings of [other subjects] (all levels) 
5. Free drawings done outside of class (all levels) 
6. Modeling courses (all levels) 
7. Geometric drawing (intermediary and advanced levels)522 

 In addition to these expansions, instructors were now encouraged to supply their students 

with more than the gray fusain, allowing pupils to experiment with china ink, pastel, aquarelle, 

and colored crayons.   Explaining his reforms, Quénioux channeled Ravaisson, adamantly 

emphasizing the humanist benevolence that aesthetic engagement inspired. Drawing, he wrote, 

was considered not a means to an end but a "general instrument of culture."523 It served not only 

as a means of disciplining the child and habituating him or her to rules, logic and reason, but also 

encouraged him or her to develop crucial faculties like imagination, observation capacity, 

memory, and aesthetic sensibility. The exposure to beauty itself was democratic in principle, as it 

made all subjects more benevolent to others: 

There is no doubt that the impression of beauty, whatever the definition and whatever the 
origins, work of art or work of nature, renders man more generous, more disposed to 
better actions, more capable of good deeds, of largesse, of benevolence.524 

 

 At the beginning of the century, Quénioux had been a member of the solidariste Société 

                                                        

522 Charles Charrier, Pédagogie Vécue. Cours complet et pratique (nouvelle edition) (Paris: F. Nathan 1920), 473 
523 “un instrument général de la culture." Renaud d’Enfert and Daniel Lagoutte, Un art pour tous,70. 
524 "Il n'est pas douteux que l'impression du beau, quelle qu'en soit la définition et quelle qu'en soit l'origine, oeuvre 
d'art ou spectacle de la nature, ne rende l'homme plus généreux, plus disposé aux bonnes actions, plus capable d'un acte 
de bonté, de largesse, de bienveillance." See Quénioux, "Dessin" in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. Dictionnaire de Pédagogie 
et d'instruction primaire (Paris: Hachette, 1911). 
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Nationale de l'Art à l'École, founded in 1907 and associated with the Parti Radical, a Republican 

party founded on socialist principles that had moved towards the center after the creation of the 

French Worker's International.  Consisting of bureaucrats like the senator Charles Maurice 

Coubya, Radical pedagogues like Buisson, Roger Marx and architect and designer Frantz 

Jourdain, the influential group advocated for a more cohesive aesthetic education for elementary 

school students, with the aim of ameliorating the lot of the working class in particular. Their 

solidariste platform however, aimed not to destroy class divisions but to naturalize them, by 

"elevating the disinherited towards the ideal and giving them consciousness of partaking in a 

community," all the while accepting their lot and agreeing to "work in joy." 525  The objective of 

the society was "to encourage the love of art and nature in children, to make school more 

enjoyable for them, and to help with the formation of taste and the development of the moral and 

social education of youth."526 In addition to emphasizing the pleasurable aspects of art, exposure 

to art's vivifying qualities was also crucial to their platform, which advocated more artistic 

imagery within school buildings, both as pedagogical instruments but also in the mural decor. 

 If in some ways Quénioux's new program institutionalized these principles, his méthode 

intuitive (or méthode naturelle) was also deeply informed by other novel currents in modern 

philosophy (in particular the thought of Henri Bergson) modern art, and child psychology, all of 

                                                        

525 Catherine Fraixe "Masses inconscientes et élites républicaines ou les arrière-plans naturalistes du 'retour à l'ordre'" 
in Neil McWilliam, Catherine Méneux and Julie Ramos, eds. L'Art Social en France: de la Révolution à la Grande 
Guerre, (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2014): 373-396; 373, 388. 
526 "De faire aimer à l'enfant la nature et l'art, de rendre l'école plus attrayante et d'aider à la formation du goût et au 
développement de l'éducation morale et sociale de la jeunesse." cited by Catherine Méneux, "Roger Marx et 
l'institutionnalisation de l'art social," in Neil McWilliam, Catherine Méneux and Julie Ramos, eds. L'Art Social en 
France: 328-9. Their journal, Notes sur les arts  (founded in 1911) was in 1913 retitled L'art Social: Revue mensuelle 
d'Education artistique, to which Quénioux regularly contributed. For more on l'Art à l'école see chapter on the subject 
in L'Art Social en France. 
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which valorized intuition and creative imagination.527 Quénioux's method was a more subtle 

adaptation of the extreme approach taken by the Viennese pedagogue Franz Cižek, one of the first 

early advocates of an intuitive drawing style for children, and the founder of the "Child Art" 

movement in late nineteenth-century Vienna. With his method, Cižek explained: 

I never tell a child what he or she is to do… I tell a child what possibilities there are for 
working out this theme... but technically they are not shown anything that serves as a 
model or example. When things are shown to children and they are asked to copy, they 
become educated to do mechanical work. But what they have [found] out for themselves 
they never forget.528 

 

Though scarcely as radical as Cižek, Quénioux's method like the Austrian's was informed by a 

new modernist primitivism that valued a kind of atavism as a more authentic mode of expression, 

one closer to nature, which could be permitted to bloom before it must necessarily succumb to 

discipline and civilization.529  Citing the works of child psychologists like Ricci, Sully, and 

Lukens,530 Quénioux explained that his method proceeded from the principle of the child as a 

kind of primitive person, whose ontogenetic development as an individual was analogic to a 

narrative of phylogenetic development of humankind: 

A number of studies show that actual laws preside over the manner in which children 
draw. And they are the same laws that determine the same drawings or their analogues in 
prehistoric man, in primitives, or in populations of contemporary savages.531 

 

                                                        

527 For more on the connection between drawing reforms, child psychology and modernism, see Emmanuel Pernoud, 
L'invention du dessin d'enfant en France. Bergson had supported Ravaisson in the press in 1904  (reprinted in La 
pensée et le mouvant in 1934.)  
528 Franz Cižek interviewed in anon. “Children’s Work is Now Displayed,” interview, the Lawrence Daily Journal-
World, Friday, June 7, 1929, 2. 
529 For a definitive explanation of modernist primitivism see Mark Antliff and Patricia Leighten, "Primitivism" in 
Critical Terms for Art History  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003). 
530 Quénioux cites Arte dei Bambini, by Corrado Ricci, James Sully, Studies of Childhood, Levinstein's de 
Kinder-zeichnungen ; Luken's A Study on children's drawings in the early years, and Dr Morhardt, Dessins d'enfants. 
531 "De nombreux documents montrent que de véritables lois président à la manière dont les enfants dessinent. Et ce 
sont les mêmes lois qui ont déterminé les mêmes dessins ou des dessins analogues chez l'homme préhistorique, chez les 
primitifs ou chez les peuplades sauvages contemporaines" See Quénioux, "Dessin" in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. 
Dictionnaire de Pédagogie  et d'instruction primaire (Paris: Hachette, 1911). 
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Likening the child's atavistic state of development to the "child-like" cultures of non-western 

peoples, and the ontogenetic development of the child, on a dramatically reduced scale, was held 

to reiterate the "evolution" from primitive culture to civilization. 

By studying the spirit of the child from the point of view of graphic arts and following his 
evolution from a young child to the end of adolescence, we recognize that he undergoes, 
in a very short period of time, all the desires, curiosities, and needs that have stirred 
successive generations of our ancestors and determined the evolution of humanity. 532 

 

This respect for the child's "culture" reflected the position of modern ethnographers who 

condescendingly fetishized a cultural difference of the "other" as most authentic and closest to 

nature, while simultaneously maintaining a power-based hierarchy that saw Western civilization 

as the apex of a supposed phylogenetic evolution of man.533  Applied to drawing, Quénioux 

advocated that children should begin by drawing intuitively, from their own perceptions, taking 

undiluted inspiration from nature in the same way that primitive "pre-cultured man" did, and not 

based upon an a priori understanding of how the world is structured. Inverting Guillaume's 

discourse of reason and infallibility, Quénioux insisted that the only "infallible guide" was nature. 

 By the interwar period, with his method firmly in place, Quénioux now held the high 

rank of Inspecteur Général de l'Enseignement and Dessin. The once radical reformer had 

established himself as a "very eminent inspector ... who had formed an entire generation of pupils 

                                                        

532"En étudiant l'esprit de l'enfant au point de vue de l'art graphique, en suivant son évolution depuis le jeune âge 
jusqu'à la fin de l'adolescence, on reconnaît qu'il reflète en ce court laps de temps tous les désirs, les curiosités, les 
besoins qui ont agité les générations successives de nos ancêtres et déterminé l'évolution de l'humanité. En ces quelques 
années, obéissant aux .... mêmes lois, l'oeuvre de l'enfant et de l'adolescent présente en raccourci les phases 
caractéristiques de tous les progrès réalisés au cours de milliers de siècles." Ibid. 
533 See George Stocking, Race, Culture, and Evolution: Essays in the History of Anthropology  (New York: Free Press, 
1968).  
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to draw in full liberty before nature."534 Why would he then, in May of 1929, along with 

seventeen other esteemed inspectors and office-holders at the highest levels of French 

bureaucracy, start a journal with the help of the notorious reactionary Camille Mauclair, then in 

the midst of his populist anti-Semitic rampage against modern art?535 Why would this journal, 

called Le Dessin, continually refer to Mauclair's campaign as brave, call his conferences 

"brilliant," promote his anti-modernist and xenophobic exhibitions and committees, and excerpt 

from his articles and books? Why was Mauclair listed on the "patronage committee" of the 

journal when he had always described himself as being penniless? One might suspect that 

Mauclair’s newfound wealth was once again the product of Coty’s patronage. In none other than 

the inaugural issue of Le Dessin, both a speech by Mauclair and an excerpt from one of his 

articles in L'ami du Peuple were quoted on the subject of a "false" contemporary art produced by 

foreigners. 536 In the second issue of the journal, the editors featured an essay by Mauclair entitled 

"La querelle du Dessin"537 and in November 1929, Le Dessin would publicize an exclusionary 

French-only exhibit he mounted to coincide with his campaign for Coty.538 In the reviews section 

of Le Dessin in June 1929, an anonymous editor aligns himself completely with the mission 

Mauclair detailed in his book La Farce de l'art vivant: 

Those of who are at the heart of 'remaking the real École Française,' and I consider 
myself to be one of them, should thank Mauclair for his useful campaign and should help 
the distribution of this little book ... that only an independent art critic whose integrity is 
recognized by all could author.539 

 

                                                        

534  "Très éminent inspecteur…qui forma toute une génération d’élèves de dessiner en plein liberté devant la nature.” 
Georges Lecomte “Les merveilles du ‘ralenti’ L’Intransigent 1922, Jan 21 no. 15144, 1. 
535 See the chapter in this dissertation on Camille Mauclair.  
536 Anon, "A Travers la presse" Le Dessin 1 no.1 May 1929, 47-50. 
537 Camille Mauclair "La Querelle du Dessin" Le Dessin 1 no.2, June, 1929, 1.  
538 In chapter 4 of this dissertation, I will show evidence that the French state purchased works of art from this exhibit. 
539 Anonymous, "Bibliographie" Le Dessin v.1 no.2 (June 1929), 117-118. 
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Though these words were probably penned by Louis Hourticq, another of the journal's editors, 

and not Quénioux, the fact that this important modernizing reformer had allied himself with the 

quintessential reactionary critic might have been unusual had not so much changed between 1909 

and 1929.  In what follows I will recount the context in which Le Dessin emerged before 

outlining a more specific understanding of the journal and its ambivalent political position. 

3.3. Modernism and De-Skilling 

 Though in its practice, the méthode intuitive had little in common with modernism, the 

adoption of this method that privileged imagination in 1909 could also be interpreted as a very 

modest version of the radical modernism that, in the two decades following it was suddenly 

triumphant. The facile link between the block-like drawings used by earlier drawing instructors to 

instruct children and the style of the Cubists had already been fodder for conservatives 

disparaging Cubism as child-like and regressive.540  Now, the same could be said of the newly-

introduced méthode intuitive which had in practice already been instantiated by modern artists, in 

the new private ateliers and professional écoles of art and painting, which were suddenly 

outnumbering the established private academies and state-run monopolies. Between 1900 and 

1920, the number of art schools, including municipal and women’s schools, had increased by 

80%.541 Up from the nine institutions (other than the Édba) where a professional artist could 

receive training in 1880s, by 1911 young painters had their pick of about fifteen private 

académies, not to mention 92 different ateliers. Clustering around older, more traditional 

institutions like Colarossi, Grande-Chaumière and Ranson in the cosmopolitan bohemia that was 
                                                        

540 Patricia Leighten expands upon this argument in her discussion of how Cubism was pathologized as regressive in 
the commentary of critics prior to the First World War.  See Patricia Leighten, The Liberation of Painting: Modernism 
and Anarchism in Avant-Guerre Paris, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013), 100-103. 
541 Annuaire Statistique de la Ville de Paris, 1880-1920. Susan Waller and Karen L. Carter cite that in 1889 there were 
a choice of “30 academies libres” existing alongside the ÉDBA. “Les ateliers libre: L’Académie Julien,” in La Vie 
Artistique, (Feb 3, 1889), 34-5  cited in  Karen L. Carter and Susan Waller, eds. Foreign Artists and Communities in 
Modern Paris, 1870-1914: Strangers in Paradise. (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2015), 9 
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Montparnasse, schools like the Académie La Palette, Ferdinand Léger's Académie Moderne, and 

Académie Matisse, and André Lhote's atelier all proposed new paradigms of pedagogy to would-

be modernist painters, all of which privileged the cultivation of originality in their students over 

formal technical instruction.  Given that there was no single formation for the students at these 

academies, the measures of achievement were not standardized. Describing the approach of the 

modernist painter Othon Friesz at l’Académie moderne in his chronicle of interwar bohemia, 

André Warnod observed that Friesz considered his students “young friends,” rather than pupils, 

because “painting isn’t taught in the same way as mathematics or geography.” 542 In Warnod’s 

recollection of Léger's class also at the Académie moderne, ability and talent varied drastically 

from student to student: 

The professors who come to correct paintings and drawings one time a week have trouble 
putting their wayward sheep on the right path, they are shepherds of an innumerable 
troop, where the best and the worst are paired side-by-side.”543 
 

Photographs capturing the canvases of students attending André Lhote's academy demonstrate, 

for instance, the drastic differences between each student's canvases (fig. 82), while illustrator 

Charles Laborde's rendering "L'académie" shows the chaotic and social environment of the 

modern académie (fig. 83).544 At the Academy Matisse, the modernist master guided his (mainly) 

German and Scandinavian students with slogans such as: "You always have to keep the truth in 

mind that the drawing is not in the model, but in us."545 

                                                        

542 André Warnod, Le Berceau de la jeune peinture: Montmartre, Montparnasse (Paris: A. Michel, 1925), 216 
543 "Les professeurs qui viennent corriger peintures et dessins une fois par semaine ont bien du mal à remettre dans le 
droit chemin les brebis égarées, bergers d’un troupeau innombrable où le meilleur voisine avec le pire.” André Warnod, 
Le Berceau de la jeune peinture, 218.  
544 Descriptions of Lhote's classes can be found in Bruce Adams, Rustic Cubism.  
545 "Man muß zwischen dem Objekt und sich ein Band schaffen, das immer enger wird... und man musisch dabei 
immer die Wahrheit vor Augen halten daß sich die Zeichnung nicht im Modell findet, sondern in uns. " (Matisse, 
quoted in Ina Ewers-Schulz, “ ‘Eine Malerei ist ein Ganzes’ Matisse, Kunstauffassung zwischen Tradition und 
Innovation.” in Ahlen Museum, Die Große Inspiration: Deutsche Künstler in der Académie Matisse, Teil III. (Ahlen: 
Kunstmuseum Ahlen, 2004), 48.  
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 Fearful of deskilling, conservative critics in the art press observed this radical shift and 

prophesied that art instruction would eventually be eliminated entirely, projecting a future where 

artists would practice a “manière” without a “métier,” and where being an "artist" required no 

prerequisites.546 An enquête on art instruction, printed in Le Temps in 1929 provided a set of 

fearful predictions about the future of French art through the lens of pedagogical failure.  For the 

academic painter Ernest Laurent, “the youth seem to suppose that to keep their originality intact, 

they should remove themselves from all direct instruction,” while for Maurice Denis, “the rules of 

craft, the proper language of painting has submitted itself to the despotism of ‘personality'".547 

Both Laurent and Maurice Denis were deeply embedded within the cultural politics of the 

reactionary right. 548 

According to another interpreter in Le Temps, the downfall of artistic pedagogy had started with 

the Fauves, who rejected drawing instruction as limiting their creative output, believing that: 

It should, according to them, be practiced without teaching and without a master, for the 
fear of losing its savor and its originality… Far from fortifying and enriching their natural 
capacities, the discipline with which we restrain young people through the pretext of 
education emasculates them and results only, once terminated, in limp and flaccid 
creations – so they scream vaca with all instruction, whatever it be. 549 

 

                                                        

546 "Ce qui est dangereux c’est l’adoption d’une ‘manière’ mais on l’un possession d’un métier.” Ernest Laurent quoted 
in Guillaume Janneau. “ L’enseignement de l’art,” (Enquête) Le Temps, no. 24662 (Feb 27 1929), 4. 
547" Sans doute, une certaine jeunesse prétend, pour conserver intacte son originalité, se soustraire à tout enseignement 
direct. Pauvres originalités, vraiment, que celles qui tiennent à l’emploi des formules inusités. A la vérité, le savoir ne 
saurait nuire aux vrais talents.” Ernest Laurent quoted in Guillaume Janneau. “ L’enseignement de l’art,” (Enquête) Le 
Temps, no. 24662 (Feb 27 1929), 4.  “Les lois du métier, le langage propre de la peinture, se soumettent au despotisme 
de la 'personnalité.'" Maurice Denis, L’enseignement de l’art,” (Enquête) Le Temps. Cited in Le Dessin 1 no. 3 (July 
1929) 183.  
548 Maurice Denis was a devout Catholic and a member of Action Française. Both Denis's and Ernest Laurent's 
collaboration with the fascist journal of Variot and Georges Sorel, L'Indépendance, (March 1911-August 1913) is 
discussed in Mark Antliff, Avant-Garde Fascism, 88, 69. For more on the politics of Maurice Denis, see Jean-Paul 
Bouillon, Maurice Denis, (Geneva: Skira, 1993) and chapter 3 of Neil McWilliam, Une Esthétique de la réaction.  
549 For the Fauves, “l’art étant de génération spontané, devait, d’après eux, se pratiquer sans enseignement et sans 
maître, sous peine de perdre sa saveur et son originalité.. Loin d’enrichir et fortifier leur apport naturel, la discipline à 
laquelle on astreint les jeunes gens sous prétexte d’éducation les émascule et n’aboutit, une fois terminée qu’a des 
créations molles et flasques– et ils criaient vaca sur tout enseignement, quel qu’il fût. ”  Thiébault-Sisson, “ 
L’Enseignement de l’art” Le Temps no. 24663, Feb 2 1929, 4.  
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By the end of the 1920s, a set of assumptions was already emerging between new pedagogical 

methods based on originality and foreign influence.  Indeed despite the fact that Quénioux's 

reforms had been instituted to improve the means by which the continuity of French dominance 

in the arts could be secured, 550 the pedagogue himself had initially suffered attacks from 

nationalists for his approach as it was considered un-French. In the pages of the far-right Action 

Française the parallels between his and Cižek's methods led to accusations that Quénioux was 

"high on boche methods" and was called responsible for the "atrocious and ridiculous scribbles" 

of a class of students.551 

 If the professional art schools of the state had until the early 1900s functioned like a guild 

by limiting the number of artists and ensuring that output met a set of cultural and national 

templates, the new modernist schools had radically revised the legitimizing structures of the fine 

arts, giving artists of all backgrounds access to an institutional and social realm previously 

reserved for the privileged few.552 Throughout the 19th century foreigners had already been 

admitted (at a low quota to the EdBA and the private academies)553 where there they had been 

inculcated with traditional French drawing and painting practice, taught by professors who had 

cycled through the French system. A visualization of the number of foreigners admitted to the 

EdBA year by year shows that this school in particular had very strict quota on foreigners that 

                                                        

550Marquis de Beaucourt, “Chronique de l’ histoire de l’art," Revue des questions historiques.( January 1910) A46, new 
series, 4 no.1),550. 
551 "Gonflé des méthodes boches” ... “barbouillages affreux et ridicules”Roger Brunel, Chronique artistique, Action 
Française 1913/08/03 n 215, 3) .  
552 For more on the École Nationale des Beaux-Arts see Emmanuel Schwartz, et al. The Legacy of Homer : Four 
Centuries of Art from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris. Exhibition catalogue (New York: Dahesh 
Museum of Art, 2005). See also Monique Segré, l'École des Beaux-Arts: XIXe et XXe siècles (Paris and Montréal: 
Harmattan, 1998). Alain Bonnet, L'enseignement des arts au XIXe siècle : la réforme de l'École des beaux-arts de 1863 
et la fin du modèle académique, (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2006). Albert Boime, The Academy and 
French Painting in the Nineteenth Century.  
553 In his study of admissions records at the private Académie Julian from 1870-1919 scholar Marek Zgórniak found at 
least 165 names of Polish origin. See "Polish Students at the Académie Julien until 1919," RIHA Journal 0050  (July-
Sept 2012) http://www.riha-journal.org/articles/2012/2012-jul-sep/zgorniak-polish-students (Accessed Sept 23, 2016). 
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remained constant, even as other French national institutions like La Sorbonne were more flexible 

in their foreign admissions, following general immigration trends. (Tables 1&2).  

Table 1: French vs. Foreigners at the École des Beaux-Arts, Paris, 1895-1913. 
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Table 2: Percentage of Foreigners at the École des Beaux-Arts vs. Université de Paris 
(Sorbonne) from 1895-1913. 

 

 

The new modernist academies, in contrast, had no nationality restrictions and were filled with 

foreigners eager to learn the "French" modernist methods that were not necessarily available to 

them in their home countries.554 As recent scholarship attests, school provided a pretext for an 

influx of artistic immigration to Paris in the early twentieth century, one that coincided with 

greater immigration trends across Europe of Italians, Poles, Russians, and of Eastern European 

Jews. 555 Modernist artists, including foreigners untrained in French elementary schools, emerged 

from these institutions with a different kind of training, one in which métier took a back seat to 

other qualities like the development of one’s own personal style, and the market validated their 

                                                        

554 André Warnod, Les berceaux de la jeune peinture: Montmartre, Montparnasse (Paris: A. Michel, 1925). Jean Paul 
Crespelle, La vie quotidienne à Montparnasse à la Grande Époque, 1905-1930 (Paris: Hachette, 1976). 
555 See Béatrice Joyeux-Prunel. Nul n'est prophète en son pays?; Susan Waller and Karen L. Carter, eds. Strangers in 
Paradise: Foreign Artists and Communities in Modern Paris: 1870-1914.  Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate, 2015. 
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choices, with foreign living modern artists performing almost, though still not quite as well in 

Parisian auctions as Frenchmen (Table 3).556 

                                                        

556 Emilie Luse, Jake Huff, Matt Lee and Spencer Rasmussen, "Art Markets, Immigration and Education in Paris: 1900-
1930" Unpublished seminar paper, Art and Markets (ArtH 508S/ Econ 421S) Hans J. Van Miegroet, Spring 2013.  
These findings in Table 3 are derived from a market analysis based on average price per point for art works sold 
between 1920 and 1930 transcribed in Malcolm Gee, Dealers, Critics, and Collectors of Modern Painting. The point 
herein refers to a specific “rubric” based on size and genre established by Parisian galleries to price the works 
purchased from their artists. For example, in his contract with an artist, a dealer agrees to pay the same price for every 
“size 30“ landscape canvas he purchases from him.  The benefit of using a point system rather than establishing prices 
based only on sizes, is regularity, because artists would often produce only a certain combination of canvases (twenty-
point, thirty- point canvases). This allows us to “flatten” the pricing schema of painting, eliminating outliers for very 
large paintings and to account purely for the artist’s value per point in a given year.  The only problem this poses is that 
smaller canvases selling based on the premium of the artist’s name are disproportionately priced. As such, following 
the scholar Malcolm Gee, we have eliminated canvases under size 6 from our data and calculations. Of course the point 
system becomes much trickier to use on irregular or oval shaped canvases.  While we worked to accommodate slight 
irregularities by rounding up, because the point system tends to favor a 7:9 canvas proportion, very tall and thin formats 
were often excluded from our data set.  We found that while the average selling price for a work of art by a French 
artist between 1920-1930 was 856 FRF per point, for foreigners the average reached only 310 FRF.  In a regression 
analysis with respect to French nationality and year of sale, we determined that for French artists, the average price of 
any canvas sold was FRF 533 higher than that of foreign artists. This was statistically significant at the 99% level.  In 
other words, we are 99% sure this did not occur by chance. Overall, we found that Henri Matisse produced the highest 
valued pieces, achieving an average of 9,857 FRF per point in 1929.  It was in May of that year that his Lecture au 
Jardin Ensoleillé, a canvas of 12 points (50 x 61 cm) was bought by a London dealer for 107,100 FRF.  This is 
approximately $50,325 in today’s values. Of the foreign artists, we found that it was Modigliani whose paintings 
reached the highest average value during this period, with 2,493 FRF per point attained in 1928, some eight years after 
his death. This was the year that his La Jeune Fille aux Nattes, a work of 12 points also (60 x 46 cm) sold, for 75,000 
FRF.  
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Table 3: Parisian Auction Sales for Contemporary Art: 1920-1930. Average Price ( FRF per 
point) per year,  French vs. Foreigner. 

Data compiled using transcription of Auction results from Malcolm Gee, Dealers, Critics, and 
Collectors of Modern Painting: Aspects of the Parisian Art Market Between 1910 and 1930 (New 
York: Garland Pub., 1981). 
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painting.”557 Thus a crucial side-effect of this institutional shift towards modernist private 

academies was a surplus of artists in France working in methods unsanctioned by the Beaux-Arts 

system, or worse yet, in blatant opposition to those methods. Of the conscripts to the new 

Montparnassian academies, Warnod had observed "there were often too many that  ... sought the 

philosopher’s stone that would revolutionize the fine arts rather than simply learning how to 

draw."558 In some sense, by building the confidence of these young pupils who could not all 

become important artists, the underlying fear repeated some of the concern that Guillaume had 

expressed in the late 19th century, that over-encouragement of too many in a field could give rise 

to a dangerous class dissatisfaction. 

 The other fear was preservationist in impulse and it was quite simply a fear that the 

métier of drawing and representational verisimilitude, long the pride of the French academies, 

was on the verge of extinction. By the end of the 1920s, the waning influence of the French 

classical tradition in higher levels of artistic pedagogy seemed, for the defenders of this tradition, 

the premonition of a new dark ages that predicted the decline of drawing from its apex to an 

atavistic state.559 For Guillaume Janneau, the cause of dissolution could be traced to the 

diminishing caliber of the state schools themselves, which he believed had enabled the modernist 

paradigm. Art instructors themselves, he wrote, could be blamed for modernism: 

The Fauves are the result of the low quality of instruction received by the students in our 
national schools of fine arts and all those that are its reflection. This instruction… abused 
hasty generalizations and hollow synthetic formulas, it privileged consciousness over 

                                                        

557 Thierry de Duve, Kant after Duchamp (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1996), 190. 
558 “Il y en eut peut-être trop qui s’occupèrent plus de théories que de pratique et cherchèrent la pierre philosophale qui 
devait révolutionner les beaux arts plutôt que tout bonnement apprendre à dessiner, mais il n’empêche que c’est de ce 
creuset qu’est sorti tout armé l’art vivant.” André Warnod, Les berceaux de la jeune peinture: Montmartre, 
Montparnasse (Paris: A. Michel, 1925), 163. 
559 Giorgio Vasari, Vasari’s Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors and Architects I. Translated by Mrs. 
Jonathan Foster.  (London: Bell and Sons, 1900),17. 
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skill, elegance over solidity, the “more or less” over the real.560 

3. 4. Le Dessin (1929-1939) 

 The goals of Le Dessin: revue d’art, d’éducation et enseignement (fig. 85) appeared 

simple enough. Le Dessin would “reinforce the unity of doctrine between elementary, secondary, 

superior, technical and special art schools.”561 The journal would emphasize the educative and 

political virtues of a strong art education (“Art has a direct and profound moral and social 

influence”562) while also stressing the importance of drawing and its employment in the social 

and economic life of the nation–Drawing, the readers were reminded, was the very "soul of 

commerce."563  Its' editors used the journal medium to circulate images of Old Master drawings 

which, due to their fragility, were otherwise impossible to display in museums, noting that 

“placing these within our disposition is a national service."564 

 Le Dessin was in print from 1929 until 1939 (with a pause during the Second World War, 

and a new edition between 1946–1948). Despite claiming the “general public” as its main 

audience, the majority of the texts were quite technical, aimed at a core readership comprised of 

“art educators and professionals, artists, and professors of drawing.” 565 After opinion pieces, 

conservators’ articles on old master techniques, and reviews of “official” Parisian Salons, the 

Société Nationale and the Salon des Artistes Français, the remainder of each issue was comprised 

                                                        

560 “L’erreur des fauves s’expliquait, à vrai dire, par la basse qualité de l’enseignement que la jeunesse recevait alors 
dans notre école nationale des beaux-arts et dans toutes celles qui en sont, en France, en sont l’émanation et le reflet. 
Cet enseignement, qui aurait dû élargir l’esprit des élèves et stimuler leur zèle en les soumettant à une minutieuse et 
lente analyse avant de leur permettre la synthèse, était l’antithèse même de ce qu’il aurait dû être; il abusait des 
généralisations hâtives et des formules synthétiques et creuses; il faisait passer l’habilité avant la conscience, l’élégance 
avant la solidité, l’à peu près avant le réel.” Guillaume Janneau. “ L’enseignement de l’art,” (Enquête) Le Temps. no. 
24662 (Feb 27 1929), 4.  
561 Gaston Quénioux, “Notre Programme,” Le Dessin 1 no.1 May 1929, 7. 
562 Gaston Quénioux, “Notre Programme,” Ibid, 6-7. 
563 Paul Léon, “Avant-Propos,” Ibid, 4; Gaston Quénioux, “Notre Programme,” Ibid, 6. 
564 Paul Léon, “Avant-Propos” Ibid, 5. Léon may have had the collection of some 2,000 drawings contained in the 
Luxembourg museum, but inaccessible to visitors in mind here.  See AN F21 /4711 14-page letter dated January 14, 
1930 from the Sous-Secrétaire d'État des Beaux-Arts (André François-Poncet) to Monsieur le Président du Conseil, 
Ministre de l'Intérieur, 4. 
565 Gaston Quénioux, “Notre Programme,” Ibid, 6-7.  
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of ideas for lesson plans, drawing exercises, and articles on school curriculum changes. In these 

respects it might have been, for all intents and purposes, like any of the other “trade” journals that 

dealt specifically with drawing education and art pedagogy.566 

3.4.1. Masthead 

 In addition to Quénioux's name, the masthead of Le Dessin consisted of established 

bureaucrats within the Ministere de l'instruction public et des Beaux-Arts, historians, and 

pedagogues, many of them with track-records of successful reforms and accomplishments within 

these domains. The journal's editorial and patrons’ committees consisted of three members of the 

French Institute, the Directors of Primary and Secondary Instruction in France, the Director of 

Fine Arts, and a Senator (See Appendix B). The editor listed first was Louis Hourticq, the author 

of over thirty monographs, surveys and exhibition catalogues (mostly on old masters) who had 

also served as the editor of the Encyclopedie des Beaux-Arts (1925).  On both the patron’s 

committee and editorial board was Félix Aubert, called "the father" of the journal.567  A 

decorative artist known for his textile prints and the founder of the turn-of-the century Art dans 

tout568 movement, Aubert was now the vice-president of the Salon des Artistes Français.569 Paul 

Léon, listed on the Patron's committee, was the conservative Directeur general des Beaux-Arts 

(1928-33), elected to the Academie des Beaux Arts and thus a member of the Institut de France 

                                                        

566 Including the monthly Le Moniteur du dessin, de l’architecture, & des beaux-arts (1904-1939), Le Blanc et noir. 
Revue des beaux-arts et de l'enseignement des arts du dessin (1887-1889), Le Dessin par les procédés phototypiques 
(1883-1887) Revue pratique de l'enseignement des beaux-arts (1892-1896) Le fusain (1880-1883) L’éducation 
artistique (1919)  and a journal lasting from 1914-1918 by the same title but with none of the same contributors, Le 
Dessin (Organe Mensuel de l’Association des Professeurs de dessin de la Ville de Paris de l’Union des Amicales des 
Professeurs de dessin de l’Enseignement secondaire et de l’Association Amicale des Anciens élèves des écoles 
Germain-Pilon et Bernard-Palissy) . 
567 Louis Hourticq, “Félix Aubert 1866-1940” in Le Dessin 11, no. 6, December 1940, 256. 
568 Founded in 1896, and consisting of designers, sculptors and painters, the members of Art dans Tout sought to revive 
collaborative multi-medium craft traditions while espousing a philosophy that decorative art objects should be both 
beautiful and functional.  
569 See Rossella Froissart-Pezone. “Felix Aubert, Art dans Tout, and Art Nouveau Lace” in  
Studies in the Decorative Arts 8, No. 2 (Spring-Summer 2001): 37-76.  
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(since 1922) and an architectural historian convinced that the French state could function better as 

a conservator of the past than as a patron of daring innovation.570 Jeanne Laurent has described a 

career administrator and opportunist with little intellectual curiosity and no personal ties to artists 

of his time.571  Also included on the masthead was senator and painter, chair of the senate 

committee on arts and director of the Musée de Dijon Emile Humblot, and Paul Ladoué, the 

Conservateur-Adjoint of the Luxembourg who served as an editor from 1932-4. Amongst the 

other well-known and respected contributors was the far right Renaissance art historian Louis 

Dimier. 572 

 Along with Aubert and lycée instructor Gaston Varenne, Hourticq's was one of the most 

consistent voices in Le Dessin. It was most likely he who had enlisted Mauclair to join the 

patrons' committee. Mauclair and Hourticq were both members of the Association des critiques 

d’art français, a group founded that same year to combat the art of the avant-garde, with Hourticq 

as vice-president and Mauclair as president. Their first manifesto, printed in Le Gaulois artistique 

(a conservative artistic journal edited by the mysterious René Lara) had called out an “alarm” 

saying that it would “fight from now on against this deleterious ménage that drives French taste to 

proscription and ruin.” 573 The Association des critiques d'art français also included the arch-

conservative painter Robert Guillot, the reactionary writer Maurice Feuillet, and René Brecy, the 
                                                        

570 See Toby Norris. "Modern Art and the State in France Between the Two World Wars," 39. Gerard Monnier writes 
that academic artists benefitted most during his reign thanks to his strong ties to the Académie des Beaux-Arts, Gerard 
Monnier. L’art et ses institutions en France, 257. 
571 Jeanne Laurent, Arts & Pouvoirs en France, 113. 
572 Louis Dimier, “Chefs-oeuvres de l’ancienne en lumière en France," Le Dessin. 8 no. 3 Aug-Sept 1936, 151-166. For 
more on Louis Dimier see Neil McWilliam,  "Erudition et engagement politique: la double vie de Louis Dimier" 
in Roland Recht, eds., L’Histoire de l’ histoire de l’art en France au XIXe siècle (Paris: La Documentation française, 
2008): 403-417; Michela Passini "Louis Dimier,  l'Action française et la question de l'art national" in Oliver Dard, 
Michel Leymaire and Neil McWilliam eds., Le Maurrassisme et la culture: l'action française, culture et 
société.(Villeneuve d'Ascq: Presses Universitaires du Septentrion, 2010): 209-219; also Neil McWilliam, Une 
Esthétique de la réaction. 
573 “Cet appel n’est pas un cri de haine: c’est un cri d’alarme. Nous sommes, quant à nous, d’accord pour lutter 
désormais contre cette influence délétère qui menace de conduire le goût français jusqu’à la proscription et la ruine.” 
Association des critiques d’art Français. Le Gaulois artistique. May 28, 1929. Also excerpted in Le Dessin 1, no. 3, 
July 1929, 181-2.  
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art critic for Action Française. The group shared the mission with another group also promoted in 

the "press review" section of Le Dessin in August 1929: La Ligue de la défense de l'art. Founded 

in 1929 by Léon Bérard, La Ligue de la défense de l'art announced its goal as the defense "of 

measure, of savoir, of good sense and beauty which have always been those of French art." The 

Ligue reserved the right to advocate for their position through interventions, that is, "publications, 

conferences, reunions and interventions at the public level" or any other "appropriate measures 

necessary to attain the goal it proposes."574  That Bérard would found such a group is unsurprising 

given his history as an anti-modernist. In 1912, after the infamous parliamentary debates over 

Cubism cast in that context as a German cultural imposition, he had asked the president of the 

salon d'automne, Frantz Jourdain, include fewer foreign artists and Cubists alike in the Salon (this 

despite his having publically defended the place of Cubism at the time of the debate). 575 The 

former minister's Ligue once again saw Camille Mauclair and Maurice Feuillet as members (both 

Vice-Presidents) while also including eminent figures Charles Richet, member of the Academy of 

Medicine, Louis Madlein, of the Académie Française, Georges Berthoulat, Senator and former 

director of La Libérte.576  (For the full list of the members of both the Association and the Ligue 

see Appendix C) 

 The truth is that despite his status as a pariah in the art press577, Mauclair had a wealth of 

connections at the highest levels of the French state and artistic bureaucracy,578 including a 

                                                        

574"La Ligue dite "Ligue de la Défense de l'art "a pour but : La défense des traditions de mesure de savoir et de bon 
sens et de beauté qui ont toujours été celles de l'Art Français. Son action s'exercera par des publications, des 
conférences, des réunions, au besoin par des interventions auprès des pouvoirs publics, plus généralement par tous les 
moyens propres à atteindre le but qu'elle se propose." "Communications des divers groupements littéraires et 
artistiques" Le Dessin  1, no. 4, August 1929, 181.  
575 David Cottington, Cubism in the Shadow of War: the Avant-Garde and Politics in Paris 1905-1913 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1998),13, fn 24.  
576 In her dissertation, Katia Papandreopoulou cites the Bulletin de la Société amicale des peintres et sculpteurs 
français and lists the names of the Ligue members, which I have copied into Annex II. See also Maurice Feuillet, "L'art 
français en péril, ses défenseurs, ses ennemis," Le Gaulois artistique, March 6, 1929, 171. 
577 See chapter 1. 
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friendship with Edouard Herriot, Radical politician and Prime Minister (for three very brief terms 

(1924-5; a week in 1926; June-December 1932). 579 And though few art critics had publically 

allied themselves with Mauclair, the support he received in Le Dessin amply confirms Serge 

Fauchereau's claim that at the bureaucratic levels, "a good portion of official intellectual milieus" 

shared Mauclair's position. 580 Indeed, thanks to the work of Katia Papandreopoulou, we know 

that the publisher behind Mauclair's very first "pamphlet" was the Société Amicale des Peintres, a 

social organization headed by the military painter Charles Duvent that grouped both the artists of 

the Salon de la Société Nationale and the Salon des Artistes Français.581 

 Threatened by the changing atmosphere, the editors of Le Dessin must have seen their 

mission to reinforce drawing instruction as parallel to the reactionary critics who had made 

"deskilling" and the destruction of French tradition by foreigners a core component of his anti-

modernist rants. 582 Though Le Dessin had been founded with the blessing of one of the most 

important modern reformers of drawing instruction, it was an anti-modernist publication 

sanctioned by a host of important state decision-makers, thus disproving any notion of the 

                                                        

 

578 In Chapter 4 I will also detail Mauclair's failed attempts to gain access to the Conseil Supérieur des Beaux-Arts. 
579 Mauclair had gone to lycée with him. “J’ai fait toutes mes classes à Louis-le-Grand, de la sixième à la rhétorique et à 
la philosophie, avec Edouard Herriot. Ensuite nous avons bifurqué, lui, vers l’Ecole Normale, moi vers la licence.” 
Pierre Lagarde, "Un entretien avec Camille Mauclair," Comoedia, April 9, 1927,1.  
580 "Une bonne partie des milieux intellectuels officiels" shared Mauclair's opinion. See Serge Fauchereau, La Querelle 
du Réalisme (Paris: Editions Cercle d'art, 1987), 14 
581 An article of 1928 in Le Figaro cites them as having just compiled Mauclair's articles into a little "pamphlet of 
propaganda," what we now know to be Mauclair's first "pamphlet," La Folie picturale, published by Watelet in 1928. 
"M. Duvent, président de la Société amicale des peintres, qui groupe, comme on sait, les principaux artistes de la 
Nationale et des Artistes français, vient de réunir en une plaquette de propagande cinq des articles consacrés dans le 
Figaro par notre collaborateur M. Camille Mauclair à la peinture moderne, et où l’éminent critique a stigmatisé avec 
tant de vigueur et de raison les excès et les incohérences qui, trop souvent, défigurent et déshonorent l’art actuel. Nul 
doute que ces pages courageuses et fortes, où s’affirme la vraie doctrine du goût, ne retrouvent sous leur forme 
nouvelle un succès éclatant et significatif," Anonymous "Échos," Figaro, March 27 1928, cited in Katia 
Papandreopoulou, "Camille Mauclair (1872-1945) Critique et historien de l'art," 400. 
582 Camille Mauclair La farce de l’art vivant, 169. 
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Republic's supposed artistic neutrality during the interwar period.583 A testament to this 

aggressive position is the journal’s “motto” - a graphite drawing of Hercules steadying the 

Nemean lion under his foot and preparing to strike the beast dead (fig. 86). At the conclusion of 

each issue the end-pages would show the beast clobbered, a lifeless trophy on Hercules’s back 

(fig 87). This element of graphic design coincides with the core impulse behind the journal, 

founded as a response to a modernism read as a direct threat not only to the monopoly of 

instruction supplied by the state but also to the principles that had heretofore ensured the 

continuity of French art and industry.  Implicated in this "battle" the elementary and secondary 

teachers who were charged with instructing every single French citizen felt more than ever the 

weight of their responsibilities as the guardians of a skill-set they feared would be eroded and 

soon obsolete. 

 Faced with the success of modernism in the fine arts, Republican pedagogues and 

administrators in positions of power now found themselves having to qualify and moderate the 

interpretation of "liberty" that they themselves had helped to bring about while reinforcing the 

utility of basic drawing skills. Drawing instruction, Gaston Quénioux informed his readers in the 

first issue of the journal, still played a limited role in the scholarly life of children and was still 

"in an uncertain trial period" that required defending.584 

 But if Le Dessin was anti-modernist, the journal now increasingly parted ways with 

Mauclair who had developed an inventive style geared to more populist journals. The remainder 

of this chapter will examine the political and aesthetic position of the journal and how it reflected 

the positions of Republican conservative bureaucrats struggling to reinforce a discipline they 
                                                        

583 The state's purchasing habits and the institutionalization of anti-modernism in art history books written by national 
curators, is explored further in my chapter on historiography in this dissertation. On the evolving Republican artistic 
policy between the Two World Wars, see Toby Daniel Fortescue Norris, "Modern Artists and the State Between the 
Two World Wars."  
584 Gaston Quénioux, "Notre Programme" Ibid, 5 
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perceived as endangered.  In what follows I will trace a history of the journal in three phases, 

from the first bursts of reactionary energy, a rather even-tempered middle period, and finally a 

period of wartime nationalism and mobilization that surprisingly implicated drawing educators in 

unexpected ways.  Charting the different argumentative logics the authors mount in their effort to 

defend drawing as a particularly French skill crucial to the nation's identity, what becomes 

apparent is the journal's ambivalent positioning on the core debates that had defined drawing 

instruction from the Revolution on.  The authors of Le Dessin, must, on the one hand, mount a 

defense of drawing's humanist utility without bowing to modernist demands. However, they also 

simultaneously felt compelled to constantly point to the vocational utility of drawing, though 

without reverting to the positivism of Guillaume, whose method had only three decades ago been 

invalidated by the editor of the journal.  The first volumes of Le Dessin established the raison-

d’être of the journal.  Those contributing to the journal found themselves having to navigate 

between defending drawing's utility while also maintaining a humanist argument.  From the 

beginning one can differentiate the distinct voices of someone like Quénioux and Hourticq, or 

contributor Gaston Varenne. In what follows I will examine the different ways in which this 

"defense" of drawing" was mounted. 

3.4.2. Battle lines drawn: 1929-1930 

 Presenting the journal's mission, Quénioux never resorted to metaphors of drawing as a 

language or a specific syntax, a categorization that had been his opponent Guillaume's.  Echoing 

his writings from almost 20 years earlier in the inaugural issue of Le Dessin, Quénioux inisted 

that art in general (which had its origins and foundation in drawing) was in itself important as an 

almost intangible sensibility that should "impregnate" all the other disciplines with a higher and 

disinterested sensibility, a "moralizing virtue" that improves human virtue and draws people 

together: 
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Art has a direct and profound moralizing and social influence, it creates a lofty 
atmosphere that the entire nation can breathe without even realizing it. In front of beauty, 
egoism falters and individuals are more inclined to fraternize. 585 

 

Again working within this Kantian formulation, Quénioux would continue to emphasize that a 

subject's engagement in the specifically disinterested form of pleasure that was aesthetics 

exercised a special capacity, allowing him or her to see beyond  "petty interests," and strive for a 

higher quality of life. 586 Without ever denouncing modernism, Quénioux asserted instead that the 

public needed guidance- that the day's diverse tendencies in the arts had brought about "curiosity" 

in the public, and he was confident that Le Dessin could direct their aesthetic sensibilities by 

providing appropriate models of art from the past and the present. These examples could then be 

upheld in comparison to other contemporary products, with the dissimilarities and similarities, 

and ostensibly the drawbacks of contemporary art revealed.587 

 But Quénioux's moderate voice was drowned out for the most part by the words of other 

contributors to Le Dessin, who were much more combative in the opinion pieces and essays of 

the journal. As we will see, for them, modernism's "technique" of originality was a direct attack 

on drawing. For these critics it was not enough to present models for emulation. They defended 

traditional drawing skills as the sign of a civilizational superiority, one directly challenged by the 

modernist ethos and methodology. Interestingly, to make this argument, they ultimately resorted 

to the position of Guillaume by likening drawing to a language, an argument that they redouble 

by positioning it as a specifically French language. 

                                                        

585 " L'art exerce une influence morale et sociale directe et profonde, il crée une atmosphère d'altitude que la nation tout 
entière respire à son insu. Devant la beauté, l'égoïsme fléchit et les individus inclinent à fraterniser dans un culte 
commun." Gaston Quénioux, “Notre Programme,” Ibid, 6.  
586 Ibid. 
587 Ibid, 7. 
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 In "Some notes on False Originality," an article printed in September of Le Dessin's 

inaugural year, the regular contributor and classical landscape painter J.G. Goulinat would fall 

back on this formulation. For Goulinat, modernism's privileging of originality was a "false 

originality" and a foreign imposition that had led the youth to wander "beyond the natural 

instincts of its race."588 He advocated instead that a true French school should express itself using 

the national language: the "vocabulary" and "grammar" of drawing. 589  Likewise in an article 

entitled "A method of teaching drawing" Louis Roger, a painting professor at the École des 

Beaux-Arts, would complain sarcastically that the defenders of modernism advocate that learning 

itself be banned and that originality comes only from "unlearning" and  "fleeing school." 

In contrast to those theories, currently in fashion, that claim that it is harmful to learn, and 
that study can only be detrimental to the student's originality, we continue here, to think 
the opposite. 590 

 

The painting professor critiqued pedagogical techniques that neglected to provide young students 

with rules in the belief that we "cannot ask their little brains to ply themselves to rules and 

reflections beyond their age."591 Defining artistry as a learned and not innate quality, Roger 

observed that to ask a child to produce original works before learning techniques is a regrettable 

mistake: 

We have been asking the student far too early to produce artistic works, even before he 
has acquired the first elements, before he has been "broken in" by a long practice of all 

                                                        

588 "Le respect aveugle pour les personnalités en formation, et pour la sensibilité individuelle... ne suffiraient pas à 
entrainer si fréquemment notre jeunesse hors des instincts naturels de sa race, dans les régions brumeuses d'une 
originalité factice." J.G. Goulinat, "Quelques réflexions sur la fausse originalité," Le Dessin 1 no. 5, September 1929, 
334. 
589 "Pour pouvoir exposer dans une langue quelconque les idées les plus subtiles et les plus personnelles, il faut 
connaître à fond le vocabulaire, la grammaire, le génie enfin de cette langue dont le rôle est de servir notre pensée et 
non de la limiter." Ibid. 
590 Louis Roger, "Une Méthode de Dessin." Le Dessin 1 no. 2 June 1929, 91 
591 "Tant qu'il s'agissait de susciter l'éclosion du sentiment artistique chez les enfants, il va de soi qu'on ne pouvait 
demander à leur petit cerveau de se plier à des règles et à des réflexions au-dessus de leur âge." Ibid. 
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the techniques of the craft.592 
 

He worried that "patient and difficult" execution in art had been replaced by "rapid notations" 

whose success he blamed on the commercialization, privatization and de-nationalization of fine 

art. 

 In these discourses, drawing was specifically deemed to be a Western or French 

language, and was declared to be a valuable tool in the fight against modernism. This argument 

was made most forcefully by Hourticq in his 1929 essay "Drawing and Intelligence."  For 

Hourticq, the teaching of drawing was guided by the underlying belief that it was the handmaiden 

of Western logic and knowledge: 

It was the Greeks who were the first to affirm that the plastic arts were ruled in their 
appearances by the same laws that rule nature in its reality. The Asians didn’t go this far 
in the knowledge of things and the imitation of things and their aspects.593 

 

Realism and perspectivalism, he claimed, were forged by the Greeks, and confirmed an entire 

culture’s superiority in grasping the “laws that rule nature in its reality." Dismissing the stylized 

"glyphs" of non-western artists, he would applaud drawing in Western art for having never 

resorted to arbitrary symbolism, claiming that such drawing was superior in its attempt to instead 

capture the essence and truth of form: 

This conception of drawing is not only an aesthetic doctrine. It is attached to our 
conception of the world itself, to the belief that we have in reality. It holds to the form of 
our intelligence, that is, European intelligence, as it has manifested itself since Greek 
art.”594 
 

                                                        

592 "On demandait trop tôt à l'élève de produire des oeuvres artistiques, avant qu'il ait acquis les premiers éléments, qu'il 
se fut assez rompu par une longue pratique à toute la technique de son métier." Ibid, 93. 
593 "Ce sont les Grecs qui ont les premiers affirmé que les arts plastiques étaient régis dans leurs apparences par les 
mêmes lois qui régissent la nature dans sa réalité. Les Asiatiques n'étaient pas allés aussi loin dans la connaissance des 
choses et l'imitation de leurs aspects." Louis Hourticq, “Le Dessin et l’intelligence," Le Dessin 1, no. 1, May 1929, 9.  
594 Ibid. 
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Hourticq would lament that the idiosyncratic deformations of Cézanne, El Greco and Tintoretto 

had been turned into "doctrines" which, like glyphic notation, disassociate painting and art from 

lived reality.595 This thesis would repeat what Hourticq had stated in his book, Artistic Initiation 

of 1925. The modernist idiom, he had claimed, was a failed language, a lapse into a barbaric and 

unintelligible syntax and not a communicative interchange. Comparing the move towards 

abstraction to the trajectories of “Asian and Arab” arts, he warned that tendencies of 

“Cézannisme” had led French art into a language of ornamentation, and communicative 

decline.596 

 In 1937 Hourticq would elaborate on this earlier essay by arguing for the Cartesian 

qualities of traditional drawing, which replicates the Real through the duality of “substance 

pensante” or thinking substance, and “substance étendue,” spatial or material substance.597  The 

“expressive power” of lines on paper, Hourticq would insist, was proof of “this profound belief, 

invincible, that we hold within us, that objects exist in space, in a space of three dimensions, and 

their form is the very definition of their reality.” 598  A few months later he would enunciate the 

nationalist undercurrent of this point more clearly in an article introducing a recently published 

training manual on perspective.  Here the drawing Inspector would link the conventions of three-

dimensional representation and the use of perspective as definitive proof of evolutionary 

achievement, while an art consisting mostly of flattened surface decoration was held to indicate 

cultural and mechanical deficiency. Hourticq would call the modernist flattening of the image 

“the revenge of the Asian image on the Greek” and compare it to other failings in science, 

engineering, and philosophy: 

                                                        

595 Ibid, 13. 
596 Louis Hourticq, Initiation artistique (Paris: Hachette, 1925),184.  
597 Louis Hourticq “L’art dans la nation,” Le Dessin 8 no. 5, November 1937, 242. 
598 Louis Hourticq, “Le Dessin et l’intelligence," 9. 
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It is not surprising that a spirit that renounces the third dimension in its drawing has 
trouble imagining space, resolving mechanical and descriptive problems. The period 
when the figurative arts were reduced to flat images was also the time when inquiry was 
out of touch with nature, and had no other resource than sterile scholastic games. 
Philosophy was empty of substance, just as art forms were stripped of reality.599 
 

Opining that differences in perspectival representation signaled vastly different ways of thinking, 

Hourticq praised the training manual he was introducing as an empowering tool for French art 

students, since it would help “maintain an entire aspect of our intellectual habits,” but more so, 

“our conception of the universe.” Comparing the treatise to the “grammar books of our schools,” 

he pronounced that it served no less a purpose than maintaining “the rule of Western reason and 

modern thought.” 600  Hourticq likened the rules of perspective to the unchangeable laws of 

grammar that permit information exchange: 

The laws of grammar represent… the solid categories of thought that allow verbal 
fluidity. So too do the laws of perspective embody what is fundamental in our visual 
experience. In this infinite world, inherently ungraspable by means of appearances, they 
constitute an element of permanence because they replicate the self-same conditions of 
our physical vision. 601 

 

 The new generation had injected the “metaphysics of art” with a “logomania” that he 

deemed abusive of la verbe, or the divine capacity of discourse. 602 While the plastic arts in 

France had once “spoken the language of their time” taking “care to express an idea or a 

sentiment,” contemporary artists saw themselves as “innovators who invent new languages.”603 

Swept up with romantic theories of original genius, they were out of touch with the French 
                                                        

599 “ Il n’est pas étonnant qu’un esprit qui dans son dessin renonce à concevoir la troisième dimension ait quelque 
embarras à imaginer dans l’espace, à résoudre des problèmes descriptive et de mécanique.  Les temps où les arts figurés 
se réduisent à des images plates furent aussi l’époque où la connaissance privée du contact de la nature n’avait d’autre 
recours que les jeux stériles de la scolastique. Les mots de la philosophie étaient vides de substance, comme les formes 
de l’art étaient dépouillés de toute réalité “ Louis Hourticq, “L’art dans la nation,” Ibid, 233. 
600 Louis Hourticq, “ Préface” in Aimé Deslandes. Précis de perspective d’observation. Paris: Garnier, 1931. Cited in 
Le Dessin 3 no. 6, October 31, 1931, 443. 
601 Louis Hourticq, “ Préface” Ibid.  
602 Louis Hourticq, L’Amateur de peinture, Paris: Floury, 1945, 69. 
603 Louis Hourticq, Initiation artistique, 181-3. 
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public, their most important audience. This “brusque revolution” was a sign of developmental 

failure, one that he related to case studies of certain “savage tribes, whose language had evolved 

with such rapidity that two successive generations could barely understand one another.”604 His 

only consolation was that, because it was ultimately up to “the public” and not the hyper-focused 

art world, to judge art in the “last resort,” modernism would surely not last.  He asked his readers 

to engage judiciously with new art forms as if they were enfranchised voters. Look at 

contemporary art and its “latest theories” he urged them, and then “judge with your own eyes and 

read the most eloquent justifications… in the same way that you would all electoral literature or 

advertisements.”605 

 For Hourticq, the new syntax of art and the complex verbal appendages associated with it 

violated the contract of truthfulness that ostensibly already existed in art’s representational phase. 

Though the two had many opinions in common, contrary to Hourticq’s estimation regarding 

perspectival “logic,” to defend the language of realism in the arts, Mauclair in contrast, assumed a 

more stucturalist approach regarding the “grammar” of drawing, arguing that drawing had 

evolved out of a unique conjunction of “linear” thought originating in the Mediterranean, and a 

“northern” understanding of chromatic volumes. In a 1929 contribution to Le Dessin, he 

described the drawn line as an “arbitrary” invention: 

Nature offers us no lines. It offers us planes that are indefinitely connected. To classify 
these planes that obsess the eye, man invented an abstraction called the line, the arbitrary 
line that divides and identifies volumes: pure construction of the spirit, process that is 
artificial and mnemonic. In reality, all are volumes conceived not by a succession of 
planes.606 
 

                                                        

604 Ibid,185. 
605 Louis Hourticq, Initiation artistique, 183. 
606 Camille Mauclair, “La Querelle du Dessin,” Le Dessin 1 no. 2 June 1929, 67. 
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However, like Hourticq, his analysis of drawing technique was premised on a strict distinction 

between "evolved" Western perspectivalism and the flattened space of the child or the primitive, 

who “doesn’t conceive perspective and distance.”607 Extrapolating from the primitivist 

modernism of Quénioux, Mauclair conflated non-Western art forms and an under-developed 

mental capacity, decrying modernism as infantile and disordered and declaring that the only 

“antidote” to “pictorial anarchy” was to “learn to draw.” 608 Mastery of drawing, declared 

Mauclair, was 

…the only way the adult can liberate himself from the error of the child who, incapable 
of the spiritual operation that is called the evaluation of distances, wants to grasp 
everything with his hands. It is too true that we see people advocate for this– the fall back 
into childhood on the pretext of a profound ingenuity, and the retreat, at a ripe age, into a 
puerile, chaotic vision, which is the height of artificiality and can engender no art, just an 
unintelligible mannerism. 609 

 

As Mauclair had stated elsewhere, the “originality” of Modernism was a threat to the 

“magnificent French language,” because “a language is intelligible only if two people agree in 

advance on the value of the signs.” 610 The different idioms, styles, and -isms of modern art were 

in the words of Camille Mauclair “chimeric” doggerel, or “Esperanto,” –a heteroglossia to be 

combatted.611 Like Hourticq, he saw the plurality of artistic languages as a crisis that would 

engender intense alienation and ultimately political chaos: “you must see in this painting not only 

deceptive rebuses, but over and above all, multiple forms of attacks against all social order 

founded on the nation-state.”612 

                                                        

607 Ibid. 
608 See Fabian Johannes, Time and the Other, (New York: Columbia, 1983), and Mark Antliff and Patricia Leighten, 
"Primitivism" in Critical Terms for Art History  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 219.  
609 Camille Mauclair, “La Querelle du Dessin,” 67. 
610 Ibid. 
611 Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l'art vivant, II, 60-61. 
612 Camille Mauclair, “La Querelle du Dessin,” 67. 
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A frequently evoked rejoinder to this idea was that modernism was like the tower of babel, an 

imagery that I have shown was common in reactionary pamphlets at the time.613  We are living in 

a time of war, announced J.G. Goulinat. Time, he wrote, was of the essence: 

For centuries, our national artistic output shone outside the country. For now, our 
schools… still hold on to their prestige, despite the fact that we have seen, since the war, 
a veritable invasion of artistic agents from throughout the world…. A portion of foreign 
art production, chaperoned by Parisian art galleries and magazines, to which we owe the 
educational fabrication of the present-day tower of Babel, literally drowns us. Is this not 
just the beginning of a vast movement of the fusion of races that will end in the 
denationalization of the arts? 614 
 

Here the binary between language and non-language, French and non-French, civilized and 

uncivilized, universal and barbaric, useful and useless is made adamantly clear.  It would appear 

that the attempt to re-entrench the structural, grammatical and finally the ethno-specific aspects of 

drawing was an attempt to codify an artistic mode of communication threatened by evolution and 

change. In contrast, by refusing the category of language to modern art and denying its capacity 

to communicate, the authors ultimately denounce it as serving no purpose and having no utility. 

3.4.3. A Return to Order: 1931-1937 

 The first years of Le Dessin were marked by an initial burst of energy and a need to 

defend and articulate the mission of the journal. The polemics in these issues allude to the place 

of drawing in relation to the sphere of contemporary art, and not simply pedagogical problems. 

However by 1931, the journal seems to settle into a less defensive mode. Mauclair, for one, 

would stop contributing to the journal that year (though his articles elsewhere were still excerpted 

                                                        

613 See Chapter 1 in this dissertation. 
614 “Notre art national a pendant des siècles, rayonné au dehors. Actuellement, nos écoles… exercent encore leur 
prestige, prestige même si grand que nous assistons, depuis la guerre à une véritable invasion de la gent artiste du 
monde entier…  Une partie de la production étrangère, chaperonné par des revues et des galeries parisiennes qui ont 
une large part de responsabilité dans l’éducation de l’actuelle tour Babel artistique, nous submerge littéralement." J.G. 
Goulinat, “Quelques réflexions sur le mouvement artistique contemporain,” Le Dessin 1, no. 5, September 1929, 265. 
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in its press summaries, à travers de la presse) and as the years progress Mauclair's voice is silent 

in Le Dessin, despite the fact that he remained on the patrons' committee. In January 1937, 

Mauclair's name disappears from the Association des critiques d’art français, which had changed 

its name to L’Association des critiques d’art. The organization retained President Robert Guillou, 

conservative painter, writer and businessman, Louis Hourticq as Vice-Président, author Maurice 

Duplay as secretary, and members René Brecy, the important Medievalist and historian Henri 

Focillon, and Paul Brulat. 615 

 In some respects by the mid 1930s, the contemporary art world had changed. Already in a 

review of the Salon d’Automne of 1931, Goulinat had applauded the financial crisis of 1929 for 

its "pruning" effect, in that it had discouraged overproduction and marked “the end of an era of 

folly where any painting, so far as it was strange, was assured success.”616  It also appeared as if 

the continual calls to "order" by critics had been heeded by artists. In January 1932, contributor 

Gaston Varenne announced a "dangerous" era's passing: 

The era of grasping and experimentation has finally passed, after years where French art 
appeared enraptured by the most dangerous experiments, where the most elementary 
truths were not discussed but rather vilified and flouted, our young artists seem to have 
finally grasped the necessity of a return to a measuring stick… at least the idea is 
becoming more and more acceptable that art is not simply the expression of individual 
unbridled fantasies but that it must accept a discipline and obey laws.617 

 

 The journal relaxes as the Thirties and the “return to order” wears on, and its concerns are 

aimed more directly at governmental policy and developments within the ministry of fine arts and 
                                                        

615 “Nouvelles et informations,” Le Dessin 8 no. 7, January 1937.   
616 “clôture d’une ère de folie où toute peinture, pourvu qu’elle fût étrange, était assurée de succès, sélection forcée, 
résultant de la chute des parvenus de la peinture, la crise atteignant les valeurs “soufflés” mais pas sans saveur dans la 
bouche de certains prédicateurs, hier encore puisant auxiliaires des excès qu’ils condamnent aujourd’hui.” J. G. 
Goulinat, “Le Salon d’automne,” Le Dessin 3 no. 7, November 1931, 1.  
617 “L’époque des tâtonnements et des recherches était enfin passé qu’après les années où l’art français parut livré aux 
expériences les plus dangereuses, où les vérités les plus élémentaires étaient discutées, voire vilipendés et bafouées, nos 
jeunes artistes semblaient éprouver enfin la nécessité du retour à un règle…. D’u moins l’idée s’impose de plus en plus 
que l’art n’est pas simplement l’expression de fantaisies individuelles débridées, qu’il doit accepter une discipline, 
obéir à des lois.”  Gaston Varenne “Où va notre art moderne?” Le Dessin 3 no. 9, January 1932, 516. 
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education, while reviews of exhibitions and Salons reveal a diversity of opinions, sometimes 

surprising, expressed by each of the conservative contributors.  Underscoring these texts 

however, is a ceaseless need to defend the validity of drawing instruction, with each writer 

constantly balancing a humanist justification for drawing against an insistence upon its immediate 

vocational utility. 

 We had seen this discursive vacillation in 1929 in Le Dessin's transcription of a speech 

delivered by Emile Humblot, Senator and member of the patron's committee of the journal. 

Looking back at the 1925 Exposition des Arts Décoratifs, Humblot asserted that the fine 

furnishings and objects that had been on display were not “curiosity” or an “ephemeral 

demonstration” but proved that in contemporary France, "the old formula of 'art for art's sake' 

was now finding itself smashed up against the new formula of l'art utile."618 Curiously Humblot 

embraced a kind of modernism so long as it took the form of a useful or decorative object. This 

modernist utility combatted a modernist 'art for art's sake' that he opposed. At the same time, 

Humblot could accept a kind of abstract utility in what he called "Honest" and "sane" works of 

art, which, "both their structure and their function" rehearsed moral convictions. "There is a 

utility" he wrote, in a beauty that is "calming and sincere. 619 

 This balance between utility and humanist inquiry is also manifest in a 1935 speech by 

Louis Hourticq welcoming a graduating class of drawing instructors at the École Normale. 

Denouncing a society that was at once overly utilitarian and at the same time vainly focused on 

disinterested philosophical inquiry for its own sake, Hourticq criticized the culture of the 

contemporary Republican university, warning the graduates that in their careers they would have 
                                                        

618 “La vielle formule de l’Art pour l’Art se heurte à nouvelle formule de l’Art utile.” Emile Humblot, “Une 
Conference” Le Dessin 1 no. 4 August 1929, 231. 
619 “Je veux dégager de cet aspect utilitaire de la question, cette utilité morale, impondérable, essentielle, qui réside en 
une oeuvre d’art saine, honnête et franchement avouée dans sa structure comme dans sa fonction. Il y a utilité, 
aujourd’hui, dans le sens le plus d´s’intéresse de l’expression, à nous entourer de beauté apaisante et probe.” Ibid. 
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to navigate an education system that was both increasingly focused solely on results and 

simultaneously mired in abstraction, whose goal was none other than the formation of 

rhetoricians ("men of letters without any practical destination"). In theory, he wrote, the 

university should not ask us to form "artists" just as the university does not ask instructors of 

rhetoric to form professional writers. Instead, these young instructors should recognize their goal 

as being to "save the modern spirit from these cults of abstraction and utility, by showing them 

the cult of the true and the beautiful."620 The result is that a singular position on drawing and art is 

never cohesively articulated in the pages of Le Dessin, where modernism is sometimes praised 

and mostly criticized, where a kind of utility in art is always the final word, while the authors 

continue to leave open a nebulous space for the "moralizing" powers of an art, provided it is one 

they can approve of. 

3.4.4. Salon Reviews, the Colonial Exhibition of 1931 and the Universal Exhibition of 1937 

 What were the calming and sincere works appreciated by the editors of the Le Dessin?  

While historical examples could be found in the specialized articles they printed on old Masters 

like Watteau, contemporary artists were singled out in the Salon criticism and exhibition reviews 

of the journal, many of them written by J.G Goulinat.  Goulinat focused mainly on the “official” 

Salons, the Salon de la Société des Artistes Français, and the Salon de la Société Nationale des 

Beaux-Arts, airing positions that are in some respects unsurprising. For instance at the Salon des 

Artistes Français in 1929, Goulinat would praise painter André Maire, decorative artist Gustave-

Louis Jaulmes, and sculptor Alfred Janniot, all graduates of the École des Beaux-Arts. However, 
                                                        

620 “Lorsque l’utilitarisme s’est fait trop pressant, lorsque la forme de culture purement désintéressé, qui n’avait d’autre 
but que la formation du rhéteur, de l’homme de lettres, sans destination pratique, lorsque la culture en soi a été 
menacée, l’Université a introduit petit à petit des matières utiles dans son enseignement. Le Dessin est entré l’un des 
dernier avec ces matières…”  L’université ne nous demandera pas de former des artistes, pas plus qu’elle ne demande 
aux professeurs de rhétorique de former des écrivains… L’université vous demande de sauver l’esprit moderne des seul 
cultes de l’abstrait et de l’utile par le culte du beau et du vrai….”  "Une conférence de M. Hourticq aux candidats aux 
professorat," Le Dessin 6 no 8, February 1935, 436-7. 
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Goulinat also takes some unexpected positions, rejecting the neo-classicism of the Bacchanale 

(fig. 88) displayed by EdBA graduate Émile Aubry that year (now in the collections at La Piscine, 

Roubaix)621 while praising the "exceptional gifts" of Yves Brayer, whose great dry color-blocked 

Retour de la Plaza, displayed at La Nationale that year displayed a strong Fauvist influence (fig. 

89).622 Interestingly, Goulinat would praise foreigners there working in a figurative idiom, citing 

the Romanian painter Stoenesco, and the Spaniard José Ortiz Echagüe. Here one should not 

ignore the point that it was not foreigners who were the problem to conservatives like Goulinat, 

but foreign modernists. 

 In general the critics for Le Dessin seem to appreciate a kind of highly decorative 

academic modernism. Goulinat’s assessment, in 1936, of a work executed by Eugène Robert 

Pougheon for the Mairie of the 14th arrondissement provides an example of the kind of work they 

sanctioned (fig. 90). In the piece, male nudes and female allegorical figures are arranged into a 

decorative pattern of drapery and scrollwork appropriate to the bureaucratic tasks of an 

administrative building. The classical idioms are integrated with the symbols of modern industry, 

like a brick factory and smokestack, and men in sober black suits.  Goulinat praises the work for 

its intelligent “modernism,” treated with “clear and simplified tones,” its "considered 

application,” and “the confidence of its craftsmanship.”623  Earlier in 1931, a suite of five articles 

paid tribute to the decorative scheme on the façade and interior of the Palais de la Porte Dorée, 

produced especially for that year's Colonial Exhibition.624 Describing Alfred Janniot’s complex 

                                                        

621 J.G. Goulinat, "La Peinture Au Salon" Le Dessin 1 no. 2 June 1929, 76-8.   
622 "S'affirment les dons exceptionnels de ce jeune artiste, dont il faut tout espérer si sa facilité naturelle et les succès 
qu'elle lui vaut ne le font pas sombrer." J.G. Goulinat, "La Peinture Au Salon" Les Dessin   1 no. 2 June 1929, 80. 
623 J.G. Goulinat “Le Salon” Le Dessin 7 no.2 May 1936, 11. 
624 The structure would be called the Musée Permanent des Colonies. It would be re-named the Musée de la France 
d'Outre-mer in 1935 and renamed the Musée des Arts Africains et Océaniens in 1960, renamed the Musée National des 
Arts d'Afrique et d'Océanie in 1990. In 2003 the building's doors were closed. They would re-open in 2007 to house a 
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decorative bas-relief on the façade (fig.91) the drawing instructor Gaston Varenne used the 

terminology of the new, calling it “a veritable cinematic spectacle in stone.” It injected youth into 

"one of the oldest decorative art traditions” and attested to "an intellectual and artistic effort that 

will mark a date in the history of sculpture in the service of architecture. Nothing like it has ever 

been attempted in modern art and nothing is so French."625 

         In the fourth of five articles on the Colonial Exhibition, Varenne focused on the pavilions 

(one for each of France's colonies) in the park surrounding the Palais de la Porte Dorée, using the 

review as an opportunity to denounce modernist standardization while praising regional and 

national specificity. Marveling at the cultural difference evident in the architecture of each 

pavilion, he hypothesized that the Exposition coloniale of the year 3000 (!)  would be nothing but 

a succession of monotonous cubes all pierced by openings that indifferently meet the needs of the 

inhabitants of Cambodia, Newfoundland, or the Marquesas islands. In his critique of modernism, 

Varenne would assert that difference is a good in itself, one he believes provides an important 

counter to a style that risks homogenizing everything in the name of utopian universalism: "True 

internationalism is not a utopic standardization of human life, but respects deeply all that humans 

have that is their own."626  The solution, he writes, is not "an aggressive nationalism" but rather 

the protection of specificity that at the same time resists the temptation of the French to impose 

their particular style as a universal. As Varenne put it," let us not hubristically believe that we are 

                                                        

 

new museum, Le musée de l’ histoire de l'immigration.  See Patricia Morton, Hybrid modernities: Architecture and 
Reprsentation at the 1931 Colonial Exposition, Paris (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000).  
625 Gaston Varenne, “la décoration murale à l’exposition Coloniale,” in Le Dessin 3 no. 3 (July 1931), 142. The irony is 
that the works of the building today are a shameful vestige of colonial mentality, and now the rather awkward home of 
the Cité Nationale de l'Histoire de l'Immigration. See Daniel Sherman, "The Perils of Patrimoine: Art, History and 
Narrative in the Immigration History Museum, Paris," Oxford Art Journal 39 no. 3 (December 2016): 457-480. 
626 "Le véritable internationalisme ne consiste pas dans une utopique standardisation de la vie humaine, mais dans le 
respect profond chez tous les hommes des raisons qu'ils ont d'être eux-mêmes."  Gaston Varenne, "La leçon artistique 
de l'exposition coloniale," Le Dessin 3 no. 6, October 1931, 351. 
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superior to other people."627 While Varenne’s aesthetic nationalism differed from that of Mauclair 

and Hourticq, he shared their anti-modernism in as much as his defense of regional difference 

amounted to a bulwark against the homogenizing impact of modernity and modernism on France 

and its colonies. 

 Universal expositions, where pavilions devoted specifically to French arts and métiers as 

well as children's drawings placed the French in comparison to other nations, had historically 

been a competitive impetus for the renovation of instructional programs and training in the arts. 

As Maurice Pellisson explained in the second edition of the Dictionnaire de la pédagogie, the 

Universal Exhibition of 1878 had spurred Republicans to standardize drawing education in 

French elementary and secondary schools, eventually pushing them to adopt Guillaume's method: 

The universal exhibition of 1878 revealed the way that the teaching of drawing had 
progressed abroad, and we understood that it was time to reorganize it at home, rather, to 
give it an actual organization.628 

 

Likewise, as Nancy Troy has detailed, the French had been summoned to improve their 

decorative arts programs multiple times after witnessing Germany's triumph at the Exposition of 

1900, when Germany had " all of a sudden revealed itself as an artistic nation of the first order in 

the field of decoration,"629 and again at the Salon d'Automne in 1910, which showcased 

decorative art works from Munich, both of which provided competitive impetus for the decorative 

                                                        

627"N'ayons pas l'orgueil de croire que nous sommes supérieurs aux autres peuples." Ibid. 
628 "l’Exposition universelle de 1878 étant venue révéler les progrès que l'enseignement du dessin avait faits à 
l'étranger, on comprit qu'il était temps de le réorganiser chez nous ou, pour parler plus juste, de lui donner une 
organisation véritable." Maurice Pellison,"Dessin" in Ferdinand Buisson, ed. Dictionnaire de la pédagogie, 1911. 
629 Nancy Troy, Modernism and the Decorative Arts in France: Art Nouveau to Le Corbusier. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1991), 49, 58-61.  
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arts in France to improve their liaison with industry.630 

 In an atmosphere of heightened nationalism, the Exposition of 1937 in Paris instilled ever 

more competition amongst nations, and scholars have suggested that the exhibition’s slogan “"No 

art without technique, no technique without art" precipitated reforms to drawing instruction in 

1938 (which I will examine below).631 Under the aegis of a left-leaning coalition brought to 

power in 1936 through Léon Blum’s Front Populaire, the organization of the event was loudly 

criticized by the Right in the press.632 However none of this partisan sparring is visible in the 

writings of the bureaucrats and instructors of Le Dessin, who warmly anticipate the exhibition. 

Because the exhibition was set to coincide with the Huitième congrès international du dessin et 

des arts appliqués, held in Paris in July of 1937, it did provide Le Dessin's contributors with an 

occasion to voice their concerns about the future of drawing education in France, then undergoing 

important changes. Varenne, a regular contributor during this period, took the opportunity to draw 

attention to a point he had previously made regarding state negligence when it came to training 

drawing instructors. He protested that the public university administrators and the directors of 

national education cared too little about drawing instruction: 

Drawing instructors would like to once more draw the nation's attention to the positive 
repercussions that a well- oriented artistic culture will have not only on the artistic 
activity of the nation but on the life of the individual, the family, society and the 
formation of souls in general.”633 

 

                                                        

630 Ibid.  
631 " Pas d’art sans technique, pas de technique sans art," cited in Renaud d’Enfert and Daniel Lagoutte. Un art pour 
tous, 73. 
632 See Mark Antliff, Avant-Garde Fascism, 203-246. 
633  "Les maîtres du de l’enseignement du dessin veulent, une fois de plus, attirer l’attention du pays sur les 
répercussions qu’une culture artistique bien orientée aurait non seulement sur toute l’activité d’art d’une nation, mais 
encore sur la vie de l’individu, de la famille, de la société et sur la formation ses esprits en général. Gaston Varenne, 
“L’importance de l’enseignement du dessin.” Le Dessin 8 no. 4, October 1936,  171-2. 
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Varenne criticized the role of the universities that taught instructors, accusing them of being 

mired in abstraction, but used the word quite differently than Hourticq had in a similar context. In 

a critique that was counter-intuitive for a conservative, Varenne bemoaned the "excessive” focus 

on dead languages (a subject dear to those on the far-Right), in the university, accusing the 

university administrators for focusing too much on the arts of “thought” while ignoring the arts of 

form. Repeating the Cartesian principle, he argued that both rely upon one another to exist: 

The true value of drawing, its unique value amongst other disciplines, is the permanent 
and direct connection it establishes between reality and intelligence. We do not draw 
mechanically, instinctively.634 

 

Such a mind-set had led to a lack of initiative for programs devoted to training drawing 

instructors. Though drawing instructors were required to pass examinations and submit portfolios 

of works to be accepted as instructors, no university programs were devoted to drawing pedagogy 

and would-be instructors would train for their brevet exams under the informal tutelage of 

drawing professors, like those at the Lycée Carnot, who were willing to provide informal training 

on Sundays and Thursdays. 635 Decrying this aporia, Varenne defended the importance of the 

drawing instructor whose role was not to form a surplus of future artists, but rather to identify 

talent where it was, and then for the rest, to provide them with a culture that "at least gives them 

contact with life"636 If in the earlier issues of Le Dessin, modernism was accused of being a 

                                                        

634 “La valeur propre du dessin, sa valeur unique au milieu des autres disciplines, résulte de ce contact permanent, 
étroit, qu’il établit entre la réalité et l’intelligence…On ne dessine pas en effet mécaniquement, instinctivement. Pour 
traduire ce que l’on voir, il faut observer, comparer, réfléchir, totaliser les résultats de ses observations et les exprimer 
par des formes exactes.” Gaston Varenne, “L’importance de l’enseignement du dessin..." 173. 
635 Ibid, 176. 
636“Sans lui, comment se recruteraient en France tout ceux, créateurs ou exécutants, qui font vivre not métiers d’art et 
les industries qui s’y rattachent? Sa mission cependant est plus vaste. Avec les maîtres des autres disciplines…il doit 
contribuer à donner à ceux mêmes dont l’existence, la profession n’auront jamais le moindre rapport avec des 
préoccupations d’art, une culture gardant au moins le contact avec la vie.” Ibid, 173. 
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heterogeneous "babel"; for later anti-modernist contributors to Le Dessin, it is the opposite, a 

homogenizing force threatening to destroy difference and particularity. 

 For the journal’s ninth volume, in May 1937, the masthead would change from a lion to a 

more subdued insignia of  Bellerephon on his horse Pegaus with a modern Paris rising behind 

them (fig. 92).  When it was time to review the Universal Exhibition that summer, Gaston 

Varenne singled out the Italian Pavilion, praising the modernism and tradition mixed in the work 

of the architect Marcello Piacenti. His assessment reads like a kind of reserved praise, 

highlighting the Italian specificity of the architecture without ever advocating it as a model for the 

French. He sees in it 

A vision of what Fascist Italy has done to develop the arts, sciences, and the technique of 
social organization. We must recognize that the program has been followed to a T. The 
Fascist genius dominates with the Roman she-wolf of one of the patios. And finally the 
equestrian statue of an anonymous emperor that dominates the Seine, which, and here I 
should add some sort of disclaimer, testifies in an obvious way to the grandeur that 
cannot displease a pure Fascist spirit.637 

 

Reviewing the competing Soviet and German pavilions, however, Varenne demurs on political 

commentary, noting that “it is better to here abstain.” 638  Finally, in his overview of a special 

pavilion of drawings by young students from around the world, Varenne would leave 

disappointed that the French students were undistinguished, commenting on the lack of national 

or regional style: 

What should we say, finally, of France’s contributions? Faced with the diversity of 
tendencies manifested by our students, their nationality doesn’t impose itself in a marked 

                                                        

637 "Donner au visiteur la vision de ce que l’Italie fasciste à fait pour le développement des arts, des sciences, de la 
technique et de l’organisation sociale. Il faut reconnaitre que ce programme a été parfaitement suivi. Le génie du 
fascisme domine avec la louve romaine l’un des patios... Enfin la statue équestre d’un imperator anonyme qui domine 
la Seine, témoigne d’un sens évident de la grandeur monumentale, en y ajoutant pourtant je ne sais quoi de 
déclamatoire qui ne doit pas déplaire au pur esprit fasciste.” Gaston Varenne, “Promenade au travers de l’exposition de 
1937,” Le Dessin 8 no. 2 June-July 1937, 74-5. 
638“Il convient de s’abstenir ici de toute politique.” Gaston Varenne, “Promenade au travers de l’exposition de 1937,” 
70. 
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or surprising way. Maybe we are one of those nations of modern civilization, subdued by 
external influences and by a life that has already long ago standardized and centralized 
our national and regional tendencies. 

 

4.4.5. Loisirs Dirigées and the Popular Front: 1938-1939 

 In previous issues of Le Dessin the authors had oscillated between humanist and 

utilitarian arguments to defend drawing as essential to the formation of the French citizen. But 

perceived threats to the continuity of drawing instruction at the national level, and finally threats 

to the nation itself saw the authors of Le Dessin like the conservative Aufort and the more liberal 

Varenne each seeking to demonstrate drawing's more immediate and vocational utility. 

 Already in 1931, in an article written in anticipation of a French Congress of Drawing 

Instruction, J. Aufort, professor of drawing at the lycée Janson-de-Sailly, had warned his readers 

of the "serious dangers threatening ,our teaching, dangers that have massive consequences for the 

immediate future." 639 Aufort was referring specifically to a decree passed that year that had made 

drawing class “facultatif” (optional) for students in the last two grades of secondary education 

and for all secondary students in the mathematical or the philosophical “tracks.”640 Having 

sacrificed their time to other subjects while preparing for the baccalaureate, these students 

preparing for les grandes écoles had foregone advanced drawing instruction, and thus, he wrote, 

were not as strong as they could be in polytechnic domains that required drawing.  Given that 

courses in linear drawing (including perspective) were often reserved for these final years, 

students opting out of drawing instruction were poorly trained. "We were very wrong," Aufort 

wrote, “to allow the curricular separation of linear drawing, taught alongside geometry now, and 

                                                        

639 "De sérieux dangers menacent notre enseignement, dangers gros de conséquences dans l'avenir le plus immédiat." J. 
Aufort, “Préliminaires a un congrès de dessin.”  Le Dessin 3, no. 1 May 1931, 26 
640 “Dans les classes de seconde, de première, de philosophie et de mathématiques, deux heures facultatives sont 
attribuées chaque semaine à l’enseignement du dessin.” Mario Roustan, "Décret du 30 Avril 1931, fixant les horaires et 
programmes de l’enseignement secondaire, Art 2," Bulletin Administratif, no. 2686, June 1 1931, 589. 
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often neglected by harried math teachers.”  In the meantime, he continued, the teaching of 

drawing from sight, treated as part of a humanist pursuit, failed to help students achieve a 

cohesive understanding of three-dimensional objects.  At this point, he lamented that most 

secondary-level students were incapable of “surveying an object, tracing the plan and elevation to 

scale, and marking the dimensions.”641  The suggestions for the return of a more concerted study 

of dessin géométrique in the classroom made by Aufort in 1931 were ignored, and in 1937 

another article saw him bitterly resigned to the results of this neglect, citing recent reports that 

recruits at St-Cyr, Centrale, and the Naval academies had performed poorly in the drawing exams 

for these schools, and in their first year drawing courses. As he had predicted in his earlier 

articles, he reported back that “the majority of them do not know how to assess the position of 

plans in space nor put essential lines in perspective.”642 

 After June 1936, the French education system underwent subtle but important changes as 

part of the cultural platform of the Front Populaire. Starting in 1937, Jean Zay, the radical-

socialist Ministre de l’Éducation Nationale et des Beaux-Arts (changed from the Ministre de 

l’Instruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts) had instituted a program of “loisirs dirigés” (extra-

curricular activities) to take place on Saturdays for students of French collèges and lycées.  

French youth coalesced around sports activities, musical instruction, theatre productions, and 

field trips, but also artistic activities. The latter were considered recreational, and could include 

doll fabrication (for girl's schools), theatre set design, painting school murals, but also visits to 

museums and lectures on art history.643 But in an editorial immediately after the law’s passing, 

                                                        

641 “Faire le relevé d’un objet, d’en tracer le plan et l’élévation à l’échelle et d’y inscrire les cotes." J. Aufort, 
“Préliminaires a un congrès de dessin.”  Le Dessin 3, no. 1, May 1931, 26   
642 " La plupart d’entre eux ne savent pas apprécier la position des plans dans l’espace et leur incapacité à mettre les 
lignes essentielles en perspective" J. Aufort, “ Faisons le point” Le Dessin 9, no. 6,December 1937, 331 
643 Jean-François Condette, " Les loisirs dirigés dans les collèges et les lycées (1937-1939)," Histoire de l'éducation. 
no. 129 (2011): 5-38.  
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Aufort ventriloquized what may have been the concerns of many drawing instructors at the time. 

It had taken years of persuasion, he complained, to convince families and bureaucrats that 

drawing was not merely an "art d'agrément." Now, he worried, the category of "loisirs dirigés" 

would bring about the return of this "heresy." 644 This was also a common fear held on the Left.645 

At the same time Aufort saw Zay’s changes as an opportunity to draw attention to and to force the 

discipline to distinguish itself as an essential humanist activity and not an extracurricular pursuit. 

Aufort advocated that instructors " make art courses conquer" by pushing for "visits to museums, 

exhibitions" on weekends, in the hope that this extracurricular exposure would 

 
Help [the students] develop a taste for the artisanal, and furnish families with proof of the 
necessity and importance of a discipline that prepares one for all kinds of activities, 
opening all paths, especially the most "useful" ones. 646 

 

Exposure to the broad and practical world of art and craft, he hoped, would solidify arguments for 

the re-instatement of mandatory drawing for the last years of secondary school: 

What we must do, in sum, is to try to re-envision the lost terrain by whatever means we 
can, while waiting for the [curricular] programs to be redone, to honor our discipline, in 
the interest of students who are preparing for the grandes écoles and whose studies of 
drawing are currently completely sacrificed. 647 
 

                                                        

644 “[Le Dessin était] une accessoire dont l’utilité, encore ce mot, restait à prouver. A force de dévouement, de 
persuasion, d’autorité, en raison même des résultats obtenus, cette notion “art d’agrément” avait disparu….Les “loisirs 
dirigés” ne vont-ils pas créer un nouveau courant en faveur de cette hérésie?” J. Aufort, “ Faisons le point," 331. 
645 In the printed transcripts of a debate later titled La Querelle du réalisme, Lacques Lassaigne had complained that art 
education was treated like gymnastics. cited in  Serge Faucherau, La Querelle du realisme, 25.  
646 "Mettre en pratique le développement du goût de l’artisanat, de fournir aux familles et aux élèves la preuve de la 
nécessité et de l’importance d’une discipline qui prépare à toutes sortes d’activités, ouvre bien des chemins et non des 
moins “utiles.” J. Aufort, “ Faisons le point," 332 
647"De toute évidence, l’occasion peut être favorable; elle nous permettra de regagner une partie du terrain perdu. C’est 
d’abord l’occasion unique de nous mettre partout sur les rangs pour les visites d’expositions, de musées, en vue de la 
conquête total des cours d’Art... Ce qu’il nous faut, en somme c’est essayer de refaire le terrain perdu, dans la mesure 
de nos moyens en attendant qu’une refonte des programmes remette en honneur notre discipline dans l’intérêt même 
des élèves qui se préparent aux grandes écoles et dont les études en dessin sont complètement sacrifiées maintenant...” 
J. Aufort, “ Faisons le point," 332-3. 
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In 1938, in response to the 1937 Universal Exhibition, drawing instruction at the secondary level 

was reformed from 5ième to 3ième so that "drawings done outside of class" were dropped while 

new sections of the drawing class emphasized the croquis côté, or section drawings, in a move to 

return to a "scientific" approach not seen since the 1880s.648 That October, Gaston Varenne 

rejected this change, insisting on the importance of dessin libre for secondary education, noting 

that it benefitted older students by “making them complete men, capable of thinking and 

developing, on their own, their curiosity towards all that is outside the cadre of their studies.”649  

Meanwhile, the new loisirs dirigés were a missed opportunity. Having exclusively focused on the 

history of art, and not on art or drawing instruction, the instructors of loisirs dirigés had failed to 

prepare their students for the “diverse manifestations of modern life.” Noting that the teaching of 

the humanities was too abstract, he argued that a larger practical program should be put in place 

to help the "training of the eyes." 

To see well means concerning oneself as soon as possible with precision, exactitude, it 
means disciplining one’s gaze and ones conscience, having the desire to search for truth, 
the means of recognizing and denouncing all error. These precious habits, once acquired 
by drawing, become habit for us as soon as we begin to engage with the domain of 
ideas.650 

 

Expanding upon Varenne’s editorial a few months later, J. Aufort complained that drawing 

instruction was undergoing nothing less than a " crisis of indigence, one more dire than it has 

known since it was accepted into the university." Justified by the maxim that "the end justifies the 

means," he lamented the "totalitarian utilitarianism" of a university that scuttled all that is not 

"immediately sanctioned in the present by a diploma," and decried the parents pushing their 

                                                        

648 Renaud d’Enfert and Daniel Lagoutte. Un art pour tous, 73.  
649 Gaston Varenne, “Les loisirs dirigées” Le Dessin 10, no. 4 October 1938, 172. 
650 “Bien voir, c’est se soucier aussitôt que possible, de précision, d’exactitude, c’est discipliner son regard et sa 
conscience, avoir le désir de rechercher la vérité, savoir reconnaître et dénoncer toute erreur. Ces précieuses habitudes 
une fois acquises par le dessin, se retrouvent en nous, lorsque nous abordons le domaine des idées.” Ibid. 
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children into "loisirs" that were only relevant to their chosen subject of baccalaureate study.651  

Blaming those who had jettisoned it because at the outset it did not appear to provide immediate 

quantifiable gains, he concluded that "drawing is slowly dying."652  But while increased 

specialization in schools was perceived as a threat to drawing and denounced as a kind of 

"utilitarianism," ultimately the defence of drawing as useful was always the final retort. To 

conclude his article Aufort pointed to a degrading baseline achievement level for highly 

specialised drawing at the grandes écoles: 

If the grades in the concours are proof... Professors of mathematics, history, geography, 
natural history, and physics all deplore the insufficiency of their students in drawing, an 
insufficiency directly proportional to their lack of education.653 

 

 Indeed, with increasing pressure to justify their discipline within an evolving framework 

of utility, drawing instructors would start to defend ever more immediate use-values.  In the 

February 1938 issue of Le Dessin the editors excerpted the following dictionary entry, from the 

late 19th century, to underscore the importance of drawing to industrial productivity: 

The simplified instruction of drawing suits all and can give great strength to industrial 
workers. It is up to the state to ensure that drawing is not seen as an art d’agrément but as 
one of the fundamental forms of knowledge held by an industrial nation.654 

 

                                                        

 651 J. Aufort. “Tribune libre: Les Loisirs dirigés et le dessin.”  Le Dessin 10 no. 6, December 1938, 330. 
652 "Notre pauvre discipline--- je dis pauvre intentionnellement- traverse une crise d’indigence, comme elle n’en a 
certainement pas connu d’aussi grave depuis sa venue dans les cadre de l’université. Les horaires sont squelettiques, les 
classes facultatives “séchés avec entrain”; “l’utilitarisme roi” ou, pour être plus près de nous, “utilitarisme totalitaire” 
faisant sienne la maxime “la fin justifie les moyens” écarte tout ce qui n’est pas immédiatement sanctionné dans le 
présent par un diplôme qui permet d’accéder aux études supérieures. Bref le dessin meurt lentement…” J. Aufort. 
“Tribune libre: Les Loisirs dirigés et le dessin,” 329. 
653 "Les notes méritées aux concours en font foi, les rapports de correcteurs en sont la preuve formelle…. Professeurs 
de Mathématiques spéciales et de Mathématiques, professeures d’Histoire et de Géographie, professeurs d’Histoire 
naturelle, professeurs de physique même déplorent l’insuffisance des élèves en dessin et cette insuffisance croît en 
proportion géométrique de la non fréquentation des classes." Ibid. 
654 “L’enseignement simplifié du dessin convient a tous et peut donner une grande force aux travailleurs de l’industrie. 
Il appartient à l’État de faire que le dessin ne soit plus considéré dans l’enseignement public comme un art d’agrément 
mais bien comme l’une des connaissances fondamentales chez un peuple industriel.”  Ed. Eynard. 1890, “Beaux-arts” 
in Léon Say and Joseph Chailley, eds. Le Nouveau dictionnaire d’économie politique. (Paris: Guillaumin, 1890), Cited 
in “L’enseignement des arts,” in Le Dessin 9, no. 8 February 1938, 443.  
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Soon such arguments would take on an additional urgency. 

3.4.6. Rearmament and Mobilization 

 On September 1, 1939, with the declaration of war against Germany, all levels of the 

French populace were mobilized into action. The French did not have an all-professional army, 

and draft reforms of 1928 designed for maximum manpower solidified a cadre-conscript model of 

mobilisation for the citizen-soldier. Every male citizen from the age of 21 faced the following 

miltiary obligation: 1 year active duty, 3 years in a ready reserve, 16 years in first-line reserves, 

and 8 years in second-line reserves. By 1938 the age was lowered to 18. 655 Though a portion of 

the populace was immediately drafted with this announcement, architects and engineers in the 

private sector were encouraged by the state to build or repurpose structures for the nation's 

defense. In his book on the architecture of World War II, Jean-Louis Cohen excerpts a notice in 

that autumn's l’Architecture d’aujourd’hui from that year informing those in the trade that they 

were needed for: 

New programs born of the necessity of war: provisional constructions of all sorts for 
administrative services, public or private, for factories, for lodging evacuated 
populations, for the construction of shelter for passive defense, and construction for 
military use.656 

 

 As files in the National Archives show, this call to arms would have been no surprise to 

educators and school administrators, who, as employees of the state working in state-owned 

buildings, had already been integrated into the tactical plans of the Defense department for years 

now. The extent to which the infrastructure of the French public school system was indissolubly 
                                                        

655George Q. Flynn, Conscription and Democracy: The Draft in France, Great Britain and the United States 
(Greenwood Press, Westport, CT, 2002), 53-6. 
656 "Nouveaux programmes nés des nécessités de la guerre: constructions provisoires de toutes sortes pour les services 
administratifs, publics ou privés, pour les usines pour le logement des populations évacuées, construction d’abris de 
défense passive, construction à usage militaire.” Anon., “à nos abonnées, à nos amis” l’Architecture d’aujourd’hui 10, 
no 8 (1939), 3 cited in Jean-Louis Cohen, Architecture en uniforme: projeter et construire pour la Seconde Guerre 
mondiale. (Paris: Hazan, 2011) 26. 
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linked and liable to requisitioning for military use was made explicit as early as 1923 when the 

ministry of interior had circulated a secret 13-page document to all school administrators and 

instructors to be to be kept in a deposit box in case of bombardment. The document, entitled 

"Instruction on the Protection of Populations Against Aerial Bombardment" provided instructions 

on how to obtain gas masks and what to do in case of bombing, while Annexes I through IV were 

forms to be kept on hand and to be filled out in the event that buildings and materials were 

requisitioned by the army.657 This early mobilisation was solidified by a classified contract 

entitled “Utilisation of the Establishments of Education in the case of Mobilisation" signed 

between general André Maginot, The Minister of War, and Léon Bérard (Minister of Public 

Instruction and Beaux-Arts) in February 1924.658 

 In 1926 Aristide Briand had created a multi-ministry “Commission Supérieure de la 

Protection Aerienne” and on March 23 1926 the president of this council asked Le Dessin 

Patron's committee member Paul Léon, (then Director Génerale des Beaux-Arts) to nominate a 

representative from the Beaux-Arts division. On Jan 12, 1927, Léon, (who himself had worked in 

monuments protection in WWI) chose Jean Verrier, Inspector of Historical Monuments to serve 

on the committee. However vague and hypothetical these first mobilizations were, certain sites 

were of particular interest.  One was the Sèvres national porcelain manufacturing and decorative 

arts school, just outside of Paris. Archived letters labeled "Secret," between the Ministry of War 

and the Ministry of Public Instruction and Beaux-Arts (PIBA) in 1927 show that the Ministry of 

                                                        

657  "l'instruction sur la protection des populations contre les bombardement aériens"  Archives Nationales AN F21/ 
5876 3/11  
658 "L’utilisation en temps de guerre des établissement de l’enseignement présente pour l’autorité militaire un intérêt 
tout particulier, du fait de l’importance des ressources offertes par ces établissements de leur répartition sur le territoire 
et de l’agencement des locaux qui les constituent. …. Mais de l’autre part, il y a un intérêt général à ce que en temps de 
guerre, ‘instruction de la jeunesse continue à être assuré dans des conditions compatibles avec la nécessité d’assurer 
l’avenir du pays. En raison de l’opposition des intérêts en cause, il est précisé ci-après les règles générales suivant 
lesquelles devra être prévue en temps de paix et réalisée en temps de guerre, l’utilisation à des fine militaries des locaux 
de l’enseignement public." Archives Nationales F21/ 4711, Folder 3 
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War sought permission to requisition the site and make a temporary hospital  "of 250 beds" in 

case of war.659 With Jacques Cavalier, (Director de L' Enseignement Supérieure) writing on 

behalf of Minister of PIBA Édouard Herriot, the request was granted, but not first without an 

attempt to counter it with an alternative proposal. In an effort to keep the employees at Sèvres 

working during mobilization, the bureaucrat suggested that the war ministry might prefer to 

repurpose the facility in other ways, "the fabrication of necessary material for gun powder," as it 

had been between 1914-18.  His letter finishes by observing that such re-purposing would be 

better suited to the original purposes of the facility, and that the manufacturing buildings would 

only lend themselves to a hospital and sanitary re-use “with difficulty."660 

 Tied as they were to the ministries of state, those inspectors and bureaucrats who sat on 

the patronage and editing committees of Le Dessin were long aware of the spectre of rearmament, 

and all too aware that the unique qualities of their domain, in the face of rapidly shifting 

circumstances, were easily dispensed with if they failed to adjust to the discourse of utility and to 

constantly negotiate and defend their unique role and importance to the nation's moral, financial 

and now, physical security.  At the onset of mobilization in 1939, Le Dessin would begin to 

repeat the utility of drawing, almost as if it were a mantra. In an editorial entitled “Without 

artistic culture, no quality politics,” Hourticq would insist on connecting the political strength of 

the nation to the strength of its artistic instruction, drawing a direct connection between statecraft 

                                                        

659 Letter of the minister of l’instruction publiquee des beaux-arts of 1927 to the Minister of the War (Etat-Major de 
l’armée, 1er bureau) Archives Nationales F21 4711 folder 3. 
660 Marked in handwriting at the top: secret. Responds to decree n 695/c/7 mob (direction du service de santé of April 
22 1927: “vous me demandez de donner mon assentiment à l’installation, en cas de mobilisation, d’un hôpital 
temporaire de 250 lits dans les locaux de la manufacture nationale de sèvres. Avant de vous répondre à ce sujet je vous 
serais obligé de bien vouloir me faire connaître si, en cas de nouvelle mobilisation, la Manufacture Nationale de Sèvres 
ne sera pas, comme elle l’a été au cours de la guerre de 1914-1918 utilisée pour la fabrication de matériel nécessaire 
aux poudreries, auquel cas tous les locaux de l’établissement lui seraient indispensables? Cette utilisation me parait 
mieux en rapport avec la nature de l’établissement que son occupation par une formation sanitaire, les locaux de la 
Manufacture se prêteraient d’ailleurs difficilement aux aménagement nécessités par cette occupation." Archives 
Nationales, F21 4711 folder 3. 
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and the sense of craftsmanship demanded of drawing instructors. 

The teachers of our schools prepare a policy of quality, if public instruction succeeds and 
develops this artistic sense, this sense of “good work” animates humble masonry as it 
does ambitious architecture.661 

 

Echoing the discourse of the eight-month phony war (Sept 3 1939-May 10 1940), Hourticq 

adopted the same attitude expressed by Minister of Finance Paul Renaud: “ We will win because 

we are the strongest."662 Like so many other Republicans at the time, Hourticq was still under the 

impression that this could be a "seated war" fought with “bloodless weapons" in the words of 

jurist Gaston Jèze and finance inspector Edmond Giscard d’Estaing.663 

 But as the reality of war set in for Frenchmen, it was not the capability of engineers to 

draw cross-sections and contribute to wartime industry that mattered any longer. During the 

military mobilization of troops, the fear of demographic inferiority (42 million French compared 

to 80 million Germans) would lead the French to push many specialized workers into combat 

positions. As a result of mobilization, workers in the arms industry (1.3 million) for instance, 

were reduced to 650,000.664 As the prospect of service for all men of fighting age, including 

instructors of drawing, set in, Hourticq was forced to shift the terms used to defend drawing once 

more. Drawing was important to the nation not only because of its secondary, commercial and 

industrial uses he now conceded, but because the skills it imparted could be drawn upon in the 

case of combat. In October 1939, addressing a fresh cadre of newly-trained drawing instructors 

                                                        

661 “Les maîtres de nos écoles prépareront une politique de la qualité si l’instruction publique suscite et développe ce 
sens artistique, ce goût du beau travail qui anime l’activité de l’humble maçonnerie comme de l’ambitieuse 
architecture…” Louis Hourticq, “Sans culture artistique, pas de politique de qualité,” Le Dessin 11, n.3, August- Sept 
1939, 116. 
662 "Nous vaincrons, parce que nous sommes les plus forts” Robert Frank, La hantise du déclin: le rang de la France en 
Europe, 1920-1960: finances, défense et identité nationale. (Paris: Belin, 1994), 47.  
663 “guerre du siège,”... "armes non-sanglantes” Ibid.  
664 Philippe Garraud, “La politique Française de Réarmement de 1936 à 1940: Priorités et contraintes”  Guerres 
mondiales et conflits contemporains 3 no. 219 (2005): 87-102, 92. 
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headed not to classrooms but conscripted into war, he attempted to instill fortitude in his “troops" 

by linking drawing capacity to a skill-set that would be of use in direct combat, arguing that 

soldiers skilled in drawing had great advantages in the battlefield: 

In war, as when hunting, the best is he who first of all knows best how to use his eyes. … 
He knows how to read a landscape, a map in front of him, he walks as if he is in familiar 
horizons; he knows where on the land he needs to move in order to gain a dominating 
view over a vast region. 

An eye trained in drawing, he went on, was better equipped to interpret and act upon the latest 

military-industrial technology, including aerial photography: 

In photos taken by plane, he can quickly discern trenches and conduits and  trompe l’oeil  
... his flair as a paysagiste helps him easily distinguish the real topography from 
camouflaged decoys. When he has identified where the eyes and guns of the enemy are, 
he can quickly and spontaneously foresee the consequences, see dangerous zones and 
dead angles.665 
 

A soldier, whose eyes were trained in drawing, he continued, with an understanding of 

perspective, is more adept when avoiding enemy fire and a better marksman: 

because someone who knows how to draw and understands rays on solids cannot ignore 
the trajectory of objects in space.  He doesn’t forget that one has always to stay in shadow 
and that in the instance of looser trajectories, the shadow of the canon is shorter than the 
sun’s. Our hunter of images is also an adept marksman, because he has prompt vision, 
instantaneous muscle memory; to see, to bring the catch within sight of the target, and the 
pressing of the trigger are three almost simultaneous actions, though executed without 
haste. 666 
 

                                                        

665 "à la guerre, comme à la chasse, le meilleur est d’abord celui qui sait le mieux se servir ses yeux….Il sait lire un 
paysage, une carte devant lui, il se promène comme au milieu d’horizons familiers; il sait à quel point il faut aller pour 
dominer du regard une vaste région. Sur des photographies d’avions, il discerne vite les tranchées et boyeaux, trompe 
l’oeil destinés attirer les obus souvent étourdis et routiniers, tandis que les ouvrages utiles se défilent à l'abri des 
objectifs et des projectiles en des endroit moins apparents; son flair de paysagiste lui fait déceler sans peine la véritable 
topographie sous les louches camouflages. Quand il a repéré où se trouvent les yeux et mitrailleuses ennemies, il en tire 
spontanément les conséquences, zones dangereuses et angles morts..." Louis Hourticq, “À Nos amis,” in Le Dessin 11 
no. 4, October 1939, 164-5. 
666 "Car un dessinateur qui sait comment se comportent les rayons sur des solides n’ignore rien de la circulation des 
trajectoires dans le paysage. Il n’oublie pas qu’il faut toujours rester à l’ombre et qu’en raison des trajectoires moins 
tendues, l’ombre du canon est plus courte que celle du soleil… Notre chasseur d’images est aussi un bon tireur, car il a 
la vision prompte, la réaction musculaire instantanée; voir, amener l’écran de nuire sur l’objectif, presser la gâchette 
sont trois opérations presque simultanées, bien que sans hâte.” Louis Hourticq, “À nos Amis,” 164-5. 
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Those instructors who had planned to teach a generation of children drawing were now "hunters 

of images," their bodies disciplined by drawing now fully instrumentalised for the wartime killing 

machine.  Ironically for the majority of these soldiers, the "benefits" of a skilled eye were useless, 

better adapted to dated trench warfare, than to the air raids and tank battles of the Second World 

War. 

 In September of 1940, in a move designed specifically to destroy the institutions of 

Republican France, General Philippe Pétain would announce that the Écoles normales for 

instituteurs would be closed the following fall and replaced with instituts de formation 

professionnelle (IFP). In 1943, Quénioux's "méthode intuitive"–now accused of being a "free 

acquiescence" that resulted in the "graphic babbling" of children– was dismantled, with new 

directives set up so that drawing instructors were now focused on developing "the taste for 

perseverance" and "serious work" in their students.667  Le Dessin printed its final issue of the first 

edition in December of 1940 and would lie in silence until 1946, when it re-emerged with a new 

cover design whose paternalism speaks to a gentler mission (fig. 93). During the war, however, 

Hourticq, would remain Inspector General of Drawing Instruction, serving the Vichy regime, and 

corresponding with his friends and colleagues on post-cards with Pétain’s insignia on them. At 

the height of the occupation, in a letter to his exiled friend the cartoonist and illustrator Ferdinand 

Bac, he would go so far as to blame the defeat of France on cultural weakness- particularly on 

“L’art vivant,” suggesting that he might even write an exposé on the subject: 

Now I would like to have the time to write an exposé on how the incongruities of our “art 
vivant” prepared and announced our humiliating defeat. They did what Virgil called the 
“rigus precarius”—by allowing the bad inside. But mercantilism defends itself well. 668 

                                                        

667 "libre acquiescement" and "babillage graphique" cited in Renaud d’Enfert and Daniel Lagoutte. Un art pour tous, 74  
668 In Latin, precarius means "at another's pleasure."  “Maintenant je voudrais bien avoir le temps d’exposer comment 
le incongruités de notre “art vivant” ont préparé, annoncé notre humiliante déconfiture. Furence ce que Virgile appelait 
les "regis precarius,"l’installation du mauvais à l'autre." Mais le mercantilisme se défend bien.” August 3, 1943 Louis 
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3.5. Conclusion 

 My study of debates in interwar drawing instruction and the way they were expressed 

through Le Dessin is not intended as a comprehensive overview of these issues, but demonstrates 

how pedagogy and drawing were crucial grounds of debate for conservative intellectuals and 

members of the French administration. I have shown how a group of instructors and bureaucrats 

continually adapted their discourse to meet the needs of a Republican political structure while 

simultaneously negating a modernism that they clearly perceived as a threat. Because they 

considered their own methods of teaching to be one bulwark against modernist methods, they 

sought to reinforce and justify their curriculum while also, on another front rather awkwardly 

allying themselves with populist anti-modernist forces as another means of defense. Though 

seemingly distant from the pressing needs of the day, debates around drawing instruction and 

pedagogy, I have shown, provided an important vector for some of the most important questions 

at the very core of French identity: the formation of the citizen, the products of national industry, 

and finally, the physical defense of the nation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

 

Hourticq, la Riviere pas Caudé Maine et Loire, Sent to Ferdinand Bac in Ariège. Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal, Supplément 
4: Papiers Ferdinand Bac, MS 14179 [61]  
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CHAPTER 4: The Avant-Gardes are History: Historiography and State Acquisitions, 1931-
1944 

 In 1936, the American curator Alfred Barr organized "Cubism and Abstract Art" at the 

Museum of Modern Art, remembered thereafter as the first large-scale retrospective exhibition of 

abstract and non-objective art.  The cover of its exhibition catalogue, masterfully illustrated by 

Barr with a quasi-scientific flow-chart of modernism, elegantly zipped the modern art movements 

of the past and the most recent past into a genealogical chart that like an upside-down family tree, 

ending with one final duo (fig. 102). As if history were a chain of pre-determined events, one 

after another, Barr's chart intimated that the logical conclusion of all these artistic movements had 

resulted inexorably in either one of two outcomes: geometrical abstract art or non-geometrical 

abstract art. 

 The teleology implied in this powerful image, which Barr had used in his seminars at 

Wellesley to explain the advent of abstraction, was not the unintended consequence of an 

oversimplification used in pedagogy. It was simply what Barr, who was informed by the writings 

of Kandinsky and Piet Mondrian, believed; namely that the inevitable “progress of plastic art” 

was a process of formal and logical reduction, and would continue ever more towards a non-

representational objectivity and concurrent universal human understanding. 669 For Barr, this was 

ostensibly the goal of art, as the further removed from representation, the purer an artwork was, 

and the more worthy of attention. A work of art, he explains in his introduction, 

Is worth looking at primarily because it presents a composition or organization of color, 
line, light and shade. Resemblance to natural objects, while it does not necessarily 

                                                        

669 Piet Mondrian cited in Peggy Guggenheim, Art of this Century; Objects, Drawings, Photographs, Paintings, 
Sculpture, Collages, 1910 to 1942. (New York: Art of This Century, 1942), 33. 
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destroy these esthetic values, may easily adulterate their purity. 670 
 

As Susan Noyes Platt has written, the exhibition "established Cubism as the central issue of early 

modernism, abstraction as the goal,"671 and thanks to the iconic power of Barr's image, the curator 

had succeeded in producing the first coherent genealogy for modern art so far–a timeline and 

constellation of points to understanding its development – while simultaneously pointing to a 

vision for its future.  With a single exhibition, Barr accomplished what a good advocate of any 

movement should do – he ushered the past into a usable narrative for the future he believed 

possible, establishing a framework that would become second nature for historians and curators 

thereafter. 

 Attesting either to Barr's prescience or to the continuing authority of his vision, the 

influence of the American curator was already palpable in the new histories of modern art being 

published in the years immediately following the exhibition.  The triumph of abstraction was a 

welcome narrative for the times, especially as word had begun to circulate about the increasingly 

reactionary orientation of Germany towards modernism, starkly visible to the art world for the 

first time in 1933, with the Degenerate Art exhibitions and the closing of the Bauhaus.672  As 

Gregor Langfeld contends, in some respects Barr's unwavering support of abstraction was an 

oppositional position, formed only after curators began to mobilize against National Socialist 

artistic policy at the end of the thirties. In the late 1930s Langfeld writes, “the reference to the 

                                                        

670Alfred Barr, Cubism and Abstract Art: Painting, Sculpture, Constructions, Photography, Architecture, Industrial 
Art, Theatre, Films, Posters, Typography. (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1986) 13. 
671Susan Noyes Platt, "Modernism, Formalism, and Politics: The “Cubism and Abstract Art” Exhibition of 1936 at the 
Museum of Modern Art," Art Journal 47 no.4 (Winter, 1988): 284-295, 284. 
672 There had also been precursors to the Degenerate Art exhibition in Germany that received less attention. See 
Christoph Zaschlag, in Stephanie Barron, ed. Degenerate Art. The Fate of Art in Nazi Germany. Exhibition catalogue. 
(Los Angeles: LACMA, 1991), 83-104. 
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condemnation of modern art by the Nazi regime was ... a tried-and-tested technique to increase 

regard for this art.”673 

 In France, Barr's narrative had a significant impact on avant-garde circles in the late 

1930s. It was a crucial reference for those organizing the important 1937 exhibition at the Jeu de 

Paume,  "Les Origines de l'art Indépendant," and it would inform avant-garde accounts of modern 

art history, namely Histoire de l'art contemporain, written by the French critic and supporter of 

the avant-garde Christian Zervos in 1938.674 Though Zervos prefaced his book by announcing the 

impossibility of any strict taxonomy of art, his Histoire de l'art contemporain resonates strongly 

with Barr's teleology.675 Claiming only to include "artists that have brought a link to the chain”676 

his survey of contemporary art began with Cézanne and recounted what he called a "linear" 

progression towards abstraction.677 Cezanne's descendants, the Cubists, by orienting art towards 

the “elementary truth” and the “optimum” of expression with the fewest possible means, provided 

a precedent for artists to reduce the artwork to the barest constraints of painting. Without the 

Cubists, he wrote, (with Mondrian's grid clearly in mind): 

It would have been impossible for certain painters to push purity towards the total 
abstraction of the real and to the reduction of the painting to the line in its simplest 

                                                        

673 Langfeld writes that until then, MoMA had been more avid in its acquisition of figurative works, such as its first 
German modernist purchase, Otto Dix’s Portrait of Dr. Mayer-Hermann (1926), turning to a policy of support for 
Expressionist movement only after it had come under attack. See Gregor Langfeld, " How the Museum of Modern Art 
in New York canonized German Expressionism," Journal of Art Historiography, Issue 11 (December 2014):1-13, 11. 
674 Zervos, along with his wife, Yvonne, were already adherents to the cause of non-objective art and the avant-garde, 
having authored the first ever book Kandinsky in French and regularly featuring what was then a rather obscure 
phenomenon in his small but respected Cahiers d'art journal. Zervos knew Barr and in 1936, the French critic had 
contributed materially to Barr's exhibition, lending two of his own works by Jean Hélion to the effort. Chara Kolokytha 
has also pointed out the resonances between Barr's and Zervos's accounts. Chara Kolokytha, "The Debate over the 
creation of a Museum of Modern Art in Paris between the Wars and the Shaping of an Evolutionary Narrative for 
French art" il capitale culturale 14 (2016): 193-222, 212. 
675 "Est-il impossible de le diviser, pour paraître intelligent, en catégories, de le classer, pour paraître scientifique, par 
systèmes, de le résumer, pour paraître profond, en quelques pensées?" Christian Zervos, Histoire de l'art contemporain. 
(Paris: Cahiers d'art, 1938), 24. 
676 "Il y manque des peintres et des sculpteurs de haute qualité. Je m'en excuse; mais j'ai voulu inclure dans ce volume 
seuls les artistes qui ont apporté un maillon à la chaîne commencée par l'homme préhistorique et continuée par l'homme 
primitif suprême qui apparaît par intervalles pour glorifier l'esprit de l'homme." Ibid. 
677 "Le développement de l'art contemporain est plutôt linéaire" Ibid, 17. 
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functions, vertical and horizontal.678 
 

Zervos's passages describe Cubism as a kind of remedy, "a robust medication that has helped us 

rediscover aesthetic health."679 He would also prioritize the place of Marcel Duchamp, 

acknowledging the paradigmatic shift proposed with the artist’s dislocation of the sign,680 as well 

as the Dadaist's institutional criticism of "pure painting."681  As with Barr's exhibit, Zervos's 

history focused on non-representational art, including František Kupka, Robert Delaunay, Francis 

Picabia, and Kandinsky, while also devoting a significant amount of time to abstract art in Russia, 

including Suprematism, Constructivism, and the work of El Lissitzky. Zervos discussed the work 

of de Stijl and Mondrian, and finished with an overview of Zurich Dada and Surrealism, 

reproducing a great number of Surrealist works of art as plates. 

 Barr's narrative was, of course, quickly adapted in the United States as well, most notably 

by the contributors to the catalogue accompanying an exhibition of Peggy Guggenheim's 

collection, held in New York, in 1942. In this publication an essay by Jean Arp projected a 

similar trajectory towards non-representation and “concrete art,” a term he shared with Theo Van 

Doesburg and Kandinsky. Likewise in his own contribution to the same catalogue, Mondrian 

would reinforce this narrative, advocating that an increasingly non-representational content would 

eventually provide a "true image of reality": 

Periods of progress produce an increasing development of expression towards a more 
direct representation of the essential content of plastic art. The periods of regression and 

                                                        

678 "Il aurait été impossible à certains peintres de pousser la pureté jusqu’à l’abstraction totale du réel et jusqu’à la 
réduction du tableau à la ligne dans ses fonctions les plus simples, la verticale et l’horizontale." ..."une robuste 
médication qui nous a fait recouvrir la santé esthétique." Ibid, 22, 23. 
 
680 “C’est à Duchamp que nous devons l’idée de faire intervenir le titre comme adjuvant de la peinture. Le titre se 
juxtapose à l’oeuvre au lieu d’en dépendre," Ibid, 351. 
681 "Réaction contre l’ascendance progressive de l’élément plastique, contre la peinture pure, la peinture pour la 
peinture cette invention du xix siècle " Ibid. 
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standstill act as negative factors in the course of the general progress of plastic art.682 
 

In the postwar period, this Hegelian, goal-oriented narrative would only accrue more authority, 

suited as it was to the “positivistic, techno-centric, and rationalistic” logic that, defined the era, 

when, to quote David Harvey, "the belief in a linear progress, absolute truths, and rational 

planning of ideal social orders under standardized conditions of knowledge and production was 

particularly strong."683 After the Second World War, with figurative art tainted by its totalitarian 

associations and devalued, Barr's schema stood for the triumph of formal experimentation and 

progress in the arts, proposing a "Cubist mission" that theorists like Clement Greenberg later 

equated to a kind of heroic humanist progress, "coincident with that of Marxism and the whole 

matured tradition of the Enlightenment, of humanizing the world."684 It was upon this foundation 

that Greenberg built his defenses of new movements like Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism, 

and Color Field painting,685 and by 1986, in his preface to the second reprinting of the catalogue, 

the American art historian Robert Rosenblum would humorously describe Barr’s exhibition as the 

“rock-bottom foundation” of modernist scholarship. The diagram itself, he wrote, was endowed 

with a “heraldic power,” with an “authority verging on the Old Testament.”686  In it one was able 

to demonstrate: 

With a schema more familiar to the sciences, an evolutionary pedigree for abstract art 
that seemed as immutable as a chart tracing the House of Windsor to the Bourbon 
Dynasty. Darwinian assumptions merged with the pursuit of genealogical blue blood in 
pronouncing for instance, that a coupling of Van Gogh and Gauguin created Fauvism, 

                                                        

682 Piet Mondrian in Peggy Guggenheim, Art of this Century, 33. 
683 David Harvey, The Condition of Post-Modernity: An Inquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change. (New York: 
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686 Robert Rosenblum, "Preface," Alfred Barr, Cubism and Abstract Art: Painting, Sculpture, Constructions, 
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just as sodium and chlorine would make salt; and that cubism, that most fertile of 
monarchs, had an amazing variety of princely offspring from Orphism to Purism.687 

 

Rosenblum reminded readers that since its first appearance, few scholars had ever felt the need to 

alter the schema, contenting themselves only to “refining, amplifying or diluting Mr. Barr’s initial 

presentation of the gospel of modern art in 1936.”688 

 It is only recently that this gospel has been challenged from multiple directions by art 

historians and curators, who have taken it to task for ignoring all but formal characteristics in a 

reductive hierarchy of what is and what is not "advanced" art. 689 However this chapter will 

demonstrate that in France, with the single exception Zervos's book, (which was badly received in 

the press)690 an entirely different narrative of modernism was already being written. If Cubism 

and abstract tendencies, represented in private and public collections from Cologne to New York 

to Moscow, had been welcomed as part of the narrative of French art abroad since at least the end 

of the First World War, and if, as Beatrice Joyeux-Prunel has shown, a concurrent 

internationalization of art in Paris had been a crucial force that liberated artists in their pursuit of 

the modern,691 in France, few historians and museum curators felt the same. 

 While the two decades of relative peace and retrospection imposed after the First World 

War invited a reckoning on the artistic phenomena of the early 20th century, and a subsequent 

explosion of French-language texts on the history of modernism, (See Appendix D; figs 94-101) 

the texts themselves promulgated a radically different narrative from Barr's.  In contrast to the 

                                                        

687 Ibid,1-2. 
688 Ibid,3. 
689 The paradigm emerging with Barr and Greenberg and reinforced by semiological methods, dominated histories of 
modernism until the late 1980s, the result being that the importance of modern and avant-garde art works was restricted 
to an analysis of their structure and form, while content was ignored. See Patricia Leighten, "Revising Cubism" Art 
Journal 47 no. 4 (Winter 1988): 269-276. 
690 "Étrange manière d’écrire l’ histoire de l’art. Ici, les gens sont révoltés par le livre de Zervos. Certains refusent 
même de le vendre." Letter from Wassily Kandinsky to Josef Albers, cited by Christian Derouet, Cahiers d'art: Musée 
Zervos à Vézelay, (Paris: Hazan, 2006), 86.  
691 Beatrice Joyeux-Prunel, Nul n'est prophète en son pays? 8, 229.  
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confidence with which other nations and their institutions seemed to have adopted the cause of 

abstraction as a historical inevitability, in France, these first reckonings of modernism strike a 

different tone in relation to Cubism and the avant-gardes as a whole. It is not a tone of triumph or 

astonishment, but one of circumspection, embarrassment, regret, and overcoming. At their most 

generous, these accounts excuse the experimentation of the avant-gardes as the youthful pursuits 

of a culture in chaos, despite now being a thing of the past. At their worst they treat them as the 

harbingers of doom and disease. As for the future, these authors unanimously doubt that posterity 

will grant any but the most cursory recognition to the avant-garde.  In opposition to the certainty 

of Barr's vision, most of these historians, like René Huyghe in 1935, would view the writing of 

modernist history as a challenge, given that it is a movement "that many people still negate 

today."692 Such a remark reveals quite starkly the historical fragility of the avant-gardes within the 

French modernist narrative in the decade following the "return to order" – a period when the 

various "returns" demanded had succeeded in producing a consensus of representation and 

figuration by the 1920s and 1930s. 

 In what follows I will not be returning to how Cubism and other avant-gardes were 

maligned in the press during this period and how partisan debates around aesthetics related to the 

cultural politics of nationalism, already established by scholars like Romy Golan, Michèle Cone, 

and Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, amongst others.  In her analysis of the critical and art-historical 

literature of the Vichy period, Laurence Bertrand Dorléac was the first to point to the decline 

narratives and the prevailing attitude that the avant-garde had been a "mistake," though she would 

do so only briefly, citing only a few examples. 693  Likewise the scholarship of Romy Golan 

                                                        

692 "Peut on écrire l’ histoire d’un art que bien des gens nient encore?”  René Huyghe, “Les Origines de la Peinture 
Contemporaine: Genèse et position de l’art moderne” René Huyghe ed. Histoire de l’art contemporain: La peinture  
(Paris: Alcan, 1935), 7. 
693 Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, Histoire de l'art 1940-1944, 135-142. 
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demonstrated the prevalence of an anti-avant-gardeist attitude prior to Vichy, demonstrating not 

only the ubiquity of anti-modernist and xenophobic attitudes expressed in the press but also 

claiming that these tropes had been internalized by artists active in this period, consciously or 

not.694 Most recently, the scholar Alessandro Gallicchio, in his considerations of an interwar 

artistic "canon" has argued for the existence of two parallel discourses- one of Paris as 

cosmopolitan realm- and another privileging a French lineage, each privy to two radically 

different standards of assessment. Drawing on the work of Éric Michaud, Gallicchio identifies 

"nationalist analytical criteria" and a "typology" of far-right criticism in this period, asserting that 

the very construction of art history as a discipline coincides with the construction of national 

identity and myth-making.695 However, he does not analyze any art history books produced 

during this period that might demonstrate this principle in action. 

 Though this chapter builds upon a set of discursive tropes that other scholars have 

uncovered -- how nationalistic, anti-Semitic, and xenophobic discourses were integrated into 

aesthetic commentary about artistic tradition, representation, métier, and figuration, in what 

follows, I focus not on the press, but primarily on a body of art historical texts on modern art 

produced during this period. In contrast to critics’ polemics, the narratives of these books differ. 

First, they differ by virtue of their pedagogical function, which was to provide a comprehensive 

survey and a greater synthesis of the last few decades and the present. Second, given their 

authorship, they differ in their tone and their form of argumentation. The authors of these books 

were mostly professional historians, many of them bureaucrats who had been groomed within the 

apparatus of the national museums. They held the most important official positions in 
                                                        

694 Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia. 
695 Alessandro Gallicchio, "Entre le cosmopolitisme et chauvinisme: la difficile reconstruction d'un "canon artistique" à 
Paris dans l'Entre-deux-guerres," in Michael Bernsen, ed. Un Canon littéraire européen? (Colloquim, Bonn March 26-
28, 2014): 81-90, 84, 83. 
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contemporary art and in all other respects, demonstrated extensive knowledge and authority on 

the subjects they treated in scholarly literature. In contrast to the critic, they are more likely to 

adopt the language of positivism and the omnipotent position of the objective historian-observer 

than the rhetoric of reaction or overt nationalism. Indeed, unlike the polemics of criticism, one 

rarely finds a direct argument formulated against the avant-gardes in the corpus of these books. 

Instead, the reader is offered a genealogy that, like Barr's own teleology, hides a teleology of art. 

And it is here that a more insidious operation is at play. If there is any violence in these texts, it is 

a violence of omission and not the invective of a Mauclair. In these texts, the avant-gardes are not 

angrily decried but explained away – as explanatory factors in a story of tragic decline. They are 

excised from a canon of favorites through a process of deflection and dismissal, and finally, 

compared negatively to a parallel story of French modernized traditionalism destined to triumph.   

 The very word genealogy (from the Latin genea, or race and generation, and logus, or 

study of) is highly loaded, and implies a kind of biological lineage.  For these authors, whose own 

conservatism saw them hoping that the future would be figurative, the names of an avant-garde 

they considered illegitimate would be tangential to the family tree of French art.  Though their 

measured prose is a world away from the extremity of Lucien Rebatet, who compares French art 

to a "Beautiful Tree" infected by a "Jewish virus," as I will show, the genealogical narratives of 

French interwar historians are underwritten by a similar desire to purify the lineage of French art 

from foreign "desiccation."696 Though we can find evidence of conservative critics proclaiming 

the beginnings of a successful "return to order," as early as 1920, to say so much in a history book 

was to establish this as part of the historical record, rendering it a foregone conclusion.697 It is a 

                                                        

696 Lucien Rebatet, "Entre le juif et le pompier" Je suis partout, February 14, 1941, quoted in Michèle Cone, Artists 
Under Vichy: A Case of Prejudice and Persecution. (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992), Chapter 2.   
697 See for instance: “Un an a passé qui a vu s’accomplir ce qu’on peut appeler la révolution de l’ordre, universelle et 
tacite. L’anarchie est passée de mode. Il n’est pas jusqu’au café de la Rotonde où les mots de discipline, de classicisme, 
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process that Roxanne Panchassi has observed is typical of this era, with intellectuals 

"historicizing their own epoch in advance."698 In what follows, I will show how these narratives 

of art-historical writing, loaded with teleological paradigms and value judgments about the 

destiny of French painting, institutionalized, in the most anodyne way, the anti-avant-gardeist and 

xenophobic positions put forth by reactionary art critics. 

 What's more, the institutional positions of these authors, I will show, were crucial. The 

authors of these texts were curators and historians of stature with great administrative 

responsibility, charged specifically with the stewardship of contemporary art for the French state. 

René Huyghe  (1906-1997) was an assistant curator of paintings at the Louvre from 1930 until the 

end of the Second World War and editor at L’amour de l’art from 1931 until 1940. Louis 

Hautecœur (1884-1973) was an assistant curator of paintings at the Louvre from 1919 to 1927, 

and from 1927-37, the head curator at the Musée du Luxembourg, the institution devoted to 

collecting and exhibiting the most recent art produced in France. In July 1940, this "man of the 

maréchal" as his colleagues later called him, was named general director then Secretary General 

of Beaux-Arts, serving Pétain's regime during the Vichy government.699 Louis Hourticq (1875-

1944) whom we encountered elsewhere in this dissertation, was a pedagogue, a member of the 

Institute, and the Inspector General of drawing instruction.  Jacques-Émile Blanche (1861-1942) 

was a society portraitist and a frequent, if combative conservative commentator in art journals. 

                                                        

 

et même de tradition française ne soient écorchés en divers dialectes. On ne jure que par Clouet, Poussin et Chardin...” 
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698 Roxanne Panchasi, Future Tense, 12. 
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Pierre du Colombier (pseudonym of Pierre Poinçon de la Blanchardière) (1889-1975) was an 

engineer passionate about the arts, a critic, and author of numerous books on art history, and like 

his teacher the nationalist art historian Louis Dimier, a follower of Charles Maurras's Action 

Française movement.700 During the years of German occupation, alongside Gaston Diehl, a 

curator at the helm of the figurative "Jeune France" artistic movement, he was the culture editor 

of the weekly Comoedia, a collaborationist publication only independent in name. 701 Robert Rey 

(1888-1964) was an adjunct curator at the Luxembourg from 1925-1930, inspector general of 

Beaux-Arts in 1936, curator at the Louvre from 1940-1944, and a distinguished pedagogue and 

administrator. His 1941 book La peinture moderne ou l'art sans métier, which dismissed most art 

after Cubism as irrelevant and decadent and criticized the influence of foreigners and Jews on the 

art world, also outlined how his own proposal to reform the arts under France according to guild-

like structures had been largely adopted during the Vichy regime.702  Finally, the younger Bernard 

Dorival (1914-2003), the author of the latest book we will analyze (finished in 1944) began his 

career in art in 1940, when he was named by Hautecœur to replace the leftist curator and critic 

Jean Cassou (persona non-grata under Vichy) as the conservateur-adjoint of the newly created 

Musée National d’Art Moderne. Its inaugural exhibition in 1942, in occupied Paris (which we 

will examine at the end of this chapter) presented an anemic and restricted vision of modern art, 

not because the exhibition was censored by the occupying forces but because it simply reflected 

the narratives of modernism that had already been established in the decade prior. Though 

Dorival, a devout Catholic, was not of the same conservative makings as his superior, and would 

                                                        

700 For more on Pierre du Colombier see Neil McWilliam, "Action Française, Classicism and the Dilemmas of 
Traditionalism in France," especially 273. 
701 Olivier Gouranton, "Comoedia, un journal sous influences," La Revue des revues no. 24. (1997): 111-119. 
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eventually show himself a supporter of the vanguard second generation of the so-called "School 

of Paris" in the post-war period, his 3-part account of modern art written during the war was 

sustained by the belief that the then-vanquished avant-gardes were only relevant as a cautionary 

tale. Other histories of contemporary art I will mention briefly are those by Maurice Raynal and 

Louis Serouya, both art critics. However, it is the books by Dorival and Huyghe that will receive 

the most attention in my analysis. 

 I should specify here that none of these histories are fully anti-modernist, but instead 

propose a vision of "modern art" that de-emphasizes the role of experimentation and the avant-

garde, explained as a kind of dark historical impasse, a period of difficulty that will be or has 

been overcome in the unfolding history of art in France. In its place, a different kind of 

modernism–one defined by a cautious balance between a representational figurative art of the 

past and some of the superficial stylistic and imaginative flourishes of the avant-garde– is 

introduced as the art of the future. Unlike the new horizon of universal abstraction envisioned by 

Barr and his fellow-travellers, in these accounts the future of modernism (their modernism) is 

figurative. 

 Below, I explore these alternate French histories of modernism that tell the story of an 

avant-garde that is either in the process of being destroyed or already subjugated, while 

celebrating the triumph of a restored order. I will show how the failure to account for the 

important contributions of the avant-garde was not simply a means of hedging one’s bets and 

delaying a full-hearted embrace of the new, but rather an orientation informed by both political 

considerations as well as a failure to reconcile new forms of artistic production within older 

frameworks of art-historical accounting. The books, of course, are not clear reflections of the art 

of their time but, like all histories, a set of refractions selected to match the historian's vision of 

the present and what they expect for posterity. And in this sense, at least, they are very much like 
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Barr's, adhering to a set of narratives that are intimately related to their own hopes for the future 

of art. 

 In the first portion of this chapter I will look at the frameworks, themes and "turning 

points" endemic to these narratives.  Following the recommendations of Pierre Bourdieu, I will 

study the production of these histories by looking at "the genesis of the systems of classification, 

names of periods, schools, genres, and so forth that are actually the instruments and the stakes of 

struggle," attempting to track the " process of canonization and hierarchization" that led to the 

"delimitation" of a set of artists deemed canonical. 703 I will explore how seemingly neutral 

historical processes, such as outlining genres or demarcating eras in a given history, were deeply 

motivated by the personal and political preferences of these historians, betraying their desire to 

promote some movements and to discard others. I will pay attention to metaphors of biological 

growth and evolution, and health and sickness. I will introduce the artistic groups and movements 

now less familiar to us that during the writing of these histories were singled out and prioritized 

as important to the future of French art, while also paying attention to the elision, sometimes 

subtle, of artists that we heroize today. 

 In the second part of the chapter, I will chart the complex and sometimes surprisingly 

direct relations connecting these conservative narratives to the collecting practices of the State 

institutions and the committees that guided them. Alongside the critics Waldemar George and 

Camille Mauclair, most of the authors I examine in this chapter also sat on either one or both of 

the acquisitions commissions that met regularly throughout the year to determine what art would 

be purchased by the French state for its collections.   There was thus, inevitably, as I will 
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demonstrate, a synthesis between the narratives that all of these actors advocated and those 

adopted and promoted by the Third Republic, suggesting an institutionalization of anti-avant-

gardeism, or rather, an anti-avant-gardeism as the narrative guiding most of the arts 

administrators and curators in the Third Republic.  I will consider the material impact of these 

"counter-revolutionary" narratives of modernism, pointing to overlaps –both in personnel and 

ideology– between the production of art history and the commissioning, purchasing and 

acquisitions of works of art by the French state as it sought to support the artists it believed most 

deserving and enrich its national collections with artworks of lasting value.  I will show how the 

severe lacunae in the permanent collection of the Musée de l'art moderne, which would not be 

fully remedied until the opening of the Centre Pompidou decades later, can be directly attributed 

to the legitimacy of such narratives, whose currency and authority would remain uncontested for 

some years after the liberation of France in August 1944. 704 

4.1. Art History in France, 1931-1946 

 In an effort to carry on with the spirit of Barr’s pedagogical exercise, I wanted to begin 

with a simple experiment by producing another such "diagram" using one of the counter-

revolutionary histories of modernism I mention above.  I used the narrative proposed in the third 

of a three-volume series called Les Étapes de la peinture française contemporaine: depuis le 

cubisme 1911-1944 completed in December of 1944, the winter following the Liberation by the 

curator Bernard Dorival (it was published in 1946). If one alters Barr's chart to illustrate the 

narrative proposed in the other's book, the radical difference between these two genealogies of 

modernism is readily apparent (figs. 102-3). 705 
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705 Which I have done using Adobe Illustrator, thanks to the technical assistance of Judith Leng (BA, Duke ‘15).  
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 Of course, some features make a perfect comparison between the two narratives 

impossible. Most obviously Dorival’s book was published a full decade after Barr’s and 

thus my own chart had to extend the dates he deals with along the edge. Second, 

Dorival’s book is explicitly about French art, whereas Barr’s exhibition catalogue takes 

an internationalist approach, which itself already primes the results of each history. But 

putting these differences aside, the clarity of narrative that each author provides regarding 

their position on modernism and the future of artistic production make for a strong 

contrast. Some of the most apparent differences in Dorival’s narrative are denoted by the 

white arrows I’ve placed under Cubism (which I will explain in a moment), as well as the 

disappearance of movements and schools such as De Stijl, Neoplasticism, Bauhaus and 

the Russian avant-gardes, which do not feature once in Dorival’s history and whose 

producers are not listed in the index.  Is the elision by intent or neglect? These art 

movements are not simply missing, I believe, because they are not “French” and thus not 

part of the country-specific nature of Dorival’s task. As Barr was at pains to show in his 

own diagram, these international pre-war and interwar artistic avant-gardes were integral 

to later avant-garde movements in France and of course to the future of non-objective art. 

Nor can we protest that these movements had not captured the attention of Dorival, a 

well-read curator writing decades after their emergence.  To argue that the curator, 

writing this during his tenure during the occupation, has subjected his narrative to self-

censorship and excised enthusiasm for "degenerate" art is possible. But Dorival did not 

profit from the time between the completion of the book in 1944, and its publication in 

1946 to add these movements in or at least mention the difficulty of censorship in the 

preface. 
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 I suspect that in 1944 Dorival believed what he was writing. If the production of history 

is a matter of choosing what phenomena are essential to the understanding of the present, in 

Dorival’s present, these avant-garde proponents of non-objective art were inessential to the 

overall direction of French contemporary art production, which had another goal altogether. As 

the visualization of his text demonstrates, modernism’s trajectory has led to neither geometrical 

or non-geometrical art.  It has led instead to a variety of other movements he identified with his 

own neologisms like Néo-Realisme and Subjectivisme. These movements were only possible, he 

would explain, after the rejection of either the Cubist or Surrealist movements, which together 

made up a regressive tendency that Dorival calls, rather derogatively, Irréalisme. Dorival would 

ask his readers, “Does not the trajectory of Irréalisme mark a sort of rolling backwards, or at 

least, a stagnation of time?"706 Because the Irréaliste tendency, did not, in Dorival’s view, 

constitute a generational progression, but rather a step backwards in French artistic production, I 

have visualized it on my chart with a white arrow.  If Barr’s genealogy describes a teleological 

ancestry for modern art, with legitimate descendants and Darwinian progress towards an evolved 

state of artistic production, Dorival’s history of modernism is a model for all the other histories of 

contemporary art written in France in the interwar period. The story is not a peaceful tale of 

evolution, but one of conflicts, dead-ends, declines, and finally reversals and vanquishments. 

4.1.1 A Moment of Folly- Puncturing the Heroic Narratives of the Avant-gardes 

 With this negative approach, the primary motor of history is the defense of a legitimating 

lineage for French figuration and representation, against all factors that might undermine this 

family tree. The avant-garde, like false inheritors, must not be marveled at but rather, excused.  If 

Barr’s project can be said to hold a secret desire for an ever-evolving formalist purity, the 
                                                        

706 "Le déroulement de l’Irréalisme, ne marque-t-elle pas une sorte de retour en arrière, ou, tout au moins, de temps 
d’arrêt?” Bernard Dorival, Les Étapes de la peinture française contemporaine 3 (Paris: Gallimard, 1946), 313. 
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histories of the 1930s and 40s reverse these structures, considering all change and development 

an adulteration of a kind of pure Frenchness. The heroic narratives707 circulated by the defenders 

of the avant-garde would now be deflated. The avant-gardes must be interpreted as a kind of 

mistake, born during a period of difficulty and confusion.  The avant-gardes were not brave but 

hopeless, their art not the result of concentrated study and labor but testament to the anguish they 

felt in "a time desperate to find a path.”708  Others were still were more cynical in their 

assessment. Their narratives revise and deflate the heroic myths of modernism to cite an alarming 

societal disorder, the onset of a dangerous decline, and the destruction of national culture by 

foreigners. We have reached a "very dangerous turn," Jacques Emile Blanche wrote in Les Arts 

Plastiques of 1931.709 

 Under the Vichy regime conservatives emboldened by the prospect of a cultural "tabula 

rasa” would go further, implicating this cultural "folly" in a narrative of national defeat. Re-

writing the art history of modernism in the face of a German invasion, the fortuitous elimination 

of the avant-garde was interpreted as a kind of just punishment, with the armistice tough justice 

"correcting" a false history sheathed in legitimacy. Some of this "correction" had already 

occurred in the interwar period, circulated by reactionaries opposed to the avant-garde. For 

instance in his memoir of 1929, Maurice Vlaminck had insinuated that Cubism had not been born 

of steady experimentation in the studio but rather in the state of delirium he had witnessed at 

Chez Avon, the oxygen-deprived café where Max Jacob, Apollinaire, Picasso and Braque spent 

                                                        

707 For instance, Apollinaire had compared the ability of the Cubists to conjure images without referring to life as God-
like. He called Braque “...Angelic. Purer than other men, he does not concern himself with anything outside his art that 
might suddenly make him fall from the paradise he inhabits.” See Guillaume Apollinaire, “Georges Braque” preface, 
exhibition Georges Braque, 9-28 November 1908, Galerie Kahnweiler, Paris cited Mark Antliff and Patricia Leighten, 
eds. A Cubism Reader, 42, 44.   
708 “un temps désespérant de frayer une voie," René Huyghe, Ce que je crois, (Paris: Grasset, 1976),  95. 
709 "Nous nous trouvons ici à un 'tournant très dangereux' de l’ histoire." Jacques-Émile Blanche. Les Arts plastiques, 
323. 
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their evenings: 

At two o'clock in the morning the air in the room was un-breathable. The thick smoke of 
pipes and cigarettes, alcohol and white wine, the general agitation rendered these 
overheated souls delirious. It is in this room that Cubism was born. 710 
 

As Laurence Bertrand Dorléac has written of Vlamnick's attacks, the new political context 

endowed the same derisive comments with legitimacy.711 She writes, "though every period had its 

share of those opposed to the new, these somber years seemed to have finally granted them 

victory."712 So much so that in the new art history books written during the Occupation, these 

anecdotal "negative origin stories" which threw into question the notion that the avant-garde had 

ever had any legitimacy in the first place, were accepted as historical truth.  A good example of 

this paradigm is the recycling of Vlaminck's story by Louis Hautecœur, Director-General of 

Beaux-Arts under Vichy, in his supposedly authoritative Histoire de l'art of 1942. Apollinaire, 

Hautecœur would explain, had been a nefarious influence on painters, living in an "abnormal 

milieu." The poet, the curator and administrator continues, had been deceived by Max Jacob, who 

cynically supplied him with red herrings about the fourth dimension, later to be included in Les 

Peintres cubistes, méditations esthétiques. 713 As scholar Caroline Poulain has shown, Hautecœur 

believed that the defeat would make a tabula rasa of a French cultural decadence he had already 

identified in the culture's " decline of morality,"714 and, citing dates marking the rise of the 

popular front and the occupation, that he "was gladdened by the revenge of 1940 on 1936."715 

  Hautecœur was not alone in his desire to puncture the narrative of the avant-garde. In 
                                                        

710"A deux heures du matin l’air de la salle était irrespirable. La fumée épaisse des pipes  et des cigarettes, l’alcool et le 
vin blanc, l’énervement général rendaient délirant les esprits surchauffés. C’est dans cette salle que naquit le Cubisme." 
Maurice Vlaminck, Tournant Dangereux: Souvenirs de ma vie. (Paris: Stock, Delamain et Boutelleau, 1929), 97. 
711 " L'Occupation rendait meurtrière une attaque qui, ordinairement, aurait vite croulé sous un monceau de réponses 
dégoûtées,"Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, L'art de la défaite: 1940-1944,188.  
712 "Chaque époque ait eu son lot de réfractaires aux nouveautés, mais les années sombres semblaient assurer 
durablement leur victoire." Ibid, 202.  
713 Louis Hautecœur, Littérature et Peinture en France du XVIIe au XXe Siècle. (Paris: Arman Colin, 1942), 279. 
714 Caroline Poulain, "Louis Hautecœur et Vichy," 104. 
715 Ibid. 
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1941 curator Robert Rey also looked back with relief that the interwar period was over. His book, 

La peinture moderne ou l'art sans métier, published at the beginning of the occupation, predicted 

a massive change in French painting, which had for years captivated by a false movement, 

investing in "monkey's currency."  Returning finally to a set of durable values, he predicted that 

in two decades it would emerge from a "moral and economic abyss" that the ignorance of 

"métier" had wrought on the arts.716  In the same period, Vlaminck, then a hardened collaborator, 

would continue to elaborate this narrative of "justice" in the collaborationist press, recalling that 

France during the interwar period “had fallen victim to a destructive folly that foreshadowed the 

coming end."717 

4.1.2. Foreign Elements: Racialised "Conflict Model" of Historical Change 

 To varying degrees, all of these books, including Dorival's, rely on a scaffolding upon 

which French art historians were trained to write art history–the framework of Hippolyte Taine 

(1828-1893). The literary historian and the initiator of a French "school" of literary and art-

historical analysis, Taine saw “race, milieu, and moment” as engines of stylistic change in artistic 

production. In his effort to provide a positivist assessment of difference in artistic and literary 

styles, Taine had tried to explain the “end causes” of cultural difference between Latin and 

Germanic cultures.  If the Catholic Latins were bound to an externalized display of faith and 

visible acts by which piety manifests itself, “Latin” art and literature was by extension concerned 

with external features, the decoration of things, regular logic, symmetry, beautiful arrangement, 

and form. By contrast, Protestant Germanic people, prioritizing an interiority and personalized 

display of faith, turned inwards towards domestic pleasures, had a heaviness of appetite and a 

                                                        

716 Robert Rey, La peinture moderne ou l'art sans métier, (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1941) 127. 
717 "Était la proie d’une folie destructive qui annonçait la décadence et permettait de prévoir la fin prochaine." Maurice 
Vlaminck, “Sur la peinture– l’invention et le don,” Comoedia, September 5, 1942.  
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desire for satiety, and thus naturally produced an art more concerned with depth, with the inner 

nature of things, with truth in-itself.718  Regardless of the superficial determinism and rather 

vague qualities defining these categorizations, structurally, Taine's framework provided French 

historians with no flexibility when it came to defining their own art –  which would always 

occupy a single category – "A", (designating the rational and clear). Any deviations from this 

paradigm could only be accounted for as category "B" (designating all that was irrational, 

German or Eastern (easily interchangeable with foreign).719  These categories were then used to 

explain all artistic change, and modernism's détournement of logic, of clarity of rationality could 

only be explained as a foreign or Eastern phenomenon that had either overtaken French culture, 

or inserted itself and flourished in Paris where decadent political conditions had allowed its 

growth. Though already badly dated in the first half of the twentieth century, the persistence of 

Taine's method is readily apparent in Dorival's text when he refers to the "School of Paris" as a 

school that he incorrectly describes as consisting entirely of Jewish artists. In a formulation 

similar to Waldemar George's melting-pot theorem of a kind of French universalist culture, 

Dorival explains that these non-Latin values were ultimately subsumed by Latin rationality, 

proving "the genius of France, and the hold it takes on artists so radically opposite to its 

genius."720 The impact of Taine's method is even more evident in the writings of René Huyghe. 

Huyghe, also recently appointed as a curator of paintings at the Louvre, had served as the editor 

at L’amour de l'art from 1931, with Germain Bazin as his secrétaire de rédaction. In 1934, 
                                                        

718 “Les peuples latins ont un goût très vif pour le dehors et le décor des choses….pour la régularité logique, la symétrie 
extérieure, la belle ordonnance, bref pour la forme. Au contraire, les peuples germaniques se sont plus volontiers 
attachés a l’être intime des choses, à la vérité elle-même, c’est-à-dire au fond.” Hippolyte Taine, Philosophie de l’art. 
(Paris: Hachette, 1909), 240.  
719 On the influence of Hippolyte Taine see Pascale Seys, Hippolyte Taine et l'avènement du naturalisme: un 
intellectuel sous le Second Empire. (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1999). See also Éric Michaud, Histoire de l'art: Une discipline 
à ses frontières, 65 and by the same author, Les invasions barbares: une généalogie de l’ histoire de l'art. 
720 “Qu’elle ose désormais parler, formuler ses crédos esthétiques, quelle preuve de la décadence de l’humanisme qui 
régnait en Occident depuis la fin du moyen âge! Mais quelle preuve aussi du génie de la France, que son emprise sur 
des artistes si opposés à ce génie." Bernard Dorival, Les Étapes de la peinture française contemporaine 3, 208. 
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Amour de l'art would merge with Waldemar George's publication Formes, then in financial 

difficulties. Huyghe and George, in paired announcements printed in the combined publication, 

would justify their union as a consolidation of forces as they turned to face a society in "full 

crisis."721 When Formes was fully absorbed in 1935 by Amour de l'art, George, Bazin and 

Huyghe all shared responsibility as art directors. During this period, Huyghe's editorials, clearly 

inspired by George's mystical Catholicism and humanism (but not his love of Mussolini, per se), 

are electrified by a desire to instill a moral and aesthetic sense of "orientation" in his readers, 

adopting a new column with this title. Arguing that "the grand epochs have been those that 

imposed a determined sense to life and which subordinated all to it," Huyghe urged the painters 

of the current generation to find a new direction, to "escape " from the formulas and the rule of 

disorder that reigned over modernism.722 

 This merger would coincide with a new feature in the journal- the back of each issue 

would now be reserved for encyclopedic articles and essays on contemporary art history by André 

Lhote, Jean Cassou, George, Huyghe, Elie Faure, Henri Focillon and Jean Cassou, printed 

chronologically.723 This historical recounting, Huyghe and George explained in anonymous 

editorial notes, was born of an urgent need to historicize and look at the "bottom line" of 

contemporary art. An art journal, they claimed, should not limit itself to a strict observation of 

facts, but should try to take a larger responsibility to "try to determine the future, to unearth its 

                                                        

721 Waldemar George “Aux lecteurs de Formes." Amour de l'art / Formes, January, 1934.    
722 "Les grandes époques sont celles qui ont imposé un sens déterminé à la vie et qui lui ont tout subordonnée..."René 
Huyghe "Sens d'orientation" Amour de l'art 16, no. 10. 
723 Huyghe would later explain that the merger and the publication of an history book in installments, which made use 
of the double trove of stock photos both journals already owned, had helped both journals financially"Dès lors, la 
situation financière se redressa: le coût de chaque numéro fut moindre, la vente s’accrut du fait que chacun des 
fascicules représentait le chapitre d’un livre qui se constituait peu à peu.”  René Huyghe, Une vie pour l’art, (Paris: 
Editions du Fallois, 1994), 77 
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bases."724  The authors opined that the new art the world now waited for was a figurative 

humanism, "direct and fresh," one that registered the range of man's emotions and "articulates his 

speaking body and face."725  Moreover, it would redefine the term modern, rework its associations 

and strip it of all its anti-social disorder: 

The contemporary works that we have in store will prove that something has changed and 
that the term 'modern' has ceased to be, though it will displease some, the synonym of 
hermetic, monstrous, or hybrid.726 

 

If this version of modernism looks like a "counter-revolution," they wrote, "it nonetheless keeps 

all of its revolutionary and active characteristics"727 

 The installments of art history published in Amour de l'art were eventually compiled and 

republished by Alcan as a large-format history book entitled Histoire de l'art contemporain in 

1935, with a preface by the Radical-Socialist Sous-Ministre des Beaux-Arts, Jean Mistler. But it 

is the voice of Huyghe, in the lengthy introductory notice to each chapter and the numerous 

"topical" essays, that dominates and frames the narrative of the history to fit his own vision of 

art's new "orientation." As with his writing in Amour de l'art, Huyghe's approach to art history 

was clearly indebted to the methodology of Taine. In his introductory notice to a chapter on the 

history of Fauvism, Huyghe draws on the tired dichotomy to explain the difference between a so-

called German Expressionism and a Latin Fauvism.  If the appetites and inner turmoil of the 

                                                        

724 "Il devient urgent de ne point se limiter à ce qui est déjà est du passé, mais d’essayer de déterminer l’avenir, d’en 
dégager les bases future pour apprendre à y vivre.” Anon. "Aux lecteurs de l’Amour de l’art." Amour de l'art / Formes, 
January, 1934  
725 "L'art que le monde attend ne peut être qu'un art direct et frais, un art qui part de l'homme qui enregistre la gamme 
de toutes ses émotions, qui s'exprime par lui et qui en fait le tour, un art dont l'homme, son corps articulé et son visage 
parlant, ses relations avec le monde physique et avec les autres hommes sont les point de mire. Anon. Aux lecteurs de 
Formes," Amour de l'art / Formes, January 1934. 
726 "Les oeuvres actuelles que nous tenons en réserve prouveront que quelque chose est changé est que le terme: 
moderne, a cessé d'être, n'en déplaise à certains, synonyme d'hermétique, de monstrueux, d'hybride." Anon. Aux 
lecteurs de Formes," Ibid. 
727 " Si il représente une contre-révolution, il n'en garde pas moins un caractère actif et révolutionnaire." Anon. Aux 
lecteurs de Formes," Ibid. 
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Germans have resulted in the muddled density of expressionism, in contrast, the “solar joy” and 

the “discipline of the spirit” of the Latins is reflected in painting marked by “lightness” and 

structure.728 In the same pages, the curator attributes the solidity and clarity of Cézanne’s painting 

style to his Latin origins, pointing to his birth in Aix-en-Provence as evidence that he is 

“descended from Italians, Cézanne is the southerner, the Latin.”729 However, the artist’s 

modernism, Huyghe writes, attests to the alchemical reaction arising from the conflict between 

German and Latin forces. Cézanne, in the opinion of Huyghe, epitomized the “duality that is at 

the heart of modernism, this duality that is plainly expressed in the opposition between the Latin 

and German races.”730 

 Again and again in Histoire de l’art contemporain, this opposition is the site of the avant-

garde, which emerges through the encounter of a consistently rational Latin spirit and the free 

radicals of other "races."  As has been well documented by other scholars, commentators in 

interwar France were deeply curious if not altogether negative and anti-Semitic about the role of 

Jewish painters in French art history. 731 Lurking behind much of this discourse are Taine's 

frameworks, often used to explain the difference between Jewish painters deemed "Germanic" 

and non-Jewish "Latin" painters. In Huyghe’s chapter called “Les Peintres Pathétiques,” art 

produced by Jews is seen to express an internal “turmoil” that is marked against the clarity and 

exteriority of "Latin" works of art. In the case of patently turbulent "Latin" painters like Rouault, 

however, an exception is made. The sense of the “pathétique” in Latin expressionists is born of a 

more “immediate” and “present” form of externalization innate to their race's mode of expression. 

                                                        

728 René Huyghe ed. Histoire de l’art contemporain, 14 
729 "Issu de descendants Italiens lointains, Cézanne est le méridional, le latin.” Ibid. 
730 "Dualité qui est au fond de l’art moderne, cette dualité qui s’est exprimée pleinement dans l’opposition des races 
latines et des races germaniques.” Ibid. 
731 On the reception of Jewish painters in France, see Dominique Jarrassé, Existe-t-il un art Juif? See also Romy Golan, 
Modernity and Nostalgia, Romy Golan, “From Fin de Siècle to Vichy : The Cultural Hygienics of Camille (Faust) 
Mauclair,” and Eric Michaud, “Un certain antisémitisme mondain.”  
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In contrast, Jewish painters like Jules Pascin, Moïse Kisling and Amadeo Modigliani exhibit an 

“atavistic melancholy” as if their paintings betrayed by virtue of Lamarckian inheritance, their 

“old race, destined to wander.”732 

 This idea of a "Jewish" persona expressed through painting, based on historical 

conditions of the " de-racinatated soul,"733 infuses a chapter on Chagall in the same book, written 

by Germain Bazin. Chagall's paintings demonstrate a "disenchanted and pessimist expression" 

that Bazin claims is patently Jewish, while also paradoxically reflecting the "Jewish" personality 

traits of evasion and irrealism. The result of this over-determined reading is a sophistry that 

unintentionally cancels itself out–assigning to the "other" both an exotic, mystical enchantment, 

and a disenchantment that is the symptom of modernity.   Chagall's art, Bazin concludes, 

combines characteristics of the Jewish soul, the Slavic temperament, and the irrational spirit of 

the Orient. He reads an "anxiety that is sometimes cruel" (inquiétude parfois cruelle) in Chagall's 

still-lives, deploying that versatile term- "inquiètude" that would later be popularized by the critic 

Bernard Champigneulle in his L'inquiétude dans l'art d'aujourd'hui of 1938. Champigneulle's 

"diagnostic" text, like Huyghe's and so many other writings of the 1930s, saw the "sickness" of 

contemporary art, sculpture, and architecture as part of a larger societal anxiety and lack of unity 

which could only be cured by a repositioning of human thought around the existential questions 

of man, the universe and God.734  "Inquiétude," was also used in Hautecoeur's Littérature et 

Peinture en France du XVIIe au XXe Siècle, published in 1942. Here the term was used to 

describe a pervasive feeling "imported" by Jewish painters to France. "They brought from their 

native ghetto this appetite for joy, this sadism of poverty, this need to destroy everything, the 

                                                        

732 “Vielle race au destin errant.” Histoire de l’art contemporain, 132  
733 Germain Bazin, "Chagall" in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 323. 
734 Bernard Champigneulle L'inquiètude dans l'art d'aujourd'hui. (Paris: Mercure de France, 1938).  
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need to play Christ, or by default, the anti-Christ.”735 Likewise, in his slim history La peinture 

moderne ou l'art sans métier, the Louvre curator Robert Rey described the advent of the "École 

of Paris" under the subject heading of  "l'invasion étrangère," (fig. 104).  Drawing on Mauclair's 

xenophobic terminology and the vocabulary of anti-capitalist anti-Semitism, Rey analyzes with 

suspicion the "frenzied speculation" and structural problems catalyzed by this school,  "almost all 

of the members of this little school were either foreign or Semitic painters or sculptors."736 

 This racialised conflict model, whether it describes structural or stylistic change 

motivates most of these art-historical accounts.737 It can be used, Huyghe explains, to understand 

"all of modern art" and provides the rationale for the appearance of Cubism, in which Huyghe 

detects a mixture of "élan" from Spain, the French spirit of "rational deduction" and finally the 

foment of Jewish "agitation" and Slavic "nihilism."738  Likewise, the curator and historian would 

explain the emergence of Dada as a similar battle of opposed forces, the "effort of Germanic and 

Israélite" spirits attacking "Latin" logic: 

Once again, we see here the duel between the French spirit, the symbol of the Latin 
world, wise arbiter and edifice of clarity, and the Germanic spirit, sustained by the Jew, 
outlet for interior dynamism.739 
 

                                                        

735 "Ils ont apporté de leur ghetto natal cet appétit de jouissance ce sadisme de pauvreté, ce  besoin de tout bouleverser, 
ce désir de jouer les Christ ou à défaut les anti-christ…" Louis Hautecœur. Littérature et Peinture en France du XVIIe 
au XXe Siècle, 269-270. 
736 “La presque totalité de des membres de cette école était des peintres ou des sculpteurs étrangers ou sémites.” Robert 
Rey, La peinture moderne ou l'art sans métier, 119-20. The 1941 book was in 1948 re-edited for more amenable and 
politically-correct content, still for the same popular "Que-sais-je?" series. 
737 The model can also be used to describe positive changes. See for instance, the way it is used by Oliver Hourcade in 
1912. See Oliver Hourcade, "Le Mouvement pictural: vers une école française de la peinture" La Revue de France et 
des pays français, June 1912: 254-58, excerpted in Antliff and Leighten, eds. Cubism: a Reader, 297-305. 
738 “La où l’esprit latin jouit de la construction mentale qu’il édifie, l’esprit juif, sans attache avec les traditions 
occidentales, et l’esprit slave, avec son nihilisme, se délectent d’abolir pour essayer du neuf et libérer sans frein la 
spéculation intellectuelle.” Histoire de l’art contemporain, 213. 
739 “Il faut encore revenir sur ce duel de l’esprit français, symbole du monde latin, savant et arbitraire édifice de clarté, 
et de l’esprit germanique, soutenu par l’esprit juif, débouché du dynamisme intérieur.” René Huyghe, "La Nouvelle 
Subjectivité" in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 317. 
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Interestingly, when Huyghe runs into the problem of accounting for the Spanish artists (from the 

Mediterranean!) who contributed to Dada (Miro, Picabia, Borès) he would subsume them into a 

"Germanic" tendency of destruction because: 

The most revolutionary and anarchic elements of modern art come from beyond the 
Pyrenees. Without end, Spain has always mined the Latin spirit either by exploiting its 
penchant for rationality or by pushing it towards unreason, like Juan Gris and Picasso 
did...740 

 

For Huyghe, the Surrealist movement was the "correction" of Dada using French reason, "an 

attempt by the French spirit to reconstruct and to master this movement that menaces and absorbs 

it up to its limits.... [but]  finishes by attacking itself." 741 This is the precise framework adopted 

by Bernard Dorival in Les Étapes de la peinture contemporaine, when he called Surrealism Dada 

"filtered through the French pen." 742 Dorival for his part, would denounce the contributions of 

foreigners to this movement as only half-baked, while the French painters Jean Lurçat, Marchand, 

Gruber, Coutaud and Walch, being more rational, "elaborated a truly plastic art" from the ideas of 

Surrealism. 743  Elsewhere, to explain the advent of Cubism, Dorival also adopted the model of 

the "foreigner" as catalyst. He left the description to Dunoyer de Segonzac (a painter popular 

                                                        

740  "les éléments les plus révolutionnaires et les plus anarchiques de l'art moderne viennent d'au delà des Pyrénées. 
Sans cesse l'Espagne a miné l'esprit latin, soit en exploitant son penchant rationnel et en le poussant jusqu'a la déraison, 
comme le firent Juan Gris et Picasso dans le mouvement cubiste ou l'élément français, Lhote, la Fresnaye, fit au 
contraire le contrepoids régulateur..."  René Huyghe, "La Nouvelle Subjectivité" in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 
317. 
741 "Effort de redressement de l'esprit français pour se rendre maître de ce mouvement qui le menace, et l'absorbe dans 
ses limites, je crains de l'avouer: à un détour de l'intelligence, qui au terme d'une civilisation basée sur elle, après avoir 
tout desséché, ossifié, dévoré, finit par s'attaquer à elle-même faute de survivants" Ibid, 320. 
742 Though few today need much convincing of how weak Taine's method itself is, what is interesting is assessing how 
much it restricted historians of the first half of the twentieth century, whose histories were reductive and at the same 
time totally arbitrary. If for Dorival and Huyghe Surrealism was "French," for Maurice Raynal, writing in 1927, it was 
"German" in style (he announced that it would have more historical value in its literature than in the visual arts). 
Maurice Raynal, Anthologie de la peinture en France de 1906 à nos jours, (Paris Editions Montaigne, 1927). 
743 “Dada …est devenu, sous la plume et le pinceau des Français, un système qui construit, une métaphysique, une 
éthique, une morale; ce fut le Surréalisme, dont les peintre étrangères qui vivaient à Paris ne tirèrent qu’à demi des 
conclusions artistiques vraiment dignes de ce nom, mais dont les Français, tels que Lurçat, Marchand, Gruber, Coutaud 
et même Walch firent leur profit, en vue d’élaborer un art qui fût vraiment un art plastique.” Bernard Dorival, Les 
Étapes de la peinture française contemporaine 3, 321.    
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during the Occupation) who described it as an "artificial school of foreign origin," that had: 

Vainly tried to make us believe that it presented the continuation of Cézanne. Thanks to 
sly marketing, it was only able to pull the wool over the eyes of the countries without a 
real and profound pictorial tradition. Like all other schools created outside of lived 
experience, it was destined to die rapidly.744 

 

It is worth noting that Huyghe's account of Dada and Surrealism is markedly different from the 

sub-section in the same book written by Jean Cassou. Acknowledging that his colleagues  

"precede their articles with prudent 'hat-tips,' to Dada and Surrealism’, Cassou is prescient 

enough to consider the formal importance of these movements. 745 

The simple and unique presence [of the readymade] not only degraded the concept of art 
but also showed that any object, whatever it is, has its own value, and with a subtle 
displacement becomes worthy of surprise and emotion.746 

 

While Cassou had observed the challenge posed to the ontology of the art object by the 

readymade, for Huyghe, the formal issues raised by the avant-gardes are skipped over as he leaps 

to conclusions about racial difference.  Guided by a framework that encompasses Taine while 

also constantly probing the history of art to explain what he sees as a loss of unity in modern life, 

for him these movements must reveal civilizational crisis, narratives of purity and impurity, and 

metaphors of miscegenation and cultural invasion. 

 Recent studies in historiography confirm that in the 19th and 20th century French 

histories of art, the metaphor of Western or Latin art threatened by “barbarian invasions,” had 

                                                        

744 "Cette école artificielle et d'origine étrangère... a vainement tenté de faire croire qu'elle continuait le mouvement 
inspiré de Cézanne. Au prix d'une publicité habile, elle n'a pu donner le change que dans les pays sans réelle et 
profonde tradition picturale. Comme toutes les écoles créés en dehors de la vie, elle était destinée à s'épuiser 
rapidement." Dunoyer de Segonzac cited in Ibid, 71.   
745 “Contraintes de constater l’importance du phénomène, elles ne le firent qu’avec précautions, en faisant précéder 
leurs articles de “chapeaux” prudents." Jean Cassou,  “Le Dadaïsme et le Surréalisme,” in René Huyghe ed. Histoire de 
l’art contemporain, 337. 
746 "La seule et simple présence [du readymade] ne faisait que dégrader le concept d'art et montrer que tout objet, quel 
qu'il fût, avait sa valeur singulière, et par un léger déplacement, devenait digne de provoquer surprise et émotion..." 
Ibid, 338.  
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been one of the most persistent and powerful plot lines, functioning as a pivotal narrative device 

to explain art-historical change.747 Though the protean German/Jewish / Latin dichotomy 

provided one specific way of explaining stylistic change, interwar art historians often substituted 

these with a simpler term like the “East.” Witness Jacques-Émile Blanche, in his history of 

modern art, Les arts plastiques of 1931, warning that "this flotsam coming from the East" by 

which he meant Eastern European Jews coming to Paris, "will submerge our artistic territory.”748 

Beyond Taine's regional specifications, the vaguer “East,” had broader explanatory power and 

tapped into long-held orientalist biases and narratives. It could either stand for an other within or 

outside of Europe’s borders and drew on pre-existing narrative structures of decline, from Oswald 

Spengler, La défense de l’occident (1927). 

4.1.3. Decline Timeline 

 Compared to accounts supportive of abstraction and non-objective art, in France the first 

published surveys and book-length accounts of modernism describe experimental art in the first 

half of the 20th century as an impasse, an incorrect path, a wrong turn, or a derailment from the 

previous course that has brought about extreme individualism, obscuritantism, de-skilling, 

commercialism and the loss of tradition (amongst other flaws). If so many interwar and Vichy-era 

surveys of contemporary art share the theory that an  "Eastern" invasion was the determining 

factor in the narrative of derailment, the primal scene in this battle varied, as each historical 

narrative established a different decisive moment. For some historians of earlier French art, this 

                                                        

747 Michaud has showed how pervasive this schema is starting in the middle of the 19th century. Eric Michaud, Les 
invasions barbares. Other art historians have pointed to the rhetoric of “Latinité” and linked it to forms of integral 
nationalism in France and Italy. See Silver, Esprit de Corps, Romy Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia: Art and Politics in 
France between the Wars (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995); Affron, Matthew, and Mark Antliff, eds., Fascist 
Visions, Christopher Green, Art in France, Neil McWilliam,  “Action Française, Classicism, and the Dilemmas of 
Traditionalism in France, 1900-1914,” and Mark Antliff, Avant-Garde Fascism. 
748 “En effet, si cet afflux d'étrangers s'expliquait d'abord par le prestige de l'art français, il y  eut choc en retour, et on 
ne tarda pas à s'apercevoir que ce flot venu de l'Est allait submerger notre territoire artistique.”Jacques-Émile Blanche, 
Les Arts Plastiques, 323. 
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moment of decline had begun long before the 20th Century avant-gardes, whose rise was just the 

latest manifestation of a long unraveling. Take for instance the commonly cited thesis of historian 

Louis Courajod (1840-1896) who held that the corrosion of French style had occurred with the 

integration of the "School of Fontainebleau" into the royal court after François I had brought Da 

Vinci and Cellini to France. If his fellow art historian Louis Dimier (1865-1943) had vigorously 

refuted this argument, Dimier, a known subscriber to the writings of Charles Maurras, believed 

(like the neo-Royalist) that decline had commenced around the democratizing influences that had 

brought about the French Revolution, epitomized in the ideas of Enlightenment philosophers like 

Rousseau, "beyond the alps" (once more the East is the source of a cultural pathogen). Dimier had 

claimed that the Revolution and the de-stabilization of academic painting under David, as well as 

the influence of German intellectuals, had set off a loosening of artistic standards, paving the way 

for Romanticism and aesthetic anarchy.749 What followed thereafter, from the period of 

Revolutionary experimentation to the Republican cosmopolitanism of the Third Republic, was 

merely continued proof of this decline.750 Rey, curator of the Luxembourg and a proffesor at the 

École de Louvre professed a similar thesis in his little book of 1941, cited above.  Nostalgic for 

the old shop-signs in Paris, this historian was convinced that the painter as artisan- the "useful" 

painter- of the ancien-regime had been replaced by the painter-intellectual, the rational painter, 

first modeled by the revolutionary David, who by reorganizing the profession of the painter, had 

                                                        

749 For more on Louis Dimier see Neil McWilliam, "Action Française, Classicism and the Dilemnas of Traditionalism 
in France," and Neil McWilliam, "Erudition et engagement politique: la double vie de Louis Dimier" in Roland Recht, 
eds, L’Histoire de l’ histoire de l’art en France au XIXe siècle, Michela Passini "Louis Dimier,  l'Action française et la 
question de l'art national" and Neil McWilliam, Une Esthétique de la réaction. 
750 It was in part a reaction to Dimier's formulation that led to the rise of a Celtic nationalism that the Cubist Albert 
Gleizes subscribed to. See Mark Antliff, Inventing Bergson, 118-121.  
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deprived the "homme de la rue" of the artisanal work of guild members and replaced his 

delectation with paintings ruled by doctrines and theories.751 

 For others, and especially during the Vichy period, Impressionism was blamed as a 

source for the decadent Third Republic's decline. As Laurence Bertrand Dorléac notes, this 

turning point was already regularly mentioned during the Third Republic itself. Henri Heraut, in 

his manifesto for the “Salon de la Nouvelle generation” held at the Galerie Billet in 1938, blamed 

Impressionism for the indecision and anxiety felt by artists of the interwar period. 752 Likewise as 

early as 1926, in Notre art dément, François Lehel, a psychologist influenced by Spengler, 

claimed that "Western art ends with Impressionism. Post-Impressionism is nothing other than its 

death-throes."753 

 Still others located the origins of "decline" in the earliest avant-gardes, for instance, in the 

Symbolist movement. Writing even as late as 1946, Louis Hourticq would assert that though the 

tendency had produced masterpieces, its love for artifice, novelty, and paradoxes had invited the 

decadent work of later avant-gardists, namely the Surrealists.754 For Jacques-Émile Blanche, 

French art had survived until Cubism, that  "German" contaminant that would ruin French art. 755  

For Louis Hautecœur, Cubism too, was the final strike to the edifice of French logic that had been 

undergoing destruction since the Romantic period. It had been irreparably wounded by the triad 

of Fauvism, Expressionism and Surrealism, all three of which he categorized as the last 

expressions of Romanticism, having sparked the over-excitement of critics ecstatic over “the 
                                                        

751 "On peut affirmer que, pratiquement, cette race précieuse des peintres utiles... avait commencé ¡a mourir avec 
l'avènement de David."Robert Rey, La peinture moderne ou l'art sans métier, 19. 
752 Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, Histoire de l'art 1940-1944, 138. 
753 “Nous voyons la tragédie de la culture occidentale. C’est l’art occidental qui termine sa vie dans l’impressionnisme. 
Le postimpressionnisme n’en est que l’agonie.” François Lehel. Notre art dément, 17. 
754 Louis Hourticq, L'art et la littérature (Paris: Flammiron: 1947), 287 
755In his account of the popular reception of modernism during the first world war Kenneth Silver demonstrates how 
increasingly conservative French art critics began to retrospectively recast pre-war modernism as an intrusion set upon 
France by the German enemy.  Kenneth E. Silver, Esprit de Corps. This is also treated in Jeffrey S. Weiss, The Popular 
Culture of Modern Art. 
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babblings of amateurs, beginners, children.”756 Thereafter, Bergsonism, Freudianism, Socialism, 

and artistic abstraction, all based on an irrational and thus “Eastern” thought process, had slowly 

begun to erode French art and culture.757 Cubism, Dorival had agreed in 1944, had cast a 

"shadow" on art thereafter.758 

4.1.4. Decline and Fall Cycles 

 As we have seen in another chapter of this dissertation, parallels to a more distant and 

thereby historically authoritative past added additional explanatory power to art-historical 

East/West narratives and timelines. But whereas for Waldemar George these parallels 

demonstrated, however ambivalently, the redemptive features of "Eastern" influences, the 

majority of historical accounts in the interwar period point to these parallels to argue that 

abstraction was a regression, an atavistic “return” to the "barbarism" of the East signaling the 

political and developmental decline of Western civilization.759   For instance, Dorival had 

contextualized 20th century modernism by comparing it to shifts in early Roman art: “forms 

elaborated by Sassanid Persia, Egypt and Syria overpowered in a flood those who had sought to 

remain faithful to the realist humanism of the Greeks.”  For the first time since the 11th century, 

Dorival writes, with concern, “Western art not only looks at oriental forms… but moreover 

mediates and assimilates their aesthetic principles, and slowly allows these to penetrate its 

spirit.”760 In a speech delivered at the 8th International Congress on Drawing and Applied Arts in 

                                                        

756 "Les balbutiements des amateurs, des débutants, des enfants." Louis Hautecœur. Littérature et Peinture en France 
du XVIIe au XXe Siècle, 305. 
757 Ibid, 307  
758 Bernard Dorival, Les Étapes de la peinture française contemporaine 3, 71-9. 
759 Louis Hourticq's career and his political position are explored in Chapter 3. 
760 “l’art d’occident non seulement regarde les formes orientale (auxquelles il n’avait jamais cessé de faire appel…mais 
encore médite et assimile ses principes esthétique, et lentement se pénètre de son esprit… L’art romain, en particulier, 
incapable de se renouveler par lui-même, tournait les yeux vers celui de ses provinces du Levant, --et voici que celui-ci 
dévora celui-là, et que les formes élaborées par la Perse sassanide, L’Egypte et la Syrie recouvrirent de leur flot 
vainqueur celles qui s’efforçaient de demeurer fidèles à l’humanisme réaliste des Grecs. En adviendra-t-il de même 
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1937, Hourticq made this comparison quite clear, describing the middle ages as a moment when 

the “revenge” of Asian culture on Greek culture had resulted in a “profound decadence in the 

plastic arts," leaving his listeners to draw their own conclusion about contemporary art.761 

 In 1950, this tendency to associate abstraction with cultural degradation was still so 

prevalent that Jean Cassou, finally assuming his place as Curator in Chief at the Musée National 

d'art moderne, felt it worthwhile to deconstruct. Refuting the work of contemporaries like M. W. 

Deonna who, still in 1946, were sure that abstract tendencies signaled a "return to the mentality of 

primitives and children, and by consequence a decadence"762 Cassou presciently dissected the 

logic underlying such claims: 

Once more here we see an absolute and normative character attributed to particular and 
contingent aesthetic values, in this case, to classical values that are considered values of 
excellence and progress. The return to two-dimensional forms accomplished in our 
epoch,  the importance accorded to material signs, to material equivalents, in brief, the 
notions that the cubist revolution has reclaimed, do not mark a regression but rather mark 
a reintervention onto reality, one of the constant necessities of human imagination. 
Artistic creation is a dialectic game, given to a multiplicity of results. 763 

 
Were abstract tendencies in art the dawn of a new universal language, as Mondrian believed, or 

the sign of a new dark ages? The stark differences between two historical narratives of 

modernism are clearly divided upon this fault line. 

                                                        

 

aujourd’hui?  …tout ces faits donnent l’impression que l’Occident est de nouveau battu par une marée déferlant de 
l’Est comme il l’avait été aux premiers siècles de notre ère. Bernard Dorival, Les Étapes de la peinture française 
contemporaine 3, 320. 
761 Louis Hourticq,  “L’art dans la nation,” Le Dessin. 8  no. 5, November 1937, 233. Hourticq's own conclusions as 
they relate to pedagogy are developed in Chapter 3. 
762 "un retour à la mentalité des primitifs et des enfants, et par conséquence, une décadence" Cassou cites M. W 
Deonna, "Primitisme et classicisme," in Recherche no 2. (1946).  
763 "C'est ici encore attribuer un caractère absolu et normatif à des valeurs esthétiques particulières, contingentes, et en 
l'occurrence aux valeurs de classicisme et les considère comme valeurs d'excellence et de progrès.  Le retour aux 
formes à deux dimensions accompli à notre époque, l'importance accordé aux signes plastiques, aux équivalents 
plastiques, bref les notions qu'a revendiquées la révolution cubiste ne marquent pas une régression, mais autant que les 
réinterventions de la réalité, une des nécessités constantes de l'imagination humaine. La création artistique est un jeu 
dialectique, susceptible d'une infinie multiplicité de résultats..." Jean Cassou, La Situation de l'art moderne  (Paris: Les 
Amis des éditions de minuit, 1950), 67. 
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4.1.5. Economic and Social Factors 

 In the history of art co co-written by Pierre du Colombier and music historian Roland 

Manuel, Les arts: peinture, sculpture, gravure, architecture, cinéma, photographie, musique et 

danse, of 1931, the avant-gardes are barely touched upon.764  Called “important,” and an 

“excellent guide for the study of modern art,” by a contemporary reviewer, du Colombier’s book 

privileges the role of older Nabis and neo-impressionists like Gauguin, Seurat, Signac, Maurice 

Denis, as well as traditional artists active in the “official” Salons like Jacques-Émile Blanche, 

Albert Besnard and Lucien Simon, who the author assumes will play important roles in the 

continuing narrative of French art. Compared to the optimistic narratives provided by his 

contemporaries sympathetic to the avant-garde, du Colombier’s account of the history of modern 

art provides a distant assessment of a recent past riddled with mistakes. Uninterested in formal 

artistic developments, du Colombier’s history of the avant-garde is interpreted through a financial 

and sociological analysis of an art market bubble and crisis beginning after the onset of the great 

depression in France. Echoing, in more genteel form, the paranoid explanations of Mauclair,765 du 

Colombier explains that the undue excitement over modernism can be attributed to a series of 

systemic changes: a bullish art market in which works overrated by over-zealous art critics and 

vendors were sold at values higher than they should have. He argues that an important factor in 

the development of interwar modernism was the creation of new reputations by gallerists and 

                                                        

764 Pierre du Colombier and Roland Manuel. Les arts. Peinture, sculpture, gravure, architecture, cinéma, photographie, 
musique et danse. (Paris: de Denoël et Steele, 1933). 
765 "Later, we will look in museums crates with a marvel that verges on stupor. We will compare these delirious and 
absurd paintings produced by post-Cézanneist degeneration and ask how the scrupulous and purely French artists of our 
own time were produced despite such a crisis in taste and technical probity." //"On retrouvera plus tard dans les cartons 
de collections et de musées de tels morceaux avec un émerveillement qui n’ira pas sans stupeur. On les comparera avec 
les peintures délirantes et absurdes produites par la dégénérescence post-cézannienne, cubiste et expressionniste, en se 
demandant comment une telle crise du goût et de la probité technique avait pu encore permettre à notre époque de 
produire des artistes aussi scrupuleux, aussi purement français que celui-là.” Camille Mauclair, Les Artistes du livre. 
(Paris, Ed. Henry Babou, 1930), 29, cited by Katia Papandreopoulou, "Camille Mauclair (1872-1945) Critique et 
historien de l'art," 322. 
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price-fixing at auction.766 Citing Alfred Basler’s caustic analysis of “les années folles” in Le 

cafard après la fête (1926), he dismisses what he laments as a grotesque overproduction of art 

and expresses concern that the majority of contemporary art will be of little significance for 

posterity: 

It is quite troubling to think that, for posterity, a proportion of works of art that we 
consider negligible will be equivalent to the proportion of those we actually appreciate. 
What will posterity do with the first proportion?767 
 

4.1.6. Individual Artists as Sources of Decline 

 Less prevalent in these history books is a tendency, widespread in journalism and print 

criticism, to locate the agent of destruction in individual artists. Picasso, for instance, presents a 

special case of an artist combining radical aesthetic innovation with radical politics, but it seems 

that in this discourse, it his radical aesthetic that is addressed, with his radical politics left unsaid. 

By virtue of his avant-gardism, his name was frequently cited as the most important "cause" of 

decline, accused of having dragged French art into an "impasse," as Maurice Vlaminck would 

retell it in 1942.768 The classic "bête noir" of French art is literally demonized by Germain Bazin 

in Histoire de l'art contemporain, who describes him as perfectly symptomatic of a godless era: 

"The case of Picasso sheds harsh light on the essential wrong of the period, his diabolic soul 

seems to suffer from lack of the divine, whose ruins the 20th century has consumed."769 

Meanwhile, the case of Paul Cézanne, a hero to both the avant-gardes and the traditionalists, is 

more complex. As Huyghe explained, "the most scrupulous realists and the most abstract cubists 

                                                        

766 Pierre du Colombier and Roland Manuel. Les arts, 90. 
767 “Il est assez troublant de penser que, pour la postérité, la “masses” des oeuvres d’une peinture que nous regardons 
comme négligeable, équivaudra au moins à la masse de celle que nous apprécions. Que fera la postérité de cette 
première masse?” Ibid, 15. 
768 Maurice Vlaminck, “Opinions libres sur la peinture française” Comoedia June 6, 1942. 
769 "Le cas de Picasso jette un jour profond sur le mal essentiel d'une époque, son âme diabolique semble souffrit de la 
privation du divin dont le XXe siècle a consommé la ruine." Germain Bazin "Le Cubisme lyrique -Pablo Picasso" in 
René Huyghe ed. Histoire de l’art contemporain, 224 
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see themselves in him."770 The painter had been lionized by the early twentieth-century avant-

garde, named the forefather of the modern movement in the first issue of Le Corbusier’s Esprit 

nouveau,771 and tagged the originator of abstraction in Barr’s chart.  But this same Cézanne had 

also been canonized as "classically" French, for instance by Maurice Denis and Emile Bernard, 

who considered him the inheritor of Poussin. 772 By 1937 the painter from Aix's works had 

concluded the chronological scope of the state's "Les Chefs-d'oeuvre de l'art français" exhibition, 

thus securing his place in the history of French masterpieces.773 But, however secure was 

Cézanne's own reputation, his influence was often questioned, beginning with Emile Bernard, his 

great supporter, who later felt that Cézanne's "sketch aesthetics," 774 so intimately tied to 

modernist experimentation, had set a dangerous precedent. Bernard had modified his praise for 

the master after his death, urging young artists not to heed his example: "This art will only create 

an obstacle for them." 775 In the same way that the late Raphael had stood, for the pre-Raphaelites, 

as the last carrier of his art and the breaking point dividing an earlier and “pure” Renaissance 

from a decadent one, for conservative interwar commentators, Cézanne’s structural innovations 

were acceptable in themselves but had provided a negative example for his inheritors, opening the 

floodgate of dreaded “-isms.”  Critics as late as 1936 had not forgotten this, and even positive 

reviews (by conservatives) of Cézanne's triumphal retrospective at the Musée de l'Orangerie were 

tempered by reminders of "L'erreur cézannienne." In Action française, the conservative critic 

                                                        

770 "De lui se réclameront et les réalistes les plus scrupuleux et les cubistes les plus abstraits" René Huyghe, "Genèse et 
position de l'art moderne" in Ibid, 224. 
771 The editors announce that the journal will concern itself “surtout” “avec ce qui s’est crée depuis Cézanne, en 
littérature depuis Mallarmé et Rimbaud, en musique depuis Wagner.” Esprit Nouveau 1 no.1, 3 
772 Theodore Reff "Cézanne and Poussin" Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 23 no 1/2 (1960): 150-74. 
See also Richard Shiff, Cezanne and the End of Impressionism.  
773 See James D. Herbert for more on Cézanne's place within the exhibition. James D. Herbert. Paris 1937, Worlds on 
Display  (Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1989), 99.  
774 Richard Shiff, Cezanne and the End of Impressionism.  
775 "Cet art ne saurait que leur créer un obstacle." Émile Bernard, " L'orientation de la peinture moderne," Les 
Rubriques nouvelles, May 30, 1911, 125. Cited in Neil McWilliam, "Au-delà de Pont-Aven : à la poursuite d’Émile 
Bernard" in McWilliam, ed. Émile Bernard. Au-delà de Pont-Aven. Exhibition catalogue, (Paris: INHA: 2013).  
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René Brécy, citing Bernard, would lament that the artist had been "superficially aped by myriads 

of poor students who believed themselves to be adopting his great art when they were only 

imitating his ticks." 776 During Vichy, "l'erreur cézannienne" or Cézanneisme was often shorthand 

for an excessive experimentation, one that would even be combined with the word Jew during the 

Vichy period to refer derogatively to the decline of “Western art” in the interwar art world.777 

4.1.7 Reclaiming the Wheat from the Chaff 

 Another recurring structural element in these histories is a kind of separation of the 

'unhealthy' avant-garde from the healthy plant of appropriate French modernism. This is 

sometimes a process of reclaiming certain ambivalent historical figures from the avant-gardes like 

Cézanne, whose constantly fought-over legacy demonstrates this process of rewriting. In an 

interesting anecdote brought to light by Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, when curator Raimond 

Herbet sought to mount an exhibition on the “influence of Cézanne” during the occupation, 

Captain Lange, the fine arts administrator of the propagandastaffel, was pleased to allow it, but 

only under the condition that Picasso and Léger could not be included in the exhibition.778 The 

exhibition was not held. 

 Le Douanier Rousseau is another example. Whereas in Barr’s chart, he is one of three 

important predecessors to Cubism, along with the painting of Cézanne, Dorival distances the self-

taught artist from the avant-garde circles in which other historical accounts, like Roger Shattuck’s 

                                                        

776 "Emile Bernard, qui l'a découvert et imposé a eu raison de mettre en garde par la suite contre 'l'erreur cézannienne'... 
il a été singé superficiellement par des myriades de pauvres élèves qui ont cru saisir son grand art quand ils n'en copiant 
que les tics." René Brecy, Action française, July 15 1936, 3. 
777 Fortunio, “Il faut que renaisse l’art Français” Matin Charentais Angoulème, February 16, 1942.  
778 Raimond Herbet, Souvenirs [de la Galerie de France], publication rénotée, Paris, Musée national d’Art moderne, 
1986, 18-19, cited in Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, "Critiques et galeries d'art, 1942-1946. Entre esprit de résistance 
et petits arrangements" Archives Juives 50 no.1 (2017):85-102, 90. 
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The Banquet Years, have squarely placed him.779 On the right side of the graph, Dorival’s 

narrative cordons Rousseau off so that his only descendants are the peintres de l’instinct et du 

coeur (who he classifies as the self-taught artists of the interwar period defying the tendencies of 

irréalisme) but suppresses Rousseau's "paternal" relation to the avant-gardes. Dislocating these 

younger self-taught artists from the rest of art history, Dorival provides them with autochthonous 

origins, writing, Les peintres de l’instinct et du coeur were “ignorant, or almost ignorant of 

Picasso and Braque’s painting … the art they practiced instead highlighted formulas that pre-

dated them, sometimes by several centuries."780 The family tree of Rousseau is purified of 

Cubism. In the tightly controlled narrative of a history book, important predecessors claimed by 

the avant-gardes must be disassociated from these histories and reclassified in the history of art. 

4.1. 8. After Cubism: Return to Appearances 

 The important artists after Cubism were not its inheritors, but those either detached from 

an engagement in the problems it had introduced, or those who had gone through the movement 

and overcome it.781 This narrative of "overcoming" is another important strategy by which 

interwar art historians would eclipse the avant-gardes. In Histoire de l'art contemporain, the 

structure of the book itself is very clearly organized around this narrative - which shows France 

successfully returning to the paradigms of order as the newest generation "looks beyond" the 

avant-gardes. After the chapter on Cubism, assumedly the "low point" of recent history, the 

author seeks to resolve the narrative of French art by pointing to chapters that celebrate the 

                                                        

779 Roger Shattuck. The Banquet Years. The Origins of the Avant Garde in France, 1885 to World War I: Alfred Jarry, 
Henri Rousseau, Erik Satie and Guillaume Apollinaire.  (New York: Vintage Books, 1968).  
780 “Ignorent tout ou presque, de la peinture de Picasso et de Braque… celle qu’ils pratiquaient mettait en oeuvre des 
formules qui lui préexistaient, parfois de plusieurs siècles.” Bernard Dorival, Les Étapes de la peinture française 
contemporaine 3, 14. 
781 “Le refus de l’intellectualisme, le refus de l’ésotérisme, le refus du décor, le refus de l’exclusivisme et le refus du 
modernisme que les peintres de 1930 relèvent et détestent dans les ouvres de leurs aînés.” …“Ils viennent ‘après’ l’art 
moderne mais ne prennent pas position contre lui. Aucun désir de réaction chez eux; aucune tentation de pactiser avec 
ses ennemis.” Ibid, 247, 257-8.  
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"struggle" of figurative and representational artists (against the fatal pull of the avant-garde) 

through the lens of resilience, return, redemption and revenge.   Crucial to this process is a means 

of explaining the infertility or unviability of the avant-garde, while casting those who have 

escaped its clutches as the rightful inheritors of the French artistic dynasty. 

 In a chapter entitled "The Return to Appearances" Huyghe's introduction describes how 

the "Neo-Cubists" bravely refused the Cubist destruction of forms in space, and embraced a 

"pictorial sensuality."782  André Lhote, Natalia Gontcharova, Mikhail Larionov, and Roger de la 

Fresnaye are all upheld as heroes of this tendency. In a section called "The Escape from Cubism" 

("l'évasion du Cubisme") by Pierre du Colombier, Cubism is an entrapment and a form of 

contagion. For instance, a painter like André Mare is lucky enough to only have been 

"superficially touched" by the Cubist affliction,783 while a representational painter like Jean 

Marchand, for instance, has shown a resistance to the temptations of Cubism: he "has followed 

his own modest and conscientious path. Cubism was too noisy for him."784 

Du Colombier resorts to visual examples that for him prove the "recovery" of artists and a return 

to health after a Cubist phase. For instance the move of Émile Gernez, from his Cubist phase (fig. 

105) to a figurative style (fig. 106) that marks the beginning of a " progressive liberation," 785 

while for another, like the painter André Favory, overcoming Cubism was a kind of sexualized 

vitalization which the artist transmits through his newly sensual depiction of the female body. 

Colombier proves his point by comparing the urban market scene of Sous la tonnelle of 1914, and 

La femme à l'ombrelle of 1926, in which the body of a large nude in a pastoral setting, parts of 

                                                        

782 René Huyghe, "Le retour aux apparences" in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 245. 
783 Pierre du Colombier "L'évasion du Cubisme" in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 260. 
784  " Il a suivie son oeuvre de consciencieux et de modeste. Le cubisme était trop bruyant pour lui." Ibid, 259.  
785"La suite de sa carrière a été une libération progressive." Ibid, 260. 
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her coyly shaded by an umbrella and a hat, dominates the canvas (figs. 107-8). Describing the 

second work, du Colombier writes: 

Escaping from Cubism was for him, recovering the healthy, overflowing healthy, fecund 
sensuality of Rubens. He packs his large canvases with buttocks, with proud busts, a 
population of joyful [female] creatures." 786 

 

Huyghe's introduction to the following chapter, "Le Retour aux métier pictural” further explores 

this "redemptive" narrative in the painters Henry de Waroquier, Luc Albert Moreau, and 

especially Dunoyer de Segonzac, all of who he sees as responsible for "redirecting modern art" to 

its sources in nature.787 The next chapter "Les Tendances réalistes," defends a realist tradition in 

French art against attacks by Surrealists, citing the sincerity (probité) manifest in the works of 

artists like Louis Charot, Othon Coubine, Georges Sabbagh, Edmond Kayser, Jules Zinng, 

Edmond Céria, Leopold Lévy, Valdo-Barbarey, Charles Péquin, Lucien Mainssieux, René 

Seyssaud, and Henri Vergé-Sarrat. In an essay entitled "La Probité réaliste" Germain Bazin 

would applaud the pragmatism and caution of these painters, pointing to the success of their 

aesthetic strategy based on the fact that the state had already purchased many of their works: 

These painters are not inventors, nor prospectors nor pioneers, they are peaceful citizens 
of the kingdom of Painting who have benefitted from its resources as the happy and 
prudent rentiers without speculating on it nor demanding that it go beyond itself... Maybe 
the most sensible reproach we can make of these artists is that they 'haven't added 
anything to our trove of images' but do not forget that they are the very ones that benefit 
from the favor of official commissions, their paintings fill the Parisian and regional 
museums.788 

 
                                                        

786 " S'évader du cubisme, c'était pour lui, retrouver la sensualité débordante, saine, plantureuse, d'un Rubens. Il 
encombrait ses vastes toiles de croupes, de seins orgueilleux, d'un peuple de créatures joyeuse." Ibid,261 
787 "Ils accentuent ce retour à la grande source de modération et de pondération: la Nature, vers laquelle Segonzac avec 
des moyens plus puissants a si lyriquement ramené l'art moderne." René Huyghe "Le retour au métier picturale" in 
Histoire de l’art contemporain,270.  
788 "Ces peintres ne sont pas des inventeurs, des prospecteurs ni des pionniers, ce sont des paisibles citoyens du 
royaume de la Peinture qui ont joui en rentiers prudents de ses ressources sans spéculer sur elle ni lui demander jamais 
de dépasser elle-même....Peut -être le reproche le plus sensible qu'on pourrait leur faire est-il "qu'ils n'ont rien ajouté à 
notre fonds d'images"... mais n'oublions pas que ce sont eux qui ont bénéficié de la faveur des commande officielles 
leurs oeuvres emplissent les musées de paris et de province." Germain Bazin" La probité réaliste" in Ibid, 307. 
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Bazin then makes the rather amazing prediction that based on their institutionalization, the art of 

the first half of the 20th century would on the whole be remembered as "realist:" 

In the same way that, according to the current state of things, there is no reason to hope 
that the Matisses, the Picassos, the Bonnards, the Vlamincks, the Braques, the 
Modiglianis, or the Rousseaus will ever abound in our national collections, it is probable, 
in France at least, that the painting of the first quarter of the 20th century will appear to 
future eyes like a "realist" period, the paradoxical result of the politics of the French state 
in artistic matters.789 

 

The following chapter on "La Nouvelle Subjectivité," as mentioned above, includes diverse 

tendencies like Surrealism and Dada, Les Peintres oniriques, and the works of  "French 

expressionists" Yves Alix, Amédée de la Patellière, Édouard Goerg, Marcel Gromaire, and Pierre 

Bompard, all of whom, Huyghe claims, "pre-dated" Surrealism.790  They follow the example of de 

Segonzac and Moreau, but delve further into the subjective realm, manifesting a 

new desire to escape the known, to go towards the profound being, the illogical the 
complex to explore the shadowy caves where even the light of spirit fails to illuminate a 
soul that burrows ever deeper---and to lean forward. 
 

But, distinguishing this "new subjectivity" from the self-referential operations of the avant-garde, 

this movement stops before it becomes inaccessible and cryptic to the viewer: "One more step, 

and Surrealism would throw itself over the cliff."791 

4.1.9. Named out of History 

 In addition to denying the connection between important historical figures to be salvaged 

and the younger undesirable avant-gardes who drew on their work, another way of eclipsing the 

                                                        

789 "Comme, dans l'état actuel des chose il y a peu de raison d'espérer que les Matisse, les Picasso, les Bonnard, les 
Vlaminick, les Braque, les Modigliani ou les Rousseau abondent jamais dans nos collections nationales, ile st probable, 
qu'en France du moins, la peinture du premier quart du XXe siècle apparaîtra aux yeux de l'avenir comme une période 
"réaliste" résultat paradoxal de la politique de l'État français en matière de Beaux-Arts" Ibid, 307. 
790 René Huyghe, "La Nouvelle Subjectivité" in Ibid,316. 
791 "Ainsi en France même ... se manifeste un besoin nouveau d'échapper au déjà-connu, d'aller vers l'être profond, 
illogique, complexe, d'explorer en nous la caverne de ténèbres où s'enfonce toujours plus loin de la lumière de l'esprit 
l'âme indistincte, et d y pencher. Encore un pas, et le surréalisme s'y jettera corps perdu." Ibid. 
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avant-garde was to deny the artistic movements their names or the names they had chosen for 

themselves.  As we have seen above, Dorival had reclassified both Cubism and Surrealism into a 

single category called Irréalisme. In the Histoire de l'art contemporain that he edited in 1935, 

Huyghe likewise did not devote an entire chapter to "Dada and Surrealism" but instead grouped 

these as the less-successful movements of a broader tendency called La Nouvelle Subjectivité. His 

chapter on the subject included a section on Les Peintres oniriques or dream painters (a name 

coined by art historian Louis Cheronnet) that explicitly overrode the Surrealist category provided 

by Breton. Cheronnet limits the Peintres oniriques to those working in a figurative tradition like 

Salvador Dali, Léopold Survage, Jean Viollier, Lurçat, Roy, de Chirico, Massimo Campigli, 

Alberto Savinio, Mario Tozzi, Renato Paresce and finally Francis Picabia (by then working in a 

figurative tradition). What distinguished their works was their remove from the miasmic debates 

of modernism, their use of a Renaissance-style perspectival landscape, “trompe-l’oeil," and the 

"conscientious drawing" with which they rendered their subjects.792 Sensitive to societal 

inquiétude (as opposed to those artists mired in the morbidity of the avant-gardes) the attachment 

of these artists to representation suggests their resolve to finding a possible way out of the 

impasse of history.793  Though echoes of Freud resound when Cheronnet mentions their "magical 

incantations and investigations of psychoanalysis," the Austrian theorist is never mentioned, nor 

is the Surrealist movement that had claimed those like de Chirico and Dali. 

                                                        

792 "Par la grâce d’un dessin consciencieux, voire même d’un métier habilement classique.”Louis Cheronnet, "Les 
Peintres oniriques" in Ibid, 325. 
793 The critic Jacques de la Prade used the qualifier "inquiètude" in a similar way to describe the work of Tal-Coat in a 
studio visit in 1935, asking, “Mais comment ne pas sentir dans l’oeuvre de Tal-Coat une inquiétude essentielle?” 
Jacques de la Prade, "Visite d'Atelier" Gazette des beaux-arts, July 19, 1935. 
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4.1.10. Valued only as Documents 

 Surrealism (and Cubism), writes Huyghe, are discussed in his book not because of the 

aesthetic precedents they established but rather because of their symptomatic qualities, which 

bespeak the trauma of a modern civilization that has gone too far. Despite the fact that these 

movements "are the only ones to respond to the profound drama of our civilization,"794 and have 

infiltrated everyday life, he would insist that they remained important only as "documents": 

Cubism and Surrealism are capital events in contemporary art, not because they had a 
lasting presence in the history of painting: one like the other they disdained too many to 
become languages, to have not ended in impasse. But they revealed themselves 
transposed into zones actions they hadn't predicted. Energy is never lost, it transforms 
itself. Cubism, a sculptural effort, saw itself imported into the decorative realm.  
Surrealism, a poetic and philosophical effort, has diffused itself more than we suspect 
into the contemporary sensibility... Disappointing in the domains of art they chose, they 
nonetheless remain prodigious documents of the era.795 

 

Aside from a short section on Dada and Surrealism written by Cassou (mentioned earlier) the 

effect of the chapter overall is to frame Surrealism as but one of many diverse tendencies, 

ultimately de-emphasizing its relative importance within a genealogy of French painting. 

In a 1941 book that predicts that the problems of modern art will be "remedied," Robert Rey had 

dismissed a "Dada Movement" he placed in scare-quotes as "but a brief infatuation in which 

communed the exasperatingly snobby rich and idle amateurs."796 In his slim history, no artists are 

named to represent either Dada or Surrealism, the latter of which Rey defers to the public to 

                                                        

794 "Ces manifestations furent les seules à répondre au drame profond de notre civilisation." René Huyghe, "La 
Nouvelle Subjectivité" in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 316. 
795 "Le Cubisme et le Surréalisme sont les événements capitaux de l'art contemporain; non pas qu'ils aient eu de 
prolongements effectifs considérables dans l’ histoire de la peinture: l'un comme l'autre ils ont trop dédaigné d'être des 
langages, pour n'avoir point buté dans une impasse. Mais ils se sont dérobé, transposés en des zones  d'actions qu’ils ne 
visaient point d'abord et où cet échec les a fait refluer. L'énergie ne se perd jamais, elle se transforme. Le cubisme, 
effort plastique, s'est dérivé dans le domaine décoratif: le surréalisme, effort poétique et philosophique, s'est diffusée 
plus qu'on ne le soupçonne dans toute la sensibilité contemporaine... Décevants dans le domaine de l'art qu'ils avaient 
choisi, ils restent de prodigieux documents d'époque." Ibid, 313. 
796"Qu'un bref engouement en lequel communièrent des amateurs riches, désœuvrés et d'un snobisme exaspéré" Robert 
Rey, La peinture moderne ou l'art sans métier, 92. 
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explain:  "The public considers their works the manifestation of dementia."797 A similar position 

had been taken already by the critic Louis Serouya in 1931, when he opined that Surrealism had 

"no future"798 and wouldn't be remembered, while Pierre du Colombier in his own book predicted 

confidently that Surrealism will end in the dustbin of history. Meanwhile he predicted the 

"endurance" of painters like Pierre Roy and Jean Lurçat whose paintings were only indirectly 

associated with the Surrealist movement:799 

Crucial to the history of interwar thought, for future eyes Surrealism will nonetheless 
only occupy a modest place in the history of painting, at least for its most orthodox 
adherents, unlike those others who only endured its influence, like Pierre Roy and Jean 
Lurçat.”800 
 

In 1944, Dorival likewise would also voice a preference for this style over the Surrealism it 

resembled, noting that he preferred the work of Lurçat to the "other" Surrealists, opining that art 

"that wants to avoid all contact with nature is a trickery, and like all impostures, cannot hold a 

candle for very long. Contact with life is one of the reasons for Lurçat's superiority to the other 

Surrealists."801  And it is here, considering that these historians saw a future in these two 

relatively unknown painters  (figs 109-10) due to their lack of Surrealist orthodoxy, rather than 

their adherence to a movement we now consider important, that we are suddenly forced to 

encounter the contingency of art history. 

                                                        

797 "le public considéra comme des manifestations de démence les oeuvres surréalistes." Ibid, 95. 
798 Henri Serouya Initiation à la peinture d'aujourd'hui (Paris: Renaissance du livre, 1931), 152.  
799 Jean Alazard.  Review of Les Arts. Peinture, sculpture, gravure, architecture, cinéma, photographie, musique et 
danse by Pierre du Colombier and Roland Manuel. Revue d’histoire moderne. 9, no. 11 (1934): 168-9, 168. 
800 “Capital dans l’histoire de la pensée d’entre deux guerres mondiales, le Surréalisme pourra bien n’occuper aux yeux 
de l’avenir qu’une place modeste dans celle de la peinture de ce temps, et encore est-ce moins aux réalisations de ses 
champions orthodoxes qu’il la devra qu’à celle de certains artistes, qui subirent son influence, tel que Pierre Roy et 
surtout Jean Lurçat.” Pierre du Colombier and Roland Manuel. Les arts, 231. 
801 “l’art qui voudrait se passer de tout contact avec la nature est lui, une tricherie, et comme toute imposture une 
tentative vouée à ne pas faire long feu. Le contact avec la vie est une des causes de la supériorité de l’oeuvre de Lurçat 
sur celle de tel Surréalistes.” Bernard Dorival, Les Étapes de la peinture française contemporaine 3, 235. 
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4.1.11. The Return to Strength: Les Liquidateurs d'après guerre, Forces Nouvelles and Les 
Jeunes Peintres de la Tradition Française 

 The most recent directions in contemporary painting (poised as a young new generation 

untainted by the avant-garde) are finally dealt with in the last chapter of Huyghe's book, which 

includes a section on Neo-Humanism by Waldemar George, a very brief section on non-figurative 

art  (André Beaudin, Francisco Borès Hernando Vines, Francisco Cossio) by Christian Zervos, 

and a section called "Les Liquidateurs de l'après-guèrre" by Roger Brielle (which features 

Maurice Brianchon, Jean Aujame, André Planson,  Adrien Holy, Chapelain-Midy, Raymond 

Legueuelt, Roland Oudot, and Maurice Poncelet).  In this section Brielle writes that the young 

generation has embarked on an "ardent return" to French tradition after the trial by fire of avant-

garde experimentation: 

Only after cubism and its successors, after all the desperate attempts at evasion by 
abstract art, after it seems to our fatigued nerves that we have exhausted all the 
possibilities of painting, it is in order that the young artists find their humility. 

 
He describes an enlivened and "ennervated painting" that steeps itself once more in contact with 

nature, describing a process whereby painting, personified,  "little by little eliminates its 

toxins."802 The youngest generation, Huyghe announces authoritatively in the chapter's 

introduction, has recognized the failures of modernism and they have adopted a "neater attitude 

that better engages painting's future:” 

The great majority of the youth...have felt that it was no longer time to discuss formal 
problems and that modern art had revealed its constitutive weakness, and that they first 
need to remedy it, even if that means moderating its audacity.803 

 

                                                        

802 "Comme un être déprimé se remet au "vert" petit a petit élimine ses toxines et récupère son énergie déficiente, la 
peinture énervé doit se retremper au contact de la nature..." Roger Brielle "Les Liquidateurs de l'après-guerre" in 
Histoire de l’art contemporain, 365. 
803 "La grande majorité des jeunes.... ont senti qu'il n'était plus temps de discuter de problèmes plastiques, que l'art 
moderne, a révélé sa faiblesse constitutive et qu'il importe d'abord d'y remédier, quitte pour cela à modérer son audace." 
René Huyghe, "Les Tendances Actuelles" Histoire de l’art contemporain, 355.  
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Huyghe concludes the first part of Histoire de l'art by re-stating his thesis on the "foreign" origins 

of the avant-garde, a framework that we have already examined in depth. He finishes with an 

ambivalent statement about the legacy of certain artworks. Referring to an avant-garde that he 

admits had "dared" but ended in "artificiality" he coyly observes that there are works of art that 

are inherently limited to their moment in time, that is, they are: 

Addressed not to enduring human values but rather to the particular form and tastes of a 
period ... They are too adapted to specific moral circumstances to be recovered later on.  
Corresponding directly to a single moment of human consciousness, they are mere 
echoes, and made of them, and they will find in the souls of the present points of access 
that the future will not offer them.804 
 

To this he adds, rather obscurely: "New times are approaching. Each moment that will pass will 

reveal the destiny promised to each work of art. On these the curtain falls, the curtain rises. Their 

posthumous life begins."805 

 A decade later, Dorival's Les étapes de l’art contemporain would pick up where Huyghe 

had cryptically finished his book. The narrative of resistance against the avant-garde and foreign 

influence is even stronger here, with an autochthonous French tradition of figuration maintaining 

itself, its struggle synonymous with that of the political resistance.  The movements that we have 

already seen in Hugyhe's text are now central to the narrative of French modernism. These 

include the artists of Neo-réalisme – Charles Dufresne, Dunoyer de Segonzac, and Luc-Albert 

Moreau (figs 111-113) (featured in Huyghe's chapter on "Le Retour au métier pictural" ) and the 

artists of Subjectivisme, (equivalent to Huyghe's Nouvelle Subjectivité ) which included Amédée 

de la Patellière and Yves Alix (figs 114-115).  As in Huyghe's text, for Dorival too, these non-

                                                        

804 "Il y a celles enfin qui s'adressent moins aux valeurs humaines durables qu'a la forme particulière que le goût d'une 
époque s'est plu à leur prêter. ... Correspondant étroitement à un moment de la conscience humaine, sons calculé en vue 
d'un écho, et crées ainsi, dirait-on presque par lui, elles auront trouvée vers l'âme des voies d’accès réelles que l'avenir 
ne leur offrira plus." René Huyghe, "Conclusion" Histoire de l’art contemporain, 518. 
805 "De temps neufs approchent. Chaque moment que désormais s'écoule va révéler auquel de ses destins les oeuvres 
que nous aimons étaient promises  Sur elles, le rideau tombe, le rideau se lève. Leur vie posthume commence." Ibid. 
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avant-gardist movements maintained a tradition under assault during the interwar period. They 

prepared the way, he explains, for the prodigal return to representation with Les peintres des 

années 30. This group, which Brielle had nicknamed "Les liquidateurs d'après-guerre," included 

Roger Chapelain-Midy, Maurice Poncelet, and Jean Aujame (figs 116-118). This category also 

included a tendency too late to have been covered by Huyghe- the “Forces Nouvelles” group 

which consisted of Robert Humblot, Henri Jannot, Jean Lasne, Georges Rohner, Alfred Pellan, 

and Tal Coat (the last two would break with the group before the group's second exhibition in 

1936) (figs 119-121). 

 If all these previous movements had been concocted post-facto by critics and historians, 

the "Forces Nouvelles" movement, established in 1935 by the literary critic Henri Héraut, used 

the technique of a manifesto for its first exhibition and thus in some respects adopted some of the 

same strategies of the avant-gardes. In the exhibition notice, Héraut took a position against 

fashionable painters like Derain, Vlaminck, and Braque as well as Cubism and Surrealism and 

vowed a "return to a métier conscientious of tradition".806  While the representational works by 

Gromaire or Alix or Goerg had drawn on an expressionist tradition in terms of content (urban 

scenes) and technique, the painters of Forces Nouvelles were recognizable by their muddy, muted 

palette of browns, greys, and blues. Drawing on the work of the le Nain brothers or Georges de 

La Tour, and the deceased de La Fresnaye, Humblot, Jannot, Lasne and Pellan favored humble 

subjects in traditional milieu, drawn in a cartoonish style marked by rounded heavy figures. If as 

Laurence Bertrand Dorléac has shown, many of these artists were sympathetic to the conditions 

                                                        

806 "Un retour au métier consciencieux de la tradition" Henri Héraut, Forces Nouvelle exhibition catalogue. cited in 
Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, Histoire de l'art 1940-1944, 147.  
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of the French working classes, they would oppose the Surrealists and the ecrivains 

révolutionnaires for their unwavering loyalty to the communist party.807 

 In 1936 Héraut would organize the first "Salon de la Nouvelle Génération" at the Galerie 

Charpentier, claiming to display an "elite cadre of creators rather than skilled plagiarists." 808 

Included in the group exhibition were works by Maurice Brianchon, Marcel Gimond, Legueuelt, 

Oudot, Jean le Moal, Humblot, and François Gruber. All tendencies of works would be solicited, 

"that is, except extra-pictorial attempts where the concrete is abusively sacrificed to the 

abstract."809 Joining this group for a second Salon in 1938 were André Marchand, Edouard 

Pignon, André Fougeron, Germaine Richier, and Robert Couturier, all of whom signed a 

manifesto entitled "Rupture" that signified their distance from the avant-gardes of the 1910s and 

1920s. The final "Forces Nouvelles" exhibition took place at the Galerie Berri in 1939. 810 

 In this rather broad figurative trend, some artists were more politically engaged than 

others.  For instance, Pignon, Gruber, Jannot, Marchand, and Fougeron all participated gladly in 

an exhibition at the Popular Front's Maison de la Culture in 1938. But a central theme throughout 

these exhibitions is an alternative to Irréalisme and a desire to resuscitate the subjects and 

techniques of the French tradition. In Les étapes de l'art contemporain, Dorival would explain 

that the Forces Nouvelles lineage had brought about the “post-Surrealism” of Francis Gruber and 

André Marchand (figs 122-123). Gruber's Job, wrote Dorival, is an exemplary work of post-

                                                        

807 Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, Histoire de l'art 1940-1944, 164. 
808 B. et D. "Salon de la Jeune Generation" La revue d'art ancien et moderne, February 1936, 56 
809 "Toutes les tendances sont croyons-nous, représentées ici, sauf les tentatifs extra-picturales, où le concret est sacrifié 
souvent abusivement à l'abstrait," Notice "Salon de la Nouvelle Generation" Le Journal January 8, 1936, 8. 
810 "Forces Nouvelles" in Michel Laclotte and Jean-Pierre Cuzin, eds. Dictionnaire de la peinture (Paris: Larousse, 
2003), 281.  
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surrealism: “an essentially tragic kind of poetry," evoking a sense of tragedy, which along with 

inquiétude is a defining aesthetic marker of this period. 811 

 It is of no small importance that the painters named in these genealogies had continued to 

exhibit successfully, with accolades on the Left and Right during the occupied years. An 

exhibition on May 10, 1941 called " Les Jeune Peintres de la tradition française," at the Galerie 

Braun, featured the now familiar names Borès, Lasne, Pignon, Lapicque, Legueult, le Molt, Tal 

Coat, as well as Berçot, Suzanne Roger, André Beaudin, Maurice Estève, Lucien Lautrec, Alfred 

Manessier, François Desnoyer, Marchand, Jean Bazaine, and Charles Walch (figs 124-127).   

 The exhibition was funded by Jeune France, a cultural association subsidized by the 

Vichy Ministry of Education and Youth.812  In March 1943, the curator Gaston Diehl, du 

Colombier's co-editor at Comoedia, organized "Douze peintres d’aujourd’hui" at the Galerie de 

France, featuring Bazaine, Borès, Estève, Fougeron, Léon Gischia, Lapicque, Le Moal, 

Manessier, Pignon, Singier, Gabriel Robin, Villon, and the sculptor Chauvin. The catalogue 

preface, penned by Diehl, applauded these artists for having "superseded" Surrealism.  Bernard 

Dorival himself had been involved in these exhibitions, signing an essay on "Subjectivisme" for 

an exhibition, again at the Galerie de France, opening in June 1944, featuring Desnoyer, Jacques 

Despierre, Fougeron, Gischia, Gruber, Marchand, Pignon, Robin, Francis Tailleux, and Tal Coat. 

Writing in his Étapes de l'art contemporain, Dorival would describe these painters as the final 

heroic negation of Irréalisme and the ultimate antidote to the "irrationality" of the avant-gardes 

and foreign schools like those of the School of Paris that had "dragged art down" in the interwar 

period: 

                                                        

811  Bernard Dorival, Les Étapes de la peinture française contemporaine 3, 384. 
812 Michèle Cone, "'Abstract' Art as Veil/ Tricolor Painting in Vichy France, 1940-1944, The Art Bulletin    74, no. 2 
(June 1992):191-204, 195. 
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Willful and intellectual, French painting thus finds in the national genius the antidote and 
the complement to the irrational tendencies that dragged down art today. It is due to this 
feature that we can without a doubt, attribute the superiority of these productions over 
those of foreign or semi-foreign painters like those of the School of Paris... The 
Frenchman adds more, the genius of mastery, of direction, of making his means 
fruitful.813 

 

Adopting the language of a political "Third way" where opposites touch, the historian and critic 

saw in the Jeune Peintres the binding of opposites to reconcile differences and produce a new 

artistic future: 

The art of the young painters of 1941 synthesizes the plastic and the poetic movements of 
contemporary painting, as it does with Fauvism and Cubism. These irreconcilables 
reconcile, while still experimenting... Like all of France painting today feels the need to 
take the positive results of its past experiments and to compile them, not to rest but to go 
forward decisively, and to work more actively to build a more beautiful future."814 

 

As Sarah Wilson confirms, politically, the Jeune Peintres de la Tradition Française had also 

sought to reconcile opposites. As with the Catholic intellectual Maurice Blondel, their mode of 

"resistance" was to walk two paths at once – that is to "engage in clandestine spiritual warfare, to 

profit from the coincidence of names and between our own values and those pronounced, to 

introduce, through this coincidence, the desirable content."815  Given the political commitments of 

Fougeron and Pignon and the "subversive" tri-color patriotism in semi-abstract paintings by 

Charles Lapicque or Jean Bazaine, the galleries exhibiting these artists had claimed, after the 

                                                        

813 “Volontaire et intellectuelle, la peinture française trouve ainsi dans le génie national  l’antidote et le complément des 
tendances irrationnelles qui entraînent l’art d’aujourd’hui. Et c’est là sans doute la raison de la supériorité de ses 
productions sur celles des peintres étrangères ou semi-étrangères comme celle des peintres de l’École de Paris. .. Le 
Français ajoute en plus…le génie de maîtriser, de diriger de fraie fructifier ses moyens," Bernard Dorival, Les Étapes 
de la peinture française contemporaine 3, 323. 
814 "L’art des jeunes peintres de 1941 opère la synthèse des mouvements plasticiens de la peinture contemporaine et ses 
mouvements poétiques, comme il fait celle du Fauvisme et du Cubisme. Les inconciliables se concilient, et sans cesser 
de poursuivre des recherches nouvelles, un essai s’ébauche, se réalisation. Comme la France entière, la peinture 
actuelle sent la nécessité de rassembler tous les résultats de ses expériences de naguère non pour se reposer sur ce 
capital mais pour pouvoir aller plus décidément de l'avant et travailler plus activement à l’édification d’un plus bel 
avenir.” Ibid, 312. 
815 Maurice Blondel, cited in Sarah Wilson "Les Jeunes Peintres de la Tradition Française" in Paris 1937-Paris 1957, 
(Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou, 1981):106-112, 106.  
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Liberation, to have "resisted" politically while also giving birth to a whole new school of painting 

that was resolutely French, "in the midst of the most difficult circumstances, under repeated 

attacks of a servile press, and by ignoring their commercial interests."816 But, as Wilson observes, 

the "plethora of significations and 'values' during this period" ultimately rendered the traditional 

values and nationalistic political content of the works of the "Jeune Peintres" rather ambiguous.817 

Michèle Cone writes that semi- abstract painting was in retrospect used as a "veil" by the galleries 

to perpetuate "the myth of resistancialism," adopting the term from historian Henry Rousseau.818 

Chevrefils Desbiolles, in his article on the art market during Vichy, goes further by suggesting 

(rather obliquely) that this narrative of heroism was more retrospectively self-protective, 

observing that the Galerie Braun and Galerie France suffered few if any instances of censorship 

and, in contrast, saw relative financial success. He cites the testimony of André Lhote who 

admitted that the "right" kind of modernists had little difficulty exhibiting during this period: 

The truth must be told: never did these gentleman occupiers prevent us from painting 
according to our fantasy, to exhibit according to our preferences... But I am not speaking 
here in the name of those poor Jewish painters. This is an entirely different story.819 

 

If the artists and gallery directors still active–successful, even– during the occupied years were 

not openly complicit with the authorities, Chevrefils Desbiolles writes that their activities were 

acceptable and even appealing to authorities during this period, and the factors that had permitted 

                                                        

816 “Les dirigeants de la Galerie de France qui s’étaient consacrés à cette œuvre aidés par une ou deux autres galeries de 
combat n’avaient pu le faire qu’au milieu des pires difficultés, des attaques répétées d’une presse servile et en faisant 
abstraction de leurs intérêts commerciaux." IMEC, fonds Galerie de France. undated document, cited in Yves 
Chevrefils Desbiolles, "Critiques et galeries d'art, 1942-1946,"91-2. 
817 "La pléthore de signification et de 'valeurs' à l'époque, rendait l'implication de ces oeuvres extrêmement ambiguë." 
Sarah Wilson "Les Jeunes Peintres de la Tradition Française," 106. 
818Michele Cone, "'Abstract' Art as Veil,"192. 
819 "Il faut dire la vérité : jamais ces bons messieurs occupants ne nous ont empêchés de peindre selon notre fantaisie, ni 
d’exposer à notre guise ... Je ne parle pas au nom des pauvres peintres juifs; c’est là une autre histoire.” André Lhote, 
Les Lettres françaises September 16, 1944, cited by Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, "Critiques et galeries d'art, 1942-
1946," 89. 
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the success of the "Jeune Peintres de la Tradition Française” were in part due to their 

disassociation from "degenerate" artists disqualified from working or exiled. 

In the game of the art market, the cards were stacked to the detriment of a number of 
players disqualified by the occupant. This fact is one of the factors that favorite the birth 
and glory of the Galerie of France and enterprises of a similar nature during the dark 
years... if  'resistance by through the spirit' was truly an important reality for someone like 
Jean Bazaine, it was lived in a rather circuitous way....820 

 

4.1.12. Academic Painting in the 1920s and 1930s 

 Before we take leave of these texts, I will momentarily touch upon how these art histories 

dealt with the subject of academic art and the official Salons. The salonniers are the subject of a 

brief, second-to-last chapter of Huyghe's Histoire de l'art contemporain. Academic art, he writes 

in the introduction, remains in "its own corner of the history of contemporary art, " and might 

even be the subject of renewed interest, "now that the modern attraction ceases to grip us." 821  

But while one might expect that Huyghe and the other opponents of the avant-garde would ally 

themselves with an establishment of salon professors and Institut members, it is worth 

emphasizing that the figurative art preferred by Huyghe and other historians was of a manifestly 

independent and not an academic tendency. For instance, one might think that the proponents of 

figurative modernism would have looked more kindly on the mannerist academicism of a group 

of academic painters and decorative artists that included Robert Eugene Pougheon822 and Émile 

                                                        

820 “Dans le jeu du marché de l’art, les cartes ont été rebattues au détriment de nombreux joueurs disqualifiés par 
l’occupant. Cette donne est l’un des facteurs qui a favorisé la naissance et l’essor de la Galerie de France et des 
entreprises du même type nées durant les années sombres ....Si la ' résistance par les voies de l’esprit' a été une réalité 
assumée comme telle par un Jean Bazaine, elle a été vécue de manière plus onduleuse par d’autres, entre discret esprit 
de résistance et petits arrangements. Or, pour ceux qui explorent le détail du temps, le bénin n’est pas anodin.” Yves 
Chevrefils Desbiolles, "Critiques et galeries d'art, 1942-1946," 96. 
821 René Huyghe, "Le Salon" in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 346. 
822 Pougheon won the prix-de Rome in 1914 and would become professor at the École des Beaux-Arts in 1935, and was 
eventually promoted to "Inspecteur Principal de l’Enseignement Artistique" under Vichy in 1941. In 1937 he was a 
candidate to direct the Villa Medici in Rome and was elected member of the Institut in 1942. In the spring of 1942, he 
was named to Vichy's Comité d'organisation professionnelle des arts plastiques. The state purchased the painter's 
Peupliers argentés around 1929 and Le Serpent (fig. 131) from the Salon des Artistes Français in 1930.  In 1935 he 
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Aubry,823 Louis Billotey,824 Jean Dupas, 825 and Jean Depujols.826  Students of Albert Besnard, 

Jean-Léon Gerôme, and other professors of the École des Beaux-Arts, all of these painters had 

been recipients of the Prix de Rome before the First World War (figs 128-133).  Their style was 

marked by the dutiful treatment of contemporary scenes as classical allegories, melding some 

stylistic tics of the avant-garde with the painterly techniques of Ingres and the mannerist 

                                                        

 

produced a Fresco for the interiors of the Marie du XIV arrondissement (see fig. 90 from the chapter on Pedagogy). See 
Alice Massé, ed.  Robert Pougheon, Un classicisme de fantaisie. Exhibition catalogue (Montreuil: Gourcuff Gradenigo, 
2017). On his role during Vichy see Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, L’Art de la défaite, 152 and Laurence Bertrand 
Dorléac, Histoire de l'art 1940-1944, 65.   
823 Émile Aubry studied at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris and won the Prix de Rome in 1907 the same year as 
Billotey. In 1935 he was commissioned to paint l' Hommage aux morts de la Guerre in the 5th arrondissement and 
multiple canvases for the Algerian Pavilion as part of the 1931 Exposition Coloniale. In 1935 he was elected to the 
Academy des Beaux-Arts. 
824 After Louis Billotey won the Prix de Rome in 1907, the painter would go on to become a professor of drawing at the 
Academy des Beaux-Arts de Valenciennes.  Throughout the 1920s he produced a number of works as part of the repair 
efforts for churches in the north of France damaged during WWI, collaborating with sculptor Paul Landowski to 
redesign the interiors of Ciry-Salsogne church in Aisne (fig. 130).  In 1935 the French state purchased his Sacrifice 
d'Iphignie (fig. 128) and he was eventually selected to decorate one of the massive frescos inside the Pallais Chaillot 
for the 1937 International Exhibition.  Billotey would kill himself upon hearing of the arrival of German troops in June 
1940. Louis Billotey: L'Ambition classique. Exhibition catalogue. (Paris: Somogy, 2002).  
825 Dupas was the winner of the Prix de Rome in 1910, and in 1924 the state purchased his Femme et Oiseaux with the 
intention of reproducing the work at the manufactures de Sevres. In addition to also working on the Mairie du XIV 
arrondissement  (alongside his friend Pougheon), Dupas worked on a fresco for Saint Esprit, interiors for the iconic art 
deco steamship, the pacquebot Normandie in 1932-33, and was hired in 1938 to execute a fresco for La Bourse de 
Travail of Bordeaux, which he completed in 1942 (fig. 129). During the occupation Dupas temporarily headed the 
Comité d'oranisation professionelle des arts graphiques et plastiques.825 In 1941 he was also elected to the Academy 
des Beaux-Arts (part of the Institut de France) and in 1940 would head the Gobelins Factories and Schools. Jean 
Dupas: les dessins pour le grand salon du "Normandie, Galerie Alain Blondel (Paris: Imprimerie du Sonnet, 1980).  
826  Jean Despujol's trajectory, though his work resonates with the others, is somewhat of an outlier. He studied at the 
École des Beaux-Arts of Bordeaux before winning the Prix-de-Rome in 1914, the same year as Dupas. From 1924-
1936 he taught at the American school of art at Fontainebleau but left France in 1932 to travel to Laos, Cambodia and 
other colonies of French Indochina, eventually producing 360 works of his time there, some of which are today housed 
at the Meadows Museum of Art at Centenary College of Louisiana. A solo exhibition of his work scheduled at 
l'Orangerie in 1939 was cancelled due to the outbreak of war. It was then that he travelled to Louisiana, where he 
would spend the rest of his career.  The French state purchased two of his works between 1932-1934, the enigmatic 
portrait of his wife La Pensée, of 1929, (fig. 41) and Le Modèle letton, of 1932. In 1928 Depujols wrote a long and 
bizarre book of metaphysics that touches on esoteric well as Schopenhauerian and Nietzschean themes, including one 
of "Hypervouloir" which he terms his own version of the "will to power." In the second volume of this book, in a 
section on Beauty and Ugliness, he describes "order" as a state that transcends all domains of humanity, from aesthetics 
to biology:  
Jean Depujols (a.k.a. Janjol) L'épitikaire ou introduction humanisée a la jouissance intégrale, (Paris: Povoloszky, 
1928) II, 162; Jean Despujols, folder of biographical information and press clippings, Archives Musées des Années 30, 
Boulogne-Billancourt. 
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distortion of the figure.827  Despite the irreproachable pedigree and the great deal of state support 

received by these artists, in reality, these academics received little critical acclaim in even 

conservative criticism and histories of art. When books do discuss them, they do not dwell for 

very long on their works and disparage them for the most part. If in his 1933 work of art history 

Pierre du Colombier did note their existence, he would describe their work derogatively as a mix 

of "Greek archaism, even some quattrocento, with an infantile Cubism." Their painting, he goes 

on, has "satisfied no one. Neither advanced artists who rightly see in it a dilution of their efforts, 

nor a public that find in these painters precisely what they hate the most in modern painting: 

appearances that are often disagreeable."828 In 1931 Jacques-Émile Blanche mocked these 

painters for having fallen victim to the "malaria" of novelty by trying to meld the new with their 

academic training. As clichéd as the avant-garde and just "as sterile" he writes, "as the idealism of 

Winckelmann” he notes that "those most profoundly affected by the new, by originality, were 

those who escaped the lineage of the Prix de Rome: the Dupas, the Despujols, Emile Aubry, les 

Billotey.... the wind of revolt blows from the Left to the Right.829  Blanche would maintain these 

negative assessments in 1935 in his contribution to the "Salon" chapter in Huyghe's book.830  His 

                                                        

827 Their position, summarized by the critic Jacques Baschet on the occasion of an exhibition, was as such. "No 
disorder, no immobility either. Despite their talent, their notoriety, they still feel menaced by the troops of 
internationals that have invaded the great majority of galleries, that obsess our attention, that corrupt taste, demean 
knowledge and have succeeded in making us believe that the return to barbary is the march towards progress." "Pas de 
désordre, pas d’immobilité non plus. En dépit de leur talent, de leur notoriété, ils se sentent menacés par les troupes 
internationales qui se sont emparées de la grande majorité des galeries, obsèdent l’attention, faussent le goût, 
déconsidèrent le savoir et sont arrivés à faire croire que c’est marcher vers le progrès que de retourner à la barbarie." 
See Jacques Baschet's note in L’Illustration February 15, 1930. 
828 " Dupas, Despujols, Pougheon, plusieurs autres encore... mélangeaient à l'archaïsme grec et même à des aspects 
quattrocentistes, un cubisme assez enfantin. Cette tentative n'a bien entendu, satisfait personne, ni les artistes avancés 
qui y voyaient à juste titre un démarquage de leurs recherches, ni le public même qui trouvait chez ces peintres 
précisément ce qu'il déteste le plus dans la peinture moderne: des apparences souvent désagréables." Pierre du 
Colombier et Roland Manuel, Les Arts, 119-120. 
829 "Les plus profondément troublés par la recherche du neuf, de l'original, nous semblèrent ceux échappés de la filière 
du prix de Rome, les Dupas, les Despujols, Emile Aubry, les Billotey...Le vent de révolte soufflait de la droite à la 
gauche."  Jacques-Émile Blanche, Les Arts plastiques, 334-5.  
830"Complexe, un peu morbide et précieux- avec ses ressouvenirs de Beardsley" ... "nous semble en marge de toutes 
catégories."  Jacques-Émile Blanche "Les Artistes Français et la Nationale" in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 352.   
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references to Winkelmann and academicism refer to the discourse of Action Français art 

historians like Louis Dimier, who had linked the German art historian to the kind of false 

archaism espoused by the revolutionary David, reviled by royalists, which he contrasted to the 

harmonious and restrained classicism of Poussin, the representative of true French painting.831 In 

1937, Waldemar George, alluding to this school, had accused them of "deforming to the point of 

outrageousness,"832 and by 1944 Bernard Dorival would neglect them entirely; not one of them 

receives a mention in his book.  Though in theory the classicism, the tradition, the public 

accessibility, and the love of métier displayed by this school should have pleased those critical of 

the avant-garde, in an atmosphere where even conservative reactionaries like Camille Mauclair 

prized "independence," 833 their abuse of classicism and their archaism made them unpalatable to 

both the left and the right camps. 

 And yet, we must state for the record that despite an academicism that even the 

reactionaries decried, the political position of three of these painters was not unlike that of 

Mauclair or Rebatet. In 1933, in response to an article in Beaux-Arts praising Matisse's La Danse, 

Despujols, Pougheon and Dupas composed a letter to the revue protesting a painting they 

believed was flimsily executed, while preaching the necessity of revising artistic values. 834  After 

the publication of this article they would follow up with a second response, calling for an end to 

the forms that "only recall chaos," the stillborn "individual eurekas" and the "sterile attempts of 

the avant-garde."835 A few months later the group would write yet another letter to the journal. 

                                                        

831 Neil Mcwilliam, "Action Française, Classicism and the Dilemmas of Traditionalism in France," 275. 
832 " Tel Membre de l’Institut ou professeur a L’École des Beaux-Arts déforme à l’outrance..."Waldemar George "Le 
Nouveau Trocadero," l'Art et les artistes 33, no 122, May 1937, 263. 
833" In fact, when the reactionary was accused of hating modern art and only loving "pompiers" he would point to his 
past as an advocate of Manet, Degas, Renoir, Puvis, and Gauguin and announce himself as "an old and obstinate 
detractor of academicism."Vieil et obstiné détracteur de l'académisme." Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l’art vivant, 64. 
834 Jean Dupas, Jean Despujols, Eugène Robert Pougheon, "Une réponse. un manifeste" June 16, 1933, Beaux-Arts, 2.  
835 Jean Dupas, Robert Eugène Pougheon, Jean Despujols, Le Courrier de "Beaux-Arts" Beaux-Arts, July 21 1933  
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Ever more militant, they critiqued an article (written by the poster designer and activist Paul 

Colin) that had protested Hitler's policies in the arts and suggested the creation of a salon to 

celebrate modernism (figs 134-4). Defending Hitler's artistic policies as "a call to lyrical 

patriotism... [that embody] the spiritual, the healthy, the normal, all to safeguard the Germanic 

race"836 the trio of French painters opposed any protection of the avant-garde, specifying that 

modernism and the avant-garde were not synonymous. 

We are protesting against this defeatism that some call "modern" art (though it is not all 
modern art) , which is impotently incapable of expressing anything but the monstrous or 
the informe.837 

 

Demanding that France avoid any position regarding Hitler's policies, the three painters saw little 

problem with banning "degenerate art:" 

We, French painters, find nothing risible about this 'convocation of beauty' in a 'purifying 
retrospective" considering that those who criticize it are themselves the protagonists of 
human degradation, the unhappy consciousnesses for whom the world is nothing but a 
pretext for miserable evocations.838 
 

4.1.13 Conclusion of Section I 

In 1935, Huyghe pondered the fate of the artists he had included in his own history. Humbly 

aware of the shifting tides of historical renown, he wrote: 

If, by chance, some later readers fall upon this book, they might be shocked to see that we 
have given so much attention to so many ephemeral artists, just as we ourselves are 
shocked to see so many names that have fallen into silence when reading 19th century 
criticism. So as not to alter the complex physiognomy of our time, and to avoid the 

                                                        

836 "Cet appel au lyrisme patriotique...[qui s'adresse] au spirituel, au sain, au normal pour la sauvegarde de la race 
germanique" Jean Despujols, Jean Dupas, Robert Pougheon, "Trois artistes s'élèvent contre la protestation de Paul 
Colin" Beaux-Arts October 13, 1933. 
837" Nous protestons alors contre ce défaitisme dont vit un certain art dit "moderne" (qui n'est pas tout l'art moderne) 
impuissant à s'exprimer autrement que dans le monstrueux ou l'informe." Jean Despujols, Jean Dupas, Robert 
Pougheon, "Trois artistes s'élèvent contre la protestation de Paul Colin" Beaux-Arts October 13, 1933. 
838 "Nous, peintres français, nous trouvons pour le moins risible  cette 'convocation de beauté' dans une "rétrospective 
purifiante" lorsque parlent ainsi les protagonistes de la dégradation humaine, consciences malheureuses pour qui le 
monde n'est que prétexte à évocations misérables." Jean Despujols, Jean Dupas, Robert Pougheon, "Trois artistes 
s'élèvent contre la protestation de Paul Colin" Beaux-Arts, October 13, 1933. 
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sometimes outrageous and overly schematic work that the future will hold for us, we have 
given space to many names, some of whom will no longer be known in 20 years but will be 
joyful substance for the authors of doctoral dissertations.839 
 

Putting aside his prescience about my own project, in the first portion of this chapter, I have 

sought to reconstruct the vision of the future perceived by these historians- to show what it did 

and most importantly what it did not include.  If the earliest historical surveys of modern art in 

France are stories, the central characters are figurative artists, whose foils, the avant-garde, they 

ultimately defeat.  The names of these "victors" construct a genealogy French modernism that is 

patently at odds with the histories of modern art that French students consult today. For instance, 

Huyghe's canon of artists is totally absent from two popular survey texts both edited by Sorbonne 

professor Philippe Dagen. The first, Histoire de l’art: époque contemporaine: XIXe-XXIe siècles, 

published by Flammarion, and co-edited with Françoise Hamon, spans two and a half centuries 

but lists Duchamp's name 17 times and illustrates his works 3 times.840  The second, entitled L'art 

Français: le XX siècle, also published by Flammarion, spans only the 20th century and mentions 

Duchamp 44 times.841 Contrast this to the 12 mentions of Duchamp in Huyghe's Histoire de l'art 

contemporain, which only spans 70 years, or the 2 citations in Dorival’s text a decade later. In 

1944, the 'inventor' of the ready-made was a faded memory of avant-garde outrance. 

In today's histories, accounts of the interwar period follow a similar evolutionary framework to 

Barr's. Dagen's Époque contemporaine, meant for an audience of educated French readers, 

stresses the importance of internationalism and the revolutionary modernist movements of the 

                                                        

839 "Si par hasard, quelque lecteur plus tard tombait sur ce livre, il s'étonnerait que nous ayons prêté attention à tant 
d'artistes éphémères, comme nous nous étonnons de trouver dans la critique du XIXe siècles des noms tombés depuis 
au silence.  Pour ne point altérer la physionomie complexe de notre temps, pour point tenter déjà le travail de 
simplification souvent outrancier et trop schématique d'ailleurs que se réserve l'avenir, nous avons fait place à bien des 
noms, dont il ne sera plus question dans vingt ans et qui feront la joie de la pâture des auteurs de thèse en doctorat," 
René Huyghe, "Conclusion," in Histoire de l’art contemporain, 514. 
840 Philippe Dagen and Françoise Hamon, eds. Histoire de l’art: époque contemporaine: XIXe-XXIe siècles. (Paris: 
Flammarion, 2011) 
841 Philippe Dagen,  L'art français: le XXe siècle. (Paris: Flammarion, 2011)  
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early 20th century: 

These revolutions were international, and as powerful and decisive as fast and ubiquitous, 
taken up and reinterpreted elsewhere, in cities beyond their origins.  Exhibitions, influences 
transported by works of art and journals, correspondences, the travel of artists: for two 
decades Europe of the artists was synchronized to the same rhythm and shared ideas, form 
Paris to Moscow, from Vienna to Berlin, from Brussels to London.842 

 

 In contrast, French historians in the interwar period and Vichy were confident that the 

avant-gardes, even those spawned within its borders, had been foreign aberrations that distracted 

from the true narrative of French painting. Never mind that the figurative revival they lauded 

would not last after the Liberation, when the reversal of power and the shift of forces changed the 

fate of abstract artists and many of the supposedly headstrong painters of Jeune France (except 

Pignon and Fougeron) moved towards the abstract and the informel, now the heroic styles of 

freedom from totalitarianism. 

 To conclude this section, though I have tried to separate the content of these histories from 

their methodologies, it is worth considering how two different methods of explaining change 

produce two sets of historical data that are radically opposed. Given that Barr's own approach was 

informed by the anti-contextualist work of Alois Riegl (who refused to consider race and nation 

as factors for change) and an internationalist Utopianism, it is almost necessary that his genealogy 

would look radically different from a French historian's, focused on the evolving story of French 

art.  And perhaps the obsession with locating a national goal in a globalized movement is the 

reason that the narratives proposed in these books missed their mark, and are now radically, 

almost comically obsolete. 

 Here I have shown that the triumph of the avant-gardes of modernism was never an 

                                                        

842 Philippe Dagen and Françoise Hamon, eds. Époque Contemporaine: XIXe-XXIe siècles. Histoire de l’art (Paris: 
Flammiron, 2011), 243.  
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historical inevitability in France. I have sought to record the precise ways in which, through the 

production of scholarship, French historians wrote the avant-gardes out of history. In Part II, I 

will show the material repercussions of this historical consensus, which stunted the development 

of French national patrimony. This lack of historical foresight would eventually come at a great 

cost, in the post-war period, as French institutions now struggled to retrofit their narrative of 

modernism to match the one adopted by Barr in 1936. 

4.2  The State 

 The art historian Gérard Monnier has shown that the French state's orientation towards 

modern art had been rather open at the beginning of the century. With the acquisitions of works 

by Matisse and Marquet in 1904, the Fauves had been accepted into the public collections. From 

the beginning of the Third Republic, when it relinquished "official" control and direction over the 

arts, the state had agreed to support artists according to a policy of pluralism and eclecticism.843  

Though this should have benefitted all tendencies, in practice this was not the case. After 1905, 

Monnier describes an "exceptional degradation" in the policy of the state towards modernism, 

perhaps best exemplified in the sensationalist sequestering of Kahnweiler's modernist art trove 

and its liquidation, under the watch of a passive Directeur des Beaux-Arts Paul Léon, after the 

First World War.844 In his dissertation on art and the state in interwar France, Toby Norris 

confirms that the Ministry of Beaux-Arts and the purchasing committees responsible for yearly 

acquisitions had, on the whole, exercised a policy of benign neglect of modern art.  For one thing, 

works by the likes of Picasso, Utrillo or Matisse, sold through private galleries with an 
                                                        

843For more on this "pluralistic" doctrine of support see Jeanne Laurent: Arts & Pouvoirs en France: Histoire d'une 
démission artistique, and Nicholas Green, “‘All the Flowers in the Field’ The State, Liberalism and Art in France under 
the Early Third Republic,” Oxford Art Journal 10 no. 1 (1987):71-84. and Gérard Monnier, L'art et ses institutions en 
France.  See also the conclusion of this dissertation.  
844 Monnier cites Michel Hoog, "La Direction des beaux-arts et les fauves" Art de France (Paris 1963): 363-366, in 
Gérard Monnier, L'art et ses institutions en France,247-8  Jeanne Laurent has placed the decisive responsibility for the 
liquidation of Kahnweiler's and other sequestered art works on Paul Léon. Jeanne Laurent: Arts & Pouvoirs en France. 
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international clientele, were often beyond the means of a limited state budget, as Paul Léon had 

confessed already in 1925.845 But the problem was more systemic. 

4.2.1. No Home For Modern Art 

 That France had no institutional home for modern and contemporary art is in large part to 

blame.  In general, the idea of making a lasting place for the dedicated collection of modern art in 

France was a contentious one, as evinced by the debates surrounding the Musée du Luxembourg, 

which is what had passed for France's museum of living art from the 19th century until the end of 

the Third Republic. Established in 1818, the Luxembourg had not been created with a mandate to 

showcase contemporary art, but rather as a musée de passage, temporarily exhibiting the French 

state's most recent acquisitions of living artists (which it would display until their eventual 

transfer to the Louvre, usually about ten years after an artist's death). Relocated in 1884 to the site 

of the former Orangerie of Marie de Medici, in 1894, the museum had been the site of a scandal 

when state administrators unwilling to accept the canonization of modernist tendencies had 

blocked the donation of 67 Impressionist masterpieces by the heirs of Gustave Caillebotte (it 

would later accept a portion of these, housing them in a devoted wing of the building).846 

 Though Léonce Bénédite, the director of the Luxembourg (from 1891-1925) has been 

credited for his liberalism and cited as one of the first curators of the contemporary to work 

towards a "Museographic" logic,847 by the 1920s the Luxembourg was primarily known as a place 

                                                        

845 Florent Fels, "Entretien avec Paul Léon," Les Nouvelles Littéraires, June 6, 1925, 4. Cited in Chara Kolokytha, "The 
Debate over the creation of a Museum of Modern Art in Paris between the wars and the shaping of an evolutionary 
narrative for French art," 196. 
846 Though a deal was struck two years later so that 38 works were accepted and accommodated in a specially-built part 
of the building, the association of the Luxembourg with the failure of the French state to consecrate contemporaneity 
was not soon forgotten. The Luxembourg and its collection practices are explored in more depth in Alexis Clark, “A 
Republic of the Arts: Constructing Nineteenth-Century Art History at the Musée national du Luxembourg, 1871-1914,” 
(PhD Dissertation, Duke University, Durham, NC: 2014).  
847 "L'arrivée de Léonce Bénédite au Luxembourg marque donc, nous semble- t-il, une étape décisive dans l'émergence 
d'un projet muséographique raisonné pour l'art moderne en France." Luc Alary, "l'art vivant avant l'art moderne. Le 
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to see Impressionist works alongside academic works granted medals of honor at the Salon, 

hardly a true register of contemporary modern tendencies.  The 1931 catalogue enumerating all 

the works on display that year underscores this point. Scanning the most recent  acquisitions, one 

finds nothing but independent figurative art in a "middle-of-road" style or academic paintings, 

including Maurice Brianchon's Femmes à leur toilette (1930) Désire-Lucas 's L'Église dans la 

vallée (1928) Jean Despujols's la Pensée  (1929) (fig. 133), Henri Déziré's Portrait d'une jeune 

fille (1929), Georges d'Espagnat's Le Cavalier persan  (1928), Jean Dupas's La Dame en rouge 

(1927), Emile Aubry's Bacchanale (1929) Louis Billotey's Le Départ pour la chasse (1929) 

,Paul-Émile Gernez's Marine (1928), J.G Goulinat's Les Martigues (1928), Eugene Robert 

Pougheon's Le Serpent (1930) (fig. 131), and Horace Richebé's Vieux Port à Versailles (1929). 

The only recent works with modernist tendencies in this catalogue were those by André Lhote, 

including his Vue d'Avignon  (1930) and Henri Matisse's Le Buffet, (1928).848 

 Already in 1925 the double occasion of Bénédite's passing and the international attention 

of the Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs had brought to light the dissatisfaction and 

shame the institution inspired in many modern critics and artists, who began to call for 

alternatives in the form of a new museum of modern art in France.849  In 1926, the curator André 

Dezarrois would single out the failures of the Luxembourg as proof of the Beaux-Arts 

administration's contempt for living artists, arguing that a museum of modern art was owed to its 

                                                        

 

Musée du premier essai de muséographie pour "l'art vivant" en France, Revue d'histoire moderne et contemporaine 42, 
no. 2 (April-June 1995): 219-23; 235.  
848 The Buffet was a gift from the Association des Amis des Artistes Vivants. Louis Hautecoeur, Musée Nationale du 
Luxembourg. Catalogue des peintures et sculptures, Exhibition catalogue. (Paris: Musée du Luxembourg, 1931) 39.  
849 A complete history of the Luxembourg's failings and the earliest proposals for a museum of modern art is detailed in 
Chara Kolokytha, "The Debate over the creation of a Museum of Modern Art in Paris between the Wars and the 
Shaping of an Evolutionary Narrative for French art," 193-222. 
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living artists and its capital by the French state.850  A year later, Waldemar George wrote, "The 

Luxembourg has been for so many years not only confined to the expression of academic taste, 

but also a weapon in the hands of the members of the Institute." 851  But the institutional power of 

the Luxembourg to evolve was limited, given that it had no acquisitions budget of its own and 

depended on acquisitions made by the two commissions d'acquisition to augment its collections.  

This is in contrast to a municipal museum like the Petit Palais, which was run not by the Ministry 

of Beaux-Arts but by the city of Paris, and whose collections later on formed the Musée d'art 

moderne de la Ville de Paris.852  Issues of exhibition space also plagued the museum, 853 which 

could only make room for the display of new acquisitions after older works had been transferred 

to the Louvre. 854 

 In a 1930 article entitled " Pour la Création à Paris d’un Musée des Artistes Vivants," 

Christian Zervos pointed to the paradoxical position of a backwards France, whose contemporary 
                                                        

850 "la plus complète condamnation des ministres successifs et des hauts fonctionnaires des Beaux-arts dont pas un seul 
n’a su réaliser le Musée National d’art moderne que le pays doit à ses artistes vivants et à sa capitale." André Dezarrois, 
"Au Jeu de Paume le Musée des Écoles Etrangères," La Revue de l’art ancien et moderne, no. 49, 1926, 109-110. 
851 Waldemar George, "Art in France," The Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs, no. 51, 1927, 49-50, cited in Chara 
Kolokytha, Ibid, 212. 
852 The collections of the Musée d’art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, housed today opposite the Palais de Tokyo, were 
formed differently. At their foundations are the former collections of the Petit Palais (transferred in 1960). At the Petit 
Palais, owned by the city of Paris, only 1 to 10 works were acquired per year from 1906-1934. In 1935, under the 
direction of Raymond Escholier, named curator in 1933, a “Galerie des artistes de ce temps” would show contemporary 
art.  In 1936 and 1937, in anticipation of the “Maitres de l’art Indépendant” exhibition that would coincide with the 
International Exhibition, this pattern would shift dramatically, and 224 and 336 works were purchased each year, 
respectively. These purchases, which included the acquisition of works by Léger, Metzinger, Picasso, Vuillard, 
Bonnard, and Derain, are considered foundational to the collection as it stands today. See Gérard Audinet “La 
collection d’art moderne,” in Suzanne Pagé, ed, La Collection: Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris (Paris: 
Musées, 2009),2. 
853 The narrow halls and the windowed bays of the former greenhouse made the place stuffy, hot and unsuitable the 
display of paintings, especially larger canvases.  Complaints about these problems were not new. See Daniel J. 
Sherman, Worthy Monuments: Art Museums and the Politics of Culture in Nineteenth-Century France, (Cambridge 
Mass: Harvard University Press 1988), 23.  
854 These were problems that Louis Hautecoeur, when he became director of the museum in 1927, sought to address.  In 
1927 and 1928 an opportunity arose to include more works by living artists when works by Gauguin Rousseau and 
Seurat entered the Louvre and all the Impressionist works were also transferred from the Luxembourg, freeing up 
space. In February of 1929, he adopted a new procedure for acquisitions by the Luxembourg that would at once limit 
the kind of work admitted to the musée de passage while also ensuring a swifter circulation. First, only works passing 
before a special commission could be accepted through the doors. Second, every three years, the collections would be 
revised, and the works of artists born 80 years ago, dead or alive, would be sorted and sent either to national museums 
or to the Beaux-Arts administration.  Louis Hautecoeur, Musée Nationale du Luxembourg, Exhibition catalogue, 1931.   
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artists, though they filled the museums of London, Stockholm, Mannheim, Hanover, Berlin, 

Cologne, Prague, Chicago, New York and Philadelphia, had no contemporary art museum of their 

own. 855 Decrying a French state that did "absolutely nothing to preserve" contemporary art 

works, the best of which were already all in foreign collections or museums, Zervos called 

urgently for a museum that regrouped new art works of all tendencies so long as they "spoke to 

the vigorous personal talent and the high standards set by the École de Paris." Like the modern art 

museums elsewhere, the new museum of modern art, Zervos explicitly stated, would embrace 

artists of all nationalities: 

The works of all artists working in Paris and formed in Paris, independent of their 
nationality. Rooms would also be reserved for painters and sculptors living abroad, 
whose works complement the tendencies of those working here.856 

 

Presently, the Luxembourg's acquisition policies hindered this goal.  From 1922, under Bénédite's 

leadership, the Luxembourg had narrowed the scope of art works on display to include only 

works by French artists, while works by foreigners were now relegated to the Musée du Jeu de 

Paume, (and renamed the Musée des Écoles Étrangères in 1932).  Implied in this decision was the 

desire to maintain a distinction between a contemporary French and a "Foreign" school, further 

halting the institutional development of international modernism in France.  A comparison of 

pictures of the Luxembourg and those of the Musée des Écoles Étrangères from the same period 

speaks volumes, with the latter not only providing a much more accurate representation of 

                                                        

855 He spoke exceptionally of the Musée de Grenoble run by Pierre André Farcy (a.k.a. Andry-Farcy) who had been 
unusually prescient in his early acquisitions of Cubist and other avant-garde tendencies. Christian Zervos, " Pour la 
création à Paris d’un Musée des Artistes Vivants," Cahiers d’Art 6 no. 7 (1930): 337-339; 338. 
856 "Quelle que soit leur tendance artistique, pourvu seulement qu'elles témoignent d'un talent personnel et d'un effort 
vigoureux et de haute tenue, selon la tradition de l'École de Paris. On y admettrait les oeuvres de tous les artistes, 
travaillent à Paris et formés à Paris, indépendamment de leur nationalité. Des Salles seraient en outre réservées aux 
peintres et sculpteurs vivant à l'étranger et dont les recherches complètent celles des artistes qui travaillent chez nous." 
Christian Zervos, "Pour la création à Paris d’un Musée des Artistes Vivants," 339. 
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contemporary art, but also deploying modernised exhibition idioms (figs. 136-7). 

 As debates continued, the idea of a privately funded modernist museum emerged, with 

the American Gallery of Living Art, started by the collector A.E. Gallatin (established in 1927) 

and the Museum of Modern Art, (founded by a group of wealthy collectors in 1929) as models. In 

1925, the private collector Daniel Tzank, the president of the Société des Amateurs d'art et 

Collectionneurs, had suggested that he and his organization would support the idea.857 However, 

the willingness of the arts community to seek commercial support in such endeavors was rejected 

by conservatives who considered most art dealers foreign agents of destruction and were wedded 

to the idea of state patronage. Mauclair's repeated critique of commercial interference in state 

exhibitions abroad is one example.858  In September of 1930, he compared the merchant to "an 

occult Director of Beaux-Arts: the merchant places the arts under the absolute law of money."  

The French state, he continued, has often professed an "eclecticism that is above clans and 

theories." But this eclecticism, he wrote, "whether we like it or not, can no longer even apply if 

we give merchants the full license to never show abroad anything but a tendentious fraction [of 

our artistic production].859 In an article decrying the role of commerce in the arts penned by 

Mauclair's close colleague Maurice Feuillet (also a member of the Association des Critiques d'art 

Français), the author would juxtapose current works in the collections of the Luxembourg against 

avant-garde paintings by foreign artists that happened to have identical titles (fig 138). In these 

images, the discrepancy between the "subject" and the content of the avant-garde works was 
                                                        

857 André Warnod, "Pour un Musée d’Art Moderne à Paris," Commedia, February 22, 1925, 4.  On Tzank's response see 
Pedro Lorente, The Museums of Contemporary Art: Notion and Development. (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2013) 127.  
858 See also Neil McWilliam on Mauclair's early articulations of this argument.  Neil McWilliam, Une Esthétique de la 
réaction, introduction. 
859 "Le rôle du marchand est de plus en plus comparable à celui d'un directeur des beaux-arts occulte: le marchand 
place les arts sous la loi absolue de l'argent ...l'État a souvent témoigné de son désir d'éclectisme au-dessus des théories 
et des clans. Cet éclectisme, qu'on l'approuve ou non, ne peut même plus s'exercer si on laisse aux marchands licence 
de ne jamais montrer à l'étranger qu'une fraction tendancieuse." Camille Mauclair, "A qui droit" Figaro, September 22 
1930. 
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intended to demonstrate the damage that the "cartel" of art dealers would do to the representation 

of contemporary art in France. 860 

 Toby Norris argues that throughout the 1920s and 1930s, certain forward-thinking 

ministers, aware that the French state was behind in its acquisition of important works of 

modernism, sought to expand budgets to allow for special purchases of important works of the 

avant-garde.861  For the Luxembourg, an additional purchasing committee was created in 1929 (it 

would die in 1931),862 and Jean Cassou's appointment in 1938 may have motivated Hautecoeur to 

purchase more works by the Fauves between 1938-9. 863 Norris also points to a change in the 

state's acquisitions policy during the Popular Front between 1936 and 1937. The Minister of 

National Education Jean Zay was direct in calling for a new acquisitions policy to purchase more 

young artists, 864 and in 1936 a crédit exceptionnel of 6 million francs was set aside, resulting in 

                                                        

860 Maurice Feuillet, "L'art Français en Péril" Le Gaulois Artistique, May 28, 1929, pp. 275-279.  This is cited in 
Kolokytha, 204.  
 
861 Norris writes that during the tenure of Paul Léon as Minister of Beaux-Arts  (from 1919-1933) Léon Bérard 
(Ministre de l' Instruction Publique et Beaux-Arts 1919-1920/1921-4) Anatole de Monzie (Ministre de l' Instruction 
Publique et Beaux-Arts for 6 months in 1925, and Ministre de l'Éducation Nationale 1932-4) and André François-
Poncet  (Undersecretary of Beaux-Arts 1928-30) all criticized Léon’s reluctance to recognize advanced art. Norris 
argues that Anatole de Monzie’s return to the Minister of Education position in 1932 and the retirement of Paul Léon 
was significant because it led to the opening-up of artistic policy to modernism, “followed by a spate of acquisitions of 
works by leading modern artists in 1933."  See Toby Norris, "Modern Artists and the State in France between the Two 
World Wars," 22, 34.  
862 In 1929, a new Commission consultative des achats d’oeuvres d’artistes vivants destinées au musée du Luxembourg 
(Luxembourg commission) was spearheaded by André François-Poncet, sous-secrétaire d'État aux Beaux-arts in 1928. 
François-Poncet, an outspoken reformer advocating more financial investment from the state in the arts wanted “the 
Louvre in 1950 to be able to take the defining works of the preceding period from the Luxembourg… [with the goal] of 
choosing major works that are significant because of the place they occupy in the evolution of contemporary forms.” 
(Norris cites André Dezarrois, “Le budget des Beaux-Arts pour 1929” Bulletin des Arts Ancien et Modernes 
(Supplément de la Revue de l’art ancien et moderne)  no. 754, Jan 1929, 4-5.) This would be assigned at least 1/3 the 
annual purchasing budget. Norris suspects that Poncet was not a pro-modernist but rather aware of the propaganda 
potential of art as a kind of cultural diplomacy. The Commission du Luxembourg basically ended in 1931. In 1933, the 
state created a 39-member Committée Consultative Spéciale des Acquisitions de l’Etat aux espositions organisées par 
les six grands salons.  The positions were renewable every two years. Toby Norris, "Modern Artists and the State in 
France between the Two World Wars," 80, 76.  
863 On relationship between Hautecoeur and Cassou see Ibid, 138.    
864 "It is indispensable to reintegrate modem art, "l'art vivant", into French public life. For a long time there has been a 
gulf between l'art vivant and official art. This gulf must be filled. First, we will implement a new policy of acquisitions 
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purchases of works by Cubists Herbin, Marcoussis and Metzinger, as well as abstract artists 

Kandinsky, Tanguy, and Jean Crotti in 1937. However, as Norris explains, much of this budget 

was also spent on artists seeking financial aid or on mild modernists like Edmond Céria or Henri 

de Waroquier, who the state habitually supported.865  And in any case the Popular Front was too 

short-lived to reverse so much neglect and had already run its course by the close of the 30s – 

though the highest-level ministers in charge of Education and Beaux-Arts changed, Beaux-Arts 

officials, curators and purchasing committees for art did not change dramatically during this span 

of time. A conservative backlash after the Popular Front's demise would also effect acquisitions 

policy, with a décret severely shackling the purchasing power of the petite comité in 1939 to a 

budget of a paltry 6,000fr per art work.866 

4.2.2. Making History 

 Elaborating on the history I have summarized above, my own research, drawn from the 

records in the Archives Nationales, confirms and sharpens these observations of severe neglect.  

It also provides a fuller vision, however, of what artists the state did purchase and focus on as 

they neglected the avant-gardes.  As my findings will show below, there was a great deal of 

synchronicity between the narratives of art history produced in the interwar period and detailed 

above, and the acquisitions of the state. As mentioned in the opening pages of this chapter, the 

authors writing these books participated in two French state purchasing commissions that met 

                                                        

 

from artists. Some of the greatest living French painters, who feature honorably in museums abroad, are missing from 
French museums. We have cause to review how this gap can be filled and also to organize the purchasing of works of 
younger painters and sculptors more methodically. I should add that this acquisitions policy entails study and reform of 
provincial museums." Jean Zay, interviewed by Raymond Cogniat, "Les grands projets de M. Jean Zay, Ministre de 
l'éducation nationale" Beaux Arts,   212, January 22 1937, cited by Norris, "Modern Artists and the State in France 
between the Two World Wars," 216. 
865 Toby Norris, Ibid, 255 
866 Ibid, 262. 
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semi-regularly (and after the major salons) and that by default included members of the Beaux-

Arts administration, art historians and the curators of national museums.867 [See Appendix E for 

state purchasing bodies].   

 As members of these commissions these actors would have had the power to submit 

requests for specific art works to be purchased by the state.   The Commission consultative 

spéciale d'acquisitions aux expositions organisées par la Société des Artistes Français et la 

Société Nationale des Beaux-Arts, founded in 1905, was expanded in 1933 to include the Salon 

des Indépendants, the Tuileries and the Salon d'Automne and the Salon de la Société des Artistes 

Décoratifs, changing its name to he Commission Consultative Spéciale des Acquisitions de l’Etat 

aux expositions organisées par les six grands salons, also known as "la grande commission."868 

Those assigned a seat by default on la grande commission included a critical cross-section of 

personnel examined in the first part of this chapter:  the curator of the Luxembourg museum 

(Hautecoeur), the adjunct curator of the Luxembourg (Paul Ladoué from 1930-1938, Cassou after 

1938), the curator of the Jeu de Paume (André Dézarrois), the curator of paintings at the Louvre 

(either Jean Guiffrey, Paul Jamot, or Gabriel Rouchès), the adjunct curator of paintings at the 

Louvre (René Huyghe) as well as the director of National Museums and the Musée du Louvre.869 

This grande commission also included the president of each of the six Salons, the budget directors 

of the Beaux-Arts reporting to the Chamber of Deputies and the Sénat, the President of the 

Conseil des Musées Nationaux, and the President of the Société des Amis du Louvre, two chosen 

Institut members and a number of art critics or respected amateurs serving two-year terms. In the 

                                                        

867 Though these commissions are mentioned in other scholarship that treats the administration of the arts under the 
Third Republic, Toby Norris provides clearest explanation of these commissions and their function in the interwar 
period in his dissertation. Ibid, 147-52.  
868 The built-in necessity of purchasing works from the official salons was a kind of unofficial commitment to 
supporting the livelihood of these academics, an intractable patron-client relationship that may have impeded a more 
diverse purchasing policy and a more creative use of the budget. Ibid. 
869 Arrêté, commission consultative spéciale des acquisitions de l'État pour 1936, pour deux ans.  AN/ F21/ 4423 - 4425   
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year 1935, for instance, this commission included, amongst others, Louvre curators Guiffrey and 

Jamot, Luxembourg curator Hautecoeur, critics Waldemar George and Louis Vauxcelles, the 

academic painter Lucien Simon, Institut member and conservative poet Paul Valéry, and three 

names we will recognize from their role in Le Dessin: Mauclair, the painter J.G. Goulinat, editor 

Paul Ladoué (the adjunct curator at the Luxembourg) and Paul Léon, the Director-General of 

Beaux-Arts (and on the patronage committee of Le Dessin).  In that same year, the only 

progressive on the grande commission was André Dézarrois.870 The purchase of works by 

commission members Lucien Simon (two between 1932 and 1934) and J.G. Goulinat (eight 

between 1931-1939), both artists who had been featured in Le Dessin, demonstrate a clear 

nepotism whether or not these purchases occurred before or after they were seated members of 

the grande commission. Likewise, the purchase of two works by Christian Bérard (one of the 

"Neo-Humanists") in 1936, is probably thanks to Waldemar George's presence on the grande 

commission (he sat on it in 1925, 1928, 1933-1936, and 1938).871 

4.2.3. Two neglected Groups: The Avant-Gardes and Academics 

 Taking the names of 471 artists born on or after 1861 and active in France during the 

interwar period (drawn from books of art history written between 1931 and 1946, but also 

contemporary art history books on modern art), I tallied how many works by each artist were 

purchased by the state. 872  These findings provided a measurable way to demonstrate the extent to 

                                                        

870 AN/ F21/ 4423 - 4425 
871 Ibid. 
872 Artists names were compiled through a broad set of data, including the  indexes of interwar art history books (see 
Appendix D), important exhibitions of "independent" art (Les Maitres de l'art indépendant, Les origines et 
développement de l'art international indépendent, both from 1937, artists at the opening of the Musée Nationale d'Art 
Moderne in 1942, a list of the artists exhibiting in the "Figaro" exhibitions put on by Mauclair, and finally the names 
indexed in "canonical" surveys of modern art today (Philippe Dagen's two texts from 2011, and Art Since 1900, edited 
by Hal Foster et al). Against this list I checked the purchase records of each artist in the hand-written ledgers of annual 
purchases kept by the Ministry of Beaux-Arts and now held in the Archives Nationales (F21 / 4158  1 and 3). These 
tracked purchases between 1922-1939. I also combined this with an annotated inventory of archived dossiers from 
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which the French state systemically ignored some of the most important avant-garde artists 

(foreign and French) active in France and internationally during this period, while also showing 

which artists the state favored. Tallying the "modern" art (after Fauvism) purchased by the 

French state between 1922-1940 (the years for which I could acquire data) the record is rather 

pitiful with regard to the schools or tendencies listed below. Interestingly this does show that 

during this period, artists of the so-called "School of Paris" (the foreign and non-foreign-born) 

were purchased more frequently than those representative of Dada or Surrealism, suggesting that 

"foreignness" was not as much of a negative factor in state purchases as was being a member of 

the avant-gardes. 

Futurism 
Carlo Carra (1) 
Cubism 
Georges Braque (3) Robert Delaunay (3) Albert Gleizes (2) Auguste Herbin (1) 
School of Paris 
Marc Chagall (1) Léonard Foujita (2)  Alice Halicka (1) Moïse Kisling (2) Marie Laurencin (2) 
Mane-Katz (4)  Léon Zack (1) Natalia Gontcharova (2) Raoul Dufy (5) 
Dada 
Francis Picabia (2) 
Purism 
Amédée Ozenfant (1) 
Non-Objective Art 
Wassily Kandinsky (2) 
Surrealism 
Giorgio di Chirico (1) Salvador Dali (1) Yves Tanguy (1) 
 

                                                        

 

1931- 1940 (F/21/6721-F/21/7118, F/21/6721-F/21/7122), with artist's names detailing the number of purchases and 
commissions of each artist. See J. Pouëssel, "Commandes et achats d'oeuvres d'art par l'État (XXe siècle) Archives 
Nationales. Pierrefitte-sur-Seine: Archives Nationales, 1985.  https://www.siv.archives-
nationales.culture.gouv.fr/siv/rechercheconsultation/consultation/ir/pdfIR.action?irId=FRAN_IR_000227 (accessed 
August 22, 2018). Checking the list of artists against these documents I counted the number of times each artist from 
my list had been purchased by the state. Books used were Dagen, L'art français: le XXe siècle; Philippe Dagen and 
Françoise Hamon, eds. Histoire de l’art: époque contemporaine: XIXe-XXIe siècles, op. cit.  Hal Foster, Benjamin 
Buchloh, Rosalind Krauss, Yves-Alain Blois, eds. Art Since 1900, modernism, antimodernism, postmodernism (New 
York: Thames and Hudson, 2004).  The edition used by Foster is not the latest and the data could be updated using the 
most recent edition, though with results that were no different.  
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 But while artists representative of the School of Paris and the avant-gardes were 

evidently not purchasing priorities for the state, neither were academic painters, despite state 

commissions and institutional integration.  If, as I mentioned above, the academic school of 

Pougheon, Dupas, Billotey, Aubry and Despujols was tepidly received in the press and in 

historical surveys, the members of the group nonetheless saw financial and career success as 

professional artists. After winning the Prix de Rome, the trajectories of these career academics 

unfold predictably, for the most part, with regular state patronage for specific commissions within 

buildings and eventually positions within the École, seats at the Institut for Dupas and Pougheon, 

and roles within the Comité d'organisation professionnelle des arts plastiques during Vichy, a 

corporatist guild-like organization that would regulate the artistic professions and ensure a level 

of "quality" in output, meaning a certain kind of facture and representation. However, the 

paintings the state purchased by each artist were few, with 1-2 works purchased on average. 

 Despite the professional success granted these artists, their poor critical reception would 

ultimately play against them within the informal channels of power that determined state 

commissions and purchases. For instance, when René Huyghe was solicited to respond to a short-

list of artists who would be granted commissions from a budget of 8 million Francs to decorate 

the buildings of the 1937 exhibition, the curator mentioned that the state should "avoid" "the 

Dupas and Despujols (sic) that have served our large steamships."873 In his history of 

contemporary art, Pierre du Colombier would describe an academic system hardly discussed in 

critical literature nor supported by a market system, noting that even a state ostensibly charged 

with its support had all but abandoned it: 

                                                        

873Despujols had not worked on the Normandie but his style had been associated with this tendency. René Huyghe, 
letter to Huisman, n.d.  “Puissent-ils au moins nous éviter en peinture les Dupas ou les Despujols qui ont servi sur nos 
grands paquebots” AN F21 / 4078/A . 
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The authority that this milieu holds in the public's eyes is still considerable... But the 
group's official status does not equate, even in the eyes of the most timid amateurs, to a 
moral authority. If critics were divided between camps at the beginning of the century, 
we now witness all of them having passed to a single camp. The art of the "Artistes 
Français" has no art revues and hardly any galleries at its disposal, and yet it still subsists, 
prospers even, not only due to official commissions. We will remark that even the 
officials charged with dispensing commissions have secretly changed camps. If certain 
conventions force them not to disdain the Institut, they nonetheless take any occasion to 
smile at those that they themselves see also as true French art.874 

                                                        

874 “ L’autorité dont jouit ce milieu dans le public est pourtant encore grande…. Cependant cette autorité officielle ne 
s’accompagne, même auprès d’amateurs assez timide, d’aucune autorité morale.  On peut dire que la critique tout 
entière qui, vers le début du siècle, était encore fort partagée, à passé dans l’autre camp. Cet art des “Artistes Français” 
ne dispose d’aucune revue, n’a à sa disposition presque aucune galerie de marchands, et cependant il subsiste, il 
prospère et ce n’est pas uniquement le fait des commandes officielles. On remarquera en effet que les autorités 
dispentrices de commandes ont secrètement, elle aussi, change de camp. Si certaines convenances les obligent à ne 
point dédaigner l’Institut, elles profites de toutes les occasions pour sourire à ce qu’elles regardent, elles aussi comme 
l’art français véritable.” Pierre du Colombier et Roland Manuel, Les Arts, 118-119. 
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Table 4: Artists most commonly purchased by the French state, 1922- 1940. 
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4.2.4. Independent Figurative Art 

 Supporting neither academic painting nor the avant-garde, the dispensing commissions of 

the Third Republic favored instead what I can broadly call independent figurative art, much of it 

the same that had been featured in Huyghe's Histoire de l'art contemporain, and later, in Dorival's 

Étapes.  As Romy Golan has shown in her own work, this "Middle of the Roadism" was prized 

by conservatives in the interwar period, while Michèle Cone has shown that it was favored under 

administrators and art critics under Vichy.  As the anti-Semite collaborationist Lucien Rebatet 

had clearly stated, he wanted French art to land on a spectrum between an avant-garde he 

believed was foreign and Jewish and a polished academicism cultivated in the French academies, 

or as he put it, "Between the Jew and the Pompier." 875  In the first section of this chapter, I 

showed that interwar historians, like the historians writing under Vichy, also favored this kind of 

art and below, I will show that the French state during the interwar period followed suit. 

 Looking at the data I have of artists most regularly patronized by the state between 1922 

and 1940 (table 4) one finds that the art most frequently supported by the state tended to be 

representational, and sometimes rendered in a subdued Fauvist style, with the "selective 

assimilation" of Cubist affectations.876 Typical of the period, these are the works that historian 

Jean Clair has described as "nebulous" and difficult to categorize.877 Many of these names match 

those that Huyghe had detailed in his Histoire de l'art contemporain, including artists detailed in 

the chapters entitled "Le Retour au métier pictural” and "Les Tendances réalistes" as well as 

                                                        

875 See Michèle Cone, Artists Under Vichy, 15-21. 
876 The term used by Annick Lantenois to describe the "normative" art of the period. Annick Lantenois, "Analyse 
critique d'une formule 'retour à l'ordre'," Vingtième Siècle. no. 45 (Jan-March 1995) 40-53; 51.  
877 "Cette double décennie, entre les deux guerre reste à bien des égards une nébuleuse insaisissable à l'historien des 
formes." Jean Clair, ed. Les réalismes 1919-1939. Exhibition catalogue. (Paris: Centre George Pompidou, 1980), 12.  
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members of the Forces Nouvelles movements, and the painters that Roger Brielle had called the 

"liquidators" of the interwar period in Huyghe's Histoire de l'art contemporain. At the top of this 

list of most frequently purchased artists are Henry de Waroquier, who received at least 16 

commissions or purchases from the state during this period, Edmond Céria, a watercolorist 

known for his views of Venice and scenic parts of France (16 purchases), Othon Friesz (15), 

Robert Lotiron (15), Maurice Vlaminck (14), Hubert Yencesse (14), Jules Zingg (13), Albert 

Marquet (13), Poncelet (13) Roger Chapelain-Midy (12) Robert Oudot (12) André Planson (12) 

and Jean Aujame (10). 

 Another interesting finding in my data shows that out of the top twenty-five most-

purchased painters three of these (Chapelain-Midy, J.G. Goulinat, and Jean Paul Hugues) had 

exhibited at the Figaro exhibitions against "the bolshevists of the pallet and the anti-French 

metèques," organized by Camille Mauclair between 1929 and 1932878  Moreover, a comparison of 

state purchase lists and a list of artists (Appendix F), who had been included in the series of 18 

exhibitions organized by Camille Mauclair between November 1929 and 1932  at the luxurious 

new offices of Figaro, shows a significant overlap. (Appendix G). 

 First, I have found that at least 41 of the artists willing to participate in this reactionary 

event and to associate themselves with an angry populist like Mauclair were also artists purchased 

by the state. Indeed, that the exhibitions were taken seriously enough by French officials to attract 

the presence of Luxembourg curator Louis Hautecœur, already supports this claim, 879 and we 

now know that they were regular and quite frequent recipients of state support. For instance 

Roger Chapelain-Midy, who exhibited three times at the Figaro offices, saw 12 state purchases 

                                                        

878 " Servir le gout français devant les bolchevistes de la palette et les métèques d' anti-France..." Camille Mauclair "La 
leçon des expositions du Figaro," Figaro, June 14, 1932, 1-2. 
879 Katia Papandreopoulou "Camille Mauclair (1872-1945) Critique et historien de l'art: Une leçon de nationalisme 
pictural," 416. 
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between 1922-1940.  Jules Zingg, who exhibited once in the Figaro offices, had 14 of his works 

purchased by the state during this period, and J.G. Goulinat, a landscape painter and regular 

contributor to Le Dessin who participated in two of the Figaro exhibitions, saw his works 

purchased 9 times by the state between these dates. Moreover, 12 of the artists exhibiting in the 

Figaro exhibitions were purchased by the Vichy regime between 1940- August 25, 1944. 

 My second and perhaps more provocative finding is that between 1930 and 1931, at the 

height of Mauclair's reactionary campaign, the French state actually purchased works of art 

directly from the Figaro shows, confirming Camille Mauclair's boast of the "numerous" 

purchases by both private citizens and the state from his exhibitions.880 By matching the dates 

and titles of state purchase records with information about each of Mauclair's exhibitions printed 

in Le Figaro, I can say with certainty that at least five works by four artists (Horace Richebé, J.G 

Goulinat, Desiré Lucas, and Paul Jean Hugues) were purchased by the state directly from the 

Figaro exhibitions, four of these chosen from a single exhibition, which opened on March 4, 

1930. Indeed, the painting of a port in Marseille by Richebé that had featured in the Luxembourg 

catalogue of 1931 (see above) was almost certainly purchased at this March exhibition organized 

by Mauclair. (Appendix G, again) 

 One might expect that one of the reasons that these artists participating in the Figaro 

exhibitions are also in state ledgers was their adhesion to the Société des Artistes Français (SAF) 

or the Societé Nationale des Beaux-Arts (SNBA).  Indeed, the grande commission purchased a 

significant portion of their works from these Salons, as part of their mandate.  Of the 163 artists 

included in my data set purchased by the state, 35 were members of the SAF and 21 were 
                                                        

880See for instance, Camille Mauclair "La leçon des expositions du Figaro" Figaro June 14, 1932, 1-2. See also a letter 
from Camille Mauclair, to Maurice Denis soliciting works for the Figaro exhibitions to take place between November 
31 and July 1932. Denis had sent works to the 1929 exhibition, and Mauclair would ask him in this letter to send once 
more. He says that the series is “de plus en plus visitées, avec plusieurs achats de l’Etat, n’ont cessé de gagner en 
qualité." Archives Maurice Denis, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France, MS 77806. 
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members of SNBA. But as for the artists in Mauclair's exhibition purchased by the state, it does 

not seem that membership to these societies was necessarily the determining factor for state 

interest. Of the 41 artists exhibiting with Figaro who had also received state commissions or 

purchases, only 17 were members of the SAF while only 7 were members of the SNBA. Thus, 

whether they were members of these elite societies or not, my data show a significant overlap 

between the tastes of Mauclair and the choices of the French state's purchasing committee 

between 1922-1940. 

 It is worth mentioning two counterintuitive findings that stand out when we look at this 

list of Figaro artists, findings that contradict what we would imagine to be a rather 

straightforward display of chauvinism.  The first is that despite the nationalism of these events, 

foreigners were in fact invited to display art - for instance, the Russians M and Mme Braïlovsky 

and the Peruvian E.D. Barreda (who had exhibited in February 1931). While Mauclair had 

maligned foreign artists, his ire was directed squarely at foreign modernists and he had specified 

that these should not be confused with " foreigners who respect our traditions."881 Second, many 

of the exhibitors in these Figaro exhibitions were women painters, demonstrating the extent to 

which women were complicit in anti-modernist movements. But putting this aside, overall, what 

these findings show is a significant overlap of aesthetic choices between anti-avant gardeist and 

reactionary forces and the choices of the grande commission. Mauclair himself had been part of 

the grande commission in the years 1933, 1934, and 1935, and we can see now his anti-modernist 

activism extended beyond his "negative" jeremaids aimed at the public. This reactionary writer 

affected state purchases, with the state implementing his anti-modernism in a "positive" sense. 

                                                        

881 ..."nullement confondus avec les étrangers respectueux de nos traditions." Camille Mauclair "La leçon des 
expositions du Figaro" Figaro, June 14, 1932, 1-2. 
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 There were, however, limits to the reach of Mauclair's influence, thanks to the tempering 

effect of more progressive committee members and arts administrators.  Despite his extensive 

connections to members of the state, education, and fine arts ministries, with political changes to 

the composition of the Beaux-Arts ministry, Mauclair's influence was ultimately limited. This is 

evinced by the writer's failed bid (the last of several) to enter into the more exclusive Conseil 

Supérieur des Beaux-Arts (CSBA) in 1934.882  Created by Félix Faure in 1875 as a 55-member 

council intended to oversee policy, budget, and other large-scale changes to the Beaux-Arts, by 

1931 the council had expanded to 94 members, including 48 "membres de droit et 

représentatives" (ex officio members, from state and regional museums, elected politicians, and 

fine arts administrators) 28 artists, and finally 18 members nominated for their "distinction in the 

knowledge of the arts." As revealed by a dossier in the Archives Nationales, between 1934-5, 

Mauclair had sought a seat on the council, possibly in light of the fact that in 1935 the number of 

"personnes distinguées" would increase to 19. The dossier contains Mauclair's short letter of 

application and a hastily written CV, the bold cursive of his younger days now in a halting 

arthritic block letters. 883  It also includes two letters of recommendation (figs 139-140), one from 

Aimé Berthod,884 Minister of National Education, dated June 13 1934, and another dated June 20 

1935 from Édouard Herriot, “Ministre d’État” in 1935 under Gaston Doumergue and a three-time 

President of the Chamber of Deputies. 

                                                        

882 Genet-Delacroix writes of multiple failed bids between 1890 and 1935, Marie-Claude Genet-Delacroix, Art et État 
sous la IIIe République: Le Système des Beaux-Arts. (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne,  1992),  99 fn123 
883 Notes in the Archives Nationales specified that Mauclair was replacing the seat of Armand Dayot or Paul 
Guillaume, both dead in 1934. Neither of these members are listed in Marie Genet-Delacroix's account of the Conseil 
Supérieur des Beaux-Arts but an additional seat was added in 1935.  See Art et état sous la IIIe République, Table 2, 
number IV, 37,  and Table 7, 40. 
884 Aimé Berthod was Sous-Secrétaire d’Etat des Beaux-Arts from Dec 1930 to Jan 1931 under Théodore Steeg.  He 
was Minister of Pensions for Herriot’s government from 1932 until 1934 and from 1934-35 Ministre de l’Education 
Nationale under the governments of Edouard Daladier and Gaston Doumergue. 
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 By all indications, Mauclair's application was cause for alarm. When it was seen by 

Georges Huisman, (who had been appointed Directeur Général des Beaux-Arts in 1934, replacing 

Paul Léon), it was annotated with an underscored note to reject the application and marked 

URGENT. Then, enclosed in the nomination dossier is a letter to Herriot from M. Girel 

(Huisman's secretary) also marked URGENT. It tactfully informs the former prime minister that 

plans to revise the council's composition prevent Huisman from granting Mauclair's or any other 

seat to the council for the time being: 

Mr President, you have certainly drawn my attention to Camille Mauclair's desire to be 
admitted to the Conseil Supérieur des Beaux-Arts. I would have been [illegible] happy to 
have granted you these terms but I have the honor of informing you that a [illegible] to 
reorganize the superieur conseil is currently underway and it is momentarily impossible 
to designate a single new member. In these conditions I do not have the current capacity 
to grant a favorable outcome to the request of M. Mauclair. Regrettably, G. Girel.885 

 

An official rejection letter signed by Mr. Roustan, (who Mauclair had claimed to be a friend of 

his) dated July 25, 1935, says more of the same. 

 But the question remains: was the council really reorganizing or was this an attempt to 

block Mauclair's nomination to a position of power? The fact that a similar letter penned by 

Huisman on October 29 rejected the nomination of critic George Besson, director of Cahiers 

d'aujourd'hui, leads one to believe this claim. But around the same time Huisman himself had 

submitted his own nomination, recommending the critic Yvanhoe Rmabosson to the council with 

a letter stating "M. Yvanhoe Rmabosson would like to take part in the Conseil Supérieur des 

                                                        

885 "Monsieur le président, vous avez bien voulu attiré mon attention sur le désir de Camille Mauclair d’être admis au 
Conseil supérieure des Beaux Arts. J’auras été  [illegible] heureux de vous être agréable en la circonstance mais j’ai 
l’honneur de vous faire connaître qu’un [illegible] réorganisation du conseil supérieure est à l’étude et il n’est 
momentanément procédé à aucune désignation du nouveau membre. Dans ces conditions je n’ai pas la possibilité 
actuellement de  [illegible]  une suite favorable a la demande de M. Mauclair. Je vous [illegible]  regrets  G. Girel" 
Letter from G. Girel, Monsieur le Ministre Édouard Herriot. July 2, 1935. ANF21/4711, folder 5. 
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Beaux-Arts. He is a very amiable critic."886 Though Marie-Claude Genet-Delacroix admits she 

cannot fathom "the nature of this ostracism” it is highly possible that the excuse of an impending 

reorganization was a white lie to prevent the accession of a well-known partisan reactionary to 

the CSBA.887 If his handling of the architectural commission for the renovations of the Trocadéro 

(anticipating the 1937 international exhibition) are any indication, Huisman was not above 

nepotism and favoritism.888 

 It is telling that in 1936, upon the election of the Popular Front and the consequent shift 

in power to the left that gave Huisman more administrative power, one of the first things that the 

minister would do is to oust Mauclair completely from the grande commission for purchases.  

That same season, Huisman composed a letter to Vincent Poli, the Chef du Bureau des Travaux 

d'art, informing him that he intended to put the petite commission to work," while also nominating 

René Huyghe to the list of its members. 889 This smaller commission, started in 1933 and devoted 

"exclusively to the enrichment of national collections" consisted of six members: the Director 

General of Beaux-Arts (Huisman), le Chef du Service des Travaux d'arts, l'Administrateur du 

Mobilier National, along with curators and adjunct curators of a national museum (one each), and 

an art amateur, the last three being annually nominated but renewable positions.890 

Huisman's actions demonstrate that the Beaux-Arts administration of the interwar period, far from 

being a monolithic entity, was subject to internal power struggles and divided between 

                                                        

886 "M. Yvanhoe Rmabosson souhaiterait faire partie du Conseil Supérieur des Beaux-Arts. C’est un critique très 
sympathique.” George Huisman, letter of nomination Monsieur Moullé for the critic  Yvanhoe Rmabosson October 9, 
1934, ANF21/4711, folder 5 
887 Marie-Claude Genet-Delacroix,  Art et état sous la IIIe République, 99-100, fn 123. 
888 Despite a public competition and winners announced for the rebuilding of the Trocadero, following changes to the 
budget, Huisman pivoted and chose a new architectural scheme of Carlu, (his friend) Boileau, and Azema without a 
public competition. See Toby Norris, "Modern Artists and the State in France between the Two World Wars," 172-3.  
889 Letter from Georges Huisman to Monsieur Poli, October 5 1936, AN F21/4758  
890 AN Cote F21/4758. 
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reactionary and more forward-thinking forces.891 In 1936, the Director General had sought to do 

all he could to bind Mauclair's hands and to ensure that Huyghe was taking part in the petite 

commission. In 1938 the petite commission approved the purchase of works that Huyghe had 

heavily promoted in his history of art: Othon Friesz (for 28,000 francs), a work by Céria (for 

8,000 francs.) and a work by Henri Waroquier for 16,000 francs, That year the petite commission 

also approved purchases from Forces Nouvelles members Oudot and Georges Rohner (La torrent 

dans la forêt.) 892 

4.2.4. Taking Count 

 If the state purchases themselves testify to the kind of modern art that the French state 

considered historically important, it is instructive to compare this narrative to our present-day 

narrative of modernism. The 14 modern artists mentioned most in Dagen's L'Art Français- le XXe 

siècle are, (in order of most frequently cited): Picasso, Fernand Léger, Matisse, Braque, 

Delaunay, André Derain, Duchamp, Man Ray, Joan Miró, Max Ernst, Pierre Bonnard, Francis 

Picabia, and André Masson, a mixture of Frenchmen and foreigners, but mostly members of the 

avant-gardes. In Dagen's co-edited international survey of modern and contemporary art, Histoire 

de l'art: l'époque contemporaine, written that same year, the line-up changes slightly but remains 

more or less the same with the most frequent citations going to Picasso, Braque, Derain, Fernand 

Léger, Robert Delaunay, Duchamp, Wassily Kandinsky, Pierre Bonnard, Piet Mondrian, Francis 

Picabia, Jean Arp, Paul Klee, and Maurice Denis.893   

 However, if we are to compare the modern works that art historians today in France 

                                                        

891 Pascal Ory, La Belle Illusion: Culture et politique sous le signe du Front Populaire 1935-1938.  (Paris: Plon, 1994), 
275. 
892 AN Cote F21/4758 
893 Philippe Dagen and Françoise Hamon, eds. Histoire de l’art: époque contemporaine: XIXe-XXIe siècles. (Paris: 
Flammarion, 2011) 
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consider the most important (table 5) and the most frequently purchased works by the French 

state (table 4) during the modern period, the results are quite stark (table 6). The state focused 

very little if at all on the most commonly-cited artists discussed by Dagen.   The deficiencies in 

the French State's purchases of modernism are more marked still, if we are to compare them to an 

American survey of modern art like Hal Foster, Benjamin Buchloh, Yves Alain-Bois and 

Rosalind Krauss's  Art Since 1900: Modernism, Antimodernism, Post-Modernism, which includes 

more Russian modernists and non-objective painters amongst its most frequently cited, and 

privileges Duchamp above all (table 7). 894  With the exception of Matisse (who was only 

belatedly considered, as we saw above) and Kandinsky (a small gouache purchased in 1937, 

probably thanks to André Dézarrois) the rest of these artists had not been purchased by the French 

state before the end of the Second World War. Meanwhile, if we are to reverse how some of these 

graphs are sorted to privilege French state purchases, we will see that very few of the top artists 

purchased by the French state during the modern period are still remembered in surveys of 

modern histories today, underscoring the disparity between two narratives of modernism, the 

state's and the avant-garde's (table 8). 

                                                        

894 The most frequently cited in Art Since 1900 are Duchamp, Picasso, Matisse, Mondrian, Aleksander Rodchenko, 
Vladimir Tatlin, El Lissitzky, Wassily Kandinsky, Kasimir Malevich, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Max Ernst, George 
Braque, and Paul Klee.  
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Table 5: Most commonly cited modern artists in Philippe Dagen, L'art Français: XXè siècle 
Paris: Flammarion, 2011. 
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Table 6: Number of Purchases by the French State, 1922-1940, vs. Mentions of a Modern Artist's Name in Dagen, L'art en 
France: le XXème siècle (2011)  
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Table 7: Number of Purchases by the French State, 1922-1940 vs. Mentions of a Modern Artist's Name in Hal Foster et. al. Art Since 1900 
(2004)  
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Table 8: Purchases by the French State, 1922-1940 vs. Mentions of a Modern Artist's Name in Dagen, L'art en France: XXème siècle 
(2011) 
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 Of course all of this depends on what it meant for the French state to purchase works of 

art from an artist.  From the end of the 19th century onwards, the Third Republic had practiced a 

two-track purchasing rationale: it would buy works of art that were historically important but it 

would also return to the Salon before its closing date to purchase works of art by artists who had 

submitted written requests for state support, functioning essentially as a kind of financial aid.895 Is 

it possible that those works of art purchased from the Figaro exhibitions were done so at the 

behest of career artists struggling to find representation in a private dealer market that favored 

modernism? The very low price tags suggest these works were not highly valued collectors' 

pieces destined to enrich state collections but instead bought to help artists struggling during a 

very soft post-depression art market.  Their destinations were most likely as decoration on the 

walls of ministerial bureaux. And though this might not technically count as an encouragement, 

might we nonetheless read such aid as a kind of validation, and a tribute of support and a 

preference over the aid of the avant-garde and modernists? As Gérard Monnier writes, "it was not 

for lack of information on new forms of art that the state kept them at a remove from purchases 

and ‘encouragements’."896  Though on the surface, the Third Republic had claimed a policy of 

eclecticism, in practice, its purchases clearly reflected the narratives of reactionaries and 

conservatives. 

4.2.5. Independent Art vs. Avant-Garde Art 

 In 1937, on the occasion of the International exhibition, two exhibitions devoted to 

modern art were held in Paris: "Les maîtres de l'art indépendant: 1985-1937" held at the Petit 

                                                        

895 Gérard Monnier, L'art et ses institutions en France, 247. 
896 "Ce n'est pas par défaut d'information sur les formes récentes de l'art que l'Etat les écarte de ses achats et de ses 
'encouragements.' " Ibid. 
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Palais and curated by the critic and novelist Raymond Escholier ("Maîtres"), and "Les origines et 

développement de l'art international indépendant" held at the at the Jeu de Paume  (the Museum 

devoted to foreign contemporary art) and organized by that museum's curator, André Dezarrois 

("Origines"). The two exhibitions shared some artists between them, and the organizers of both 

carefully chose to use the term "independent" and not "modern," indicating the anxiety and 

ambivalence around that term at the time.897  However a closer look at both exhibits reveals that 

each proposed a radically different narrative of "independent" art. 

 The "Maîtres" exhibition was sponsored by the City of Paris and included more than 1,500 

works of art dating between 1895-1937. The exhibition would mark one of the first "official" 

retrospectives of modernism, featuring all tendencies, including the "School of Paris," which 

Escholier specified had "come from all corners of the world," but who were "Parisians above 

all."898  Supportive critics acknowledged that the "Maîtres" exhibition finally did justice to these 

modern artists by reuniting them in an "official exhibition of consecration and glory."899  As 

James Herbert writes, the exhibition was intended as the municipality's response to the staid 

"Chefs d'oeuvre de l'art français" exhibition that had been organized by the Musées Nationaux 

and the French state, underscoring the "image of a city whose broad tolerance of individual 

caprice made it the international capital for a great flashing moment of cosmopolitan creativity." 

900. As Herbert has shown, the exhibition stirred up resentment amongst conservatives unwilling 

                                                        

897 The original title of the "Maitres" exhibition, "Maitres de l'Art Vivant" was altered to accommodate the Société 
Nationale and the Artistes Français, who felt offended that they themselves, were also living but had not been included 
in the category "l'Art Vivant."   
898 Raymond Escholier, "Préambule" Les maîtres de l'art indépendant, 1895-1937" (Paris: Editions Arts et Métiers 
Graphiques, 1937), 5, cited by James D. Herbert, Paris 1937, Worlds on Display, 102.   
899 Charles Fegdal, "Chefs d'oeuvres indépendants, au Petit Palais" Semaine à Paris, July 30-Aug 5 1937, cited by Ibid, 
104.  
900 Ibid, 103. 
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to equate cosmopolitanism and French nationhood.901 The exhibition also drew ire from academic 

painters of the SNBA and the SAF.  Though Escholier had originally chosen the title "Les maîtres 

de l'art vivant," representatives of these two organizations pressured him to change the title, as 

the term, did not apply to also living artists like themselves. 902 

 Nor did the exhibition please the avant-gardes. Though this modernist narrative would 

explicitly include "the School of Paris," it did not include the avant-gardes. Surrealism and 

abstract tendencies were noticeably absent (the latter was only represented by Robert Delaunay, 

of whom only figurative works were selected).903  On the whole, a glance at the artists included in  

"Maîtres" shows parallels to the "juste milieu" of the state's eclectic purchasing policy, including 

state favorites Céria, Waroquier, Friesz, Robert Lotiron and Chapelain-Midy.  It also included a 

painter like Paul Émile Gernez, who had shown at Camille Mauclair's Figaro exhibitions. As 

Michel Hoog has pointed out, the exhibition's vast scope sought to please too many, and was 

"proof of an indulgent eclecticism, a ship heavily loaded with copious ensembles of artists who, 

                                                        

901 Meanwhile, the city of Paris's open support of some modernist tendencies raised ire in municipal politicians like the 
Conseiller René Guillon, who felt that the exhibit gave undue praise to experimental tendencies that he felt were passé. 
At a meeting of the Municipal Council on December 17, 1937, Guillon referenced the tired truism linking modernism 
to German aesthetics while paradoxically defending the Nazi regime's purge of modernism. The times were changing 
and modern art was "out of style" he insisted: " Il y a dans le goût de certains artistes modernes... quelque chose de 
malsain, de morbide. Je voudrais vous indiquer enfin que cet art qu'on veut nous faire admirer comme "avancé" est 
d'ores et déjà un art dépassé et démodé. Ce qui est certain, c'est que l'Allemagne, d'où il est venu l'a rejeté, l'a 
littéralement vomi, en même temps que le marxisme, également inventé par elle, depuis l'avènement du régime Nazi, et 
il y a eu cet été à Munich, une exposition officielle destinée à en vouer."  Guillon's speech was reprinted in La revue 
hebdomadaire Jan 15 1938.  Cited by Patrick Weiser, " L’Exposition internationale, l’Etat et les beaux-arts," in Paris 
1937-Paris 1957. Exhibition catalogue. (Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou, 1981): 56-63, 58. See also Herbert, Paris 
1937: Worlds on Display, 104.   
902 For the opposition to the title of the exhibition see, Bulletin municipal de la Ville de Paris, June 16 1937, cited by 
Herbert, Paris 1937, Worlds on Display, 10, 103, fn 49.  
903 Michel Hoog "Origine et développent de l'art international indépendent " Paris 1937, l'art indépendant. Exhibition 
catalogue (Paris: Musée d'art moderne de la Ville de Paris, 1987): 22-28, 24.   
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even at the time, were considered minor and had fallen into obscurity," and ultimately betrayed a 

"confusion of values."904 

 In contrast, the list of artists included in the "Origines" exhibition at the Jeu de Paume has 

more affinities with Barr's own choices for his 1936 exhibition. 905  This exhibition provided a 

narrative of modernism writ-large internationally, and only included French works of art when, as 

the catalogue’s opening statement read, "they explain the sources from which these [featured] 

artists have dug."906  The similarity to Barr's modernist narrative was evident in the unsigned 

catalogue essay written by Zervos, entitled, "From Cézanne to Non-Figurative Art." It expanded 

on movements like Dada, Surrealism, but also Constructivism and Neo-Plasticism, subjects rarely 

treated in most art-historical accounts of the period and totally ignored in Raymond Escholier's 

"Maîtres." Demonstrating the flexibility with which the established "masters" of modernism 

could now be repurposed for differing narratives of modernism, Zervos's essay located the origins 

of Kandinsky' s non-figurative art in Matisse and Cézanne, while insisting that Jean Hélion was 

primarily inspired by Poussin. Tatlin, Malevich, and El Lizzitsky are acknowledged but a note 

reads that due to a "lack of time" the organizers were unable to import their works.  The 

exhibition also honored art works from "Afrique Noire," Polynesia, Oceania, and New Zealand, 

though as is typical of the period, these were displayed as authorless and undated. The catalogue 

statement justified their presence by explaining that the African works chosen had helped the 

                                                        

904 "Au Petit Palais on avait fait preuve d'un éclectisme indulgent et on avait lourdement chargé la barque d'ensembles 
bien copieux d'artistes qui même à l'époque, étaient considérés comme mineurs et sont tombés dans l'oublie." Michael 
Hoog "Origine et développent de l'art international indépendent," 24. 
905 See Susan Noyes Platt, " Modernism, Formalism, and Politics: The Cubism Abstract Art Exhibition of 1936 at the 
Museum of Modern Art (1936)," and Chara Kolokytha, "The Debate over the creation of a Museum of Modern Art in 
Paris." 
906 "La participation française y est réduite aux seules oeuvres qui expliquent les sources auxquelles ces artistes ont 
puisé," Unsigned (Jean Cassou) Origines et Développement de l'art international indépendant Exhibition catalogue. 
(Paris: Musée du Jeu de Paume, 1937),1.   
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formation of Cubism, while the Polynesian works had been an influence on the research of 

Surrealist artists. 907 

 The angle of the exhibition can be explained by the pro-avant-gardist organizing 

committee, which alongside Dezarrois, included Georges Braque, Jean Cassou, modernist 

collectors Marie Cuttoli and Henri Laugier, Paul Éluard, Fernand Léger, Louis Marcoussis, Henri 

Matisse, Pablo Picasso, Maurice Raynal, Georges-Henri Rivière and, most important, Dezarrois's 

close friend Christian Zervos. Letters from Zervos to Dezarrois, like the one insisting on the " 

historical importance" of Picasso's sculptural heads, and asking the curator to include them 

(despite the fact that they had "frightened" him at first sight, despite the inevitable "sarcasm" of 

the press at large) attest to his important role in shaping the exhibition content. 908 

In general, there seems to have been anxiety around what would ultimately be one of the first 

large-scale retrospective exhibitions of "international modernism" in France. Following the 

success and impact of Barr's exhibition, which for the first time placed abstraction boldly at the 

center of the modernist narrative, the savviest avant-garde artists now voiced their concerns to 

Dezarrois about how they would be included in this quickly consolidating narrative. Take for 

instance a letter from 1937 by Kandinsky that clarifies for the French curator (who may not have 

perceived the differences) the two "paths" of abstraction emerging from Cézanne – a geometric, 

"Cubist" one, which leads then to Constructivism, and another, "art abstrait" which he calls 

concrete. His letter, which also includes a persuasive genealogical illustration not unlike Barr's 

                                                        

907 "Nous avons en outre montré des masques et des fétiches Africains choisis parmi ceux qui aidèrent à la formation du 
cubisme, ainsi que des sculpture et des tapas de la Polynésie montrant l'influence de cet art sur les recherches des 
peintres surréalistes." Unsigned (Jean Cassou) Origines et Développement, 1.   
908 Christian Zervos, Letter to André Dezarrois, July 29 1937, " Je suis persuadé que ces sculptures sont très belles, 
qu'un jour on les admettra comme on admet aujourd'hui ses peintures cubistes." cited in Michael Hoog "Origine et 
développent de l'art international indépendent," 24. 
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(fig. 141), demonstrates that the Russian artist sought to assert his abstract practice as 

autonomous from the Cubism that it coincided with, while also disassociating himself from the 

movements of other Russian abstract artists with whom he identified little.909 

 In another letter, by Robert Delaunay, the French painter protested his absence from the 

"Origines" exhibition. Claiming himself the "founder in France of colored abstraction,"910 he 

added that he could provide documents and photos from the pre-war period, as well as pages that 

mention him in "Barr's book from the Modern Art Museum in N.Y.C.," demonstrating how 

quickly the New York curator's catalogue had become an important touchstone. In a retrospective 

mood, Delaunay wanted Dezarrois to know that he had produced "the first abstract elements from 

the vertical simultaneous contrasts period and the circular rhythms... which now have a universal 

level of importance." 911 

 Delaunay was nonetheless excluded from the exhibition at the Jeu de Paume, and in 

addition to his absence and the delayed, undelivered works of the Russian avant-gardes, the 

exhibition was missing other important elements in the "narrative" of international modernism. 

Kandinsky, in seeing it for the first time, was shocked that Duchamp and the artists associated 

with Dada had not been invited, claiming it "illogical."912 Meanwhile Kandinsky's own 

representation in the exhibit was smaller than it could have been, as Dezarrois had rejected the 

artist's rather bold suggestion to exhibit the totality of his trajectory through a series of canvases, 

ultimately hanging only three works for the exhibition. 

                                                        

909 Letter from Kandinsky to André Dezarrois, May 10 1937 cited in Michael Hoog, Ibid, 24. 
910 "fondateur en France de l'art abstrait en couleur." Robert Delaunay, Letter to André Dézarrois, cited in Ibid, 26. 
911 "Les premiers éléments abstraits époque verticale contraste simultané et époque rythmes circulaires qui prennent 
une importance universelle aujourd'hui," Robert Delaunay, Letter to André Dézarrois, cited in Ibid. 
912 See Christian Derouet, "Kandinsky, 'Triumvir' de l'exposition du jeu de paume en 1937" Paris 1937-Paris 1957, 
(Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou, 1981): 64-68, 64.  
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 Until the "Origines" exhibition, the narrative of "abstract art" had little truck in art-

historical narratives in France, not counting an exhibition of de Stijl in 1923 that was a "fiasco" 

and exhibitions by the "Cercle et Carré" and the "Abstraction-Création" groups that had attracted 

only disciples.913  Though only seen by 7,400 visitors, the exhibition at the Jeu de Paume was the 

most robust showing of abstract art to date.   And yet the exhibition was an exception, and if one 

is to look for a more widely accepted narrative of modernism in France at the time, it is to be 

found in the "Maîtres" exhibition, not "Origines."  One need only look at the overlaps between 

the lists of artists included in "Maîtres" and the inaugural exhibition of the Musée National d'Art 

Moderne in 1942. Even when facing obvious pressures to adhere to the aesthetic and racial 

demands of occupying forces, Vichy official narratives and those of the Third Republic were 

more or less consistent (Appendix H). However, under Vichy, the pretense of eclecticism was 

lifted to show who had won the culture wars of the interwar period, and indeed, this can be 

measured. Amongst the artists considered worthy of inaugurating the new vision of modern art 

under Vichy no fewer than 11 artists who had been featured in Mauclair's Figaro exhibitions 

were also featured in the inaugural exhibition at the Musée Nationale d'Art Moderne: Chapelain-

Midy, Maurice Denis, Louis-Marie Désiré-Lucas, Jean Despujols, André Devambez, Paul Emile 

Gernez, J.G. Goulinat, Pierre Ladureau, Alexandre Urbain, Willem Van Hasselt (Netherlands) 

and Jules Zingg. 

 By contrast, there are far fewer overlaps between the "Origines" exhibition of 1937 and 

the 1942 opening of the Musée d'art Moderne, suggesting that the "Origines" exhibit did not 

include a narrative of "independent" art or modernism acceptable to the French state. These artists 

                                                        

913 Ibid, 64-66 . 
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include the acceptable Bonnard, Braque, Cross, Delaunay, Derain, Friesz, Gleizes, de la Fresnaye, 

Matisse, Villon, and Vlaminck. The presence of cubist sculptor Henri Laurens, Francis Picabia, 

and Yves Tanguy is surprising. Meanwhile, the opening exhibition in 1942 included many more 

names we will recognize from the histories of art we have analyzed in the first part of this 

chapter. If Jean Bazaine would complain that the opening of the museum was nothing but 

"pleasantries- a discrete bouquet for a reception desk"914 it is difficult to believe, given the track 

record of the French state, that the occupying forces were the only ones responsible for this 

mediocrity. What the French state considered a defining collection of modern art was but a 

reflection of three decades of neglect of the avant-gardes. 

In one of the most remarkable anecdotes included in his rich biography, Une vie pour la liberté, 

Jean Cassou, who became an adjunct curator at the Musée du Luxembourg in 1938, recalled the 

time that his boss Louis Hautecœur had called the elderly Henri Matisse into his offices at the 

museum, in the hopes of acquiring some of the artist's drawings. Later that day, as the painter and 

Cassou shared a ride back between their homes, Matisse would confide somewhat bitterly: "They 

have never paid any attention to me, nor to any of the artists of my generation, and now that 

we've made it to sixty or seventy, they suddenly discover us and want to buy our drawings!"915  

Indeed, Cassou recalls, at the Luxembourg in the 1930s, so little heed had been paid to modern art 

of all kinds that he had been astonished to discover, as a young hire, that this museum that was 

                                                        

914"Du gentil, du discret un assortiment coquet pour loge de concierge" Jean Bazaine quoted by Laurence Bertrand 
Dorléac, Histoire de l'art 1940-1944, 122. 
915 Jean Cassou, quoting Henri Matisse, "Ils ne sont jamais préoccupées de moi, ni d'aucun des artistes de ma 
génération, et à   présent qu'on en arrive a soixante ou soixante-dix ans, ils s'avisent de nous découvrir et de nous 
acheter des dessins!"  Jean Cassou, Une Vie pour la liberté  (Paris: R. Laffont, 1981), 283. 
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supposed to be guardian of contemporary art, "did not own a single work by the creators that had 

surprised me and that I loved." He continued: 

There was barely an acceptable representation of Vuillard and Bonnard, and here in the 
general confusion, something misplaced, lost, vaguely scandalous: The Buffet by Matisse, 
a gift of the Association des Artistes Vivants.916 
 

After the war, with Jean Cassou's place as the director of the Musée National d'art moderne 

restored in 1945, the lacunae in this museum, whose foundational collections had been comprised 

of the Luxembourg's holdings at the end of the war, were highly visible. Along with the curator 

Georges Salles, the decision was made to combine these with the collections from the Jeu de 

Paume, which had much favored modernists. In addition, a budget of 12 million francs was given 

in 1947 to augment the spotty collections, with which works by Braque and Matisse were 

purchased, while Picasso, Chagall and Miro provided donations themselves. 917 

 In his memoir, Cassou would describe the condition that I have related above – the 

writing of two different histories of modernism. The story of international modernism, he writes, 

constituted a "history apart" from the narratives promulgated by the career art historians and 

curators who worked for the French state. Both are histories of "modern art" and yet it is the story 

of international modernism that the French now abide by. Consequently, when Cassou was 

charged, in 1945, with an eventual re-opening the Musée National d’Art Moderne (in 1947) he 

faced a steep challenge of updating a collection that was resolutely opposed to the avant-garde.  

                                                        

916 "Aucun ouvrage des créateurs qui m'avaient surprise et que j'avais aimés. A peine une représentation convenable de 
Vuillard et de Bonnard, puis ça et la, dans la confusion générale, un quelque chose d'égaré, perdu, vaguement 
scandaleux: le Buffet de Matisse, don de l'Association des Artistes Vivants." Jean Cassou, Une Vie, 278. 
917 Agnes de la Beaumelle and Nadine Pouillon, eds, La collection du Musée national d'art moderne. (Paris: Centre 
Georges Pompidou, 1986),14.  
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That year he quickly moved to acquire three major works: Braque’s Still-life on a mantelpiece, 

Matisse’s Luxe I, and Picasso’s Aubade, but would admit that "In order to catch up, we had to do 

in one year what we should have done in 40."918 

4.3. Conclusion- La Piscine 

 In the small city of Roubaix in the impoverished post-industrial North of France, there 

are few tourist attractions but for a unique museum called La Piscine, the site of a former public 

swimming pool. Opened in 2001, La Piscine houses French paintings, sculpture and decorative 

art works from the 18th through 20th centuries, cobbled together from private and public 

donations.919  It is here  and at the Musée des Années 30 in Boulogne Billancourt, but not at the 

Pompidou that one can see works like Eugène-Robert Pougheon's Le Serpent (before 1930) (fig. 

131), Jean Despujol's  La Pensée (before 1929) (fig. 133), Louis Billotey's  Iphigénie of 1935 

(fig. 128), André Dunoyer de Ségonzac's Bacchus of 1933 and Amédée de la Patéllière's 

Baigneuses, of 1930 (fig. 115) . All of these works were purchased around the time of their 

creation by the grande commission and were considered important enough at the time to have 

been incorporated into the collections of the Musée National d'Art Moderne as national patrimony 

at some point. These works, representing both the academy in the 1920s and 1930s, as well as the 

"Neo-realism" of de la Patellière and Ségonzac, had once stood for the future of French art, 

proposing two different ways out of the "impasse" of the avant-garde. But if one looks closely, 

the labels for all of these works all bear the inscription of inventory numbers that start with the 

                                                        

918 "Donc il fallait pour notre musée rattraper un retard et faire en un an qui aurait dû être fait en quarante ans." Jean 
Cassou, Une Vie ,282. See also Marie-Claude Genet-Delacroix, Art et État sous la IIIe République, 105. Details of 
purchases in Jeanne Laurent, Arts & Pouvoirs en France,151.  
919 La Piscine benefitted from donations from Musée d’Orsay, Musée national d’art Modern, Fonds National d’Art 
Contemporain and the Musée Rodin, along with private donations. Bruno Gaudichon, “Ouverture de la piscine-musée 
d’art et d’industrie,” Revue du Louvre : La revue des musées de France. 51 no.4 (2001): 28.  
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numbers "994-4" along with the notice  "Dépôt du Centre Pompidou/ Musée National d'art 

Moderne en 1994."  A dépôt is a renewable long-term loan.  These art works, purchased by the 

grande commission for the Luxembourg, integrated into the collections of the Musée d'art 

Moderne, and later moved to the Pompidou, were removed from the latter in 1994, eventually 

making their way to the regional museum before its opening. In the same way that the French art 

historians and administrators of the 1930s made explicit choices based on their projections for the 

future, about who to include and exclude in their histories, the French museum curators of the 

postwar period (having long ago adopted the globalized narrative of international modernism so 

presciently sketched out by Barr in 1936) had to re-assess the holdings that had resulted from this 

previous purchasing philosophy. This re-assessment was marked not only by the game of "catch-

up" that Cassou describes, but also, eventually a purging, as the state collections, now happy to 

expunge the works of "retrograde" representation produced in parallel to those of the avant-

gardes on view as part of the museum's permanent collection. 

 And yet though the fate of these art works has since then been to decorate the walls of a 

museum where foot traffic is a fraction of what one sees at the Parisian center, today their 

fortunes are changing yet again.  These uncanny works of "alternate" modernism are greatly 

appreciated by curious museumgoers, whose Instagram and Flickr uploads testify to a fascination 

with the alterity of figurative art from the interwar period, most of it held in the regional and 

municipal museums of France like La Piscine, or the Musée des Années 30. In scholarship too, a 

resurgence of interest in figuration is evident, whether in the pre-abstract work of the avant-

gardes (see a conference entitled "The Figurative Pollock" Basel, Jan 20 2017) or in the renewed 

interest for the rearguard of the early 20th Century.   The rising reputation of Louis Billotey or 

Robert Pougheon, who for the first time, are piquing the interest of Parisian critics, is a case in 
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point.920 A catalogue raisonné on Pougheon, handled by the young scholar Louis Deltour, is under 

way, and in early 2018 the painter was the subject of a laudatory retrospective at La Piscine. A 

review in the Parisian journal Le Figaro (no longer under the likes of Coty's direction!) 

announced that the artist  "has not yet been totally rehabilitated," but assured the reader that "the 

Roubaix exhibition is the first step."921 

 What can we make of this renewed interest in interwar figurative art, and why are these 

works only now seeing a revival of interest by the public and in scholarship? One answer is 

simply that, writ-large, the figure itself is under re-appraisal. This is thanks in great part to the 

latest re-evaluation of the modernist canon and its expansion to include previously marginalized 

creators.  In academic scholarship, new interest in modernists of color, female modernists, 

modernists in the Caribbean, South America, India, Egypt, Japan and elsewhere has opened up 

what was once a rather narrow and over-saturated path of scholarship, and these same forces, 

which are perforce more accepting of a variety of different "modernisms," beyond Barr and 

Clement Greenberg's formalist canon, have in turn changed the fate of the "figure." As 

demonstrated by exhibitions and scholarship on the work of Jazz-age figurative modernist 

Archibald Motley, the Indian painter Abanindranath Tagore, or even later, the portraitist Barkley 

L. Hendricks, as well as a trend of figuration in contemporary art today, the figure, so long 

                                                        

920 Pascal Corpart, "La révélation Louis Billotey" (Review of Louis Billotey: L'ambition classique, Musée 
départemental de l'Oise, Beauvais, April 24- June 23 2002), Le Parisien (online) May 26, 2002 (Accessed November 6, 
2016).  
921 "Connu de quelques amateurs, cet ingriste du XXe siècle n'a pas encore été totalement réhabilité. L'exposition de 
Roubaix est un premier pas." Adrien Goetz, "Robert Pougheon, dessinateur fantaisiste" Le Figaro May 11, 2017. 
(http://www.lefigaro.fr/arts-expositions/2017/11/05/03015-20171105ARTFIG00117-robert-pougheon-dessinateur-
fantaisiste.php) Accessed October 7, 2018.  
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maligned as the art of totalitarianism or kitsch, is now being be re-appraised precisely because of 

its unique capacity to express the embodied identities of marginalized artists and groups.922 

 And so, the very same wave of post-modernist reappraisal that initially ruptured the 

canon of formalist modernism has also invited the investigation of another non-canonical 

phenomenon – the rear-garde. This includes historiographical work, but it also includes a 

renewed monographic interest figurative artists active at the same time as the avant-garde but 

refusing their propositions, the retrograde, uncanny figuration of the 1920-1930s that I have spent 

so much time discussing here. 

 This broad resurgence of interest is in both camps, of course, as with all scholarly 

changes, is intimately linked to the art market and its own cycles.  Market saturation and the 

unavailability of more "canonical" modernist art works for sale at auction has driven up interest 

in these new modernisms, but, in a rather piquant counterpoint, it has also driven up interest in the 

retrograde modernists of the 20s and 30s, replicating the same pattern that drew collectors of the 

19th century to "pompiers" in the 1980s.923  In 2016, at Sotheby's Paris, bidders were out in 

"droves"924 to buy works from the estate of Bernard Boutet de Monvel, a society painter active in 

Paris in the 1920s and 30s, best known for his aristocratic double portrait of the painters Dunoyer 

de Segonzac and Jean-Louis Boussingault or his elegant self-portrait on the place Vendôme (figs 

142-3). The top lot of this sale, Boutet de Monvel's The Maharajah of Indore fetched $2,853,358, 

breaking by almost 37 times the previous record for a similar work by the artist ($77,320, at 
                                                        

922 See David Geers, "Acts of Recognition" Frieze magazine no.191 (Nov-December 2017): 99-105. See also the 
"Black Portraitures" Conference series now in its 5th year.  
923 In the late 1980s, Albert Boime observed a similar trend cycle for 19th century "pompier" art, dubbing this 
phenomenon a taste for the "new nineteenth century." See Albert Boime "Painted Pomp: Setting the World on Fire " 
FMR  [Milan] (December 1986): 81-102.  
924 Sotheby's Paris Press Release, "Collection Boutet de Monvel" April 5, 2016.  
http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/2016/collection-boutet-de-monvel-pf1639.html (Accessed September 26, 2018.) 
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Cornette-de-Saint-Syr, just a month prior).925  Is it safe to predict that the work of Despujols, 

Pougheon, Dupas, Aubry, Billotey, and Waroquier, Roy, Lurçat, Oudot and others will soon see 

the same price surges? 

 And here lies perhaps the ultimate irony in this story. Is it possible that the work of 

contemporary artists and the "rediscovery" of previously marginalized figures has also in turn 

rendered the paintings of these retrograde figurative artists, (some of them politically suspect, as I 

have shown) acceptable to museums and the collecting class?  This flaw of post-modernism has 

presciently been observed by Benjamin Buchloh in his seminal (but problematic) essay on the 

historical return to figuration: "the ideology of postmodernism seems to forget the subtle and 

manifest political oppression which is necessary to save the existing power structure."926 

Likewise, David Geers, writing in Frieze magazine more recently, echoes these concerns: 

"undeniably, this current focus on figuration carries with it the potential risk of re-investing the 

figure with 'timeless values'- an appeal to art-historical constants in a moment of profound 

certainty."927   Whether this particular revival will embolden a conservative sector of the art world 

nostalgic and still embittered about the triumph of the avant-garde in a culture war that has 

erupted in the last few years is yet to be determined, and so as historians, we need to be careful 

about how we present these modernisms.  In 2008, a scandal erupted in the press after the 

beneficiaries of the estate of the sculptor Henri Bouchard, who had travelled to Nazi Germany 

during the Occupation, announced their intention to donate the entirety of his studio to La 

Piscine. Bouchard had not been alone in his voyage to Germany but had gone out of his way to 

                                                        

925 Prices include hammer price. 
926 Benjamin Buchloh, "Figures of Authority, Ciphers of Regression," 41.  
927 David Geers, "Acts of Recognition," 105. 
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praise the occupiers in an article in L’Illustration.928  Today, in 2018, with the scandal now 

forgotten, Bouchard's heirs have succeeded in placing the reconstructed studio on its property. 

We can now read the following oddly banal statement in The Art Newspaper: 

Once highly regarded, Bouchard vanished into obscurity after 1945, accused of Nazi 
collaboration. Regardless of his politics, the museum makes a strong case for reassessing 
his artistic legacy. 929 

 

What has changed between 2008 and 2018? Has scholarly work and market activity for the rear-

guard inadvertently allowed its rehabilitation, permitting a sector of the art world to grow 

desensitized or turn a blind eye to the politics of an artist who, ten years ago might have been a 

black mark on an artistic institution? While it give me pause to consider that my own excavation 

of these histories could be misappropriated to heroize figures like Mauclair or Pougheon, Dupas, 

Despujols, or Bouchard, the idea that art-historical scholarship should only focus on "good" 

artists, critics and historians who reflect our current values seems to me an equally undesirable 

alternative that stifles curiosity about the past and bars scholars from inquiring into the 

complexities and contingencies of history and its production.930 

 Ultimately, the capacity to revive and re-work history to such extremes is in many ways, 

a distinctly modern, or possibly post-modern privilege, born of a constantly accessible past that is 

re-appropriated at will. If philosophers like Bruno Latour have observed that “we have never 

moved either forward or backward. We have always actively sorted out elements belonging to 

                                                        

928 See Clarisse Fabre, "Un Artiste qui a flirté avec les nazis va être mis en valeur à Roubaix" Le Monde, June 14, 2008.   
929 Claudia Barbieri Childs, " A bigger splash: France's expanded La Piscine museum reopens after makeover" The Art 
Newspaper (online) October 19, 2018.  
930 An excellent essay that treats the theme of "retrospective vision" while also citing numerous examples from French 
art history is Philippe Junod, "Dans l'oeil du rétroviseur. Pour une histoire relativiste" Artibus et Historiae  23, no 45 
(2002): 205-221.  
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different times,”931 we still have much to gain from considering shifting understandings of 

modernism, its futures, and its "past futures."  In 1935 the critic Germain Bazin had the audacity 

to announce that Picasso would only be remembered by posterity in the slight chance that future 

generations would appreciate abstraction.932 This astonishing ambiguity demonstrates the extent 

to which the historical recognition of an artist, even one as monumental as Picasso, is never 

guaranteed by his or her merits but rather by whether their contributions happen to resonate with 

the values of the present day.933  By shedding light on the unconsummated, projected futures of 

the interwar period, we are witness to the process by which historians, a product of their time, are 

always, by virtue of making any choice at all, concealing and burying the anxieties and desires of 

their present. These considerations can also provide us with a better understanding of how history 

is built, or as Bergson wrote: 

We can always, to be sure, link up the reality once it is accomplished, to the events which 
preceded it and to the circumstances in which it occurred; but taken from another angle, 
an entirely different reality (not just any reality, it is true) could just as well be linked up 
to the same circumstances and events. 934 
 

 

                                                        

931 Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern. translated by Catherine Porter. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1993). iBooks.  
932 "Cela est lie dans une forte mesure au sort que les générations futures feront à toutes les manifestation abstraites de 
notre époque, sort dont nous ne pouvons encore préjuger actuellement."Germain Bazin "Le Cubisme lyrique -Pablo 
Picasso" in René Huyghe ed. Histoire de l’art contemporain, 225. 
933 Ibid, 224 
934 Henri Bergson, The Creative Mind: An Introduction to Metaphysics. translated by Mabelle L. Andison (New York: 
The Philosophical Library, 1946. Reprint, Mineola, NY: Dover Publications) iBooks. 
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CONCLUSION: Pour l'art sans police. 

It is clear that, at the moment that we find things suitable only insofar as they 
meet our artistic desires, only authoritarianism can satisfy us. 

 
 

Julien Benda935 
 

In 1906, the self-taught artist Henri Rousseau's submission to the annual Salon des 

Indépendants was an hommage to the Salon that launched his career. 936  In the painting, entitled 

Liberty Inviting Artists to Take Part in the 22nd Exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists, 

the flying figure of liberty beckons an orderly queue of artists through the doors of the Grand 

Palais, their ranks and status indistinguishable in their modern black dress, their number 

extending infinitely into the horizon (fig. 144). At the center a lion,937 an emblem of universal 

suffrage, holds a decree announcing an exhibition without a jury or prizes where "artists freely 

present their works to be judged by the public."938 Following the Republican slogan “one vote one 

voice”, each artist clutches under his or her arm a painting as if it were a ballot. Flags from 

different nations, including the French Republican flag to the left and the blue and red flag of the 

                                                        

935“Il est clair que, dès l’instant que nous ne trouvons les choses bonnes qu’autant qu’elles contentent nos besoins 
d’artistes, les régimes autoritaires sont seuls bons.” Julien Benda, La trahison des clercs.  (Paris: Bernard Grasset, 
1927), 210-211. 
936 Founded in 1884 by a group of artists rejected by the official Salon des Artistes Français, The Salon des 
Indépendants was a secessionist institution founded to bypass a jury of Beaux-Arts academics who had, throughout the 
last half of the 19th century, repeatedly failed to recognize the aesthetic divagations of modernism. In the spirit of total 
equality, anyone who paid a small fee could submit their work to the Indépendants, regardless of their skill level, race, 
gender, or nationality, and thereafter an organizing committee elected by all those who had submitted the works would 
then endeavor to hang the works in a manner that avoided hierarchies or distinctions.  
937 The lion was a symbol of universal suffrage, with precedents in Le suffrage universel, a work exhibited in the salon 
of 1849 by the Republican artist Charles Nègre. The painting featured the figure of Hercules, an urn, and a lion 
guarding it from tampering.  See Maurice Offerlé, "Les figures du vote" Sociétés & Représentations, 12, no. 2 (2001): 
108-130.   This symbolism was concretized in Léopold Morice's statue of a lion guarding an urn of ballots on the 
pedestal of the Monument à la République, erected in 1883.  
938 “La société des artistes indépendants basée sur la suppression des jurys d’admission, a pour but de permettre aux 
artistes de présenter librement leurs oeuvres au jugement du public.” Jean Monneret. Les Artistes indépendants. La 
conquête de la liberté artistique.(Paris: Grand-Palais, 1989), 14. 
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Indépendants to the right, ripple above the treeline.  Evoking (far too rosily) the symbolism of 

political life under a relatively new Third Republic, Rousseau's simple painting conflated the 

artistic system of the Salon des Indépendants with that of an egalitarian and democratic state, 

blending two visions into a single aesthetic state defined by equality, the participation of the 

masses, and liberty.   

By implicating the public as arbiters of taste who could make a valid contribution to the 

"construction of consensual truth” and “rituals of discursive judgment", the Parisian Salons had 

always provided a symbolic arena within which to exercise one's tastes and opinions in an 

increasingly democratized public sphere.939  However, as Rousseau's painting made clear, the 

doctrine of the juryless salon was in line with (if not actually reflective of) the increasing 

enfranchisement, both of the artist and the French citizen. By removing admission privileges for 

art that were formerly the preserve of elites and thus enabling public access, this Salon 

symbolically re-affirmed the principle of national universal suffrage (for males) that had been 

established with the founding of the Third Republic in 1870 and reaffirmed in 1875 with the loi 

Wallon.940  

The liberal attitude of indépendants both reflected and worked in conjunction with the 

"laissez-faire" artistic doctrine of the Third Republic, which by 1881 had retreated from all but 

the most minor of roles in the Salon, ending a gradual process of "démission artistique" described 

                                                        

939 William Ray, “Talking about Art: The French Royal Academy Salons and the Formation of the Discursive Citizen” 
Eighteenth-Century Studies 37, no. 4 (Summer 2004), 527-552; 528. See also Jürgen Habermas, The Structural 
Transformation of the Public Sphere. trans. Thomas Burger (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989). 
940 Suffrage for males was first established first in the constitution of the convention of 1793-5, briefly in 1848 during 
the Second Republic, and then more firmly with the Loi Wallon of 1875. On the history of universal suffrage in France 
see Pierre Rosanvallon.  Le sacre du citoyen. (Paris: Gallimard, 2001). 
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by Jeanne Laurent.941 The official Salons, no longer markers of a monolithic state-funded artistic 

system, would now co-exist within a liberal ecosystem that also included secessionist Salons and 

private galleries, all upheld by a "dealer-critic" system marked by competition and 

fragmentation.942 In 1923, the state granted the Société des Artistes Indépendants the official 

status of a public utility, giving it a more or less permanent annual home in the Grand Palais, the 

right to receive donations, and reserving a seat for the Society's President on the Conseil 

Supérieur des Beaux-Arts (CSBA).943  In 1933, the Indépendants was included as one of the six 

Salons from which the commission for state purchases would annually purchase works of art.   

Overall, the Indépendants embodied just one element of a broader policy of “strategic 

non-intervention” in the arts adopted by the French state at the start of the Third Republic. This 

new democratic attitude had marked the end of one political chapter and the beginning of a new 

one.944 According to art historian Gérard Monnier, the Third Republic's artistic doctrine had been 

"a median line, neither the dirigisme of the arts nor the abandonment of artists to their own lot, 

but the support of artists, of all tendencies, without privileging a single style or school."945 

Republican commentator and deputy Maurice Coubya had described it as such in 1902: 

                                                        

941 Jeanne Laurent, Arts & Pouvoirs en France. 
942 Harrison C. White and Cynthia A. White, Canvasses and Careers, Nicholas Green, “ ‘All the Flowers in the Field’ 
The State, Liberalism and Art in France under the Early Third Republic,” Oxford Art Journal 10 no. 1 (1987):71-84, 
71, 76. 
943 Claire Maingon, "Les Salons du rappel à L'ordre, Paris 1914-1925: des artistes français aux artistes indépendants" 
Dissertation, (Université Paris X-Nanterre, 2006), 309 n. 943,312, 116, 124.  Christopher Green provides a different 
date for this honor, writing that the president of the Indépendants would only given a seat on the council as late as 
1938, Art in France, 1900-1940, 40. 
944 The jury was “un peu plus sévère que l’an passé." Pierre Angrand cites an article by Henri Rochefort, 
L’intransigeant, April 7, 1884, in Pierre Angrand. Naissance des artistes indépendants, (Paris: Nouvelles Éditions 
Debresse, 1965), 24-5.  
945 "L'orientation que les représentants de l'Etat affirment suivre est ligne médiane: ni le dirigisme des art, ni l'abandon 
des artistes à leur sort, mais le soutien des artistes, de toutes tendances, sans privilégier une école ou un style." Gerard 
Monnier, Art et ses institutions en France, 211 
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Neither collective art in a sovereign state, nor free art in a free state, but free art in a 
protective state... a conception inevitably meant to oscillate between the principle of 
authority and the principle of liberty. 946 
 

c. 1. The Exhaustion of a Liberal and Democratic Ideal  

In many ways, art under the Third Republic operated according to the slogan offered by 

Salon des Indépendants founder Paul Signac: "we only want to be administrators."947 As such, the 

state recognized a variety of forces as jointly contributing to the cultivation of national talent. 

Yet, in the final decade of the Third Republic, the democratic approach to the arts that was the 

hard-won result of so many reforms was no longer a cause for celebration and praise. On one 

hand, the global financial recession that had hit France in 1932 had demonstrated the 

precariousness of a market-based artistic system. If liberalism had permitted the rise of a group of 

artists who were more connected to the needs of the market and collectors than to the needs of the 

French state or nation, the global financial crisis had thrown that model into question, while it 

was apparent that the oft-cited "divorce" between the creative elite and the public would not be 

reconciled by the artists themselves. On the other hand, in a critical atmosphere flooded with new 

ideas about how to organize the body politic, such as articles praising the efficiencies of 

dictatorships and technologies that made the seduction of the masses seem practically inevitable, 

the entire idea of democracy had begun to look, quite like Rousseau's painting, rather quaint. The 

benefits of the "démission artistique" and a "laissez-fare" position of the state vis-à-vis the arts 

                                                        

946"Ni l'art collectif dans un Etat souverain, ni l'art libre dans un Etat libre, mais l'art libre dans un Etat protecteur... une 
conception continuellement exposée à osciller entre le principe d'autorité et le principe de la liberté." Maurice Couyba, 
L'art et la démocratie: les écoles, les théâtres, les manufactures, les musées, les monuments (Paris: Flammiron, 1902), 
2. 
947 "Nous n’avons pas à nous occuper si on expose chez nous de la bonne ou de la mauvaise peinture, nous ne voulons 
être que des administrateurs.” Paul Signac, “Les Incidents des Indépendants” Paris-Journal, November 30, 1923, p4. 
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were losing their appeal. In 1931, Waldemar George, newly alert to Fascism, announced that "the 

myth of progress and liberty, those tropes of democracy that have rocked a few generations now, 

have little appeal to the youth of today." Modern art, he wrote, had run its course. To save French 

and European art alike, ideas of progress and the ideology of modern optimism should be 

eliminated in a final "coup de grâce."948  

As I have argued in this dissertation, for those on the right, the condition of the art world 

was a symptom of a broader problem. However, if it could be properly harnessed and retrained, 

art contained the solution. Indeed, for Fascists like George and his fellow traveller René Huyghe, 

the realm of aesthetics was the crucial starting point for political change. This can be seen quite 

plainly in the following editorial the two penned together in 1934:  

Modern man, worried by the forces that agitate him, seems more and more intent on 
understanding a destiny that frightens him: social and economic problems seem to him 
the most pressing, and we turn towards them while intellectual values are passed over. 
But let him be warned: it is actually the latter that will best reveal the secret of todays' 
spirit.949 
 

And yet it should also be noted that this sentiment was widespread across the political spectrum. 

During this period, Leftist intellectuals in France and abroad also expressed a similar exhaustion 

with democracy's failure to reconcile art and the public sphere, and pushed for more state 

involvement. In a 1936 series on the subject of “Art and the State” in the liberal British magazine 

                                                        

948  "Pour sauver l’art français et l’art européen donnons le coup de grâce à l’idéologie, a l’optimisme moderne.   Le 
mythe du progrès et de la liberté, ces poncifs de la démocratie, dont se bercèrent plusieurs générations, laissent 
entièrement froids les jeunes gens d’aujourd’hui.” Waldemar George, "La crise de l'optimise moderne et l'agonie d'un 
mythe" Formes no. 20, February 1931.  
949 "l'homme moderne, inquiet des forces qui l'agitent, semble de plus en plus soucieux de comprendre un destin qui 
l'effraie: les problèmes sociaux et économiques lui paraissent les plus pressants; vers eux détournent les esprits: les 
valeurs intellectuelles et artistiques passent au second plan. Qu'on y prennent garde: C'est pourtant en elles que ceux qui 
sauront voir liront le mieux le secret de l'âme actuelle."  René Huyghe and Waldemar George "Aux lecteurs de l'Amour 
de l'art, Amour de l'art/ Formes 15 no. 1, 1934)1.  
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The Listener, operated by the BBC, economist John Maynard Keynes wrote with great acuity 

about the state’s renewed interest as an agent in the arts, stressing its role in orchestrating mass 

ritual and national renewal. Despite recognizing the dangers it could bring, Keynes was willing, 

at that point, to consider any state involvement in the arts as a positive public good, while 

considering the laissez-faire position of liberal democracy to be a source of weakness: 

The revival of attention to these things [mass ritual and art] is, I believe, a source of 
strength to the authoritarian states of Russia, Germany, and Italy, and a genuine gain to 
them, just as a lack of it is a source of weakness to the democratic societies of France, the 
United States, and Great Britain. In so far as it is an aspect–and it partly is– of an 
aggressive racial or national spirit, it is dangerous. Yet it may prove in some measure an 
alternative means of satisfying the human craving for solidarity.950 

 

In the same issue, texts by representatives from the USSR and the German 

Reichskulturkammer (Reich Chamber of Culture) were printed alongside the writings of Keynes 

and those of the French critic Georges Duthuit, who assessed France's situation from the point of 

view of the left. Voicing approval for the reforms of the Ministry of Beaux-Arts under the short-

lived direction of Anatole de Monzie (1932-1934),951 Duthuit opined that the newly-elected 

coalition of the Popular Front952 could take on a more involved role in directing the arts, praising 

the recently created Maison de la Culture, funded and controlled by the PCF, and initiated by 

communist Paul Vaillant-Couturier with communist Louis Aragon as secretary general.953  The 

mission of the Maison, Duthuit explained, was not to support artists through the purchase of 

works in the Salon but rather to lobby the state to integrate the work of living artists into the 
                                                        

950 John Maynard Keynes, "Art and the State–I," The Listener, August 26, 1936, 374. 
951 De Monzie's attempts to empower the sous-commission des travaux d'art and to expand the budget for purchasing 
works by modern artists outside the salon is discussed in Toby Norris, "Modern Artists and the State in France between 
the Two World Wars," 146. 
952 For the artistic reforms to the arts initiated during the short-lived Popular Front see  Pascal Ory, La Belle illusion. 
953 Though the Maison would assume a more important role once the Popular Front brought the PCF to power in May 
1936, until then as the seat of the AEAR. 
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fabric of every day life through commissions:   

 To put constant pressure upon public authorities in order that the building and decoration 
of places destined for vast public galleries shall be entrusted to those whose work is, to 
use a now consecrated expression, representative of living art.954  
  
In the 1930s, artists, critics, and policymakers throughout Europe found themselves more 

focused on the pursuit of a defined "cultural policy" in various forms, and also more open to 

forms of artistic dirigisme.955 In France, for both the political left and the conservative and 

political right, the state had failed for decades to address the social antinomies produced by the 

modern work of art. After years of debate, French intellectuals now looked beyond the traditional 

binary of either a royal mécène or individuals with private capital as the two possible art patrons. 

Looking abroad, where dirigisme was in full-effect, intellectuals were becoming increasingly 

amenable to new models, even those that restricted artistic liberty, because such models promised 

to be more successful in uniting the public and artists. As the French carefully and sometimes 

jealously watched other nations returning to more controlled models of artistic production that 

appeared to show the artist restored to a symbolic, organic, and necessary place at the heart of 

modern-day statecraft, debates on the role of art within the state, and the (in)capacity of modern 

art to work within that framework, took on greater urgency. Yet, structurally, the Third Republic 

was ill-prepared to produce an aestheticized politics.956 

 

 

                                                        

954 Georges Duthuit, "Art and the State–iii–France," The Listener, August 26, 1936, 476. 
955 Toby Norris, 108. 
956 Neil McWilliam has discussed this problem in the artistic policy of the Third Republic, as it struggled to reconcile 
"creative individualism with a commitment to a unified national culture," Une Esthétique de la réaction. 
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c.2. The Intractably Eclectic Third Republic 

Take for instance the French state's propaganda abroad. It was only in the late 1920s that 

France began to formulate a concrete vision for the soft-power policies of rayonnement culturel, a 

term coined in the late 1930s by minister of Education Jean Zay.957 Despite the international 

renown of the Parisian avant-gardes, the French state had been reluctant to showcase any 

particular tendency abroad, especially that of modern art, throughout the 1920s and 30s. Once 

again, this demonstrates the dissonance between state policy and the independent culture of 

modernism, while also reflecting the power of lobbyists like Camille Mauclair, who had violently 

opposed modernism as "representative" of France abroad in the late 1920s. It was only in 1928 

that the French created an association of artistic propaganda - the AFEEA - Association française 

d'expansion et d'échanges artistiques (French association of artistic exchange and expansion), 

while a "Service d'action artistique à l'étranger" (Service of artistic action abroad) was created in 

1929. As Toby Norris has argued, despite a growing awareness of the role of cultural policy 

elsewhere, France had no single vision regarding how to use its arts abroad as part of state 

propaganda: 

 No coherent policy for the exploitation of contemporary art was developed in France 
between the wars in spite of growing awareness that cultural policy could serve national 
interest. The situation was in stark contrast to the decisive alignment of cultural policy 
with wider political goals in totalitarian countries.”958  
 

This was in marked contrast to measures taken by other states such as Germany and Italy, 

where control over how others viewed their art was tightening, resulting in a more cohesive 

image that reflected a desire to project a unified national identity. In 1933, the French minister 

                                                        

957 Toby Norris, "Modern Artists and the State in France between the Two World Wars," 127. 
958 Ibid, 107.  
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Adrien Dariac prepared a comparative study for the ministry of Foreign Affairs in which he 

contrasted the resources and effectiveness of other nations to those of France. The "Report 

Dariac," as it would be called, pointed to the effectiveness of German and Italian propaganda, and 

faulted the French for the "insufficiency of our propaganda."959 While the Germans and Italians 

had allocated budgets of 256 and 119 million francs, respectively, to propaganda abroad, France 

had only spent 71 million. In the report, Dariac recommended a "conseil supérieur de la 

propagande" to streamline foreign policy and artistic propaganda. He complained that French 

propaganda was not sufficiently centralized, while the high efficacy of German propaganda was 

likely due to its origin in the heart of the executive branch: 

In Germany, information services figure nominally in the cadres of the Wilhelmstrasse 
[President's offices], and are in reality under the direct action of the chancellery [Hitler's 
offices]. This explains how its propaganda is as fine-tuned as it is, and how it acts a 
constant auxiliary to general politics.960  
 

In 1935, Charles Kunstler explicitly argued in the reactionary weekly Je suis partout that 

the heightened efficacy of Fascism could be used to seamlessly channel the talents of a nation of 

artists through a syndicalized exhibition system that would act as a conduit between artists and 

the public, bridging the chasm between national artists and the people.  Compared with the 

French state, where artists were removed from the mechanisms of statecraft and national policy, 

Italian state senators and administrators were present when artists were honored by receiving an 

academic position:  

Regional, national, and international, all the exhibitions are organized by the 

                                                        

959 "l'insuffisance de notre propagande," in Philippe Diolé, “Le rapport Dariac,” Beaux-Arts 21 April, 1933, 5 
960 "En Allemagne, les services d’information figurent nominalement dans les cadres de la Wilhelmstrasse, sont placé 
en réalité sous l’action directe de la chancellerie. Cela s’explique par le fait que la propagande outillée comme il sied, 
est l’auxiliaire constante de la politique générale.”  Philippe Diolé, “Le rapport Dariac,” Beaux-Arts 21, April 1933, 5 
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syndicates.... It is by the syndicate that the artist enters into contact with the public. This 
contact manifests itself first through exhibitions. Then, by the entry of the artist's works 
into modern art museums, which are prodigiously developed in Italy. Finally, the 
supreme honor, the artist becomes an academic. And in all the official ceremonies he 
passes in front of senators, right after the ambassadors and the ministers."961   

  

Waldemar George and Maurice Denis generated similar praise for the arts under Italian 

Fascism.962 In general, as those already critical of democracy and the Third Republic were quick 

to point out, the cultural policies of dictators were simply more efficient, and formed a 

counterpoint to the Third Republic, whose artistic weaknesses were now read as the logical 

outcome of the weak political system that was democracy.  

 In his 1934 book on art and politics, the Maurrasian writer Philippe Besnard, son of the 

academic painter Albert Besnard,963 proposed that art and taste could only suffer under 

democratic systems of judgment. Deploying an argument grounded in Maurrasian aesthetics, 

Besnard drew his reader into a logical fallacy based on his hatred of democracy. As a field of 

activity that has inequality built into the very mode by which we comprehend it, aesthetics, he 

insisted, can only thrive through exclusion and judgment. Just as a ruler elected by a mass of 

people is not fit to rule, democratic modes of artistic judgment are not conducive to intelligent 

aesthetic choices: “by definition, universal suffrage is detrimental to the arts, which should not be 

                                                        

961 "Régionales, nationales, et internationales, toutes les expositions sont organisées par ces syndicats…C’est par le 
syndicat que l’artiste entre en contact avec le public. Ce contact se manifeste d’abord par des expositions. Puis par 
l’entrée des oeuvres de l’artiste dans des musées d’art moderne, qui se sont si prodigieusement développés en Italie. 
Enfin, honneur suprême, l’artiste devient académicien. Et dans toutes les cérémonies officielles, il passe avant les 
sénateurs, juste après les ambassadeurs et les ministres.” Charles Kunstler, Je suis partout, May 20, 1933.  
962 See Chapter 2 of this dissertation. 
963 The elder Besnard, ironically had taken full advantage of the Republican system of commissions and purchases that 
his son would critique. 
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upheld to the incompetent and fanatical masses for judgment.”964  

For critics on the right, the crisis of modern art held up a mirror to a larger crisis brought 

about by democracy. The problems of modernism paralleled those of Republicanism: a weak state 

had permitted a cosmopolitan, market-dominated, and elitist brand of art to thrive, one that did 

not provide a cohesive aesthetic vision of the French nation. However, for French critics of 

democracy and modernism, the streamlined policies of the Right were impossible to adapt 

without wholesale reform of a Third Republic that had purposefully built a modicum of weakness 

into the arts administration to avoid the possibility of privileging particular aesthetic directions. 

Ensconced within an inflexible Republican system, where, barring a coup-d'état (like the one 

attempted by a coalition of far right anti-parliamentarian extremists on February 6, 1934), it was 

impossible to impose entirely new models for the relationship between art and the state.965 As I 

have shown to varying degrees in each of the case studies in the preceding chapters, those who 

were increasingly taking the lead in the late 1920s and 1930s in terms of imposing  "direction" 

were politicized critics.    

c.3. The Critic as Dictator 

We have seen how the 20th-century critic, orbiting within the new artistic ecosystem of 

Montparnasse and the Rive Gauche, had already been handed an expanded role and responsibility 

in society. The decentralization of art from the Salon to the many-branched dealer-critic system 

meant that writing on art had taken on new importance as a conduit for information and the 

                                                        

964"Par définition le suffrage universel est contraire aux arts qui ne peuvent être livrés au jugement de la foule 
incompétente et fantasque.” Philippe Besnard, La Politique et les arts  (Paris: Librairie Académique Perrin, 1935), 6. 
965 For more on the attempt by a coalition of far-right groups to stage a coup d'état on February 6, 1934, see Robert 
Soucy, French Fascism:  The Second Wave: 1933-1939. 
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establishment of taste.966 Moreover, in a purely institutional sense, the independent critic had 

been built into the very power structures of the Republican Beaux-Arts ministry, with seats 

reserved for critics on the Salon purchasing committees and on the Conseil Supérieur des Beaux-

Arts. As an expert observer of the arts who was in regular contact with artists, the critic's position 

within these structures had originally provided an air of institutional impartiality that intentionally 

appeared to act as a counter-weight to the potentially compromised positions of administrators, 

academicians, and curators. This effect was heightened after 1933, when the commission 

consultative (initially established to purchase works from the official Salons) was made into the 

grande commission, which included all six Salons and was expanded to accommodate more 

critics. As I have stated, both Waldemar George and Camille Mauclair sat on these committees, 

and George was a member of the Sous-commission des travaux d’art for the Universal Exhibition 

of 1937, contributing to the short-list of artists who would decorate the facades and the interiors 

of the structures built and re-built for the 1937 International Exhibition, including the Trocadéro, 

the Palais de Tokyo, and the Palais de Chaillot.   

George and Mauclair constantly sought more engagement to push their aesthetic agendas, 

regularly trespassing boundaries that had traditionally confined the critic to the realm of the 

printed page. Hence Waldemar George's cavalier statement prefacing his Humanisme et l'idée de 

la patrie of 1936 that the reader "Might be surprised to see an art critic writing on the art of 

governance.”967 For these men, it was precisely their experience within the aesthetic realm, itself 

a reflection of society at large, that led them to believe that their position was clairvoyantly 

                                                        

966 See Malcolm Gee, Dealers, Critics and Collectors of Modern Painting, 126-138. 
967 “Sera peut-être surpris de voir un critique d’art traiter de l’art de gouverner." Waldemar George in Humanisme et 
l'Idée de la Patrie. (Paris: Bibliothèque Charpentier, 1936) cited by Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, Waldemar-George, 
critique d'art, 59.  
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privileged, that their intimacy and familiarity with art gave them access to that "secret" that 

Huyghe insisted was the key to understanding modern man. Through his liaison with Mussolini's 

cultural spokesperson Margherita Sarfatti, George facilitated constant cultural exchange between 

France and Italy, and his eventual museum proposal to Il Duce demonstrated an unprecedentedly 

large platform for an art critic who clearly envisioned himself as more than merely a 

commentator on the arts, but instead as a political and cultural visionary. George's career is a 

testament to a deep overreach but also to a pervasive and grandiose vision.  

 Mauclair too, went above and beyond in his search for an audience by curating the 

Figaro exhibitions, but also by presenting himself as a porte-parole for the entire nation of 

France. This was evident in his ingratiating letters to Ugo Ojetti in Italy, as he sought to create an 

international front of anti-Avant-gardeism. It is also visible in the art-critical "associations" he 

joined, his own visit to Mussolini, and the global scope of his canvassing in countries such as 

Italy, Belgium, Croatia, Argentina, and Brazil. Although Mauclair had no official title or 

capacity, in 1929 L'Art Vivant reported that he had delivered a talk in Brussels (the city that 

would soon play host to the international exhibition in 1935) to "continue the campaign he has 

mounted against contemporary art." The journal noted that the minister of foreign affairs was in 

attendance.968 In the summer and fall of 1930 Mauclair focused on Italy, lamenting that 

perceptions of French art abroad were limited to the “School of Paris,” and appealing to the 

French state to intervene. Mauclair had also worked on exhibitions in Zagreb and reached out to 

associates in Rio di Janeiro and Buenos Aires, where he "made sure to expose the scoundrels 

                                                        

968 “Continuant la campagne qu’il mène contre l’art contemporain".... “nous demandons a le ministre des Affaires 
étrangères si le rôle de nos représentants à l’étranger est de s'associer a des campagnes nettement anti-françaises.” 
Anon, L’art Vivant, May 1, 1929.  
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behind the Fauvist speculation."969  

In multiple appeals made to the French state, Mauclair claimed that the nation had failed 

in its responsibility to bridge the divide between the art that was presented as "national" and the 

art from the School of Paris that was showcased abroad, allowing the "false" modernism of the 

cosmopolitan art market to misrepresent France.970 For Mauclair, the problem of separating art 

from the state meant that the mercantile syndicates were gaining power. At the domestic level, 

Mauclair would often propose ethically questionable ideas for reform, like the rather absurd 

proposal to ban painting for a year to "reset" an art world hobbled by overproduction and 

modernist tenets:  

In order to stop this economic disaster, we should not only engage in an oft-sought out 
service to "discourage the fine arts" but we should also enact a law to forbid painting for 
a few years.971    
 

In June of 1933, Mauclair persisted with this line of thought by complaining that a weak state had 

failed to engage in a triage of aesthetics, and that it had allowed "auto-didacticism to become 

master" in the pedagogical realm. He argued that the state's overly broad acquisition policy and 

the disrepute of contemporary museums had prevented the state from discerning and fulfilling its 

goals as tastemaker.972 

                                                        

969“Ecrivant beaucoup à Buenos Ares et à Rio je ne fais pas faute d’exposer les malpropres dessous de la spéculation 
fauviste...." He also denigrates this “propagande qui a l’air d’être française est en réalité anti-française” Camille 
Mauclair, "De tout un peu," l'Ami du peuple, May 15, 1930. 
970Camille Mauclair, "L’art résolument moderne", Figaro, September 18 1930. 
971 "Il faudra, pour enrayer cette catastrophe économique, non seulement le service souvent souhaité de ' 
découragement des beaux-Arts', mais une loi interdisant l’acte de peindre durant plusieurs années Camille Mauclair, 
"Le Prolétariat des peintres," Figaro, February 22, 1928.  
972"L'état ne discerne pas, et ne remplit pas son devoir en laissant les musées glisser au discrédit par le faux principe de 
la "gare de triage"... Vous proclamez la séparation de l'Art et de l'Etat ... Et croyez bien que, pour cette dernière les 
syndicats mercantiles qui en jouent de plus en plus le rôle occulte seront enchantés de la remplacer et d'établir avec un 
personnel de publicistes et de commissaires-priseurs- la plus belle tyrannie que les artistes aient jamais subie."Camille 
Mauclair, "La réforme artistique de l’État ," Figaro, June 6, 1933.  
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Motivated on one hand by a sense of self-importance and on the other by a fear of the de-

skilling threatened by modernism and the avant-garde, the actors of the right discussed in this 

dissertation all engaged in a kind of activism that would substantiate the aesthetic "order" and 

renewal that had been discursively called for in the immediate aftermath of the First World War.  

All of these actors, including the critics of Le Dessin and the authors of the history books 

encountered in the last chapter, were seeking an alternative pathway in art apart from the one that 

had emerged on its own in the first decades of the 20th Century. Rejecting or denying what had 

been, they sought to rebuild the guidelines, standards, and institutional frameworks of artistic 

production according to a set of aesthetic principles that were consistent with their nationalist 

views.   

While one might argue that influence is always more or less the goal of the critic, in the 

face of an expanding and increasingly liberal exhibition system, critics on the right felt 

themselves ever more responsible for combating what they saw as artistic anarchy, taking on ever 

more militant tones in their writing. This attitude was already presaged in Maurrassian 

publications like La Revue universelle in the period immediately after the First World War.  In 

1922, lamenting the standard-less Salon des Indépendants, Roger Allard suggested that the critics 

would have to speak louder when juries refused to pass judgment. "We must recognize, that from 

now on criticism must do its best to supplement a failing jury. It would be best if it could become 

more severe."973  In the 1930s, moderate critics would register such shifts in attitude with 

concern. As I showed in my first chapter, many of Mauclair's colleagues believed he brought 

                                                        

973 “Il faut reconnaitre, au demeurant que la critique fait de son mieux pour suppléer aux jury défaillant. Elle pourrait 
faire d’avantage en se montrant plus sévère.” Roger Allard, “Le Salon des Indépendants” La Revue universelle 9, (Jan-
March 1922):401-6; 404. 
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shame to the profession. Likewise, Waldemar George was regularly brought to task for his 

militant tone. For instance, in 1933, Paul Fierens flatly referred to the foot soldiers of Italian 

Fascism when he described the writers working under George as his "brigades de choc."974 In that 

same year, the critic Edmond Humeau penned an essay in Emmanuel Mounier's975 Personalist 

journal Esprit. The article, entitled "L'art fait de liberté," specifically assailed George and 

Mauclair. Humeau faulted these two critics not only on political grounds but also argued that they 

had gone too far in their attempt to control artists, thereby surpassing their roles as critics.  

Despite the similarity between his own anti-materialist, Personalist discourse and that of George, 

Humeau asserted that he, in contrast, privileged aesthetic individualism, as evidenced by his 

appreciation of the works of Léger and Picasso. Later, in 1934, Humeau continued to attack 

George for misusing spiritual discourse, asking rhetorically "by what means" George had 

envisioned his writings affecting the course of history. Calling him a traitor, Humeau observed 

that George’s discourse was marked by "trickery, destined, like the spiritualist discourse of 

Mussolini or Hitler, to compromise the spiritual with the most savagely materialist interests." He 

continued: 

The glorification of the portraitist… [The] apology for the force and prestige… art in the 
service of a conqueror, what human painter would not comprehend the trap into which 
this anthropomorphic mystique leads? 976 

 

Thus, critics in the 1930s were divided not only along aesthetic and political lines, but 

                                                        

974 Paul Fierens, Gazette des Beaux-Arts, June 2, 1933. 
975 For more on Emmanuel Mounier see Jean-Louis Loubet del Bayle, Les non-conformistes des années 30, Une 
tentative de renouvellement de la pensée politique française, (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1969).  
976 "Ces affirmations sont des tricheries destinés, comme les discours spiritualistes de Mussolini ou de Hitler, à 
compromettre le spirituel avec les intérêts les plus sauvagement matérialistes...L'art au service d’un conquérant, quel 
peintre humain ne comprendra le piège où cette mystique anthropomorphique l’entraine? Edouard Humeau, review of 
Profites et Pertes de l'art contemporain, Esprit 2 no. 18, March 1934, 1025-6.  
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also regarding the ethics and function of criticism: what was the critic's role and how forcefully 

should he articulate it? After 1933, and especially after 1937, the question of dirigisme was now 

heavily weighted by comparisons to the auto-da-fés and the degenerate art exhibitions of the Nazi 

party. Could a critic's call for "orientation" be compared to a mandated aesthetic policy, the 

suppressions and eliminations of a totalitarian regime?  Responding to Huyghe and George's 

insistence in 1934 that art in France follow their "orientation," Jean Cassou plainly stated in 1935 

that in art, orientation could never be imposed, but rather emerged in retrospect:  

Proposals are coming from all sides: painting is lost... it needs to orient itself... as if the 
role of the critic in this 'moment of disarray' (there can be moments of poverty in the 
history of art, but I cannot fathom what a moment of disarray could be)... as if the role of 
the critic was to bring a formula to the establishment, as one does in political and 
diplomatic congresses! Well, so, should we convoke the heads of parties, as well as the 
presidents of the Salons, and the young leaders of the avant-garde and ask them to 
explain themselves? And this explanation, should we believe that it will give birth to a 
possible direction, an orientation?  Painting will crawl out of its rut and walk the straight 
path that it should? And where will it go? ... Who then will dare pronounce: 'Here is the 
path and its way' And why this path as opposed to another? 977 

 

Opposing the idea of an imposed aesthetic from any party, Cassou maintained the Republican 

ideology of independence, calling instead for disorientation, and adding that in the most vibrant 

and rich moments of artistic history, makers care little about "where they go." Direction, he 

                                                        

977 "Les conseils affluent de tout côtés: la peinture est égarée... il lui faut s'orienter... Comme si le rôle de la critique en 
ce 'moment de désarroi' (il se peut qu'il y a, dans l’ histoire de l'art, des moments de pauvreté mais je ne conçois guère 
ce que peut être un moment de désarroi) ... comme si le rôle donc de la critique était de parvenir à l'établissement d'une 
formule, ainsi que font les congrès politiques et diplomatiques! Et! alors, allons-nous convoquer les chefs de partis, 
aussi bien les messieurs les présidents de Salons, que les jeunes leaders d'avant-garde et leur demander se s'expliquer? 
Et faut-il croire que de cette explication naîtra l'idée d'une direction possible, d'une orientation? La peinture sortira de 
l'ornière et marchera droit là où elle doit aller? Et où ira-t-elle? .... Qui donc oserait prononcer: 'Voici le chemin et sa 
voie...' Et pourquoi ce chemin plutôt qu'un autre?" Jean Cassou, "Vers la désorientation" Amour de l'art 16 no. 10, 345-
6. 
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would remind us, is only revealed post-factum: "It is only later, when the inventor turns his gaze 

backwards, that he discovers where he is."  978   

The slippage between the language of criticism and the language of dictatorship was even 

apparent to conservative, but less extreme critics like Pierre Du Colombier, who did not miss the 

similarities between the tone used by George and that deployed by the National Socialists. 

Though, like George, Du Colombier believed in a certain kind of "national" art, he noted that 

reductive nationalist logic could only lead to a more extreme form of restriction:  

But my dear Waldemar, if you are so set, as I am, in accommodating all in French art that 
is good and made by a Frenchman, what direction are we heading in? Is this just an 
intellectual game, which is after all quite amusing, and serves only to prove a historical 
point... I wanted to be sure, but I also wanted to inform you that at this moment the 
Chancellor Hitler and the directors of the Third Reich claim, in the name of a certain 
conception of German art, to engage in a purification that looks to me very dangerous... I 
would like that you leave our neighbors with the monopoly on these measures.979 
 

In response to these direct accusations, George clarified his position in 1937 and 

distanced himself from the National Socialists in a two-part article printed in the conservative 

publisher George Wildenstein's weekly arts newspaper, Beaux-Arts: chronique des arts et de la 

curiosité. Here, George blithely opposed National Socialism and anti-Semitism, while he 

dismissed the kitsch on display in the Munich exhibition of great art. But his primary critique was 

focused on the method by which the Nazis had proceeded: 

                                                        

978 "Plus tard seulement l'inventeur tourne les yeux autour de lui découvre où il se trouve situé." Jean Cassou, "Vers la 
désorientation" Amour de l'art 16, no. 10, 346. 
979 “Mais mon cher Waldemar, si vous  êtres si décidé, comme moi, à accueillir dans l’art français tout ce qui est bon et 
crée par un Français à quoi tend cette discussion? N’est qu’un jeu d’esprit, après tout amusant et qui sert de commodité 
par l’exposé historique? Je voudrais en être sûr, mais je constante, avec vous-même, qu’en ce moment le chancelier 
Hitler et les dirigeants du Troisième Reich prétendent, au nom d’une certaine conception d’art allemand, se livrer à une 
épuration qui me paraît fort dangereuse. Et c’est vous même qui faites remarquer qu’il n’y a aucune raison sérieuse de 
choisir entre Schinkel et Grünewald. Je voudrais bien que nous laissons à nos voisins le monopole de ces exclusives.” 
Pierre du Colombier,  “Constantes de l’Art français” in Candide, September 23, 1937. 
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We cannot return to the past by making a tabula rasa of the present. We need to climb 
back up the hill of modernized art through successive steps. To expose to the ridicule of a 
volatile crowd the works of a great painter like Corinth... while qualifying them as 
specimens of a "degenerate art, Jewish and international" is to engage in demagoguery. 
980 
 

Despite the obvious disapproval voiced by George, for this supporter of Mussolini (he would 

remain so, we should recall, until 1938) it was not the interference with independent culture that 

should be condemned but rather the means by which Hitler had gone about his crusade. George 

preferred "successive steps" over a "tabula rasa," and, underestimating Hitler, he questioned all 

too casually whether the banning of such art could really impede its exposure:  "Will Hitler really 

achieve the goal he seeks? Written commentaries and clumsy rants will never impede an art lover 

from tasting the magic that is the color of Klee..." 981 

In 1938, Lionello Venturi, an exiled anti-Fascist Italian and the author of a book on the 

history of art criticism, would observe that art criticism had increased in importance since the 

beginning of the century, while also becoming more dogmatic.982 After the First World War, he 

stated, "Criticism has not ceased to propose principles and laws to artists."983  "Let us have a little 

humility, dear critics," he urged:  

Our goal is to understand artists, to explain them, and to defend them from the stupid and 
the blind.... Let us have confidence that artists know what they are doing. We do not need 

                                                        

980 "On ne peut retourner au passé, en faisant entièrement tabula rasa du présent. Il faut remonter ' la pente de l'art 
modernisé' par étapes successives. Exposer aux risées d'un public versatiles les oeuvre d'un grande peintre comme 
Corinth.... en les qualifiant de spécimens d'un art "dégénérée, juif et international' c'est faire de la démagogie. "  
Waldemar George, "L'art et le National-Socialisme " (part II) Beaux-Arts, August 20, 1937 p 2.   
981 "Le but poursuivi par M. Adolf Hitler sera t'il seulement atteint? Des commentaires écrit et de grossières railleries 
n'empêcheront jamais un connaisseur de goûter la magie de la couleur de Klee...."Waldemar George, "L'art et le 
National-Socialisme " (part II) Beaux-Arts August 20, 1937 p 2.  (Part I was printed on August 13, 1937)  
982 On Venturi's politics see Laura Iamurri, “Lionello Venturi à Paris: antifascisme et histoire de l’art moderne,” in Vers 
une Europe latine: 259-273. 
983 "La critique ne cesse de proposer aux artistes des principes et des loi" Lionello Venturi, "Le rôle de la critique 
contemporaine dans la création artistique" Amour de l'art 19 no 8, 1938, 305-6.  
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to precede them. We will run the risk of blocking their route. That would be an 
irretrievable shame.984  
 

However, with the threat of war and the building need to present a unified "image" of French art 

to the world, critics went further in "preceding" artists whose output was still unsatisfactory to 

many parties.   

c.4. Pour L'art Français 

On September 29, 1938, Primer Minister Edouard Daladier placed his signature alongside 

those of Chamberlain, Mussolini, and Hitler, sealing the multi-lateral Munich agreement that 

permitted Germany's annexation of Czechoslovakia without interference from other European 

powers. Is this one of the "recent events" referred to one week later in the forceful manifesto, 

"POUR L'ART FRANÇAIS," (Fig. 145) whose massive headline dominated the entire first page 

of Wildenstein's Beaux-Arts? We can only assume so. The manifesto, seemingly penned by 

Wildenstein himself, announced, "In the face of these serious times, we need to relocate France. 

We need to remake it."985  Wildenstein continued his battle-cry by asserting the need for "a 

collective and ordered action," and calling for producers to work together towards the creation of 

a unified school whose thought would extend into the urban and rural fabric of the nation: 

A task now imposes itself upon creators: that of agreeing upon principles that will help to 
equip and adorn our nation, its habitat, its cities, and the country, as well as the intimate 
and the social existence of the French people.986  
 

                                                        

984 "Un peu d'humilité, messieurs les critiques! notre but c'est de comprendre les artistes, des les expliquer, de les 
défendre contre les aveugles et les sots... Faisons confiance aux artistes. Ils savent ce qu'ils font. Et ne nous efforçons 
pas de les précéder. Nous courrions le risque de leur barrer la route. Ce qui serait pour vous une honte ineffaçable." 
Ibid.  
985 "À l'issue des heures graves....il faut retrouver la France. Il faut la refaire. Anon (Georges Wildenstein) "Pour l'art 
Français" Beaux-Arts, Chronique des Arts et de la Curiosité 75 no. 301, October 7, 1938. 
986 " Une tâche s'impose aux créateurs: celle de s'accorder sur les principes qui les aideront à orner et à équiper notre 
pays,  son habitat, ses villes et ses campagnes, l'existence intime et l'existence sociale des Français."  Ibid. 
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He called not for a rigid system of dogmas, but rather, sounding much like George (with whom 

he often collaborated), a certain kind of humanism: "An art that is more complete, more filled 

with humanity." And like George, Wildenstein was convinced that this should necessarily come 

at a price, advocating for the abandonment of extreme individualization, the obsession with 

originality, and certain aesthetic freedoms. In place of egalitarianism, there would be 

hierarchization. In place of anarchy, there would be discipline. In place of formlessness and 

abstraction, there would be figuration: 

We require a hierarchization, a deepening, a discipline. We will not define the Laws in 
question here: let us simply say that the richness of thought and sentiment is unified in 
the subtle precocity of the form. It encompasses all of man.987  
 

Though Wildenstein would acknowledge the efforts de redressement (that is, the corrective 

efforts) that had been attempted in the past 30 years, he insisted here that these were not 

sufficient. They were fragmentary, he wrote, and only served to sharpen anxiety regarding the 

crisis in the arts. This time, he wrote vaguely, the necessary action would require more resolve. 

 As if to demonstrate the strength of his army (of allies alive and dead), Wildenstein's 

manifesto was surrounded by aphoristisms and short extracts from the Comte de Buffon and 

André Gide, Paul Valéry, August Perret, Elie Faure, and other familiar French artists, writers, and 

thinkers.988  The following week, Wildenstein printed another "manifesto" that dominated the 

entire front page of his newspaper, clarifying that his demand for "The return of national 

consciousness" was based on the "spiritual principles through which France has always shown its 
                                                        

987 Il exige une hiérarchisation, un approfondissement, une discipline. Nous ne définirons pas ici ses Lois: disons 
seulement que la richesse de la pensée et du sentiment s'unit en lui a la subtile préciosité de la forme. Il comble 
l'homme tout entier." Ibid. 
988 The architect Auguste Perret's sympathies for aesthetic and economic dirigisme, in the form of Fascism, are evident 
in his participation with Combat (1938-1939) the fascist journal of Thierry Maulnier. This is discussed in Mark Antliff, 
Avant-Garde Fascism. 
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vitality". This was a direct reference to the Catholic faith, and echoes the discourse of the far-

right Action Française as well as George's less traditional neo-Catholic Humanism.989 To combat 

disorder, he called for the public powers to organize mural painters and sociologists, urbanists 

and hygienists, and to reform art education and museums.  He also added that France needed to 

better coordinate its propaganda and "give it a new force": "The idea of France must keep its 

place in the world in a moment when foreign regimes are producing publicity with an 

extraordinary vehemence."990   

The responses to the Beaux-Arts articles were broad and immediate, compelling 

commentators to take sides and to sharpen their own positions. The first was internal: on 28 

October, Raymond Cogniat, editor in chief of Beaux-Arts, responded to the complaints received 

by the newspaper, all the while re-affirming the "manifestes" and developing further on how the 

restriction of "liberty" in the arts was a positive feature. Citing the strict systems of Seurat and the 

compositional systems of the Cubists, he wrote that these experiments had only been possible 

through discipline and an ardor to revive art. Defending the position taken by his editorial board, 

he prioritized the desire to reconcile art and the people and to reintegrate art and life over the 

concept of liberty, writing "independence is an illusion." For Cogniat, if liberty enabled gratuitous 

production of art for art's sake, then "Too bad for liberty, and art will die of dryness, of 

cerebrality, devoured by its own misery."991 In contrast, he wrote, a true liberty could be achieved 

                                                        

989 "La reprise de conscience nationale...affirmation des principes spirituels sur lesquels la France a toujours montré sa 
vitalité," Anon (Georges Wildenstein), "Pour l'art français" Beaux-Arts, Chronique des arts et de la curiosité, Le 
journal des Arts. 75 no. 302, October 14, 1938.  
990  "Il faut que, dans un moment où les régimes étrangers font leur publicité avec un véhémence extraordinaire, l'idée 
française garde sa place dans le monde." Ibid. 
991 "Tempi pour la liberté, ou l'art mourra de sécheresse, de cérébralisme, dévoré par lui -même dans la misère." 
Raymond Cogniat "Pour l'art Français: de la liberté" Beaux-Arts, Chronique des arts et de la curiosité, Le journal des 
Arts vol. 75, no. 304, October 28, 1938. 
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with an accessible art that could "Transmit its message of beauty to the maximum number of 

men." However, this attitude demanded "great sacrifices."992 On November 11, when Beaux-Arts 

printed a review of the Salon d'Automne, it was clear that it would not support the "liberty" of an 

avant-garde that was being attacked in Germany. Instead, the newspaper favored the "liberty" of 

the slightly impressionistic, slightly fauvist styles of Oudot, Charles Blanc, Chapelain-Midy, 

Walch, and Vlaminck, whose paintings, in a visual echo to the manifesto, dominated the front 

page that week (Fig. 146).  

c.5. An Art without Policing 

In October of 1938, Prime Minister Daladier gave a speech in Marseilles that mirrored 

the points made by so many calling for a French redressement in the face of other nations. In 

addition to a political redressement, he also called for a cultural one, opining that the French and 

their individualist art was dragging (laughably) behind in a geopolitical culture under the "sign of 

force:" 

Whether we like it or not, the world has entered under the sign of force, and if you 
present yourself to other nations with your artists, with whatever remains of humanism in 
the French genius, they will laugh and say 'It was good, but in another century.'993 
 

In an article entitled "The courage to be oneself," Huyghe quoted the Prime Minister and rejected 

these comments, writing "No, a million times no." He refused to concede to either Wildenstein's 

manifesto or the words of Daladier. Using the words of Institut member Georges Duhamel, who 

had recently protested an "intellectual Sedan" in reference to 'muzzle accords' that the Germans 

                                                        

992 "Transmettre son message de beauté au plus grand nombre d'hommes" Ibid. 
993 “Que l'on veuille ou non le monde est entre sous le signe de la force et si vous vous présenter aux autres peuples 
avec vos artistes , avec ce qui reste d'humanisme dans le génie français c'est avec un rire cruel qu'on dira "c’était bon 
dans un autre siècle"  Édouard Daladier, cited by  René Huyghe, "Courage d'être soi" Amour de l'art 19 no. 10, 1938.  
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had discussed imposing on the French independent press after Munich, Huyghe protested that the 

political situation did not warrant any such restriction of French freedoms, including those 

vaguely suggested by Wildenstein. 994  

Looking at the state of affairs, Huyghe now began beating a retreat from the militant 

position he had been intimating, alongside Waldemar George, for years. In the face of these 

difficult political conditions, he now urged the French to remain true to their spirit of liberty, and 

to avoid "destroy[ing] ourselves under the pretext of regeneration."995 Huyghe wrote that the 

French were surrounded by voices announcing the death of individualism, and turning their heads 

towards totalitarian solutions: 

Under the cover of a call to regeneration [they] proclaim: 'individualism has failed. We 
are surrounded by populations whose new power is based on collectivism. Let us follow 
their example: bend our instincts... On the left, they show us the U.S.S.R.; on the right 
they show us Hitler and Mussolini. 996 
 

Repeating the words that Daladier had spoken in Marseilles, and rejecting their implications, he 

observed that although the Germans were the first to recognize the irreconcilability of artistic 

modernism and the needs of modern mass man,997 the Germans had ultimately failed in their 

aims: "they had sought to find a solution in the gross negation [of the avant-garde] and its 

                                                        

994 This, Duhamel wrote, would be to challenge "certaines libertés intérieures auxquelles tous les Français tiennent avec 
raison comme à la prunelle de l'oeil et pour lesquelles ils n'ont cessé de mener un ardent combat." Georges Duhamel, 
Le Figaro November 9, 1938, 1, 3. 
995"Ne nous démentons pas sous prétexte de régénérer" René Huyghe "Courage d'être soit" Amour de l'art vol. 19 no. 
10. 
996"Sous le couvert d'un appel à la régénération, [ils] proclame: 'l'individualisme a fait faillite. Nous sommes entourés 
de peuples dont la puissance neuve est basé sur le collectivisme. Rallions-nous à leur exemple: plions notre instinct... Et 
à gauche, on nous montre l'U.R.S.S.; à droite, Hitler et Mussolini."  Ibid. 
997"l'inaptitude de l'art moderne à répondre aux exigences morales du monde qui nait," Ibid. 
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contrary- academicism. In a few months German art died."998   In Huyghe's opinion, it would 

have sufficed to simply "endow the living substance of today's art with more evolved forms that 

are better adapted to today's needs."999 He continued emphatically that France should not 

"imitate" Germany in its attempt to defend against German aggression. "Our civilization could 

not, without capitulating, seek its destiny in the collectivism of the masses dirigées et aveugles.” 

Suddenly nostalgic and proud of France's cultural freedom, he insisted that it "had been 

constructed and it has been propelled by individuals, and it does not have the right to choke or 

reject their powers."1000   

In Cahiers d'art, the avant-garde journal edited by Christian Zervos, the response was 

stronger and much more direct. Duthuit wrote an article with the headline, "For an Art Without 

Policing," crisply printed on the isolated page prefacing the article (Figs. 147-8). Duthuit 

identified in Wildenstein's vaguery a direct threat to the freedom of the avant-gardes, and 

declared that although similar messages had been ignored in the past, given the political climate, 

this particular announcement should be taken very seriously and condemned: 

The meaning of the manifesto published by M. Georges Wildenstein in his paper of 
weekly information is utterly clear, despite the obscurity of expression. We read it 
simply, as it pertains to the cultural terrain, as the call for a reactionary crusade. A similar 
attempt, in other times, had passed by unnoticed. But in the present political 
circumstances, it deserves the most stinging reproach.1001  

                                                        

998"elle a cru trouver la solution dans sa négation grossière et dans son contraire: l'académisme. En quelques mois, l'art 
allemand est mort." Ibid. 
999"doter la substance vivant de l'art actuel de formes évoluées, mieux adaptées aux besoins nouveaux." Ibid. 
1000"Notre civilisation ne saurait, sans capituler, chercher son destin dans le collectivisme des masses dirigées et 
aveugles: elle a été faite, elle a vécu propulsée par des individus: elle n'a pas le droit d'étouffer et de rejeter leurs 
forces." Ibid. 
1001 "Le sens du manifeste récemment publié par M. Georges Wildenstein dans sa feuille d'information hebdomadaire 
est des plus clairs, malgré le vague de l'expression. Nous y lisons simplement, porté sur le terrain de le culture, comme 
un appel à la croisade réactionnaire. Pareille tentative, en d'autres temps eut passé totalement inaperçue. Elle vaudra à 
ses auteurs, dans les circonstances politiques actuelles, la plus cinglante réprobation." Georges Duthuit, "Pour l'art sans 
police," Cahiers d'art nos 3-10 (1938): 69-72; 70. 
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Duthuit explained that such pronouncements, while claiming to address the problems between 

creators and the public, made no concrete overtures to the working class, and offered no 

institutional access nor popularization of imagery in the way that other measures linked to art 

social had done previously. Wildenstein and his allies, he announced, sought a consensus at the 

level of government, critics, and painters, "a harmonious alliance of the pen, the sword, and the 

brush."1002 So what, asked Duthuit sardonically, if this requires raids on studios and the closing of 

borders? 

And so what if we practice, if necessary, with a firm softness, the verifications and the 
removal of passports, raids on studios and newspapers without which a renaissance 
would not be possible. The master can now enter, with his culture dirigée and his laws of 
exception. He will turn, we hope, towards the first rate furnishers, without distinction of 
profession or origins, a look that they will recognize as their own. Here are the miserable 
calculations... They reflect the face of the period, and its secret purity. The humiliation is 
complete. Tomorrow will not be any better.1003 

 

Concerned for his reputation and positing a misunderstanding amongst his critics, 

Wildenstein eventually responded to them. On January 6, 1939, he specifically cited Huyghe and 

clarified his position:   

What we are asking for is that we overcome this badly-placed dilemma between a dead 
academicism and an isolated and abstract avant-garde. What we are asking is the 
reintegration of art's problems and cares into public life.1004  

                                                        

1002 "Harmonieuse alliance de la plume, de l'épée et du pinceau." Georges Duthuit, "Pour l'art sans police," 70. 
1003 "Et qu'on pratique, si nécessaire, avec une ferme douceur, ces vérifications et retraits de passeports, ces fouilles 
d'ateliers et de papiers sans lesquelles il n'est aujourd'hui, renaissance qui tienne. Le Maitre peut venir maintenant, avec 
sa culture dirigée et ses lois d'exception. Il tournera, on l'espère, vers les fournisseurs de la première heure, sans 
distinction de profession ni d'origine, un regard qui reconnais les siens. Voila de misérables calculs....Ils reflèteraient 
encore le visage défait de l'époque, et sa secrète pureté. L'humiliation est complète. Demain ne sera pas meilleur...." 
Ibid. 
1004 " Ce que nous demandons c'est qu'on sorte de ce dilemme mal posé entre l'académisme mort et l'avant-garde 
abstraite et isolée. Ce que nous demandons c'est un réintégration de l'art de ses soucis, des ses problèmes à la vie 
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Although he wrote that his journal had wanted to showcase all aspects of modern art, "even the 

most audacious," it was hard to believe such a statement given that Beaux-Arts habitually printed 

features and reviews of only the most classicising painters and sculptors. That some of these 

artists, hardly avant-garde, had signed their names in March 1939 in support of "Pour un Art 

Français" was a further testament to the position that the journal had taken.1005  

 In the March 17, 1939 edition of Beaux-Arts, Waldemar George penned an assessment of 

the last "Salon des Independents" before the war. This ominous review would sum up the position 

of art in France at the end of the 1930s and show just how much had changed since the early days 

of modernism. "The Salon of Signac," George wrote, referencing the anarchist and egalitarian 

founder of the institution, "epitomizes the crisis of contemporary art."1006  

 
Founded fifty years ago to permit artists to present their works to the public, based on the 
principle of the suppression of a jury for admission, this Salon corresponded to pressing 
needs and favored the efforts of young painters, shunned by the Institut, and held apart 
from official Salons.1007 
 

 

However, today, George wrote, this system no longer satisfied. Due to an overly democratic 

discourse that accommodated too many, the Salon des Indépendants was no longer able to "fulfill 
                                                        

 

publique..." Georges Wildenstein "Pour l'art Français: L'art et la vie" Beaux-Arts. Chronique des arts et de la curiosité. 
Le Journal des arts 75, no. 314, January 6, 1938.  
1005 Louis Charlot, René Morère, Alfred Pellan and Mario Tauzin, and others, "Pour un Art Français" Beaux-Arts, 
March 3, 1939 76, no 322. 
1006 "Met en relief la crise de notre vie artistique." Waldemar George, "Le salon des indépendants," Beaux-Arts, 
Chronique des arts et de la curiosité, Le journal des Arts 76 no. 324, March 17, 1939. 
1007 "Fondé il y a cinquante ans pour permettre aux artistes de présenter leurs oeuvres ou jugement du public, basé sur 
le principe de la suppression des jury d'admission, ce Salon correspondait alors a un besoin pressant et favorisait les 
efforts des jeunes peintres, brimé par l'institut, et tenus a l'écart des salons officiels." Ibid. 
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this task of prospection."1008 Mediocrity, he argued, "cannot be the price of liberty."1009 

Ultimately, in this final insult, George showed that the principles that had been justly called for, 

and even needed, to accommodate changing art forms in the 19th century no longer fit the needs 

of his day because they did not support the pressing project of a national art. By the end of the 

1930s, the ideals of independence, liberty, equality – whose institutionalization had permitted the 

avant-garde to emerge in Paris  – were no longer defended by any but the most loyal supporters of 

the avant-garde. For the rest, these ideals were regarded with suspicion as they had failed to 

produce the imagery desired by the nationalist architects of identity. Indicating the temperature of 

the political climate in these years, in 1939, Charles Maurras, the steadfast opponent of 

democracy, was elected to the Academy of Letters at the Institut de France, thereby making an 

anti-Republican one of the most respected men in the late Third Republic.   

c.6. Conclusion  

 When the Germans invaded France in May 1940 and the Vichy regime was installed in 

June, all of the conservative actors I have examined remained comfortably ensconced in their 

positions (Waldemar George, being Jewish, was the exception and was forced to go into 

hiding).1010  Some, like Mauclair, declared the impoverished cultural landscape of Vichy and the 

occupation a triumph that had erased "20 years of mistakes,"1011 while others, like Louis Hourticq 

or Louis Hautecoeur, would remain silently pleased as the tables turned in their favor.  René 

                                                        

1008 "remplir cette tache de prospection" Ibid.  
1009 "La liberté ne doit pas être une simple prime à la médiocrité" Ibid. 
1010 Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles describes the seizure of George's property and a treacherous journey for the critic as he 
moved between the homes of friends and church properties, all the while pursued by Nazi and collaborationist 
authorities who had prioritized the capture of this successful Jewish critic from the very beginning of the occupation. 
Yves Chevrefils Desbiolles, Waldemar-George critique d'art . 
1011 " Il est incontestable que la voie de la collaboration franco-allemande est la seule qui puisse nous mener au 
relèvement durable..." Camille Mauclair, "Collaborer c'est effacer 20 ans d'erreurs" Le Matin, November 9, 1940.  
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Huyghe, an opportunist through and through whose political position, always hidden behind a 

rhetoric of anti-materialism and spiritual renewal, was never clear, worked in his capacity as 

curator at the Louvre to safeguard and hide masterpieces of French art in the non-occupied 

regions, eventually joining the resistance while doing so.    

 In the immediate post-war period, Huyghe was rewarded with a chair at the College de 

France and Mauclair was condemned, though he died before his trial. Hautecoeur and Hourticq 

were unscathed in the purges. The art world in Paris was now under reconstruction and, as Natalie 

Adamson and Steven Harris have shown, it underwent a radical revision of values whereby 

symbols once associated with tradition were finally severed from their original signposts and 

radically re-articulated.1012  Works of pure abstraction, once immediately identifiable with the 

avant-garde and the politics of the left, could now be mobilized for the sensationalist neo-

royalism of a painter like George Mathieu.  In an environment of paranoia, suspicion, and shame, 

the critical atmosphere changed dramatically and any critic broaching questions of tradition was 

regarded with deep suspicion, as was the case for George, whose complicated position brought 

him many more intellectual attacks after the liberation, despite himself having been a victim of 

the Nazis.1013  

 In the post-war period, the aggressive anti-avant-gardism that had marked the rhetoric of 

interwar intellectuals, the "dog whistles" in art prose that recalled the rhetoric of the far right, 

would more or less evaporate from the public sphere, and with some rare exceptions, reactionary 

                                                        

1012 Natalie Adamson, Painting, Politics and the Struggle for the École de Paris, 1944-64 (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 
2009), Steven Harris, "The Gaulish and the feudal as lieux de mémoire in post-war French abstraction," Journal of 
European Studies 35 no. 2  (2005): 201-220.  
1013 See the accusations launched at George by Georges Huisman, “Mais si, Picasso est un peintre Français,” Opera, 
March 27, 1946 and George's response in Waldemar George, “L’affaire Picasso,” in Opera 4, no. 49, April 17, 1946. 
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or conservative critics were no longer permitted respectable platforms in the post-war world.  In 

1950, the painter Jean Milhau condemned the bellicose attitude of the critic who hates his own 

time: 

They hold a curious conception of a literary genre- they do not follow the evolution of 
painting with love, with an elementary humility towards a vocation that is not theirs, with 
the specific goal that leaves the critical spirit the most latitude and defines its true role: 
that of being an intermediary between the artist and his public. The public asks to 
understand and wants also that the artist cater to his needs and tastes. It is in this sense 
that critical judgment justifies itself and the research of estheticians should be conceived. 
1014  

 

Milhau called for a more benign, benevolent critic who acts not as a messiah, but as a guide to 

help the public understand, re-affirming the role of the critic as a commentator who explains art 

to the people, not someone who precedes artists with a platform. From the late 1920’s onward 

French art world actors had abandoned this role, setting themselves up as antagonists instead of 

translators, as partisans instead of messengers.   

                                                        

1014"Une conception assez curieuse du genre littéraire qu’ils pratiquent: il ne suivent pas l’évolution de la peinture avec 
amour, avec une élémentaire humilité envers un métier qui n’est pas le leur, dans un but précis qui laisse à l’esprit 
critique toute latitude et définit son véritable rôle: celui d’un intermédiaire entre l’artiste et son public. Le public 
demande à tout comprendre et veut aussi que l’artiste se préoccupe de ses besoins et de ses goûts. C’est en ce sens que 
le jugement critique se justifie et que la recherche des esthéticiens se conçoit.” Jean Milhau, Arts de France, no. 33, 
November 1950, 72. 
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Appendix A: Anti-Modernist Pamphlets Listed by Country of Publication, Chronologically. 

 
FRANCE 
Third Republic Pamphlets 
Tony Tollet, "De l’Influence de la corporation judéo-allemande des marchands de tableaux de 
Paris sur l’art français," Communication faite à l'Académie des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et 
Arts de Lyon, dans la séance du 6 juillet 1915 (Lyon: A. Rey, 1915) 
 
Marcel Hiver, Les Cahiers du C.A.P. (Critique, art, philosophie.) (published intermittently
 between 1924-7 ) 
 
Camille Mauclair, La Folie picturale: barioleurs, profiteurs, dupes mercantis & 
métèques (Paris: Watelet, 1928). 
 
Camille Mauclair La Farce de l’art vivant: Une campagne picturale: 1928-1929 (Paris: 
Éditions de la Nouvelle Revue Critique 1929). 
 
Camille Mauclair La Farce de l’art vivant II: Les métèques contre l’art français (Paris: 
Éditions de la Nouvelle Revue Critique 1930). 
 
Adolphe Basler, La Peinture, religion nouvelle. (Paris: Bibliothèque des Marges, 1927). 
 
Adolphe Basler, Le Cafard après la fête ou l'esthétisme d'aujourd'hui.  (Paris: J. Budry, 
1929). 
 
 
Collaborationist and Vichy-Era Propaganda Pamphlets 
Robert Rey. La Peinture moderne, ou l’art sans métier (Paris, Presses Universitaires de 
France, 1941) 
 
Fritz Vanderpyl L’Art sans patrie/ Le pinceau d’Israel  (Paris: Mercure de France, 1942) 
 
Camille Mauclair La Crise de l’art moderne (Paris: Editions CEA, 1944). 
 
 
GERMANY 
 
Weimar-Era Germany 
Paul Schultze-Naumberg. Kunst und Rasse (Munich, J.H Lehmann, 1928) 
Note: later republished by the National Socialist Press in 1935, 1938, and 1942. 
 
Nazi-Era Propaganda Pamphlets 
Adolf Dresler. Deutsche Kunst und entarte Kunst. Kunstwerk und Zerrbild als Spiegel. 
(Munich: Deutscher Volksverlag, 1938). 
 
Wolfgang Willrich, Säuberung des Kunsttempels; eine kunstpolitische Kampfschrift zur 
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Gesundung deutscher Kunst im Geiste nordischer Art. (Munich J.H. Lehmann, 
1937) 
 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Camille Mauclair, Painting Gone Mad (London: Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, 1931). 
 
Frederic Colin (F.C) Tilney The Art Critic  (Later: Art and Reason: For Sane and Competent 
Art ) (serial) (Cheam, Surrey 1934-1948). 
 
AUSTRALIA 
Lionel Lindsay, Addled Art. Sydney: Angus and Robertson Ltd: 1942. 
 
USA 
Henry Rankin Poore, Thinking Straight on Modern Art (New York: J.P. Putnam's Sons, 1934) 
 
Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art (Chicago: A. Kroch 1937) 
 
ARGENTINA 
Lionel Lindsay, Arte Morboso. Buenos Aires : Editorial Guillermo Kraft, 1959. 
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Appendix B: Masthead of Le Dessin, Vol. I, no. 1, May 1929. 

Comité de Patronage 
Louis Hourticq, Membre de l'Institut 
Paul Léon, Membre de l'Institut 
Edmond Pottier, Membre de l'Institut 
Félix Aubert, Vice-Président de la Société Nationale des Beaux-Arts 
Emile Bayard, Inspecteur Général de l'Enseignement des Beaux-Arts 
Louis Bonnier, Architecte 
Emile Humblot, Sénateur 
Édouard Labbé Directeur Général de l'Enseignement Technique 
Arthur Maluski, Proviseur du Lycée Carnot 
Camille Mauclair,   [position is left blank] 
Gaston Quénioux, Inspecteur Général de l'Enseignement du Dessin 
Théodore Rosset, Directeur de l'Enseignement Primaire 
Francisque Vial, Directeur de l'Enseignement Secondaire 
 
Comité de Rédaction 
Louis Hourticq, Membre de l'Institut, Inspecteur Général de l'Enseignement de Dessin 
Félix Aubert, Vice Président de la Société Nationale des Beaux-Arts 
Jean Aufort, Professeur au Lycée de Sens 
Camille Boignard, Professeur a l'École Nationale des Arts Décoratifs 
Louis Bonnier, Architecte 
Gustave Corlin, Professeur à l'École Nationale des Arts Décoratifs 
Joseph Vital Lacaze, Professeur à l'École Nationale des Arts Décoratifs 
Gaston Quénioux, Inspecteur Général de l'Enseignement du Dessin 
Louis Roger, Professeur à l'école Nationale des Beaux-Arts 
Mlle Roselli, Professeur à l'École Normale d'Institutrices de la Seine 
 
 
* Paul Ladoué, Conservateur-Adjoint of the Luxembourg, was editor from 1932-4. 
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Appendix C:  Anti-Modernist Associations, late 1920s. 

Association des Critiques d'Art Français, founded in 1929 
Président: Camille Mauclair 
Vice-Presidents: Maurice Feuillet and Robert-Guillou 
Secrétaire: Maurice Duplay 
Trésorier: René Brécy 
 
Association des Critiques d'Art (after 1936) 
Président: Robert Guillou 
Vice-President:  Louis Hourticq 
Secrétaire: Maurice Duplay 
Membres: René Brécy, Henri Focillon, et Paul Brulat. 
 
Ligue de la Défense d'art, founded in August 1929 
Président: Léon Bérard, ancien ministre des Beaux-Arts 
Vice-Présidents: 
Georges Berthoulat (sénateur, ancien directeur de la Liberté), 
Maurice Feuillet (homme de lettres), 
Louis Fourès (conseiller municipal de Paris), 
Louis Madelin (de l’Académie française), 
Charles Richet (membre de l’Institut), 
Camille Mauclair (homme de lettres). 
Secrétaire général : André Cahard (homme de lettres). 
Trésorier : Jean Lefort (artiste peintre). 
Membres du conseil : Paul Arnal (ingénieur), Louis Aucoc (conseiller municipal de Paris), Émile 
Buland (membre de l’Institut), Raymond Deschellerin (conservateur des Musées d’Orléans), 
Alfred Dumaine (ancien ambassadeur de France), Édouard Gelhay (expert près le tribunal de la 
Seine), Guey (conservateur des Musées de Rouen), Comte Louis d’Harcourt, Émile Humblot 
(sénateur), Comte Charles de l’Aigle, Maurice Leloir (président de la Société de l’Histoire du 
costume), Charles Levée (conseiller municipal), Fernand Mercier (ancien conservateur des 
Musées de Dijon), Justin Peyronnet (éditeur), Pierre Rameil (député), Gustave Rivet (ancien 
sénateur), Georges Rufin (collectionneur), Georges Serrier (artiste peintre) et René Valléry-Radot 
(président du Conseil de l’administration de l’Institut Pasteur). 
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Appendix D:  Survey Texts of Contemporary Art History 1931-1946 

 
1931 Jacques-Émile Blanche, Les Arts Plastiques. Paris: Les éditions de France 
1931 Henri Sérouya, Initiation a la peinture d'aujourd’hui. Paris: La Renaissance du  Livre. 
1933 Pierre du Colombier et Roland-Manuel.  Les arts: peinture, sculpture, gravure, 
 architecture, cinéma, photographie, musique et danse. Paris: Denoël et Steele. 
1935    René Huyghe, ed. Histoire de l'art contemporain: La peinture. Paris: Alcan 
1937 Gilles de la Tourette, La peinture française contemporaine Paris: Librairie des Arts 
 Décoratifs 
1938 Christian Zervos, Histoire de l'art contemporain.  Paris: Editions Cahiers de l'art,  1938 
1941    Robert Rey La peinture moderne ou l'art sans métier. (Presses Universitaires de  France, 
1941) 
1942 Louis Hautecoeur, Littérature et peinture en France du XVIIe au XXe siècle. Paris: 
 Arman Colin. 
1946 Bernard Dorival, Les étapes de la peinture française contemporaine, Vol 3: 1911-
 1944,  Paris: Gallimard. 
1946     Louis Hourticq, L'art et la littérature, Paris: Flammiron. 
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Appendix E:  Art Purchasing Bodies of the French State 

In addition to these commissions intended to determine how works of art from living artists might 
be acquired by the state, state administrators on the committee of National conservators  (Comité 
des conservateurs et le Conseil des Musées) can petition to purchase works from artists who are 
recently deceased and/or receive donations. 
 
1905 
Commission consultative spéciale d'acquisitions aux expositions organisées par la Société des 
Artistes Français et la Société Nationale des Beaux-Arts (Special consultative committee for 
acquisitions from the exhibitions of the Société des Artistes Français and the Société Nationale 
des Beaux-Arts) established. Works acquired from sources other than these two Salons were 
proposed by a small group delegated from the Sous-Commission des Travaux d'Art (Works of Art 
Sub-Committee) established in 1889, or by a group of two or three representatives of the Beaux-
Arts Administration. 
 
1929-1931 
A new Commission consultative des achats d’oeuvres d’artistes vivants destinées au musée du 
Luxembourg (Luxembourg commission) was spearheaded by François Poncet, the under secretary 
of state for Beaux-Arts in Nov 1928-early 1930. This would be assigned at least 1/3 annual 
purchasing budget. 
 
1933 
1.Commission Consultative Spéciale des Acquisitions de l’Etat aux expositions organisées par les 
six grands salons (Société des Artistes Français, la Société Nationale des Beaux-Arts, la Société 
des Artistes Décoratifs, la Société des Artistes Indépendants) des a.k.a "La grande commission". 
Consisting of 41 members, 21 of whom are taken from the CSBA. The remainder include critics 
and independent artists and architects, including Bonnard, Perret, Vuillard, and Waldemar 
George, Camille Mauclair and Louis Vauxcelles are counted amongst the 41 (39) members of the 
commission. The positions were renewable every two years. 
2. Commission chargée de proposer au ministre les acquisitions d’oeuvres d’artistes vivants 
exclusivement destiniées à l’enrichissement des collections nationales, (The commission charged 
with proposing to the minister acquisitions by living artists exclusively destined to the enrichment 
of the national collections) a.k.a "La petite commission."  This five-person special consisted of 
the Director General of Beaux-Arts (Huisman), le Chef du Service des Travaux d'arts, 
l'Administrateur du Mobilier Nationale, along with a curator of a national museum and an adjunct 
curator of a national museum, and an art amateur, the last three being annually nominated but 
renewable positions.  The Commission began with a budget of 200,000 francs a year. 
 
1940- 1944 
Grande Commission reduced to 6 members. 1015 

                                                        

1015 Laurence Bertrand Dorléac, Histoire de l'art 1940-1944,  (Paris: Publications la Sorbonne, 1986), 215, fn 24. 
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Appendix F: Figaro Exhibitions* 

 
Exhibition 1, Opening November 15, 1929 
Gabriel Belot,  Maurice Denis,  George Desvallières,  Henry Déziré,  Paul-Élie Dubois,  Émile 
Gaudissard,  Paul-Élie Gernez,  Gustave Louis Jaulmes,  Paul Jouve,  Mathurin Méheut,  Henri de 
Nolhac, Ouvré, Henri Rivière,  André Strauss,  René Thomsen. 
 
Exhibition 2, Opening December 16, 1929 
Louis Anquetin,  Robert Antral,  Gaston Balande,  Emile Beaume, Mme Laure Bruni,  Roger 
Chapelain-Midy,  André Chapuy,  Louis Jourdan,  Lucien Madrassi,  Fernand Maillaud, Lucien 
Mainssieux,  Eugène Martel,  Jacques Martin-Ferrieres,  Jean Peské,  Fernand Sabatté,  Lucien 
Seevagen,  Jules-Émile Zingg. 
 
Exhibition 3, Opening January 21,1930 
Marcel Bach,  Paul Bret,  Georges Capgras,  André Davids, Mlle Angèle Delasalle,  Lucien 
Victor Delpy,  René Demeurisse,  André Devambez,  André Fraye,  Henry Grosjean,  Charles 
Lacoste,  Stéphane Lamarche,  Léopold Pascal,  Gustave Pierre. 
 
Exhibition 4, Opening February 24, 1930 
Georges Barat-Levraux,  Eugène Béjot,  Albert Brabo,  Jacques Brissaud,  Maurice Busset, Mlle 
Marguerite-Jeanne Carpentier,  Augustin Carrera, Maurice Chabas,  Victor Charreton,  Henri 
Deluermoz,  Victor Dupont,  Eugène Durenne,  Ferdinand Fargeot,  Jean Frélaut,  Horace 
Richebé, Mlle Yvonne Ripa de Roveredo 
 
Exhibition 5, Opening March 26, 1930 
Hugues de Beaumont,  André Dauchez,  Jean Despujols,  Georges de Feure,  Charles Fouqueray,  
Jean-Gabriel Goulinat,  Charles Hoffbauer, Mlle Adrienne Jouclard,  Paul-Albert Laurens,  G. 
Leroux,  Robert Poughéon,  Roger Reboussin,  Pierre-Gaston Rigaud,  Georges Sabbagh,  
Alexandre Urbain,  Raymond Wintz 
 
Exhibition 6, Opening May 6, 1930 
Mme Gabrielle Henriette Rieunier-Rouzaud, Mlle Magdeleine A. Dayot, Mlle Elisabeth de 
Groux,  Jules Flandrin,  Pierre Girieud,  François de Hérain,  Jules Joets,  Charles Jouas,  Pierre 
Ladureau,  Henri Menessier,  Paul Morchain,  Eugène Narbonne,  Henri Pacquet,  Alphonse 
Quizet,  Jacques Simon,  Max Théron 
 
Exhibition 7, Opening June 13, 1930 
Mme Madeleine Doillon-Toulouse, Mme Madeleine Sougez, Mlle Jeanne Thil,  Valère Bernard,  
Pierre Fleury,  François Guiguet,  René Juste,  Marcel Parturier,  Claude Rameau,  Raymond 
Renefer,  Edmond Sigrist,  Tancrède Synave,  Gabriel Venet,  Emmanuel de La Villéon 
 
Exhibition 8, Opening November 4, 1930 
Paul Jouve,  Gabriel Belot,  Jules Flandrin,  Henri Déziré,  Victor Charreton,  Eugène Narbonne,  
Yves Brayer,  Roger Chapelain-Midy,  Ernest-Victor Romanet,  André Hébuterne,  Lucien-Victor 
Delpy, Mme Louise Galtier-Boissière,  Guy Loë,  André Thomas,  Louis Wuillaume,  Iwan Cerf,  
Virgilio Costantini,  Philippe Maliayine 
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Exhibition 9, Opening December 3, 1930 
Alfred-Louis Andrieux, Robert-Adrien Delétang,  Jean Despujols,  Gustave-Louis Jaulmes,  
Jourdan,  Pierre Ladureau,  Lucien Madrassi,  Claude-René Martin,  Léopold Pascal,  Jacques 
Simon,  G. Venel, Mme Gabrielle Henriette Rieunier-Rouzaud, Mlle Migueline Bernard 
d'Attanoux,  Antonio Ortiz Echagüe,  Victor Gilsoul,  José de La Peña,  Bernard Harrison,  Serge 
Ivanoff,  Alexandre Jacovleff 
 
Exhibition 10, Opening January 8,  1931 
Auguste Brouet, Mlle Angèle Delasalle,  Gaston Balande,  Alfred liastien,  Victor Dupont,  
Marcel Gaillard,  Charles Jouas,  Jean Lefori,  Jacques Majorelle,  Jacques Matheu,  Léon Parent,  
Roger Rebonssin,  Italina Santini,  Harold Speed,  Lucien Seevagen 
 
Exhibition 11, Opening February 4, 1931 
Richard Brunck de Freundeck, Louis-Philippe Kamm,  René Kuder,  Paul Ledoux,  Daniel 
Schœn,  Gustave Stoskopf,  Paul Weiss, Mme Fernande Cormier, Mlle Yvonne Ripa de 
Roveredo, Mlle Arlette Davids,  Emile Bernard,  Georges Gobo,   Fernand Maillaud,  Pierre-
Gaston Rigaud,  Charles Martin-Sauvaigo, M. et Mme Braïlovsky,  Michel Cascella,  E.-D. 
Barreda,  Jan Van Looy. 
 
Exhibition 12, Opening March 4,  1931 
Mme Béatrice Carebul, Mme Renée Davids, Mme Madeleine Doillon-Toulouse,  Hugues de 
Beaumont,  David Burnand,  Charles Dratz-Barat,  Frederick Carl Frieseke,  Jean-Gabriel 
Goulinat,  Lucien Grandgérard,  Paul Hugues,  Maurice de Lambert,  Désiré Lucas,  Pélayo 
 
Exhibition 13, Opening March 31, 1931 
Mme Laure Bruni, Mme Madeleine Songez, Mlle Madeleine Carpentier, Mlle Louise Janin,  L.-
D. Boucher,  Henri Deluermoz,  Pierre Fleury,  Emmanuel Fougerat,  Henry Grosjean,  Jean 
Lugnier,  Claude Rameau,  Paul Simon,  André Strauss,  Louis Suire,  Edward Chappel,  J.-G. 
Gonin,  Léon Kavril,  Pierre-Eugène Vibert 
 
Exhibition 14, Opening May 5, 1931 
Mlle Elisabeth Chaplin,  Henri Beau,  Adolphe Deteix,  Ferdinand Fargeot,  François de Hérain,  
Or'Klein,  Ernest Pernelle,  A.- Le Petit,  Clément Serveau,  Jean-Alphonse Stival,  Maurice 
Tastemain,  Alfred Bastien, Pietro Chiesa,  Nestor 
 
Exhibition 15, Opening June 5, 1931 
Mme Mathilde Arbey, Mme Marguerite Delorme, Mme Magdeleine Hering,  Alexandre Benois,  
René Besserve,  Auguste-Jean Claire,  Auguste Clergeau,  Jean Helleu,  -T. Lhomme,  Maurice 
Noir,  Auguste Matisse,  Charles Perron,  Plumont,  Prudhomme,  Joseph Radan,  André Spitz,  
Maurice Vaumousse,  Ulvi Liegi 
 
Exhibition 16, Opening January 15, 1932 
Mme Elisabeth de Groux, Mme Suzanne Lalique, Mlle Béatrice How, Mlle Marguerite Mackain,  
Alfred Bastien,  Paul de Castro,  Edgar Chahine,  Charles Dagnac-Riviére,  André Dauchez,  
Albert Decaris,  Henry Déziré,  Victor Dupont,  Paul Jouve,  Karoly Kotasz,  Pierre Ladureau,  
Louis-Marie Désiré-Lucas,  Lucien Madrassi,  Roger Nivelt,  Pierre-Eugène Vibert 
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Exhibition 17, Opening March 2,1932 
Mme Gabrielle Henriette Rieunier-Rouzaud, Mlle Mathilde Arbey, Mlle Angèle Delasalle,  Henri 
Beau,  Gabriel Belot,  Yves Brayer,  Paul Bret,  Iwan Cerf,  Roger Chapelain-Midy,  Henri 
Deluermoz,  Georges Gobô,  François de Hérain,  Paul Hugues,  Serge Ivanoff,  Charles Jouas,  
Abraham Mordkhine,  Jacques Simon,  Jean-Alphonse Stival,  Vassil Stoïlov,  Willem Van 
Hasselt 
 
Exhibition 18, Opening May 18 1932 
Jean Baldoui,  Etienne Bouchaud,  Paul-Adrien Bouroux,  Edouard Brindeau,  Richard Brunck de 
Freundeck, Mme Yvonne Delangle-Marevéry,  J.-H. Derche,  Charles Edelmann,  Robert Fernier,  
Bernard Harrison, Mlle Margherita de Lotis,  Jacques Majorelle,  Leopold Pascal,  Claude 
Rameau,  Raymond Renefer,  Pierre-Gaston Rigaud,   Ernest-Victor Romanet, Mlle Yvonne Ripa 
de Roveredo,  Solotareff,  Maurice Tastemain,  Gabriel Venet,  Raymond Wintz 

 
*Asselin, though listed in a press preview by Mauclair, does not appear to have 
ultimately participated in these exhibitions. 
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Appendix G: Exhibitors with the Figaro Exhibitions purchased by the French State 

Artists Exhibiting at the Figaro Exhibitions whose works were purchased by the French state 
between 1922-1940. Quantity of works purchased during that period listed in parentheses. 
Foreigners have a * next to their names. 
 
(?) Attanoux, Migueline (Mme Bernard Attanoux) 
(6) Belot, Gabriel 
(2) Busset, Maurice 
(12) Chapelain-Midi Roger  (Chapelain-Midy) 
(1) Chapuy André 
(3) Dayot, Magdeleine A 
(3)Delasalle, Mlle Angèlle 
(2)Delétang  Robert Adrien 
(3) Delpy, Lucien-Victor 
(5) Denis, Maurice 
(3)Deteix, Adolphe 
(2)Desiré-Lucas, louis-marie 
(2)Despujols Jean 
(7)Devambez, André 
(12)Edelmann, Charles 
(5)Gernez Paul Emile 
*(7)Gobo, Georges (Georges Gobô), USA 
(9)Goulinat, J.G (Jean-Gabriel) 
(4) Hébuterne, André 
(9) Hugues, Paul Jean 
(4) Jourdan, Louis 
(7) Juste, René 
(10) Ladureau, Pierre 
(4)Lefort, Jean 
*(1) Looy, Jan Van, Belgium 
(1) Lugnier, Jean 
(2)Majorelle (Majorel) Jacques 
(2) Maillaud, Fernand 
(2) Martin-Sauvaigo, Charles 
(2)Mathurin, Méheut 
(4) Parent, Leon 
(2) Pascal, Leopold 
(3) Pernelle, Ernest 
(3) Richebé, Horace 
(2) Rigaud, Pierre-Gaston 
*(2) Sabbagh, George, Egypt 
(1) Synave, Tancrède 
(5) Urbain, Alexandre 
(2) Van Hasselt, Willem 
(2) Venet, Gabriel Albert 
(1)Wintz, Raymond 
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(14) Zingg, Jules 
 

Artists in the Figaro exhibitions purchased by the Vichy regime 1940-August 25, 1944: 
 
Chapelain-Midy, Roger 
Corneau, Eugène 
Goulinat, J.G (Jean-Gabriel) 
Hugues, Paul Jean 
Juste, René 
Ladureau, Pierre 
Lefort, Jean 
Mathurin Méheut 
Pernelle, Ernest 
Urbain, Alexandre 
Van Hasselt, Willem 
Zingg, Jules 

 
Works of art bought directly from Figaro Exhibitions: 

 
Horace Richebé, Vieux port à Marseille effet gris. 
Exhibited at the 4th Figaro Exhibition (Opening Feb 24 1930). 
Purchased May 20, 1930, for 1,500 fr. 
 
Paul Jean Hugues Intérieur 
Exhibited a the 12th Figaro Exhibition (Opening March 4, 1931) 
Purchased by the state on June 9, 1931 for 400 fr 
 
Désiré Lucas La Montagne de Beaubien à mer aux derniers rayons 
Exhibited at the 12th Figaro Exhibition, (Opening March 4, 1931) 
Purchased by the state June 29 1931 3,000 fr 
 
J.G. Goulinat, L’arc de Titus et les Colisées, Rome 
Exhibited at the 12th Figaro Exhibition (Opening March 4, 1931) 
Purchased by the state July 6 1931, 3,000 Fr 
 
Paul Jean Hugues Inspiration romane 
Exhibited at the 12th Figaro Exhibition,  (Opening March 4 1931) 
Purchased by the state July 6, 1931 for 2,500 fr 

 
Works of Art Possibly Purchased by the state directly from Figaro Exhibitions 
Maurice Busset, N/A. 
Exhibited at the 4th Figaro Exhibition (Opening Feb 24 1930). 
Purchased 21 July 1930, no price. 
 
Pierre-Gaston Rigaud, Corté 
Exhibited at the 5th Figaro Exhibition (Opening March 26 1930) 
Purchased 4 June 1930, 1,200 fr. 
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Appendix H: Artists included in "Maîtres de l'art indépendent," "Origines et 
développement de l'art international indépendent " or the opening exhibition of the Musée 
Nationale d’Art Moderne in 1942 

Artists included in "Maîtres de l'art indépendent" and "Origines et développement de l'art 
international indépendent": 
 
Bonnard, Braque, Chagall, de Chirico, Cross, Delaunay, Derain, Duchamp-Villon, Ernst, Friesz, 
Gleizes, Gris, Herbin, de la Fresnaye, Laurens (Henri), Léger, Lipchitz, Marcoussis, Matisse, 
Ozenfant, Picabia, Picasso, Renoir, Rousseau (le Douanier), Severini, Survage, Villon, Vlaminck 
 
Artists included in the opening exhibition of the Musée Nationale d’Art Moderne in 1942 
and "Origines et développement de l'art international indépendent" : 
Bonnard, Braque, Cross, Delaunay, Derain, Friesz, Gleizes, de la Fresnaye, Laurens (Henri), 
Matisse, Picabia, Tanguy, Villon, Vlaminck 
 
Artists included in the opening exhibition of the Musée Nationale d’Art Moderne in 1942 
and "Maitres de l'art Indépendent" : 
Albert (André), Asselin, Bernard (E), Bissière, Bompard, Bonnard, Bouche, Bourdelle, 
Boussingault, Braque, Camoin, Céria, Chabaud, Cross, Delaunay, Debois, Denis, Derain, 
Despiau, Desvalliers, Drivier, Dufrenoy, Dufresne, Dufy, Dunoyer de Segonzac, d'Espagnat, 
Flandrin, Friesz, Gernez, Gimond, Gleizes, Goerg, Gromaire, Guérin, Joëts, de la Fresnaye, de la 
Patellière, Laprade, Laurencin, Laurens (H), Lebasque, Le Fauconnier, Lhote, Lotiron, Luce, 
Lurçat, Maillol, Manguin, Marchand, Marquet, Marval, Matisse, Picabia, Piot, Poisson, Pompon, 
Poupelet, Puy, Rouault, Sérusier, Seyssaud, Utrillo, Vallotton, Valtat, Van Dongen, Villon, 
Vlaminck, Vuillard, Waroquier, Wlérick. 
 
Artists included in all three exhibitions: 
Bonnard, Braque, Cross, Delaunay, Derain, Friesz, Gleizes, de la Fresnaye, Laurens, Matisse, 
Picabia, Villon, Vlaminck. 
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Figure 1: Photograph. Anon. Attack on the Surrealist exhibition at Studio 28 by the Jeunesses 
Patriotes, December 3, 1930. Fondation André Breton. 
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Figure 2: extract showing photographs of damage done to studio 28 on December 3, 1930, in 
Louis Aragon “L’affaire de ‘l’Âge d’or’ January 2 1931, Fondation André Breton. 
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Figure 3: Page from Les cahiers de la république des lettres, des sciences et des arts, April 15, 
1926. 
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Figure 4: Federico Beltrán Masses, Allegory of Carmen, c. 1925 
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Figure 5: Henri le Sidaner, White Boats in the Moonlight, 1927. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: "Extopia" of the Pamphleteer, from Marc Angenot, La Parole pamphletaire, 1982 
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Figure 7: Tony Tollet, De l'influence de la corporation judéo-allemande des  marchands de 
tableaux de Paris sur l'art français, 1915. 
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Figure 8:  Page from Maurice Hiver, ed. Les Cahiers du C.A.P. 1927. 
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Figure 9: Camille Mauclair, La Folie picturale, 1928. 

 

Figure 10: Paul Schutze-Naumberg, Kunst und Rasse, 1928. 
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Figure 11: Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l'art vivant, 1929.

 

Figure 12: Camille Mauclair, La Farce de l'art vivant II, Les Métèques contre l'Art français, 
1930. 
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Figure 13:Camille Mauclair, Painting Gone Mad, London,1931. 

 

Figure 14: Henry Rankin Poore, Thinking Straight on Modern Art, 1934. 
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Figure 15: Wolfgang Willrich, Säuberung des Kunsttempels, 1936. 

 

Figure 16: Josephine Hancock Logan, Sanity in Art, 1937. 
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Figure 17: Lionel Lindsay, Addled Art, 1942. 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Lionel Lindsay, Arte Morboso, 1959. 
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Figure 19: Camille Mauclair, Inscription to Ugo Ojetti, La Farce de l'art vivant II: Les 
Métèques contre l'Art français, 1930. 
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Figure 20: from François Lehel, Notre Art dément, 1926.

 

Figure 21: From Henry Rankin Poore, Thinking Straight on Modern Art, 1934. 
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Figure 22: From the pages of Josephine Lincoln Hancock, Sanity in Art, 1937 
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Figure 23: from the Entarte Kunst exhibition catalogue, 1937. 

 

 

 

Figure 24 from the pages of Arte Morboso (Addled Art, Argentinian edition) 1959. 
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Figure 25: Camille Mauclair, La Crise de l'art moderne, 1944. 
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Figure 26: Constantin Meunier, The Miner, 1887. 
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Figure 27: Alexandre Charpentier, The Bakers. Originally installed in the Square Laurent-
Prache, near Saint-Germain-des-Près (6th arrondissement, Paris). Today in Square Scopion 

(5th arrondissement, Paris). 
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Figure 28: Photograph, Jacques Lemare, Marble bust of François Réamur by Jean-Baptiste 
Lemoyne, Formes n. 30, 1932. 
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Figure 29:  Photograph, Jacques Lemare, Terracotta portrait bust by Étienne-Pierre-Adrien 
Gois of Louis XV, c.1932, Formes n. 30, 1932 
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Figure 30:  Photograph, Jacques Lemare, Marble portrait bust of Buffon by Jean-Baptiste 
Pigalle, c. 1932 Formes n. 30, 1932. 
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Figure 31: Photograph, Jean-Baptiste Lemoyne, Bust of Réaumur. 

 

Figure 32: Photograph, Jean-Baptiste Pigalle, Bust of Buffon. 
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Figure 33: Photograph, Bust of Elder Drusus depicted to accompany article by Guido 
Kaschnitz-Weinberg “Du réalisme magique de la république romaine à l’art de Constantin 

le grand," in Formes, October 1930. 
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Figure 34: Photograph, Bust of Trajan to accompany article by Guido Kaschnitz-Weinberg 
“Du réalisme magique de la république romaine à l’art de Constantin le grand," in Formes, 

October 1930. 
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Figure 35: Photograph, Jacques-André Boiffard, Big toe, masculine subject, thirty years old, 
in Documents, No. 6, 1929. 
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Figure 36: Photograph, ancestral sculpture from Kafiristân illustrated alongside René 
Grousset, "Un cas de régression vers les arts "Barbares" La statuaire du Kafiristân" 

Documents, Feb 2, 1930. 
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Figs 37-41: Works included in exhibition catalogue for "Prima Mostra Di Pittori Italiani residenti 
a Parigi," Milan, Galeria Milano, 14-26 June, 1930. 

 

Figure 37: Massimo Campigli The Woman at the Fountain, 1929. 

 

Figure 38: Massimo Campigli, The Daughter of the Jailer, 1929. 
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Figure 39: Mario Tozzi La The fisherman’s family, 1929. 

 

 

Figure 40: Alberto Savinio, The Builders of Paradise, 1929. 
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Figure 41: Giorgio di Chirico, Gladiators in a Room, 1929. 
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Figure 42: Léon Zack, Double Portrait, 1931. 

 

Figure 43: Léon Zack, untitled, reproduced in Formes no. 12 February, 1930. 
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Figure 44: Philippe Hosiasson, Le Malade, reproduced in Formes n. 18, October 1931. 
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Figure 45: Philippe Hosiasson, The colloquium, in Formes n. 18, October 1931. 
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Figure 46: Eugene Berman, The Shepherds, reproduced in Formes n. 3, March 1930. 

 

Figure 47: Eugene Berman, Night in Naples, reproduced in Formes n.3, March 1930. 
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Figure 48: Eugene Berman, Night, reproduced in Formes n. 3 March 1930. 
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Figure 49: Eugene Berman, Prato della Valle, 1931. 
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Figure 50: Christian Bérard, An Athlete, reproduced in Formes 1, no.1, 1929. 
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Figure 51: Christian Bérard, Half-Portrait, reproduced in Formes 1, no.1, 1929. 
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Figure 52: Christian Bérard, The Meeting, reprinted in Formes 1, no.1, 1929. 
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Figure 53: Christian Bérard, Pierre Colle in Costume, reproduced in Formes 1, no.1, 1929. 
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Figure 54: Pavel Tchelitchew, Untitled, reprinted in Formes no. 6, November 1930. 
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Figure 55: Pavel Tchelitchew, Untitled, reprinted in Formes, no. 6, November 1930. 
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Figure 56: Pavel Tchelitchew, Untitled, reprinted in Formes, no. 6, November 1930. 
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Figure 57: Helmut Kolle, Sailor, c. 1930. 
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Figure 58: Victor Tischler, Portrait of a Lady and a Dog, 1930. 
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Figure 59: Joseph Floch, By the Water, c. 1930. 
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Figure 60: Paul Strecker, Spanier, 1934. 
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Figure 61:  Jean Peyrissac, drawing of three men, reproduced in Formes n. 31 1933. 

 

Figure 62: Jean Peyrissac, drawings reproduced in Formes no. 31, 1933. 
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Figure 63: plate from Rubens, Theorie de la figure humaine reproduced in Formes, no.12, 
February 1931. 

 

Figure 64: Alberto Savinio. Portrait of Waldemar George, 1929, oil on canvas, Private 
collection, courtesy of Galleria dello Scudo, Verona. 
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Figure 65: Giorgio de Chirico, Portrait of Isa modelling, 1930. 
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Figure 66: Roger de la Fresnaye,  The sick man sitting in his bed, 1922. 

 

Figure 67: Roger de la Fresnaye, The sick man coughing, 1924. 
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Figure 68: Georges Rouault, reprinted to illustrate Waldemar George, " Georges Rouault et 
la naissance de la tragedie" in Formes no. 13,  March, 1931. 
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Figure 69: Raphaël, The School of Athens, 1510-1511, The Vatican. 

 

Figure 70: Ferdinand Hodler, Unity, 1911. City Hall, Hannover. 
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Figure 71: Roger de la Fresnaye, Les Palefreniers (Groomsmen) 1922. Sketch. 
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Figure 72: Roger de la Fresnaye, Les Palefreniers (Groomsmen), 1922. 
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Figure 73: Jean Peyrissac, Horses and People, lead on paper, Private Collection, c. 1925. 
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Figure 74: Philippe Hosiasson, Riders, 1933. 
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Figure 75: Alberto Savino, Nettuno Pescatore, (Neptune the Fisherman), 1931. 
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Figure 76: Cahier 1935-6, L’ecole primaire superieur, year 1, les deux Sevres, 3.6.01.00, 
1982-567 DERO 1935 TRA(c) Réseau Canopé le Musée National de l’Éducation. 
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Figure 77: Cahier de dessin 1931, Professor M. Lboeuf, 2nd year, Primaire, plate I, EPS de 
lillers 3/10/1931 DEHU 1931 TRA (c) Réseau Canopé le Musée National de l’Éducation. 
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Figure 78: Photograph, Drawing instruction, drawing a Doric capital from sight.  École 
Primaire Supérieure for boys in Sens (Yonne) 1899-1900, INV: 1979-36669-0013 (c) Réseau 

Canopé le Musée National de l’Éducation. 
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Figure 79:  Camille Gémonet, Le dessin d'ornement a l'école primaire, 1897 Amiens Poiré –
Choquet, (c) Réseau Canopé le Musée National de l’Éducation. 
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Figure 80: A drawing lesson, Primary School Cabanis, Lille, c. 1900,  Inv 1979-07866, (c) 
Réseau Canopé le Musée National de l’Éducation. 
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Figure 81: Pages from a young girl's Cahier de College, d’Albi, 3ème, 1930. (c) Réseau 
Canopé le Musée National de l’Éducation. 
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Figure 82: Atelier André Lhote c. 1942-3.  
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Figure 83: Chas Laborde, “L’academie” from L’inflation Sentimentale, 1923. 
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Figure 84: Advertisement for L’École ABC de Dessin, Gringoire, October 11, 1929. 
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Figure 85: Cover of Le Dessin: révue d’art, d’éducation et d’enseignement. 5 no. 1, May 1933. 
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Figure 86: Frontispiece illustration for Le Dessin: révue d’art, d’éducation et d’enseignement 
1 no. 1 May 1929. 

 

 

Figure 87: back inside cover illustration for Le Dessin: révue d’art, d’éducation et 
d’enseignement 1 no. 1 May 1929. 
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Figure 88: Émile Aubry, Bacchanale.1928. Exhibited at the Salon de la Societé des Artistes 
Français 1929.  La Piscine, Roubaix. 
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Figure 89:  Yves Brayer, Retour de la plaza. Exhibited at the Salon de la Société Nationale 
des Beaux-Arts, 1929. 
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Figure 90: Eugène Robert Pougheon, draft for fresco of Mairie du 14eme arrondissement, 
1936 (detail). 
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Figure 91: Bas-relief by Alfred Janniot,  Palais de la Porte Dorée, 1931 (detail). 
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Figure 92:  Re-design of Le Dessin in 1937. 
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Figure 93: Re-design of Le Dessin after 1946. 
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Figure 94: Jacques Émile-Blanche Les Arts plastiques. Paris: Les éditions de France, 1931. 

 

 

Figure 95: Pierre du Colombier et Roland-Manuel. Les arts : peinture, sculpture, gravure, 
architecture, cinéma, photographie, musique et danse. Paris: Denoël et Steele, 1933. 
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Figure 96: René Huyghe, ed. Histoire de l’art contemporain: la peinture, Paris: Alcan 1935. 

 

 

Figure 97:  Christian Zervos,  Histoire de l’art contemporain. Paris: Cahiers d’art, 1938. 
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Figure 98: La Peinture moderne ou l’art sans métier. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 
1941. 

 

 

Figure 99:  Louis Hautecoeur, Littérature et peinture en France du XVII au XXe siécle.  
Paris: Arman Colin, 1942. 
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Figure 100: Louis Hourticq,  L’art et la littérature. Paris: Flammiron, 1946. 

 

Figure 101: Bernard Dorival, Les étapes de la peinture française contemporaine Vol. 3: 1911- 
1944. Paris: Gallimard, 1946. 
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Figure 102: Alfred Barr, cover of exhibition catalogue for Cubism and Abstract Art. New 
York: Museum of Modern Art, 1936. 
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Figure 103:  Barr's chart modified to account for narrative provided in Bernard Dorival, 
Les étapes de la peinture française contemporaine: depuis le cubisme. 1911-1944. Paris: 

Gallimard, 1946.  
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Figure 104: excerpt from Robert Rey, La Peinture moderne ou l’art sans métier. Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1941. 
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Figure 105: Paul-Émile Gernez, Two Nudes 1919, printed in Histoire de l’art contemporain 
Paris: Alcan, 1935. 

 

Figure 106:  Paul-Émile Gernez, Nude and Flowers,  1930. printed in Histoire de l’art 
contemporain. Paris: Alcan, 1935. 
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Figure 107: André Favory, Under the Arbor, 1914, printed in Histoire de l’art contemporain 
Paris: Alcan 1935. 

 

Figure 108: André Favory, Woman with Umbrella, 1926 printed in Histoire de l’art 
contemporain. Paris: Alcan, 1935. 
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Figure 109: Jean Lurçat, Bathers, 1931 

 

Figure 110: Pierre Roy, The Cauliflower, 1931. 
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Figure 111: Charles Georges Dufresne. Noyon. 1917. 

 

Figure 112: Luc Albert-Moreau. Verdun. 1925. 
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Figure 113: Dunoyer de Segonzac. Boatmen on the Morin. 1935. 

 

 

Figure 114: Yves Alix. Escalator. 1928. Musée Carnavalet, Paris. 
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Figure 115: Amédée de la Patellière. Bathers. 1930, Musée la Piscine, Roubaix. 

 

 

Figure 116: Roger Chapelain-Midy. Summer Symphony, oil on canvas, 1936. Purchased by 
the French state in 1936. 
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Figure 117: Maurice Poncelet. The Salmbatiques. 1941. 

 

 

Figure 118: Jean Aujame. Sketch for Concert champêtre. 1936. Original Purchased by the 
state 1937. 
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Figure 119: Georges Rohner. The Drowned Man, 1939. Le Musée des Années 30s, Boulogne-
Billancourt, France. 

 

 

Figure 120: Robert Humblot, The minotaur 1936. 
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Figure 121: Henri Jannot, Man with plow 1937. Centre Pompidou, Paris. 

 

 

Figure 122: Françis Gruber. Job. 1944. 
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Figure 123: André Marchard. The unknown. 1935. Bought by state in 1938. 

 

Figure 124: Jean Bazaine. Saint Francis Speaking with Animals, 1940. Tapestry. 
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Figure 125: François Desnoyer.  Bathers. c. 1930-40. 

 

Figure 126: Charles Walch. Le coq.1945. 
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Figure 127:  Edouard Pignon. The Dead Worker, 1936. 
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Figure 128: Louis Billotey, The Sacrifice of Iphégnia, 1935, Musée La Piscine, Roubaix. 

 

Figure 129: Jean Dupas The Glory of Bordeaux 1941-2, Bourse du Travail, Bordeaux. 
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Figure 130: Louis Billotey,  Stations  of the Cross, at Ciry-Salsogne, Aisne, 1926 (detail). 

 

Figure 131: Robert Eugène  Pougheon, Le Serpent 1930. La Piscine, Roubaix. 
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Figure 132: Émile Aubry,  Hommage to those Dead in War, 1935. Mairie du 5ème 
arrondissement, Paris. 
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Figure 133: Jean Despujols, La pensée  (Thought) 1929. Musée La Piscine, Roubaix. 
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Figure 134: Paul Colin, “Protestation”Beaux-Arts, September 22, 1933. 
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Figure 135: Jean Despujols, Jean Dupas, Robert Pougheon, “Trois artistes s’élèvent contre 
la protestation de Paul Colin” Beaux-Arts  October 13, 1933. 
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Figure 136: Le Musée du Luxembourg, c. 1931. 

 

Figure 137: Le Musée des Écoles étrangères, Jeu de Paume,  1932. 
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Figure 138: works in the Luxembourg juxtaposed against “commercial” art works by 
international artists in Le Gaulois Artistique, May 28, 1929. 
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Figure 139: Aimé Berthod, Letter of recommendation for Camille Mauclair to the Conseil 
Supérieur des Beaux-Arts, Archives Nationales F/21/4711/ folder 5. 
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Figure 140: Édouard Herriot, Letter of recommendation for Camille Mauclair to the 
Conseil Supérieur des Beaux-Arts, Archives Nationales F/21/4711/ folder 5. 
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Figure 141: reconstruction of letter from Vassily Kandinsky to André Dézarrois, May 10 
1937 reproduced in Michael Hoog "Origine et development de l'art international 

indépendent " p 22-28  in Paris 1937, l'art indépendant. (Paris: Musée d'art moderne de la 
ville de Paris, 1987) 24. 
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Figure 142: Bernard Boutet de Movel. André Dunoyer de Segonzac and Jean-Louis 
Boussingault. 1914. 
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Figure 143: Bernard Boutet de Movel. Self-Portrait, Place de la Vendome. 1932. 
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Figure 144: Henri Rousseau. Liberty Inviting the Artists to Participate in the Salon des 
Indépendants, 1906. 
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Figure 145: “Pour l’art Français” Beaux-Arts: Chronique des arts et de la curiosité, Le 
journal des Arts 75 no. 301, October 7, 1938. 
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Figure 146: “Le Salon d’automne” Beaux-Arts: Chronique des arts et de la curiosité, Le 
journal des Arts, 75 no. 306, November 11, 1938. 
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Figure 147: Georges Duthuit, "Pour l'art sans police,"Cahiers d'art, nos 3-10, 1938. 
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Figure 148: Georges Duthuit, "Pour l'art sans police" Cahiers d'art nos 3-10, 1938. 


